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ABSTRACT
ENTERING THE UNITIVE LIFE:
A STUDY OF FOWLER S FAITH STAGES 5 AND 6
AND THE INTERVENING TRANSITION

SEPTEMBER 1989
ELIZABETH W. HOWLETT, B.S., WITTENBERG UNIVERSITY
M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
M.Ed, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Alfred S. Alschuler

The purpose of this study was to determine whether there are any
conditions necessary and/or sufficient to facilitate a transition between
Stages Five and Six, as described by Fowler s Faith Developmental theory
(1981). This transition is currently of significance because of the widespread
interest in mystical experiences, many of which occur after Stage Five.
Twelve conditions were selected to be studied.
The conditions were investigated through in-depth interviews with 4
men and 8 women in or past midlife who were known to be spiritual leaders
in some sense. Fowler s Faith Development Interview was used to ascertain
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the stages of the interviewees, 5 of whom proved to be at Stage Five, 2 at the
5/6 transition. Other questions focused on the particular conditions under
consideration.
The results showed that all of the subjects had chosen a path before
they came to Stage Five. All but one had worked with a teacher. All had a
deep motivation to experience self-transcendence. All had some practice of
spiritual discipline and of detached living. In addition, books and solitude
were found to be important in most spiritual journeys, while Hardy s
"triggers'' (1979) were present in several. Openness to spiritual experiencing
was found to be universally present. Using Underhill's (1961) criteria, the
Dark Night of the Soul, "self-naughting" humility, and the Unitive social
activism were all absent.
Since no subject was found at Stage 6, the conditions were analyzed for
their necessity and/or sufficiency in facilitating movement along the Mystic
Way. The conclusions pointed to a "trigger" experience and openness to
spiritual experiencing as prerequisites to Awakening, motivation to
transcend, choice of a path and teacher as prerequisites to Purgation,
spiritual disciplines, detachment and solitude as practices emerging in
Purgation. Illumination was usually preceded by a shift to an inner teacher.
No condition was deemed to be sufficient to facilitate movement. Most
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interviewees mentioned a sense of “mystery" or "grace" in their discussion of
mystical experiences, pointing to "the initiative of the Transcendent," which
Fowler (1974) suggests is central in a stage shift from Five to Six.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement
Spiritual growth is the evolution of an individual. An
individual s body may undergo the changes of the life cycle, but
it does not evolve-Within an individual lifetime, however,
the human spirit may evolve dramatically. New patterns may
be forged. Spiritual competence may increase (although it
usually does not) until the moment of death in advanced old
age. Our lifetime offers us unlimited opportunities for spiritual
growth until the end. (Peck, 1978, p. 263)
In this single paragraph, M. Scott Peck has highlighted both the
potential for spiritual growth and the reality that few do indeed "evolve
dramatically." The lives of Martin Luther ICing, Jr., Mahatma Gandhi, Mother
Teresa, and Abraham Heschel have sounded a clarion call that dramatic
spiritual development is possible. Yet few have responded to that call. The
norm seems to stop far short of the tremendous potential for spiritual
development. Why is this? One possible answer comes from the research of
James W. Fowler (1978, 1980a, 1980b, 1981, 1982, 1984, 1987), who
believes that a radical shift in relationships and values is a necessary
precursor to such development. Though the same relationships are
sometimes reestablished, they are different, "now with definite
subordination of their value to the central value of the person s oneness with
1

the Transcendent" (Fowler, 1984, p. 73). In order to understand this rad.cal
shift, which includes a yearning for Union with the Divine, let us consider the
nature of the research conducted by Fowler over a period of about eight
years, continuing on to the present through research projects such as this.
James W. Fowler constructed his model of structural faith development
by interviewing about 400 people from ages 4 to 80 concerning their own
faith stories. The interview process began with a life review, then continued
with a discussion about life-shaping experiences and relationships, present
values and commitments, and finally concluded with questions about
religion. Fowler ultimately identified seven stages in the evolution of faith.
Primal (Stage 0), Intuitive-Projective (Stage 1), Mythic-Literal (Stage 2),
Synthetic-Conventional (Stage 3), lndividuative-Reflective (Stage 4),
Conjunctive (Stage 5), and Universalizing Mind (Stage 6). (See Table 1.1,
pages 11-12 for brief definitions of these stages.)
Transitions between the early stages seem to Fowler to be precipitated
by changes in cognitive development. For instance, a child moves out of the
Primal stage when language emerges and the child moves into Piaget's
definition of pre-operational thinking. Transition out of the IntuitiveProjective stage is contingent upon moving into concrete operations.
Transition out of the Mythic-Literal stage accompanies a shift into formal
operations. However, since adolescents of 12 or 13 use logic differently than
2

adults, Fowler divided formal operations into four substages: early,
dichotomous, dialectical, and synthesized formal operations. From his
descriptions, these four sub stages can be seen to correspond to the four
faith stages that characterize adulthood (Stages 3, 4, 5, and 6). Transitions
between Stages 3 and 4 have been researched by Sharon Parks, both in her
doctoral dissertation (Harvard, 1980), and a subsequently released book
(1986). The transition between Stages 4 and 5 has been researched in the
doctoral work of Perry E. Bassett (1985) in connection with midlife
transition. The focus of this dissertation is on the transition from Stage 5 to
Stage 6. This particular transition, as well as its fruition in the unitive life, is
currently highly significant, inasmuch as it is the focus of the relatively new
branch of transpersonal psychology. Many are interested in the journey
beyond the self-psychologies of the past three decades, and they are looking
closely at mystical or transcendent experiences. Devoted to this study are
several recently founded journals (i.e., journal of Transpersonal Psychology.
Re-Vision journal), organizations (i.e., Association for Transpersonal
Psychology, Self-Realization Fellowship), institutions of higher learning (i.e.,
Creation Science Institute, California Institute of Transpersonal Psychology)
and books too numerous to list.
A significant gap, however, appears in Fowler's theory of Faith
Development. He describes well how an individual proceeds through Stages
3

0-5, but hu undemanding <* the transit** after the Conjunctive Faith
'Su*e 5) and of the Universalizing Mmd (Stage 6j itrelf u incomplete It
appear! that there vith Conjunctive Faith are characterized by integrity,
authenticity, and an autonomcmi sense of self m relation vith others Such
perremr have reached the pmna.de of self-actualization fuU functioning,
vholeness They are compassionate generative and comfortable vith
ambiguity They begm to experience an openness to the emerging
unconscious parts of ... selT (Carroll & Dyck:man 1986, p.97). Because their
social feasibility is unsurpassed Fowler has taken this stage as
“normative “
On the other hand, Fcrvler questions the “social feasibility" of those in
the final stage, Universalizing Mind. This stage represents such a radical
shift from all previous vays of knerving that it appears to disrupt all that
has gone before. Those in this stage
seem to have undergone an experience of the negation of ties
and affections that ve generally take to be natural" They
seem to have undergone the negation of a kind of self-interest¬
edness that also seems natural...” The motives, courage, and
tranquility that make not only an assent but even a longing for
this negation powerful in people seem to require an explanation
based on the initiatives of the Transcendent - of Being, of God,
or of Spirit. Such motives and longings seem to be the work of
something like Grace. (Fowler, 1984, p. 73-74)
Fovler does not supply very much information about such a disjunction
in faith development. Broughton (in Dykstra and Parks, 1986) points out
4

that, At stage 6, there is supposed to be a direct relation of the self to the
Transcendent. However, development through the stages up to that point
certainly could not be attributed to such a relationship" (p. 98). Instead
development so far had been the result of cognitive reorganization and
equilibration at each successive level. What has caused this transition? Has
there been any "conscious courting of the Divine Presence," a topic much in
the writings of the mystics (Holmes, 1938, p. 329)?
Fowler s emphasis in Stage 6 appears to be on action, in fact, social and
political action. He characterizes those in this stage as engaged in “activist
efforts, through the pouring out of the self, to transform present social
conditions in the direction of God's commonwealth of love and justice"
(Fowler, 1987, p. 76). He suggests that Mahatma Gandhi, Dietrich Bonhoeffer,
Thomas Merton, Mother Teresa, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Abraham
Heschel experienced Stage 6 in all its fullness. Admittedly these were (are)
very active in the world, but Moran (1983) notes that "many of them took a
contemplative attitude of detachment from this world. They recognized a
strange paradox in the relation of contemplation and action that leads to
detachment from the results of personal activity" (p. 119). Fowler
acknowledges that their "hearts and wills have become vitally connected
with the Divine Spirit" (1987, p. 76), but he de-emphasizes this aspect in his
depiction of their service in the world. Although he recognizes that
5

identification with God had occurred, he describes it in terms of its results,
leaving an aura of mystery around that identification itself
Mystics from several traditions have consistently related experiences
of self-transcendence, of union with a transpersonal reality, with their
subsequent lives devoted to service of this other Reality. The study of
mysticism therefore seems to be one way to describe transition. Evelyn
Underhill (1961) provides a comprehensive explanation of this shift in her
description of the Mystical Life. I expect that a bridge will be revealed
between structural faith development and mystical spiritual development as
a result of my study of factors contributing to transition. The question for
this study then is how some people are able to continue evolving into the
Unitive Life that mystics hold as the highest state of development. What
conditions seem to be necessary to permit a shift from Stage 5 to Stage 6?
Are these conditions alone sufficient to enable stage transition? Out of the
literature review will emerge several hypotheses about such conditions.
They will then be further investigated through case studies of individuals in
several different centuries who are generally recognized as having entered
the unitive life and through interviews with contemporary individuals who
likewise appear to be beyond Stage 5.
This study will have significance to spiritual directors and pastoral
counselors, as well as to psychotherapists and teachers who are interested in
6

holistic human development. First, the study will provide readers with an
enhanced theoretical understanding of Faith Development by enlarging upon
the descriptions of Stages 5 and 6. Secondly, it will alert educators and
counselors to the passivity and complacency which may characterize Stage 5,
as people embrace all truths intellectually, but do not see that there is
anything more. And finally, it may help educators and counselors who are
committed to spiritual development to better understand what blocks the
shift to Stage 6; it may provide them with ways to facilitate letting go of
those blocks and moving on with the spiritual journey.

1.2 Definition of Ter ms
Structural developmental theory, faith, Fowler's stages of faith and
spiritual development are the only terms to be defined here in order to
prepare the reader for the major focus of the research project. Many other
more specialized terms will emerge in Chapter Three, but they will be
defined in a Glossary of Specialized Terms in Appendix F, in order to help the
reader understand that chapter.

1.2.1 Structural Developmental Theory
Fowler (1981) derived the formulation of his faith stages in fact from
Piaget s conceptualization of structural development, but he asserted,
Stages of faith deal with different domains of knowing than
either the cognitive stages of Piaget or the moral stages of
Kohlberg_Nonetheless, in any holistic approach to the
7

human construction of meaning, account must be given of the
relations of reasoning to imagination, of moral judgment¬
making to symbolic representation, of ecstatic intuition to
logical deduction .... Moreover, we believe that the faith
stages meet the structural-develop mental criteria for stages.
They provide generalizable, formal descriptions of integrated
sets of operations of knowing and valuing. These stagelike
positions are related in a sequence we believe to be invariant.
Each new stage integrates and carries forward the operations of
all the previous stages .... 1 do not feel warranted in making
claims of "universality'' for our stages, beyond the contention
that the formal descriptions of them are generalizable and can
be tested cross-culturally. (1981, pp. 99-100)

1.2.2 Faith
When Fowler talks about "faith," he has in mind something different
from a religious belief system. Although he does not ignore the content of
faith, he focuses more on the structural characteristics of faith. He sees faith
as the all-encompassing term that includes seven different components:
Logic, World Coherence, Role-taking, Locus of Authority, Social Awareness,
Moral Judgment, and Symbols, Rituals, Metaphor, and Myth.
Faith is a person's or group's way of moving into the force field
of life. It is our way of finding coherence in and giving meaning
to the multiple forces and relations that make up our lives.
Faith is a person s way of seeing him- or herself in relation to
others against a background of shared meaning and purpose.
(Fowler, 1981, p. 4)
In the language of constructive-developmental psychologies,
faith is a construing of the conditions of existence. It is a special
kind of construing, however, for it attempts to make sense of
our mundane everyday experience in light of some accounting
for the ultimate conditions of our existence. In its efforts to
8

orient us toward the ultimate conditions of existence, faith
involves three important kinds of construal: (1) It involves a
patterned knowing (which we sometimes call belief). (2) It
involves a patterned valuing (which we sometimes call
commitment or devotion). And (3) it involves patterned
constructions of meaning, usually in the form of an underlying
narrative or story. (Fowler, 1987, p. 36)
Precisely in the transition from a person s construing of the world to an
emphasis on an experiential relationship with a transpersonal reality do we
go beyond faith defined by any specific developmental stage to spiritual
development hinted at by Fowler s stage of Universalizing Mind.
1.2.3 Fowler's Stages of Faith

In actuality, Fowler has seven stages; the first is Stage 0, Primal Faith,
characterizing infants whose primary task is to learn trust. Their faith is
being shaped by the mutuality of trust in relationships with the caregivers.
"Our rudimentary faith constructs preimages' of powerful and trustworthy
ultimacy, in order to offset the anxiety that results from the separations and
the threats of negation that occur in the course of infantile development"
(1987, p. 58). The succeeding six stages chronicle the development of faith
through the lifespan. Table 1.1 (pp. 11-12) presents the characteristic ways
of knowing and making meaning at each stage. Fowler concedes that few
experience all of the stages; rather, the faith development of many is
arrested at various points. He points to certain fundamentalist groups who

9

appear to have fixated at Stage 2, Mythic-Literal Faith. The majority of
Christian church members seem to be at Stage 3, Synthetic-Conventional
Faith, though a sizable number find a degree in autonomy in their faith
through entrance into Stage 4, Individuative-Reflective Faith. Some will
wend their way into Conjunctive Faith, Stage 5, usually not before midlife.
Rarely did Fowler find examples of Stage 6, Universalizing Mind. Table 1.1
(pp. 11-12) describes how the seven components of faith shift throughout
the lifespan.
1.2.4 Spiritual Development

For the purposes of this study, spiritual development is defined as the
evolving relationship of the self with a transpersonal reality often called God.
"Transpersonal reality," sometimes called the "Ultimate Environment," may
be known through "mystical experiences," ones that the person perceives as
transcending the ordinary boundaries of time, space, causality and the limits
of one s body, e.g., prophetic visions, superior inner voices, near-death
experiences and ineffable experiences of unity with the universe. Just as the
self develops in interaction with the objective environment, so the self can
develop in interaction with the Ultimate Reality.

10

Table 1.1 Components of Faith

(adapted from Fowler, 1981, pp. 244-245,
and Keen & Fowler, 1978, pp. 95-99)

1. IntuitiveProjective

2. Mythic-Literal

3- SyntheticConventional

Form of Logic

Pre-Operational

Concrete Operational

Early Formal
Operations

Form of Vorld
Coherence

Episodic

Narrative-Dramatic

Tacit system
symbolic
mediation

Role-taking

Rudimentary empathy Simple perspective¬
taking

Mutual
role-taking
(Interpersonal)
"third-person"
perspective

Locus of
Authority

Located in and
derivative of child's
attachment/dependent
relationships to
parent or parentlike adults. Criteria
of size, power, and
visible signs of
authority

Located in incumbents
of authority roles and
made (more or less)
salient by personal
proximity and trust¬
inspiring qualities

Located in tradi¬
tional or consen¬
sual perspective
of valued group
and in persons
authorized or
recognized as
personally
worthy represen¬
tatives

Bounds of
Social
Awareness

Family, primal other

"Those like us" (in
familial, ethnic, racial,
class and religious
terms)

Conformity to
class norms and
interests

Form of Moral
Judgment

Punishment-reward

Instrumental Hedonism

Interpersonal
concord
Law and Order

Role of
Symbols.
Rituals. Myth.
Metaphor

Magical-Numinous

One-dimensional

Multi¬
dimensional,
conventional

(Table 1.1 coat, on neit page)

(Table 1.1, corn.)

4. lndividuativeRe flee Live

3- Conjunctive Faith 6. Universal¬
izing Mind

Fora of Logic

Formal Operations
(Dichotomizing)

Formal Operations
(Dialectical)

Formal Operations
(Synthetic)

Fora of Vorid
Coherence

Explicit system,
conceptual mediation

Multi-systemic,
symbolic And
conceptual mediation

Unitive actuality,
"One beyond the
many"

Role-taking

Mutual, with selfselected group or
class

Mutual, with groups,
classes, and traditions
other than one's own

Mutual, with the
commonwealth of
Being

Locus of
Authority

Located in personally
appropriated prag¬
matic or ideologically
established perspect¬
ives and in spokes¬
persons or group pro¬
cedures or outlooks
consistent with such
perspectives

Located in the dialectic
between critically selfchosen beliefs, norms,
and values and those
maintained in the re¬
flective claims of other
persons and groups and
in various expressions
of cumulative human
wisdom

Building on all
that went before,
authority now
located in the
judgment purified
of egoistic striving
and attentive to
the requirements
of Being

Bounds of
Social
Awareness

Self-aware adherence Critical awareness of
to chosen class norms and transcendence of
and interests
of class norms and
interests

Transclass aware¬
ness and identifi¬
cation

Fora of Moral
Judgment

Reflective relativism
or class-biased
universalism

Principled Higher Law
(Universal - critical)

Loyalty to Being

Role of
Symbols.
Rituals. Myth.
Metaphor

Critical translation
into ideas

Postcritical rejoining
of symbolic nuance
and ideational content

Transparency of
symbols

12

13 Pesign of the Study and Chapter Onti.no.

The first approach to discovering the necessary and sufficient conditions
will be to review the literature on theories describing this shift. The second
approach will be to analyze the life experiences of five mystics who have
gone beyond Stage Five toward Union. This sample will consist of a balance
of men and women, whose lives span a period of several centuries,
nationalities and religious traditions, i.e., Teresa of Avila, Bahi’u’llih,
Thomas Merton, Mother Teresa, and Sri Aurobindo.
The third approach will be to interview people who seem to have
begun the transition from Stage 5 (Conjunctive Faith) to Stage 6
(Universalizing Mind). This sample will consist of up to five people. They
will be identified by their responses to a preliminary questionnaire. (See
Appendix A.) Questions for the interview will be drawn from, but not
limited to, Fowler s Interview Guide in the Manual for Faith Development
(Moseley, Jarvis, & Fowler, 1986); other questions will emerge from the
hypotheses about necessary and sufficient conditions. (See Appendix D.)
The purpose of the interview will be twofold: 1) to assess and expand the
accuracy of the hypotheses about necessary and sufficient conditions for
such transition; and 2) to provide data that will be used to expand and
enrich Fowler s description of Stage 6. Details of this methodology will be
provided in Chapter Four.
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Chapter One has introduced the topic and provided the framework on
which to build the entire dissertation. Chapter Two will be the review of the
literature about this transitional shift between Stages 5 and 6 and formulate
preliminary hypotheses about conditions that facilitate the shift from Stages
5 to 6. Chapter Three will examine the lives of five historical figures and
then conclude with hypotheses about necessary and sufficient conditions for
shifting to Stage 6, or union. Chapter Four will describe the methodology
used in the study, present the results, and probe the question concerning
sufficiency of these conditions, by analyzing interviews with contemporary
subjects. Chapter Five will present the summary, implications and
conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Introduction

This chapter will begin with a complete description of Fowlers Stages 5
and 6, Conjunctive Faith and Universalizing Mind. It will continue with a
description of mysticism, as seen in the West through Evelyn Underhill's
eyes, in the East through the Ox-herding metaphors, and in the integrated
view of Ren Wilber. Other authors will be called on to supplement the
somewhat sketchy picture Fowler has painted of the transition and the
uppermost stage of faith development. Finally, critical issues in transition
will be addressed: how does one "court the Universal Mind," if indeed it can
be courted? Are there conditions to be met before the transition can be
completed? To what degree are these conditions necessary and sufficient?
Hypotheses will emerge from both Fowler's and Underhill s writings, as well
as from the many others reviewed.
2.2 Fowler‘s Perspective on Stages Five and Six

Fowler does not use the term "Unitive Life to describe the zenith of his
developmental theory. He does, however, identify mysticism as an
important component of the developmental shift from Conjunctive Faith to

Universalizing Mind. In this section, each stage will be presented in all its
fullness; Fowler s sense of the transition will be discussed as well.
2-2-1 Conjunctive Faith (Shr*

Conjunctive Faith (Stage 5) is a stage of"inter-relatedness." A person
at this stage discovers an organic connectedness between knower and
known. Tensions to be somehow balanced include the polarities of
young/old, masculine/feminine, constructive/ destructive, and conscious
self/shadow self. Paradox becomes central as people shift from seeing
choices in terms of "either/or" to "both/and." Now for the first time, they are
able to subdue their drive for autonomous self-direction and rework the
traditional content of Stage Three to integrate it with the self-authored
content of Stage Four. "Stage Five requires that one know suffering and loss,
responsibility and failure, and the grief that is an inevitable part of having
made irrevocable commitments of life and energy" (Fowler, 1978, p. 81).
Excerpts from several of the Fowler interviews with Miss T. illustrate
characteristic features of Stage 5. She began the transition into this stage at
age 48, when she had
"an acute nervous breakdown" [following] several years of
career disappointment.... Near fifty and childless, the state
she vowed she would never accept - that of being an "old maid"
- loomed more certainly as her future. For all these reasons,
and more perhaps that we do not know, her faith, centering in
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the search for beauty, wore thin. The meanings sustaining her
life collapsed. (Fowler, 1981, pp. 192-194)
An over-arching theme in her world-view was a quote from George Fox:
There is that of God in every man.... It applies nationally and individually
and class-wise; it reaches the whole" (Fowler, 1981, p. 194). As an
adolescent, Miss T. had been deeply committed to a Unitarian church, leaving
it for a commitment to pacifism with the Quakers. Shortly after that, she left
all forms of organized religion and made the search for beauty the object of
her religion. It was subsequent contact with Krishnamurti that provided a
foundation for her Christianity, because she learned,
That it doesn’t matter what you call it. Whether you call it God
or Jesus or Cosmic Flow or Reality or Love, it doesn’t matter
what you call it. It is there. And what you learn directly from
that source will not tie you up in creeds... that separate you
from your fellow man. (Fowler, 1981, p. 192)
Many different truths now co-existed for Miss T., even while she chose
one truth to which to commit. She was able to maintain the tension that
results from such a paradoxical apprehension of reality. Generally there is
an increasing relativization of values and meanings, a realization that any
single view carries with it a distortion of the whole view of truth; yet
persons at this stage are able to embrace more than one view
simultaneously. They now begin to come to terms with the prejudices and
myths which have been inculcated from birth by virtue of their particular
17

racial, ethnic, religious or social class community of origin. Such a
developmental confrontation rarely appears before age 30 and is more often
part of a midlife redefinition of values.
A dialectical style of formal operations replaces the dichotomous style
previously used. Stage Five people bring to their coherent world view a high
degree of ambiguity, mystery and wonder and do not demand a forced
synthesis where none is possible. They have internalized their locus of
authority, although a vestige of all prior criteria for authority persists.
Role-taking at this stage has begun to transcend one's own in-group. In fact,
the openness to others is so comprehensive that some may become
vulnerable and ready to shift their own views after so completely
empathizing with another. An identification emerges which can provide a
sense of community with those formerly considered out-groups. Because of
this broadened sense of social awareness, the concern for justice extends to
those of all groups; moral judgments stem more from a principled
perspective based on a sense of higher law. Apprehension of the symbolism,
mythology and ritual of one's world view now encompasses both the critical
reductionism of Stage Four and a "readiness for participation in the reality
brought to expression in symbol and myth" (Fowler, 1984, p. 65). Fowler
refers to a readiness to "spend and be spent for the cause of conserving and
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cultivating the possibility of others' generating identity and meaning" (1981,
p. 198). And finally, there is
a principled openness to encounters with the strange truths of
other religious and cultural traditions.... Conjunctive faith,
attuned to paradox and the tensional dialectic between religious
symbols and common human experience, leads to a readiness
for serious and mutual dialogue with traditions other than its
own. It is confident that new depths and corrected perceptions
of the truths of its own tradition can be the result (Fowler
1987, p. 73)
Miss T.'s incorporation of Krishnamurti s thinking into her definition of
Christianity illustrates exactly this openness to paradox and ambiguity. Her
unwillingness to exclude any different names for or approaches to "God"
exemplifies the Conjunctive Faith's typical embracing of polarities.
Stage Five persons know God both as personally as Stage Three and as
autonomously as Stage Four. The concept of intimacy applies to the spiritual
relationship as well as to human. Here the wholeness and integrity of the
other is respected and treasured as separate and distinct from self. No
danger of fusion intrudes. No disconnecting autonomy threatens. The love
which emerges at this stage has both the tensile strength and airy fragility of
a strand spun from gossamer. Fowler describes "an intimacy in knowing that
celebrates, reverences and attends to the wisdom' evolved in things as they
are, before seeking to modify, control or order them to fit prior categories"
(1981, p. 183). This intimacy becomes the context of an interdependent
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self-ness. As will be evident in the neit section of this paper, there are
different manifestations of this intimacy if these individuals embark upon
the Mystic Way. The deeply loving mutuality is accompanied by a
heightened humility as mystics come to know themselves and their God
more fully. Commitment to their God continues to increase, as they
experience more grace (unmerited favor or gifts).
Miss T. wrestled with the problem of suffering in the world beginning
with her own half-brother's lifetime commitment to a state hospital. She
summed up her conclusions in the following words:
Human life is a moment in eternity_ It may be that R.'s - to
use a figure of speech about the caterpillar - in the cocoon
stage.... I have had a sense that I should somewhere
someday, along the pathways of God, meet R. when he is come
into his own, and he comes with rushing wings. (Fowler, 1981,
p. 195)
Her level of faith development enabled her to make meaning in what
would seem a meaningless situation to those of different levels. In her old
age, she said,
One of the things that has come to me in the immediate last few
days is that this Cosmic Flow, which is God, call it what you will,
is the life back of every cell in the body. It's a nice metaphor,
the river is the flow, because it has come to me more deeply
that I am just sort of porous. That this refreshing, healing love
of God is flowing through me, and that's a very marvelous thing
to believe, if you are seventy-eight and you've got arthritis, and
you're burdened with the racial concept of old age that
everybody gets sick and peters out and gets carried away. But
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it doesn t matter where you are physically, if you’re sick or if
you're well. That this Reality, of this actual life, all spelled with
capital letters, Life flows through you at every moment of your
waking-sleeping experience. Consequently you can be creative
to your last breath. (Fowler, 1981, p. 197)
A problem with this highly-developed capacity to balance paradox lies
in its potential for withdrawal from the arena. Because there is no longer is
a sense of absolute Truth, some lose interest in seeking out a unique sense of
meaning. A paralysis can set in which will impede a move toward
transcendence.
For some, however, there is an increasing dis-ease about spirituality
that draws them onward. They become aware of intimations of yet another
way of knowing Reality. They may begin to understand hints that there is
more than an inter-relatedness between knower and known, that there is in
truth no differentiation between them. As part of their transitional
movement, they may need to work through either a fear of loss of self
through fusion with the Divine or a fear of external control by that
Emanent/Immanent One. As will become evident later in this chapter, I
believe that there are certain conditions that will facilitate this transition.
Fowler implies that a way to assist people through this transition would
be to foster the Oneness of humankind. Although he believes strongly that
"the stage level of aspiration [of organizations]... is Conjunctive faith," he
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sees the nurturing of individuals wherever they are in their faith
development as the appropriate role for pastoral counseling (1987, p.

97).

The paradoxical task of a spiritual director must be to deepen the
commitment and intensity of faith, to help parishioners fill out the potential
of a given stage, and to affirm the development of faith, all without creating
an 'pushy" environment.
2 2.2 Universalizing Mind fStage 61

This zenith of Fowler's stages is characterized primarily by an
extraordinary ' heedlessness to self-preservation and the vividness of their
taste and feel for transcendent moral and religious actuality" (Keen & Fowler,
1978, pp. 87-89). The highest values now embraced are those of non-violent
suffering and a profound respect for life. According to Fowler, those few
who do reach this stage become very active in addressing the social,
economic, and/or political inequities of the world. They exhibit a leadership
against injustice and oppression that is sometimes valued only after their
death, which itself sometimes comes by the hands of those they serve. All
the activity derives from a sense of oneness of self with the Ultimate Being,
indeed with all of life. He identified several representatives of this stage:
"Gandhi..., Martin Luther King, Jr..., Mother Teresa..., Dag
Hammarskjold, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Abraham Heschel and Thomas Merton.
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There must be many others, not so well known to us, whose lives eihibit
these qualities of Stage 6' (Fowler, 1981, p. 201). Unfortunately, however,
his interviews did not identify many, so there is very little illustrative
material available from his work.
The Form of Logic used in Stage Six continues to be formal operations;
though it now synthesizes a union between self and the Ultimate Being, such
a Union is vastly different from a mere exercise of logic. The paradox of
opposites now is perceived as a union, since the individual views himself or
herself as one with a transcendent reality. This unitive sense also impacts
on a strengthened sense of ultimate coherence of the world environment;
though there is a sense of oneness within the world, it includes the many
facets of Being. The sense of authority is now more attuned to the Ultimate
Being than to a "felt" sense of authority based on personal experiencing.
Moral judgments likewise derive from this sense of a higher, inner loyalty;
they are principled responses to the injustice and suffering in the world.
Role-taking is informed by a unity with God; there is an over-arching
awareness of the impact of any act in the all-inclusive "commonwealth of
Being" (keen & Fowler, 1978, p. 89). The bounds of social awareness expand
so as to include all of life as community; there is no longer any sense of
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in-group or out-group. Those in Stage Six are particularly active in creating
and embracing symbolism of increasing richness and profundity
Individuals are increasingly God-centered. Their perspectives broaden
to include all of the Universe in the sense of Union. The love between these
people and their God prompts a devotion in service that was merely dutiful
at prior stages. The love for others no longer is an outgrowth of self-love,
but has become the "natural" corollary to seeing the neighbor and self as one
Becoming God-centered requires a twofold "decentration" or shift in
perspective. On the one hand, there is a move away from egocentricity,
expanding one s boundaries to include others at the center. And on the other
hand, there is a move away from narrow centers of valuing to include the
values of others, ultimately even those of the Creator.
[They now value others] from a standpoint more nearly
identified with the love of Creator for creatures than from the
standpoint of a vulnerable, defensive, anxious creature_[The
person who is moving toward Stage 6] has begun to manifest
the fruits of a powerful kind of kenosis or emptying of self.
Often described as "detachment" or "disinterestedness," the
kenosis - literally, the "pouring out" or emptying of self
described here - is actually the fruit of having one's affections
powerfully drawn beyond the finite centers of value and power
in our lives that promise meaning and security. (Fowler, 1982,
p. 69-70)
Fowler included in Life Maps excerpts from an interview with an
elderly man whose name had been offered as a possible contemporary
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representative of Stage 6. This man was part of a celibate religious order;
though 'not a widely known public figure .... his life has been a source of
liberating insight and example, and a generative fountain of courageous joy"
(Keen & Fowler, 1978, p. 90). In this man's view, the purpose of life is as
follows:
receiving from God what he wants to give.... And we are
constituted by an aspiration for union with God to the highest
degree that we can receive him.... And we have that deep
aspiration covered up with all of these ephemeral drives and
looking here, there, and the other place for something that will
fulfill us, and masking the deepest aspiration which is for God
and for love of our neighbor, which is by a sacrificial love.
"Sacrificial" does not mean giving up things: it means a unifying
love which we receive only from God and his inner dynamism,
because we are all selfish and sinful and therefore to love
members of the human race who are not in themselves lovable.
And growth is in the realization that we do this not through our
own power, but through the transformation of our spirit by the
spirit of God. (Fowler, 1978, pp. 91-92)
When asked if he considered some religious systems more true than
others, this man responded:
I think we are dealing here radically with mystery, and
mystery is incapable of systematization. But I think the
deepest, radical aspiration of every human being is a gift of
God, and it is an impulse toward union with God and with our
fellow human beings_But I think that the mystery of God's
call is in everyone, either more or less explicit. And if people
followed that radical inclination, then their own individual
tendencies and drives would lead toward greater union and
harmony, but without systematization. (Fowler, 1978, p. 93)
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In order to address the question of universality, Fowler addresses three
critical issues: the "Absoluteness of the Particular," an "eschatalogical
reality," and revelation" (1982, p. 207). To Fowler, "absoluteness" carries
with it a sense of the ultimate. In any religious tradition, it "is a function of
the faithful shape it gives to human life as a correlate of the revelation of
divine character and intention that it has been given" (Fowler, 1981, p 209)
He feels that absoluteness is not at all exclusive. On the contrary,
The absoluteness of the divine character can come to expression
in different forms and in different contexts, with each of these
instances bearing the full weight of ultimacy.... The most
precious thing we have to offer each other in interfaith
encounters is our honest, unexaggerated and nonpossessive
sharing of what we take to be the moments of absoluteness in
the particular faith traditions in which we live as committed
participants. (1982, p. 209)
Thus Fowler celebrates the Hindu convictions of Gandhi and the Jewish
convictions of Heschel as enthusiastically as he recognizes the Christian
convictions of King, Merton, and Mother Teresa. In each case, it is their total
commitment to absoluteness in their own particular tradition. He warns that
absoluteness "is not to be identified with the absolutes that adherents of that
tradition may fashion about it..., the symbols, myths, propositions or
doctrines formulated to represent or communicate it" (Fowler, 1981, p. 209).
Speaking from the absoluteness of his own "particular," Fowler next
suggests that stage 6 persons have an eschatological perspective, that is, they
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lean into the future, working toward a coming Kingdom of God. "In ways
that surely transcend the specificity of Jewish and Christian images of the
coming Kingdom, God has disclosed the divine intention to redeem, restore
and fulfill all being" (1982, p. 210).
Fowler believes that this description of the Universalizing stage is
universal in spite of his presenting it in tandem with a profoundly
Jewish-Christian concept of radical monotheism (Niebuhr) and with a deep
belief in an eschatology that clearly can only represent these two faiths. He
feels that, in spite of the "Absoluteness of the Particular" which he has
embraced,
the fact that the image of the most developed faith [sic] that
informs the normative and descriptive endpoint of the faith
development theory derived initially from a theological
formulation of the central thrust of bibJicaJ faith need not
disqualify it as more generally or universally valid. (1981, p.
206)
Fowler’s model is easily followed up through Stage Five, Conjunctive
Faith. His presentation of Stage Six, however, reveals the inherent
limitations of a cognitive description of faith development. Following
reflection on his own descriptions and feedback from colleagues, he asks
these questions about the normative usefulness of this stage.
Can one be of this stage and maintain intimate relationships?
Can one be of this stage and contribute to the maintenance of
complex social, economic, and political systems? Or put the
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other way around, can a stage that requires such decentering
from self and detachment from material goods be
representative of the callings of persons of a wide variety of
temperaments, backgrounds, and worldviews? ... Does the
Universalizing stage, with its radical transvaluation of valuing
and its relinquishing of self as the epistemological and
axiological reference for interpreting experience, truly
constitute a normative image for ill human becoming? Does a
stage, attained by so few persons in any tradition and seeming
to require the coupling of a strong mystical dimension with
transforming social action qualify as representing a general
vocational ideal? (Fowler, 1984, p. 72)
His conclusion is that it cannot be the norm; Conjunctive Faith (Stage 5)
instead should be recognized as normative in our society, with those rare
individuals in Stage 6 representing a radically different stage of faith
development, surrounded by an aura of mystery.
To describe this mystical experience in intellectual terms is a virtual
impossibility. It is this attempt that constitutes Fowler s most difficult
struggle; his resolution of it had serious consequences for those who
genuinely desire to understand Union with God. And so for this, we turn to
mysticism for a more comprehensive explanation.
2.3 Definitions of Mysticism

Western Mysticism is represented by Christianity, Judaism, and Islam.
Given the limited scope of this research, however, it is being defined only
from the Christian tradition. Even within that tradition vastly different
attitudes toward mysticism prevail. Protestant theologians like Barth,
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Bultman, and Brunner have led strong opposition to mysticism because of its
subjectivity and inner emphases. Catholic theologians, on the other hand, not
only accept the historicity of mysticism, they also encourage its present
applicability as "Christian life in its deepest form" (Egan, 1978, p. 403).
William James (1902), Richard Bucke (1901), and Evelyn Underhill
(1961) are three of the most articulate writers about the mystical
experience. Though all were reluctant to call themselves mystics, in
actuality, they each had had at least one mystical experience that gave them
a sympathetic perspective.
James identified four distinguishing marks of true mystical experience.
It is 1) ineffable (virtually impossible to describe), 2) noetic (yielding new
insights and inner knowing), 3) transient, and 4) passive. Mysticism may or
may not issue in energetic activity in the world, but it clearly points to an
optimistic, affirmative life-stance, even when the Absolute is described by
means of negatives. Some mystics follow the "via negativa" in their
approach to the Absolute, believing that "God is best known ... without
images and symbols, and in darkness. God is "not this, not that." All images,
thoughts, symbols, etc. must be eliminated" (Egan, 1978, p. 403).
Bucke named his understanding of the experience “cosmic
consciousness." He calls its chief characteristic:
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a consciousness of the cosmos, that is, of the life and order of
the universe. Along with the consciousness of the cosmos there
occurs an intellectual enlightenment which alone would place
the individual on a new plane of existence - would make him
almost a member of a new species. To this is added a state of
moral exaltation, an indescribable feeling of elevation, elation,
and joyousness, and a quickening of the moral sense, which is
fully as striking, and more important than is the enhanced
intellectual power. With these come what may be called a sense
of immortality, a consciousness of eternal life, not a conviction
that he shall have this, but the consciousness that he has it
already. (1901, p. 2)
Underhill (1961) describes mysticism as "the expression of the innate
tendency of the human spirit toward complete harmony with the
transcendental order; whatever be the theological formula under which that
order is understood" (p. xiv). Though she herself was an Anglican, she
identified this yearning for union with the Transcendent in those of many
different backgrounds. She saw the mystical life as a cooperative venture
between the human and the divine. She prefaced the Twelfth Edition of her
book with the statement that "no psychological or evolutionary treatment of
man’s spiritual history can be adequate which ignores the element of
"given-ness" in all genuine mystical knowledge" (p. viii); even so, she
devoted most of the book to presenting:
the ordered sequence of states, the organic development,
whereby his [sic] consciousness is detached from illusion and
rises to the mystic freedom which conditions, instead of being
conditioned by, its normal world_The mystic act of union,
that joyous loss of the transfigured self in God, which is the
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crown of man's [sic] conscious ascent towards the Absolute, is
the contribution of the individual to this, the destiny of the
Cosmos. (1911, p. 447)
Deikman (1982) denies that there is any sense of "given-ness" in the
attainment of mystical intuition. He sees it instead as a developmental
process. To him, the whole history of mysticism is "the history of a science
of intuitive development. This science takes various forms according to the
country in which it is at work, it gives rise to religions but is independent of
them, and it is based on practical considerations of human psychology. Its
goal is understanding the reality that underlies the world of ordinary
experience" (Deikman, 1982, p. 41).
William McNamara and William Johnston are two other well-known
spokespersons for Christian mysticism. McNamara (in Tart, 1975) defines
mysticism as "the realization of union with God,... the highest or deepest
form of religious experience" (pp. 405-406). He distinguishes between
varied kinds of experiences:
The human experience of contemplation (seeing the Real) and
vital union (enjoying the Good) becomes religious experience
when God is recognized as the ultimate subject of the
contemplative union. Religious experience becomes mysticai
experience when the direct object of perception is no longer the
self, the other, or the event, but the "mysterium" which suffuses
them and underlies the phenomenon. The mystical experience
becomes Christian when Christ is seen to be the W ay into the
mystery, in fact the mystery itself, since he is not only the Way
but the Truth and the Life as well. There is a psychoiogical
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factor that identifies the mystic and distinguishes him from the

grace-full spiritual man who is not a mystic, and that is that the
mystic has become conscious of and passive to God active at the
core of his being. (McNamara in Tart, 1975, p. *407)
William Johnston (1984) underscores the confusion around definitions
of mysticism in the following quotation.
Fascinated by psychology, many people identify mystical
experience with the altered state of consciousness, be it ecstasy
or trance or some lesser form of inner union. This is a snare.
For the fact is that most of these altered states can be
reproduced in the laboratory through hypnosis or biofeedback
or the use of drugs or psychological techniques. What makes
mysticism to be mysticism is not the altered state of
consciousness but the unrestricted love, the total commitment,
the enlightened faith. What makes Christian mysticism to be
Christian mysticism is the orientation to the mystery of Christ
in a scriptural and sacramental context. Assuredly the radical

and loving commitment to Christ in his mysteries ordinarily
leads to altered states of consciousness. But these are of
secondary importance. (Johnston, 1984, p. 20)
That this is experienced in other cultures becomes clear in the
introduction to John White s What is Enlightenment? (1984).
Enlightenment has been given many names. Buddha means
"the enlightened one;’’ Christ and Messiah also mean that. St.
Paul called it “the peace of God that passeth understanding" and
Richard Maurice Bucke named it "cosmic consciousness." In Zen
it is satori, in yoga it is samadhi or moksha, in Sufism it is
fana, in Taoism it is wu or The Ultimate Tao. Gurdjieff labeled
it "objective consciousness," Sri Aurobindo spoke of the
Supermind, mystery schools and occult paths speak of
"illumination," "liberation," and "self-realization." (pp. xvi-xvii)
Kelsey (1976) points out that what he calls a "venture inward" has been
called psychosynthesis by Assagioli, active imagination by C. G. Jung, or
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meditation by many writers (p 180). White (1984) reclaims the Greek
etymology of metanoia to name the emphases that have been lost in
Christianity: "a radical conversion experience, a transformation of self based
on a new state of awareness, a new state of consciousness" (p. 124).
In conclusion, then, mysticism is a term used to describe the yearning
for and discovery of a unitive relationship between a person and the lifeforce of the universe, however that is defined. It is neither religious dogma
nor philosophical speculation. It is primarily experiential rather than
theological. As will become evident below, it has emerged in both the East
and the West, though with some differences in how it is expressed. A mystic
who has experienced union lives with a different understanding of life and
reality as it is known by the majority of people today. Mystics have learned
to value their unitive reality even in the face of all the forces in
contemporary society that would challenge the very possibility of such a
reality. Through their single-minded devotion to the Union they have
discovered, they are better able to transcend suffering and to live with a
love, joy and zest that has come to characterize mystics.

2.4 Three Theories of the Steps in the Stage 5-6 Transition
As mentioned above, the West s view of mysticism is not confined to
Christianity. Judaism and Islam each have their mystical schools. Because of
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the limitations of this paper, however, only one view of Western mysticism
will be presented, that of Evelyn Underhill. Similarly, the East's view of
mysticism is not confined to Zen Buddhism. But that view is in a sense
representative and will be used to give a description of the stages in
mystical development from the perspective of Eastern mysticism. Ken
Wilber has written extensively in the last decade and presents an integrated
view of the transition between Stages 5 and 6, a view that incorporates
mysticism as well as much more. These three perspectives are discussed in
this section.
2.4.1 Underhill, the Western Version
The Mystic Way has traditionally been identified as a path with three
stages, often described as Purgation, Illumination and Union. Underhill
presents a more inclusive explanation through five stages: Awakening,
Purgation, Illumination, Dark Night of the Soul, and Union. She sees the
progression through the stages as spiraling alternately through pleasure and
pain. She acknowledges that this neat diagram of the stages is not
descriptive of an invariant, hierarchical, universal sequence. Her
map-making, her "diagram of the heavens," is simply to increase our
understanding of the mystic way, not to present this map as a "ladder to the
stars."
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An important thread through Underhill s stages is the dual nature of
experiencing them. As theological debates can document, God is known in
different traditions as a Transcendent, Eternal Being, or as an Immanent,
Indwelling Becoming. Neither way of knowing is preferable to the other, for
both will ultimately become an essential part of spiritual wholeness.
Throughout the mystical journey, one or the other of these will characterize
the person s approach to God. Wholeness is achieved spiritually when the
self moves "from the mere perception of phenomenon, through intuition with occasional contact - of the Absolute under its aspect of Divine
Transcendence, to the entire realization of, and union with, Absolute Life
under its aspect of Divine Immanence" (Underhill, 1961, p. 175).
2.4.1.1 Awakening
Awakening is the point at which a person embarks on the mystical
journey which may or may not culminate in habitual Union. It is not a
self-initiated step, but rather a "disturbance of the equilibrium of the self,
which results in the shifting of the field of consciousness from lower to
higher level, with a consequent removal of the center of interest from the
subject to an object now brought into view" (Underhill, 1961, p. 176). This
disturbance may be gradual and almost imperceptible or sudden and
abrupt. A well-known example of the latter is the conversion of St. Paul,
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with the sudden experience of light and a voice, followed by a complete
change in life goals and activities. The significant change is in awareness; it
is as if the spiritual sense has been awakened to "what lies on the other side
of the boundary of consciousness" (Tart, 1975, p. 401). Experiencing this
new field of consciousness follows the actual awakening. It may be a time of
voices and visions; it is always a time of joy and pleasure as the first hint of
Union with God is experienced. A "life-changing period" of solidification of
the Awakened consciousness follows, with preliminary struggles between
levels of awareness before and after the Awakening.
This stage of Awakening or mystical conversion is a pivotal point of
entry into the mystical life. It can be granted to those of virtually any age,
religion, or occupation. An immediate consequence for the Awakened soul is
an acute consciousness of its innate poverty. It realizes that it has nothing to
offer the All-Transcendent Being, can contribute nothing to the Immanent
Becoming.
At this transition point, the acquisition of some form of spiritual
discipline is imperative if the person is to progress on the upward way.
Contemplation is the "medium" both through which and for which spiritual
discipline develops. Through this discipline a person begins to make
discoveries about a higher state of consciousness and in turn is drawn to go
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deeper into contemplative practices so that more discoveries emerge
Underhill calls this deepening process Introversion: "a concentration, a
turning inwards of ail those faculties which the normal self has been
accustomed to turn outwards, and fritter upon the manifold illusions of daily
life (Underhill, 1961, p. 307). At this juncture, the task is recollection
learning to concentrate the attention inward. It involves collecting up the
attention of the self and learning "one-pointedness." Practicing meditation
is often the first entry into this disciplined attentiveness. As the discipline
accomplishes its work, the soul struggles more and more with its worldly
attachments, thus is ready to continue with the work of Purgation.
2.4.1.2 Purgation
The primary focus of purgation, or purification, is to learn to discern
Reality from Illusion and to begin to choose Reality so that the Light of
Illumination can be perceived. The mystic must experience (1) detachment
from “those superfluous, unreal, and harmful things which dissipate the
precious energies of the self,” and (2) mortification: “ a deliberate recourse to
painful experiences and difficult tasks" (Underhill, 1961, pp. 204-203).
Detachment is release of all that stands between self and God. If the
self is captive to any interest, it is that which must be extricated from the
Surface Consciousness to become free to focus on the Eternally Real.
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Anything that intrudes upon the Awareness of the Holy - whether
possessions, relationships, fears or hobbies - must be "offered at the altar" so
that a single-mindedness of purpose surpasses all else. The Way of
Purgation then is “the slow and painful completion of Conversion. It is the
drastic turning of the self from the unreal to the real life.... Its business is
the getting rid, first of self-love; and secondly of all those foolish interests in
which the surface consciousness is steeped" (Underhill, 1961, p. 204).
Detachment is an intentional negation of all potential interlopers
between God and self, with the goal of separating the self from other foci.
Mortification, on the other hand, is positive:
a remaking in relation to reality of the permanent elements of
character... (with the goal) to kill that old self, break up his
egoistic attachments and cravings, in order that the higher
centre, the "new man," may live and breathe_Nevertheless,
... the object of mortification is not death but life: the
production of health and strength, the health and strength of
the human consciousness_(Underhill, 1961, pp. 216-217)
The senses and their associated cravings are the target in mortification,
not because they are innately evil, but because they have so dominated the
person’s perceptions and behaviors that they must be removed completely.
The mystic s drive to transcend the senses frequently leads to pain. Yet
pain is accepted and often even sought as part of the mystical growth toward
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Union. It is eagerly undertaken by the mystic who is compelled by an inner
sense to deal forcibly with his imperfection.
Some mystics in the Purification stage face criticism for self-abnegation
or asceticism when undergoing mortification and/or detachment. The
purpose of detachment and mortification, however, is not simply to separate
the self from its millstones" or to kill off the affections. Rather the nobler
purpose behind any suffering is to rediscover the liberty of the newly
created soul.
2.4.1.3 Illumination
Some mystics seem to live in both Purification and Illumination
simultaneously. Jacob Boehme, for example, described an experience he had
when he was living in this developmental transition: "Now while I was
wrestling and battling, being aided by God, a wonderful light arose within
my soul" (Boehme, as quoted in Underhill, 1961, p. 227). As he embraced
the struggles of Purification, he was suddenly illuminated, understanding
that these were two sides of the same experience. Underhill warns that "any
treatment which exhibits them as sharply and completely separated may be
convenient for purposes of study, but becomes at best diagrammatic if
considered as a representation of the mystic life" (Underhill, 1961, p. 228).
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Just as Recollection was the spiritual discipline that led from Awakening
to Purification, now Quiet becomes the spiritual discipline leading into
Illumination. The mind has been trained by the will throughout this process
of Purification to exclude external factors, to focus on Reality, and it finally
comes to surrender into Quiet. There is initially an awareness of deprivation
and emptiness, as the world of Illusion falls away. Then an awareness grows
that the emptiness is filled, that Something has been acquired which brings a
sense of completion.
If Recollection and Quiet have done their work, the mystic "has now
brought to the surface, trained and made efficient for life, a form of
consciousness - a medium of communication with reality - which remains
undeveloped in ordinary men [sic]. Thanks to this faculty, he [sic] is now
capable of the characteristic mystic experience: temporary union"
(Underhill, 1961, p. 328).
Three paths appear to be most widely traveled through the Illuminative
stage of Mysticism, where temporary Union is frequently experienced.
Usually one or the other of these predominates, but all may be parts of any
given mystic's experience. The first, "The practice of the Presence of God, is
a sense of the reality of the divine presence consciously experienced during
the daily activities of the mystic. Brother Lawrence was well-known for
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maintaining this sense while at his regular tasks in the kitchen. This may
take the form of an indescribable sense or God's Presence attained through
contemplation.
The second path through Illumination can be through "an Illuminated
Vision of the World. St. Francis of Assisi epitomizes this experience in his
feeling and knowing - not merely believing' - that every living creature
was veritably and actually a theophany or appearance of God'.
(Underhill, 1961, p. 260). His interactions with the birds and animals
reflected the seriousness with which he received this spiritual insight.
The third path through Illumination may be through psychic
experiences such as Voices, Visions, and Automatisms. When authentic,
these are instances of Absolute Reality reaching through the cloud and
communicating directly with the mystic. "They are media by which the self
receives spiritual stimulus, is reproved, consoled, encouraged and guided on
its upward way" (Underhill, 1961, p. 272). Voices seem to serve four
purposes: to give direction to the listener, to reveal prophecies to be shared
publicly, to facilitate worship and the practice of Love, and/or to provide
opportunity for intimate dialog with the Divine. Visions can be either "that
personal and secret vision which is the lover's glimpse of Perfect Love, (or)
the great pictures seen by clairvoyant prophets acting in their capacity as
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eyes of the race," therefore may be classified as either mystic or prophetic
(Underhill, 1961, p. 279).
According to Underhill, voices and visions can be received from the
Absolute Reality in three different ways: 1) the intellectual, a sudden total
knowing in which the voice or vision is inarticulate but clearly recognized by
the mystic; 2) the imaginary, in which the voice or vision is distinct, and
acknowledged to be internal; and 3) the corporeal, in which the voice or
vision appears to come from outside the person. Underhill reports that
mystics place the highest value on intellectual forms, the lowest on
corporeal. The intellectual form often emerges from a state of pure
contemplation. Because of its inarticulate, elusive nature, it is indefinable,
yet definite. A general awareness builds into a single-pointed focus on what
is neither voice nor vision, but is perceived as clearly as either. “Nothing is
seen, even with the eyes of the mind_It is pure apprehension"
(Underhill, 1961, p. 283). When the vision passes, a stark sense of aloneness
replaces it.
The imaginary form can be a passive spontaneous gift of a voice or
vision. The message may be given symbolically and metaphorically, in a
way Absolute Reality can be apprehended, or it may be delivered personally,
“ a love-letter received by the ardent soul, bringing with it the very
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fragrance of personality, along with the sign-manual of the beloved'1
(Underhill, 1961, p. 289).
The imaginary form may sometimes be an active vision. This is a highly
charged transitional form, often initiating the person into the Unitive Life.
In this vision..., the self seems to itself to act, not merely to
look on.... They are the automatic expressions of intense
subliminal activity: not merely the media by which the seif s
awareness of the Absolute is strengthened and enriched, but
the outward and visible signs of its movement towards new
levels of consciousness. (Underhill, 1961, p. 290)
The corporeal form is a form of less significance for the true mystic. It
is little else than a more or less uncontrolled extemalization of inward
memories, thoughts, or intuitions” (Underhill, 1961, p. 282). In these words,
Underhill dismisses this form, justifying her lack of further treatment of the
subject.
The third kind of psychic phenomena is "automatic script" or "inspired
writing." This can vary from a generalized inner compulsion to write to an
experience of writing as it were from an inner dictation. Underhill labels
this as "the rarest of the automatic activities," but it can be nonetheless
authentic. It is the form used by St. Teresa in some of her writing of Interior
Castles, by Helen Schucman in transcribing The Course in Miracles, and
currently by Meredith Lady Young as Agartha. Perhaps some of the
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increasing number of contemporary "channels" also are authentic examples
of inspired writing, i.e. Emmanuel, Ramtha, etc.
All of these paths through Illumination are but small segments of a
journey. They are "means snatched by the struggling self which has not yet
wholly shaken itself free from 'image' in its efforts to seize somehow actualize, enjoy, and adore - that Absolute which is the sum of its desires"
(Underhill, 1961, p. 297). Though they may at times seem childlike and
ungrounded, they are tools used by God - either the Transcendent Being or
the Immanent Becoming - to draw the seeking soul closer to the Unitive Life.
Transition between Illumination and Dark Night of the Soul is effected
by the third step of Introversion: Contemplation. Some focus on "the
Contemplation of Transcendence," the spatial, Unconditioned, Uncreated
Source; these people contrast the perfection of the Absolute with their own
littleness and every affirmation seems blasphemous. Others focus on "the
Contemplation of Immanence," and note the sense of close intimacy and
affection for the Betrothed. Either way the next step appears to be to
venture out into the Darkness, into the Cloud of Unknowing. "The deliberate
inhibition of discursive thought and rejection of images,... is one of the
ways in which this entrance is effected: personal surrender, or
"self-naughting," is another” (Underhill, 1961, p. 349).
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2-4-1-4 Park Night

of the Son!

Psychologically, this stage is a natural reaction to the deep exertions and
consciousness of the Illuminative Way. A soul who has glimpsed Ecstasy
also has a body and a mind which become exhausted by such levels of
spiritual focus. The Dark Night is a "state of negation and misery," the
pain-filled extreme of the continuum. Initially it is only touched on as the
person oscillates between Illumination and the Dark Night. Gradually,
however, the joyous Light of Illumination is completely extinguished and the
mystic is left with a poignant sense of abandonment.
The preferred path to the Absolute will influence how the Dark Night is
experienced. Those who look for deeper experiences with the Immanent
God, who have known great joy as an intimate, may find that intimacy gone.
Those who focus more on the Transcendent Absolute are brought face to face
with their own "hopeless and helpless imperfection, a black conviction of
sin,' far more bitter than that endured in the Way of Purgation" (Underhill,
1961, p. 391). As the Dark Night descends completely, "it involves not only
the personal "Absence of God," but the apparent withdrawal or loss of that
impersonal support, that transcendent Ground or Spark of the Soul, on which
the self has long felt its whole real life to be based" (Underhill, 1961, p. 390).
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There are several different aspects of the Dark Night. First there is a
complete emotional lassitude: the disappearance of all the old ardours, now
replaced by a callousness, a boredom, which the self detests but cannot
overcome" (Underhill, 1961, p. 391). This is the desert, the ennui, marked
by a disinterest in following through on visions.
A corollary to the stagnated emotions is the impotence of the intellect
and will; “the lower impulses and unworthy ideas which have long been
imprisoned below the threshold, force their way into the field of
consciousness” (Underhill, 1961, p. 392). No matter how much effort is
exerted, the will is unable to transcend them.
Though painful, the suffering of this stage is paradoxically delightful. It
is recognized as the work of Love, the calling of the betrothed. There is no
longer any question that prior experiences had been merely illusory or
psychological.
Though this stage has the potential to usher in the greatest intensity of
Union, there are several dangers inherent in its experience. The sense of
abandonment, of painful isolation, of confusion and darkness are so profound
that "only a blind reliance on past convictions saves them from unbelief—
Those who go on are the great and strong spirits, who do not seek to know,
but are driven to ^"(Underhill, 1961, p. 383).
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If the Dark Night achieves its goal, the person emerges with a
tremendous strength: discernment between Reality and "the joy given by the
contemplation of Reality" (Underhill, 1961, p. 395). Now the soul must let go
of even the yearning for Union. As long as the focus is on becoming One with
Other, so long must they remain separated.
All of these trials are part of the transition into the deepest intensity of
Union. The transition is experienced both as intensely joy-filled and
satisfying, and pain-wracked and agonizing. And both are true.
The "mystic death" or Dark Night is therefore an aspect or
incident of the transition from Multiplicity to Unity; of that
emergence and union of the soul with the Absolute which is the
whole object of the mystical evolution of man [sic]. It is the last
painful break with the life of illusion, the tearing away of the
self from that World of Becoming in which all its natural
affections and desires are rooted, to which its intellect and
senses correspond; and the thrusting of it into that World of
Being where at first, weak and blinded, it can but find a
wilderness, a "dark." (Underhill, 1961, p. 401)
2.4.1.5 The Unitive Life
Underhill calls the highest state of consciousness, "The Unitive Life."
She describes it as "the final triumph of the spirit, the flower of mysticism,
humanity's top note: the consummation towards which the contemplative
life, with its long slow growth and costly training, has moved from the first"
(Underhill, 1961, p. 413). Two different paths seem to be common in
experiencing and describing the Unitive Life. For those mystics who have
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connected with the Transcendent Absolute, the most accurate term is
deification. For lhose w^o have followed the connection with a personal
Immanence, the preference is for spiritual marriage, in actuality, both are
necessary to fully describe the stage. The concept of deification is a
metaphor for the transformation or transmutation of the soul. It is not ego
annihilation, for Western mystics see the personality as still remaining intact
while being wholly identified with Reality. And yet, "All the mystics agree
that the stripping off of the I, the me, the Mine, utter renouncement... is
an imperative condition of the attainment of the Unitive life" (Underhill,
1961, p.425).
The concept of spiritual marriage signifies the depth of the personal
intimacy attained in this stage. Underhill compares this to earthly marriage
with its life-long bond, "a close personal union of will and of heart between
the free self and that Fairest in Beauty' Whom it has known in the act of
contemplation" (Underhill, 1961, p. 428).
The results of this union are several: first, a self-forgetfulness in the
communion with God; second, a simple surrender to the will of God and to its
resulting joys; third, a greater detachment from physical entanglements, a
stronger attachment to spiritual joys and occupations. This is a time of great
interior peace, no longer of suffering or disturbance. It is an intense inner
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stale that can be validated in part by subjective description, in part by
external evidence in fecundity.” "The spirit of man having at last come to
full consciousness of reality, completes the circle of being; and returns to
fertilize those levels of existence from which it sprang" (Underhill, 1961, p
•1H). No longer passive before external raptures and ecstasies, the greatest
saints of mysticism move from this Union into good works.
In the Unitive State, the two strands of mysticism, the one approaching
God as the Transcendent Being and the one approaching the Divine as the
Immanent Becoming, are brought together.
Those two aspects of truth which he [sic] has so clumsily
classified as static and dynamic, as Being and Becoming, now
find their final reconciliation within his [sic] own nature: for
that nature has become conscious in all its parts, has unified
itself about its highest elements. (Underhill, 1961, p. 434)
This appears to be the ultimate resolution of the Paradox of the
Absolute Transcendent Reality and the Personal, Immanent Being. It is as if
the soul has found the key to meaning in the universe as a whole.
2.4.2 Eastern Mysticism's Views of Enlightenment
Though the experience of this researcher is exclusively Western, it has
become clear through the literature review that the Eastern mystical
experience is similar to certain parts of the Western tradition. The following
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references to Eastern mysticism may, however, reflect a rootedness in the
Christian tradition and consequently a certain bias.
Vedanta presents both the Transcendent Other in Brahman and the
Immanent One or Higher Self in Atman. The goal of life is to unveil the
Atman from maya, the illusions with which people identify in the world.
Mystical consciousness is called samadhi and is a transcending of both the
senses and reason. Some of the Vedantic practices also remind one of
Western practices: their asceticism parallels the Purgative Way, their use of
Yoga is as a contemplative technique. Aldous Huxley, author of The
Perennial Philosophy (1958), was greatly influenced by Vedantic thought.
In this book, Huxley traced enlightenment as the "core truth of the world’s
sacred traditions; [hel was the first to show the unity and universality of
that core truth behind the multitude of names and forms it has taken
throughout history" (in White, 1984, p. 27).
Deikman (1982) locates the beginning of recorded mysticism in
Vedantic tradition, particularly in the Upanishads, in which mystical
experience of undifferentiated unity is interpreted to mean 1) the Real Self
of the individual, and 2) the Real Self as the Ultimate that lies beyond and
within all reality, mental and physical" (Deikman, 1982, p. 34). The
expression, THAT ART THOU, the essence of Vedantic mysticism, comes from
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the Chandogya Upanishad where Uddalaka describes Brahman s nature to h.s
son: He is the truth. He is the subtle essence of all. He is the Self. And
that, Svetaku, THAT ART THOU" (as quoted in Deikman, p. 31). Those whose
approach to truth came through a dualist framework corrupted this
conception of Reality, later leading to a protest led by Siddhartha Gautama,
who subsequently became known as Buddha, The Enlightened One."
Buddha s concept of reality excluded all differentiation between God,
gods, soul and self. The principal thrust of his teaching was that the
ordinary experience of an individual self or a soul is an illusion" (Deikman,
1982, p. 36). Buddha claimed that his Way led to Nirvana, "the realization of
ultimate reality..., the extinction of illusion..., the unborn, ungrown, and
unconditioned " (Deikman, 1982, p. 36). Further, Buddha emphasized the
need for ethical action for his disciples. Non-injury, forgiveness, and
intentionality became part of the Way. He taught that meditation is the chief
technique leading to enlightenment, learning to concentrate the attention on
a single point in order to go "beyond the apprehension of senses, thoughts,
and feelings to a cessation of all faculties - an unnamable Void" (Deikman,
1982, p. 37). The Way of Buddha eventually spread throughout all of Asia,
merging in China and Japan with Taoism, there becoming known as Zen
Buddhism.
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In its earlier stages, Zen Buddhism shows remarkable likeness to
Christian mysticism. Its term for the ineffable mystical experience is satori.
As in Underhill's description of Awakening, the attainment of satori can
either be gradual or abrupt. D. T. Suzuki describes it as "the ripe spiritual
fruit of disciplined, moral living, of which the life of the Zen Buddhist monk,
with its combination of manual labor and meditation and its ideals of
poverty, humility, and inner sanctification, is the model’* (as quoted in
Bridges, 1970, p. 102). Likewise, the characteristics of satori listed by Suzuki
recall to mind the qualities described by both Underhill and James. It is
beyond the abiUty of reason to grasp, noetic, authoritative, affirmative,
transient, brings a "sense of the Beyond"’ and a spirit of exaltation, and is
impersonal. Only in this last quality is there a substantial difference from
Christian Mysticism.
According to the Zen Buddhists, there are ten seasons of enlightenment,
represented by ten pictures of Ox-herding. "The spiritual quest is depicted
as the search for an elusive Ox that... symbolizes the intrinsic nature of
consciousness.... Our intrinsic nature is revealed to be that we have no
intrinsic nature, that is, the essence of our consciousness is void, free, or
open" (Hixon, 1978, p. 77). The sequence described for full enlightenment is
highlighted in Table 2.1 on page 53.
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Table 2.1 Seasons of Enlightenment in 7.en
(Hixon, 1978, pp. 77-87)

Buddhism

1. Seeking the Ox - becoming aware of Enlightenment as a
process and a possibility.
2- Finding the tracks - in the wisdom teachings" not
knowing that they are "the seeker s own tracks through his own
consciousness." Seekers follow these tracks going ever deeper
into meditative practices.
3. First Glimpse of the Ox - a personal experience of
Enlightenment.
4. Catching the Ox - a time of increasing the disciplines of
"total compassion, perfect nonviolence, unwavering truthfulness."
5. Taming the Ox - establishing ongoing intimacy with the
Ox; involves "unlearning ... convictions concerning discipline,
purity, and discrimination that were important... earlier."
6. Riding the Ox Home - experiencing illumination as an
ordinary part of life, while still living a dualistic separation
between self/Ox.
7. Ox Forgotten, Self Alone - special spiritual disciplines no
longer useful. "Meditation, nothing more special than walking or
breathing, has become the natural activity of the sage and no
longer implies any sense of separation or motivation."
8. Both Ox and Self Forgotten - emergence of non-dualistic
living. "Awakened Enlightenment itself cannot assert, lam
Buddha, any more than it can assert, lam not Buddha"
9. Return to the Source - the Enlightened is the Source. "All
manifestation is now observed by awakened Enlightenment as its
own emanation."
10. Entering the Marketplace with Helping Hands compassionate and loving return to humanity, with no separation
between self/other.
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2'**3 Sifnilirities/Differeiices between
Mysticism

East*™ tnd Western

Clearly there are both similarities and differences between the
conceptualizations of Underhill and the Zen masters. (An abbreviated
correlation between the two appears in Table 2.4 on page 67.) The most
obvious difference is the absence of a Dark Night experience in Zen. A much
more significant difference is the absence of a tradition of a Transcendent
Other in Zen. In fact, Zen mysticism "does not include a principle of a
personal God external to the human person" (Bailey, 1987, p. 200). This is a
point at which there are differences even within the West. In Islam for
instance, the admittedly personal God is "so completely and totally
transcendent that the idea of union with Him poses doctrinal problems
(which, however, the Sufis, in the main, ignore)" (Merton, 1967, p. 210).
Christians must, however, be clear that this personal relationship is not of
the same genre as any other "purely subject-object relationship" (Merton,
1967, p. 210).
I want to make it quite clear that the whole essence of
contemplative prayer is that the division between subject and
object disappears. You do not look at God as an object and you
don't look at yourself as an object. You don't stand back and
look at yourself, you are just not interested in yourself.
(Merton, 1970, p. 65)
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Students of Zen would undoubtedly identify several more crucial
differences. Yet the similarities are also striking. Both are describing a
spiritual experience of Absolute Oneness which is facilitated by the practice
of specific disciplines and which appears in temporary and transient forms
before becoming an ongoing way of life. Both recognize the need for
discerning between the false and the true self on the journey toward
spiritual wholeness.
Rudolf Otto (1932) analyzed the mysticism of Meister Eckhart and
Acharya Sankara to demonstrate the great similarities between Western and
Eastern Mysticism and to isolate the differences. He was emphatic that there
is a "spiritual kinship of the human soul, which transcends race, and climate
and environment" (Otto, 1932, p. 95). In spite of this similarity, however,
to believe that all "mysticism is fundamentally one and the same [is] to
contradict the facts'" (Otto, 1932, p. 157). He concluded that "in spite of
"convergence of types" between East and West, the inner spirit yet differs,
and that the very different ground upon which mysticism rose in Europe also
colors the highest mystical experience in a way which is Christian and not
Indian" (Otto, 1932, p. 179). Specific differences that he discusses include
1) the place of humility, 2) the static/dynamic conception of God, and 3) the
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subjective/objective view of salvation (the one leading to joy and happiness,
the other to righteousness and redemption).
Christ is not at bottom, the same as Krishna. Just as little is
mysticism 'the same" in the East and in the West; Christian
mysticism is not Indian mysticism, but maintains its distinctive
character, clearly explicable by the ground from which it rises
(Otto, 1932, p. 183)
2.4.4 Wilber s Spectrum of Consciousness. An Incorporative View
One who has successfully incorporated both views is Ken Wilber, who
has been called "the Einstein of consciousness research" (White, 1984, p.
187). Wilber wrote in Transformations of Consciousness (1986) that "in a
series of publications (Wilber, 1977; 1979; 1980a; 1981a; 1981b; 1983), Ihe
has] attempted to develop an overall or spectrum model of psychology, one
that is developmental, structural, hierarchical, and systems-oriented, and
that draws equally on Eastern and Western schools" (p. 66). Wilber’s
conceptualization of the transpersonal realm has evolved over the eleven
years he has been publishing books. He began with a very complex scheme
in The Spectrum of Consciousness, reworked it into an equally complex and
complementary presentation in The Atman Project. In his later works,
Transformations of Consciousness and the soon-to-be-released System. Self,
and Structure, he has again refined his thinking and presented an equally
comprehensive, yet somewhat simpler picture of human development.
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In the process of developing his model, he has changed the terminology
several times. Three sets of terms he has used are presented in Table 2.2 so
that the reader may follow the overall conceptualization of development.
The focus of this research is only on the section in italics. For an under¬
standing of the other stages, the reader is referred to the appropriate book.

Table 2.2 Correlation of Wilber's Terminology

Soectrum
of Consciousness

Atman Project

Transformations of
Consciousness
(Basic Structures)

Shadow Level

Pleromatic
Sensoriphysical
Uroboric
Phantasmic-e motional
Axial-body
Pranic-body
Image-body
Membership-cognition Rep-mind

Ego Level

Early egoic
Middle egoic
Late egoic
Mature ego

Existentiai LeveJ

Centaur

Transpersonal Bonds Low Subtle
High Subtle
Causal, low & high
Mind

Ultimate
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Rule-role mind
Formal-reflexive mind

Vision-logic
Psychic
Subtle, low & high
Causal, low & high
Ultimate

In The Atman Project (1980) and No Boundary (1979), Wilber describes
consciousness evolution in three movements: from subconsciousness to
self-consciousness to superconsciousness. The movement from subconsciousness to self-consciousness he terms the Outward Arc, that from
self-consciousness to superconsciousness, the Inward Arc. The Outward Arc
is the description of the emergence and maturation of the ego. In this arc
»

are encompassed all of Fowler’s stages of Primal, Intuitive-Projective,
Mythic-Literal, Synthetic-Conventional, and Individuative-Reflective Faith.
(See Chapter 1.2 for a brief definition of each of these stages.) The Inward
Arc includes Fowler s stages of Conjunctive Faith and Universalizing Mind.
In his most current thinking, Wilber identified two separate types of
structures in the spectrum of human development: basic structures and
transitional structures. Basic structures are those elements of human
consciousness that" remain in existence in the life of the individual during
subsequent development" (Wilber, 1986, p. 67), such as the ability to use
concrete operations following the emergence of the "rule-role mind".
Transitional structures, on the other hand, are those which are "replaced by
subsequent development" (p. 75). Examples of transitional structures,
suggests Wilber, are those of Maslow, Kohlberg, and Loevinger, i.e., the
needs, moral responses, and the identity of the self at different stages. In
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this present study, only the basic structures will be considered, since they
correspond more closely to Fowler s stages of faith development.
Wilber drew from "the structure models of Freud, Jung, Piaget, Arieti,
Werner,... [and] the structural models presented in the psychological
systems of the world s contemplative traditions (Mahayana, Vedanta, Sufi,
Kabalah, Christian mysticism, Platonism, Aurobindo, Free John, etc.)” (1986,
p. 68). He carefully compared the structures of each and created a
"template" of the basic structures named in Table 2.2 (p. 57 ). His overall
model thus incorporates the structural developmental theories of the West
with the psychological, mystical traditions of the East. At the lower levels,
both East and West provide similar information, though with different
terminology. Beginning with the psychic level, however, much more
information was drawn from the East than from the West.
Wilber's Spectrum of Consciousness (1977) detailed the evolution of
consciousness through the process of an ever-increasingly dualistic
perception of self. His fundamental belief is that Mind is Absolute
\

Subjectivity, that there is no other reality.
Absolute Subjectivity, then, is non-dual consciousness, whose
nature it is to be one with its "objects” of knowledge. We
however, [sic] mistakenly take our ego-self as the real Subject,
thereby separating this "self" from "external" objects and
ushering in the dualistic mode of symbolic and "objective"
knowledge. (Wilber, 1977, p. 85)
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The human experience creates four distinct dualisms which increasingly
separate the Known from the knowers and from the knowing: self from
other, organism from environment, ego from body, and persona from
shadow. The overall Spectrum is presented below in Table 2.3 on page 61.
Looking more closely at Wilber's depiction of Conjunctive Faith, we find
three terms: Existential, Centaur, and Vision-Logic. All three terms refer to
the epitome of an integrated personality, psychologically speaking. The
person has re-united both the persona with the shadow and the ego with the
mind. They are grappling with the existential issues of

being.

"of authen¬

ticity, of concrete being-in-the-worid, of pure experiencing and true seeing,
of Dasein, of intentionality, autonomy, meaning and the centered self"
(Wilber, 1980, p. 46). Wilber points out that this is not yet a transpersonal
stage, since it is still grounded in time and space. However, it can be seen as
"one of the

beginning

stages of mystical insight (as one ascends to, and then

transcends, the centaur" (Wilber, 1980, p. 60).
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Table 2.3 The Spectrum of Consciou«ine«
(Wilber, 1977, p. 143)

Shadow __
persona

—-- (4th dualism)
shadow
_ philosophic bands

Ego
ego

-(3rd dualism)
body
_ biosocial bands

Existential__
organism

-(1st & 2nd)
environment

transpersonal bands

Mind_
universe

This whole level - which is a disidentification with the ego and a
higher-order identification with the total bodymind - marks the highest
potential that can be reached in the existential or gross’ realm”(Wilber,
1980, p. 60).

Wilber believes that living in the present moment and living with
ambiguity are the two primary characteristics of this stage, these coincide
with Fowler's understanding of Conjunctive Faith. This individual is

beginning to move away from linear time, to existential time.
To find real meaning in life is also to accept death in life, to
befriend the impermanence of all that is.... To recoil from the
death and impermanence of each moment is to recoil from the
life of each moment, since the two are one and the same.

All in all, the centaur level is the home of 1) self-actualization,
2) meaning, and 3) existential or life-death concerns. And the
resolution of all of these requires a whole-bodied full-minded
awareness, a current of feeling-attention which floods the
body mind and utilizes the entire psychophysical being. To
identify with the ego and the body is actually to change both by
setting each in a new context. The ego can reach down to earth its ground and support - and the body can reach up to heaven its light and space. The boundary, and the battle, between the
two has dissolved, a new set of opposites re-united, and a deeper
unity discovered. For the first time, you can embody your mind
and mind your body. (Wilber, 1979, p. 120)
Wilber describes the inter-relatedness of this stage in terms of
networks of relationships, made possible by the dialectical or "vision-logic"
style of formal operations. He sees it as "the beginning of truly higher order
synthesizing capacity, of making connections, relating truths, coordinating
ideas, integrating concepts" (1986, p. 72). He related this stage to what
Aurobindo called "the higher mind... , [whose] most characteristic
movement is a mass ideation, a system or totality of truth-seeing at a single
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view; the relations of idea with idea, of truth with truth, self-seen in the
integral whole’ (as quoted in Wilber, 1986, p. 72)
Even though Wilber and Fowler agree that this stage is the fullness of
human potential, of self-actualization, they are in marked disagreement
about the continuity of the next step. For Fowler, Stage Sii is a radical
decentration away from self and from former centers of valuing, which he
views as a disjunction and results in decreased social feasibility. For Wilber
moving to the transpersonal bands or the Psychic basic structure is a natural
move, leading toward the healing of the only remaining split, between self
and other.
In between the Level of Mind and the Existential level, Wilber placed
the Transpersonal bands. "Here are found Jung s collective unconscious,
extra-sensory perception, the transpersonal witness, astral projection,
out-of-the-body experiences, plateau experiences, clairaudience, and other
such occurrences" (Wilber, 1977, p. 120). In these bands, the boundary
between self and not-self is more fluid than that of the Existential level, but
not yet dissolved, as it is at the Level of Mind. Wilber calls this the level of
"lesser mystics," while "true mystics" are at the level of Mind. In these
transpersonal bands, the observing self is still separate from the observed
and the observing. At the unitive level, this distinction vanishes.
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Wilber originally called the first stage of this development the subtle
realms, subsequently renaming it as the psychic basic structure. In the low
subtle realms, phenomena of the astral and psychic planes appear:
"out-of-body experiences, certain occult knowledge, the auras, true magic,
astral travel,' and so on," and on the psychic planes, "ESP, precognition,
clairvoyance, psychokinesis, and so on" (Wilber, 1980, p. 67). The high
subtle level moves onward toward:
high religious intuition and literal inspiration ..., of symbolic
visions; of blue, gold, and white light; of audible illuminations
and brightness upon brightness, it is the realm of higher
presences, guides, angelic beings, ishtadevas, and dhyanibuddhas; all of which ... are simply high archetypal forms of
one s own being (although they initially and necessarily appear
"other")— [There is] a transcendence of all mental forms, and
... the intuition of That which is above and prior to mind, self,
world, and body - something which, as Aquinas would have
said, all men and women would call God. But this is not God as
an ontological other, set apart from the cosmos, from humans,
and from creation at large. Rather, it is God as an Archetypal
summit of one's own Consciousness. At its peak,... one
dissolves into Deity, as Deity - that Deity which, from the
beginning, has been one's own Self or highest Archetype.
(Wilber, 1980, p. 68- 69)
When later describing the psychic basic structure, Wilber again focused
on the opening of the transpersonal or contemplative development.
The individual s cognitive and perceptual capacities apparently
become so pluralistic and universal that they begin to "reach
beyond" any narrowly personal or individual perspectives and
concerns. According to most contemplative traditions, at this
level an individual begins to learn to very subtly inspect the
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mind's cognitive and perceptual capacities, and thus to that
extent begins to transcend them. (Wilber, 1986, p 72)
For Wilber, this is not yet the unitive stage. Instead he traces further
development through higher stages of subtle and causal realms before the
Ultimate Realms are reached. There consciousness totally awakens as its
Original Condition and Suchness— That which witnesses, and that which is
witnessed, are only one and the same" (Wilber, 1980, p. 73-74). However,
he emphasizes that these realms are not simply "one level among others, but
the reality, condition, or suchness of all levels" (Wilber, 1986, p. 73). In any
case, his perception of the unitive experience differs markedly from
Fowler s, but correlates well with both Underhill and the Zen masters.
2.4.5

Critique of the Three Views of Transition

Each of the views just presented has its own strengths and weaknesses.
They all appear to be describing the same phenomenon, that is, the shift in
consciousness that marks a person s transition between Fowler s Faith Stages
5 and 6. Many of the similarities have emerged in the above presentations.
Yet each view is substantially different from the others in some respects.
Table 2.4 (page 66) highlights some of the most obvious differences.
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Table 2.4 Comparison of Three Views of Transition

Underhill

Zen Buddhism

Wilber

1. Seeking the Ox
2. Finding the tracks
Awakening

3. First Glimpse of the Ox

Purgation

4. Catching the Ox

Illumination

5. Taming the Ox
6. Riding the Ox Home

Psychic

Subtle

Dark Night of the Soul
7. Ox Forgotten, Self Alone
8. Both Ox and Self Forgotten Causal
Union

9. Return to the Source
10. Entering the Marketplace

Ultimate

Because these three views bear such similarity, any one of them could
serve as the vehicle for the bulk of the research in this dissertation. To
eliminate unnecessary confusion, however, it would be wise to select one
view and use its terminology consistently. Zen comes out of the East
exclusively and is a system with which 1 have limited familiarity. Wilber is
extremely complex, drawing as he does from both East and West, writing
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with equal expertise in psychoanalytic, object relations, ego, and
transpersonal psychology. Underhill, on the other hand, wrote from a
Western perspective and primarily of Western experience. Therefore in the
remainder of the dissertation, Underhill s terms will be used when it is
necessary to distinguish between substages in the transition between
Fowler's Stages 5 and 6.
2.5 Conditions Facilitating Transition Beyond Stage S

How then does one become a mystic? How does one come to experience
Union - or Enlightenment - or satori - or samadhi? Are there indeed choices
one can make in order to enter the Unitive Life?
Bucke in Cosmic Consciousness (1901) suggests that transition into this
stage is an evolutionary inevitability. He has identified three separate
planes of consciousness: Simple, Self, and Cosmic. Simple Consciousness in
this century characterizes only infants. Self Consciousness emerges after
infancy and is the normal and prevailing consciousness of our day. Cosmic
Consciousness at this time comes to those in "the top layer of the world of
Self Consciousness

to the person of "good physique, good health,... an

exalted moral nature, strong sympathies, a warm heart, courage, strong, and
earnest religious feeling" (in White, 1984, p. 7).
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Bucke s sense of the transition then is that at present it only emerges
after midlife and in those who already have met the preconditions named
above. The reason for this is that "when a race enters upon the possession of
a new faculty,... [it] will necessarily be acquired at first not only by the
best specimens of the race but also when these are at their best - that is, at
full maturity and before the decline incident to age has set in” (in White,
1984, p. 3). He lists the following people as those who have attained Cosmic
Consciousness: "Gautama [Buddha], Jesus, Paul, Plotinus, Mohammed, Dante,
Las Casas, John Yepes, Francis Bacon, Jacob Behmen, William Blake, Balzac,
and Walt Whitman" (in White, 1984, p. 5).
Bucke seems, however, to be alone in this view. Hardy (1979) found
twenty-one different "triggers" of significant religious experience among his
subjects, here listed in descending order of significance: depression/despair,
prayer/meditation, natural beauty, participation in religious worship,
literature/drama/film, illness, music, crises in personal relations, the death
of others, sacred places, visual art, creative work, relaxation, silence/solitude,
the prospect of death, anaesthetic drugs, physical activity, childbirth,
happiness, and psychedelic drugs. It appeared that these triggers were
exactly that, simply the catalysts for mystical experience. They did not seem
to this reader to be necessary conditions preceding such experience.
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Most authors consulted in this review of the literature seem to indicate
that certain conditions appear to be necessary for such a spiritual
transformation. These conditions will be presented here as hypotheses to be
tested by both historical and contemporary research.
2.5-1 A Sense of Detachment

The first hypothesis is that individuals will need to have established a
sense of detachment before they can enter the Unitive Life. Fowler calls this
"decentration." He describes it in terms of ongoing expansion: "the gradual
qualitative extension of the ability and readiness to balance one's own
perspective with those [of] others" (Fowler, 1984, p. 69). Perspective- taking
broadens from nuclear to extended family, to friends, to "those like us," to
those "different from us," and finally to Being itself. In order to take the
perspective of others, one must first detach from, or let go of, one's own
perspective. Likewise, Fowler points out that there is an ongoing expansion
of the center of values; we begin with attachments to "causes, persons,
institutions, possessions ..., sources of power" until all of these are let go in
favor of "the valuing of the Creator" (Fowler, 1984, p. 69).
Before detachment can become a way of life, however, attachments
must be formed, attachments by which a sense of self is defined. As people
mature, they form strong attachments to family, to friends, to institutional
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groups, and to career roles. Wilber(1979) recommends aiding these
processes through traditional Western-style psychotherapy. A triad of
differentiation, transcendence and operation is crucial in every stage of
growth. Differentiation and transcendence are the two steps involved in
disidentifying from old perceptions and finding newer meanings. When such
a movement has occurred, it then becomes possible to take control of or
operate upon the environment differently, in a more detached manner.
Wilber identifies specific psychological therapies which will address issues
specific to reintegrating the persona with shadow, body with mind, organism
with environment; he incorporates spiritual practices to heal the primary
dualism between self/other or subject/object. (For a complete description of
the healing processes, see The Spectrum of Consciousness and No Boundary.)
Concerning the role of therapy in evolving to higher levels, Wilber writes:
It is very rare, however, given the "lever of present-day
society, for any individual to evolve past the mature ego stage.
Because the average mode of the self sense in society at large
seems to be early, middle, or late egoic, then past that point the
force of society as "pacer of transformation" tends to drop off.
Thus, individuals who grow beyond the egoic stages have to do
so either on their own exceptional talents or through special
professional assistance. By the latter, I do not mean a "doctor
for mental illness," but a guide for self-actualization: in general,
the existential-humanistic therapist (and beyond that, the
spiritual Masters). (Wilber, 1980, p. 144)
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lit is necessary] to differentiate .... to dis-identify_ One
has to go beyond "meaning in my life" (because one is starting
to go beyond "my"’); one has to give up intentionality and
"self-actualization" (because one has to give up "self"), one has
to let go of self-autonomy (because "not I, but Christ" will soon
motivate consciousness). (Wilber, 1980, p. 147)
Maslow highlights a central paradox of self-actualization, one which
points beyond its fullness toward transcendence:
The goal of identity (self-actualization, autonomy, individuation,
... authenticity, etc.) seems to be simultaneously an end-goal
in itself, and also a transitional goal, a rite of passage, a step
along the path to the transcendence of identity.... If our goal
is the Eastern one of ego-transcendence and obliteration, of
leaving behind self-consciousness and self-observation, of
fusion with the world and identification with it..., then it
looks as if the best path to this goal for most people is via
achieving identity, a strong real self, and via basic-need
gratification rather than via asceticism. (1968, p. 114)
Detachment then can be fostered by therapy or spiritual teachers, but it
appears to be a prerequisite for the Unitive Life. In this study, the
hypothesized condition to be investigated is that subjects who are beyond
Fowler’s Stage Five have experienced some sense of detachment, some sense
of letting go of family, friends, perspectives, career, values and beliefs.
2.5-2 Motivation to Transcend

The second hypothesis is that the individual must experience some kind
of inner longing for a unitive life. Scott Peck (1978) indicates that union
with God must be preceded by a conviction that such union is indeed
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possible. It seems that he reflects a developmental perspective when he
states,
It is one thing to believe in a nice old God who will take good
care of us from a lofty position of power which we ourselves
could never begin to attain. It is Quite another to believe in a
God who has it in mind for us precisely that we should attain
His position, His power, His wisdom, His identity. Were we to
believe it possible for man to become God, this belief by its very
nature would place upon us an obligation to attempt to attain
the possible.... As long as we can believe that godhood is an
impossible attainment for ourselves, we don't have to worry
about our spiritual growth, we don't have to push ourselves to
higher and higher levels of consciousness and loving activity;
we can relax and just be human.... Nonetheless, as soon as we
believe it is possible for man to become God, we can really
never rest for long, never say, "OK, my job is finished, my work
is done." We must constantly push ourselves to greater and
greater wisdom, greater and greater effectiveness. By this
belief we will have trapped ourselves, at least until death, on an
effortful treadmill of self-improvement and spiritual growth.
God's responsibility must be our own. (1978, p. 270-271)
If this hypothesis should be confirmed in the research, it would perhaps
provide an explanation for the ability to persist in face of the trials of the
stage Underhill terms Purgation. Without this motivation, how could people
remain on their unique spiritual journey when confronted by the need to
learn detachment and mortification?
2.5.3 Choice of a Path

Fowler identified the characteristic in Stage Six of embracing a
particular expression of Absoluteness. Each individual whom he listed as
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having attained Stage Six had a prior commitment to some tradition of
describing the divine character and intention.
In his discussion of transcendence (1971), Maslow is very close to this
aspect of Fowler’s definition of the Universalizing Faith stage when he says,
The self-actualizing man, or the transcendent self-actualizing
man, is the universal man. He is a member of the human
species. He is rooted in a particular culture but he rises above
that culture and can be said to be independent of it in various
ways. (1971, p. 270)
This reference to the Absoluteness of the Particular in terms of culture
parallels Fowler’s use of particularities of faith s contents.
This writer’s sense of such commitment includes options other than
particular religious traditions; the commitment might be to healing, to a form
of "academic yoga", to an inner voice, or to Psychosynthesis. The path might
be chosen as a result of contact with a particular teacher or guru, such as
Shakti Gawain or Krishnamurti. Thus the hypothesis to be tested is that
those individuals who are post-Stage Five have indeed chosen a particular
path through which to search for spiritual transcendence.
2.5-4 Teacher on That Path

A fourth hypothesis is that the would-be mystic seeks out some kind of
spiritual education, whether it be through an identified spiritual director, an
informal spiritual teacher, or through a process of communing with an inner
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teacher or spiritual guide. This spiritual guide/teacher/director helps the
individual prepare him/herself to enter the unitive life.
Deikman s perspective is that a teacher is essential, but a teacher can
neither grant nor withhold enlightenment. The experience is in no sense a
reward, nor is its lack a punishment. "One does not earn' enlightenment, one
becomes capable of receiving it" (Deikman, 1982, p. 78). Any virtuous
behavior that precedes enlightenment is for the purpose of purifying the
heart. All is functional; one could not learn from a teacher without humility,
nor could one find, without sincerity in seeking.
Maslows conviction is that core-religious experiences, marks of a
transcendent self-actualization, are available for all, but are prevented "by
all and any of the forces that diminish us, pathologize us, or that make us
regress, e.g., ignorance, pain, illness, fear, forgetting', dissociation, reduction
to the concrete, neuroticizing, etc." (1964, p. 32). He suggests that people
may need to be taught, that they may need to be given instruction in the
nature of these peak-experiences, "what they are like, when they are apt to
come, to whom they are apt to come, what will make them more likely, what
their connection is with a good life, with a good man [sic), with good
psychological health, etc." (1964, p. 88). Teaching may raise the level of
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awareness to the degree that people realize that they already have had such
peak-experiences but they had blocked them in some way.
It is crucial to acknowledge that spiritual teaching can come either
externally or internally. External teachers, such as spiritual directors,
religious leaders, gurus, shamans or masters, have long offered spiritual
guidance to many on their own journeys. They are recognized and respected
as authorities by their followers. Also to be considered, however, are the
internal teachers: an inner voice, an individual guide who comes "to inform,"
"to inspire," and "to authorize" (Alschuler, to be published, p. 36).
Inner voices, sometimes with visions, are understood as the
mysterious contact points between the human personality and
another wiser, more powerful personality that is not anchored
in a specific time, place and the stuff of physical being. Hints of
this hidden relationship occur for those who hear once, are
calmed, uplifted, converted or given timely warnings. Others
hear regularly and conclude that this superior intelligence is
governed by an interior aim, that the relationship has a
purpose. Often they are explicitly authorized to act on its behalf
translating its intentions into a visible mission or its words into
books. (Alschuler, to be published, p. 35)
Some will describe this communication from within as the experience of
being taught by the Spirit of God; others will name it differently, depending
on their own spiritual path. All, however, seem convinced of a "superior"
quality in this kind of teaching. The information that is offered, the
inspiration that is infused, and the authorization that is given all seem to go
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"beyond mundane concerns ... to questions of eternal life ..., (teaching)
that love is the ultimate reality. It is a transcendent education" (Alschuler,
to be published, p. 36). The hypothesized condition to be tested is that the
individuals studied will have chosen to accept and obey a spiritual teacher,
either external or internal, perhaps both, either simultaneously or
sequentially, prior to entering the Unitive Life.
2.5.5 Walking the Path

The fifth hypothesis is that the seeker of Union needs to engage in the
practice of spiritual disciplines. There are a variety of suggestions for the
types of disciplines thought to be most helpful in leading an individual to the
unitive life.
Deikman suggests that "Meditation is the best known technique of
mystical science,... because of its capacity to produce impressive
alterations in consciousness" (Deikman, 1982, p. 135). He describes two
types: concentrative and mindfulness or insight meditation. Concentrative
meditations aim to develop one-pointedness, by gazing at a candle flame,
repeating a mantra, or focusing on a single emotion or sensation. The
purpose is to learn to let go until only an underlying awareness remains.
Mindfulness meditation teaches people to become aware of whatever
appears in the mind, emotions, or body; they receive, then let go of all that
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spontaneously appears. The purpose here is to establish "a distinction
between the observer and the observed" (Deikman, 1982, p. 142) Deikman
states that the most important function of meditation is "the centering of the
meditator in awareness rather than in mind content,... to enhance the
observing self until its reality is without question and the meditator totally
identifies with it. This permits the emergence of an entirely new form of
consciousness called enlightenment, Nirvana, awakening, and so forth"
(Deikman, 1982, p. 137-138).
Wilber believes that meditation “is what an individual, at this present
stage of human evolution, has to do in order to develop beyond this present
stage of human evolution, and advance towards that only God which is the
goal of all creation" (1980, p. 93). It matters little whether that meditation
be “concentrative or receptive, mantric or silent" (Wilber, 1980, p. 95). All
can lead to the same goal of differentiation from a lower realm of
consciousness, transcending it, and integrating the new level into one s
center. Wilber notes, however, that "not all schools of meditation aim for the
same general realm of consciousness” (1980, p. 95).
McNamara suggests that there are three prerequisites for entering the
mystical life: an awakening or whole-hearted turning to God [Hypothesized
Condition 2.5.3, Choice of a Path], a personality reorganized [Hypothesized
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Condition 2.5.1, A Sense of Detachment] and newly centered on union with
God as the first priority IHypothesized Condition 2.5.2, Motivation to
Transcend], and a continuing practice of spiritual disciplines. The spiritual
disciplines he identifies as central are as follows:
We must develop our full humanity along with a regular
program of prayer and ascetic practice (which in higher stages
of mystical experience is more an acquiescence to the Divine
Action in our life); we must seek and adhere to the counsel of a
spiritual guide [Hypothesized Condition 2.5 4, Teacher on That
Path], allow ourselves copious supplies of silence and solitude,
and grow in charity and Christ-consciousness_And all the
while the Divine Action will penetrate and erupt out of our deep
center when and how it will, (in Tart, 1975, p. 431- 432)
Progoff (1963, 1975, 1980) offers Process Meditation as a way to enter
the unitive life. He defines meditation in its broadest meaning: "all the forms
and methods by which we reach toward meaning in our lives and by which
we seek the depth beyond the doctrines in religion and philosophy" (1980, p.
90). Its overall purpose is "to develop the capacities of inner knowing that
will take us deeper into the realm of spiritual reality where, without fixed
preconceptions, we can participate with the great religions and philosophies
of the ages in the enlarging search for truth by our personal experience"
(1980, p. 34). The word "Process" is central because of the continuity it
signifies, the functions it performs in terms of opening up the relationships
and connections within a person s world. This kind of process fundamentally
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begins with a single-minded commitment; the goal may be in the arts,
religion, or any other sphere, but it is an all-consuming process goal. It will
include some strong rejection of one s past ways of meaning-making; there
will also be some 'image of intimation" of the new.
They intuitively know the process, sensing it before it has
actually taken place; and they are the process because they are
committed to being and doing it. That totality of commitment
seems to be an essential of creativity whether in the arts or in
the life of the spirit. (Progoff, 1980, p. 78)
Progoff makes no claim for exclusivity of his method for achieving the
emergent creativity. He states that:
Each spiritual discipline possesses its own validity within the
context of its principles and beliefs. Each has its own integrity.
It is thus not even appropriate for us to compare and judge, to
affirm or reject one or the other. We have, rather, to establish
our individual relationship with each spiritual approach that is
personally meaningful to us. (Progoff, 1980, p. 85)
There are obviously a variety of spiritual disciplines that have been
suggested to the would-be mystic. Meditation is the most frequently
mentioned, with contemplative prayer, silence, and imaging close behind.
Followers of a particular tradition often include practices unique to their
faith, such as their sacraments and sacred scriptures. Ascetical practices are
sometimes mentioned, but, according to LeShan (1984), have few followers
today; fasting and self-flagellation have by and large lost their appeal in the
West of the twentieth century. Renunciation is a requirement, not for the
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purpose of giving up things, but of giving up attachment to things, inasmuch
as things reinforce a belief in a dualistic separation between Self and things
The task of the next chapter is to discover which, if any, of these
conditions can be considered necessary and/or sufficient to facilitate the
transition beyond Fowler s Stage Five. The lives of several mystics will be
reviewed in order to ascertain whether these conditions were indeed part of
their spiritual journey. If they were present, then the question becomes,
were they necessary for their stage transition? And ultimately, were they
sufficient, i.e., did they alone enable the person to make the stage shift?
Finally, any other factors that emerge as significant in particular transitions
will be identified.
To put this all into perspective, Ken Wilber writes convincingly that the
' ultimate state of consciousness" cannot be attained, that the "Unitive Life"
cannot be entered. If indeed Ultimate Reality is, as the Chandogya
Upanishad claims, "the One without a second," then how can it be separate
from that which is? Wilber writes,
the ultimate state of consciousness is already fully and
completely present.... [Itl is in no way different from your
ordinary state of consciousness or from any other state of
consciousness you might have at this or at any moment.... [Itl
is not an altered state of consciousness, for - being one without
a second - there is no alternative to It. (in White, 1984, p. 194)
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Hence, those who seek to enter the Unitive Lire by any means, those
who struggle toward enlightenment, are overlooking a basic truth: "uy
state of consciousness that can be entered, or that emerges after various
practices, must have a beginning in time, and thus is not, and could never be,
the timeless and eternal ultimate state of consciousness'' (Wilber in White,
1984, p. 195). Above all else, "the ultimate state" cannot be produced or
caused by any human effort. If it could, it could subsequently be lost and
the god found therein would be lost as well. Training cannot effect the
ultimate state, for how can one be trained to enter what has never been left?
The basic problem is in the non-duality of this Reality, a concept
particularly taxing for those educated in dualistic thinking.
Wilber feels that "a shift in one s mode of knowing corresponds with a
shift in one s level of consciousness, and this in turn corresponds with a shift
in one s sense of identity" (1982, p. 54). Thus, the ultimate key to transition
may be in the shift from duality to non-duality. But then, one might ask, are
there conditions which appear to be necessary and/or sufficient for such a
shift in mode of knowing? Could it be that integration of one s personality or
sense of identity and expansion of the level of consciousness (through
meditation or any of the other spiritual disciplines, for instance) are the only
truly necessary conditions? Are the other hypothesized conditions then
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simply precursors of transition in some lives, but not actually necessary?
And finally, are the shifts in one s sense of identity and in the level of
consciousness sufficient to precipitate the transition to non-dualism or is
there something beyond all of this? The questions themselves appear to be
formulated in dualism, while simultaneously grasping for Union!
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CHAPTER 3
VERIFYING THE CONDITIONS
FROM THE BIOGRAPHIES OF FIVE MYSTICS

3-1 Introduction
This chapter presents the spiritual biographies of five historical persons
who appear to have entered the unitive life. Autobiographies and
biographies were the main sources of information, in addition to other
writings by the mystics, when available. Integrated into each general
biographical overview is an analysis of the how the hypothesized conditions
played a role in the shift beyond Fowler s Stage 5. Wherever possible, the
mystic s own terminology is used to describe this transitional shift. Some of
those terms are unique to the spiritual path of the mystic and have been
defined in the Glossary of Specialized Terms found in Appendix E. At the
conclusion of Chapter Three, the hypotheses are refined prior to beginning
the contemporary research.
3.2 Teresa of Avila
Teresa of Avila, a 16th century nun of the contemplative Carmelite
order, epitomizes the unitive life, both as defined by late medieval
Christianity and by 20th century James Fowler. She is commonly acclaimed
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by the Catholic Church as a leader of Spanish medieval mysticism. She was
declared "blessed" in 1614, canonized as a saint in 1622. Still later she was
named the patron saint of Spain. In 1922, she was given "the degree Doctor
of Theology, honoris cause, while Queen Victoria placed an academic cap and
insignia on her statue" (Walsh, 1946, p. 582).
Teresa had beauty, charm, literary genius of a high order
(though uncultivated), an administrative ability second to none,
humor and tenderness and common sense, the courage and
resourcefulness of a great soldier, with the patient obedience
and humility of a saint. (Walsh, 1946, p. 1)
It is the conviction of this researcher that the source of Teresa s vitality,
both spiritual and physical, was the profundity of her Unitive experience.
Few have lived with her depth of inner devotion expressed in such outward
zeal, reforming her order and founding seventeen new convents and several
monasteries. To clarify the role of the hypothesized conditions, Teresa s
biography will be presented in the framework of those conditions as they
appear.
Much of the information about Teresa's life comes from her own
autobiography, which she wrote in obedience to her spiritual director. She
had great difficulty with his command not to dwell on her own wickedness.
Ultimately her sense of guilt for her human sins was transformed into a deep
sense of humility, which has been described in the following words:
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not self-abasement, a feeling of inferiority, diffidence or
timidity, but an acceptance of things as they are_The soul
that is humble knows that it exists only because the hand of
God holds it in being minute by minute; that without God all
that the world can offer is of no more worth than "a few twigs
of withered rosemary"-(Hamilton, 1959, p. 30)

3-2.1 Biographical Sketch
Teresa was born in 1515 to Don Alonzo Sanchez de Cepeda and Doha
Beatriz de Ahumada. Her mother died in 1528; three years later, she was
sent to an Augustinian convent as a boarding student when her older
half-sister married and left home. It was not thought "fitting" that Teresa
live alone with her father. While at this school, she developed a deeply
loving and influential relationship with a nun, which began to draw the
teenager to contemplative life.

3-2.1.1 Choice of a Path
Later, after visiting an uncle who was a friar, she became "fond of good
books" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 76), and as a result of reading St. Jerome's
Letters, she decided to enter religious life. Because her father opposed this
calling, Teresa ran away from home in 1536 in order to enter the Carmelite
Monastery of the Incarnation in her home town of Avila. A year later, in
1537, she made her solemn profession. Although this profession does mark
Teresa s choice of a path, it is not her experience of Awakening. It was
rather a decision arising from her desire to follow the example of a beloved
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nun, from her readiness to hear God's call in the same way, and from the
inspiration she received from the book, Letters. She herself attributes this
initial decision to a fear of eternal punishment in hell rather than to a loving
response to a call from God; however, she was awed by the change it
brought about in her life, i.e., joy, happiness, and a deep sense of
unworthiness, leading her to long for periods of solitude and a disciplined
practice of prayer.
Shortly after entering the convent, Teresa prayed for an illness in order
to learn patience in the same way another nun demonstrated it through poor
health. Within a year, she fell ill, with fainting spells, heart trouble, and
other ailments, forcing her to leave the convent. While awaiting a cure, she
again came in contact with her uncle, the friar, and he gave her the book
Third Spiritual Alphabet, by De Osuna, a volume
intended to explain the ABC s of prayer: not Vocal prayer, the
mere recitation of words, either in set or improvised
arrangement, but that loftier prayer transcending words, that
elevation of the spirit toward an understanding of and
communication with, God, which contemplatives had
experienced. (Walsh, 1946, p. 52)
She began the practice of prayer with the help of the teachings in this
book. She wrote of this period, "1 began to spend periods in solitude, to go
frequently to confession and to start upon the way of prayer with this book
for my guide" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 80). These early steps in "mental
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prayer" brought her into the world of mystical experience. This appears to
be her Awakening to the mystical path. She noted that these favors could be
expected, "provided I had books and could be alone" (Teresa, 1565/1960,
p. 82). She recognized the importance of walking the path in a specified
way, for her, a way of solitude, mental prayer, and with books. She felt that
a spiritual director at this stage would have helped her avoid "occasions of
sin" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 82).
Following medical treatment by an experimental method, she became
worse and went into a coma for three days. It appeared to be the end of her
life, so she was given the sacrament of unction and a grave was prepared for
her in the convent. Miraculously, she recovered, although she was paralyzed
and unable to walk for three years (1539-1542); the effects of this illness,
i.e., severe headaches, stomach pain, and other sufferings, plagued her all the
rest of her life. Her deepest longing during the paralytic period was "to get
well so that 1 might be alone when I prayed" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 91).
3.2.1.2 A Sense of Detachment
In actuality, she recovered the ability to walk, hence to be alone again
for prayer, but then she entered a period of great spiritual dryness. Prayer
now seemed a laborious task to be practiced for long hours at a time, a
perspective that resulted, she felt, from her friendships outside the convent.
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Though she had a vision of Christ, sternly showing displeasure, she chose
not to believe that any vision was legitimate; she denied its reality and did
not discuss it with anyone. A nun warned her that these friendships were
detrimental to spiritual growth, but again Teresa refused to heed. Ultimately
she gave up the practice of prayer completely for a few months. When her
father died in 1543, she returned to praying. But she also was aware of
deep internal conflict between her desire for solitude and her desire for
friends, and between the need for obedience to confessors and the need for
accepting God's way of leading her. "On the one hand, God was calling me.
On the other, I was following the world" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 105). Later
she wrote that she "spent nearly twenty years on that stormy sea (Teresa,
1565/1960, p. 108).
Prior to entering the convent, Teresa had had a friendship with a one
from whom she felt "learned every kind of evil" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 69).
In retrospect, she wrote that she "lost nearly all [her] soul s natural
inclination to virtue and was greatly influenced by her (Teresa, 1565/1960,
pp. 70,71). When she entered the convent, she let go of this friendship,
replacing it with deep devotion to the nuns. She subsequently established
other friendships outside the convent, struggling for two decades with this
issue. Finally she was able to detach from them when she was told in a time
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of prayer, "1 will have thee converse now, not with men, but with angels"
(Teresa, 1565/1960, pp. 231-232). The result of this clear directive was that
never since then have I been able to maintain firm friendship save with
people who I believe love God and try to serve Him, nor have I derived
comfort from any others or cherished any private affection for them”
(Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 232).
An inner detachment from her family had also occurred prior to this
time. She had of course already experienced an outward separation from
her mother in 1528, from her father in 1543 at their respective deaths; her
entrance into the convent lessened the external contact with her remaining
family. After the experience described above, however, Teresa concluded,
"Since that day I have been courageous enough to give up everything for the
sake of God.... Blessed for ever be God, Who in one moment gave the
freedom which, despite all the efforts I had been making for so many years,
1 had never been able to attain" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 232).
3.2.1.3 Motivation to Transcend
In 1554, two separate events occurred that signaled a major shift in her
spiritual journey, experiences which are often called her "second conversion"
(Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 117, note 3). The first event was an overwhelming
grief when looking at an image of the wounded Christ. "So great was my
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distress when 1 thought how ill 1 had repaid Him for those wounds that 1 felt
as if my heart were breaking, and 1 threw myself down beside Him,
shedding floods of tears and begging Him to give me strength once for all so
that I might not offend Him" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 115). From that point
on, she began the practice of inwardly imagining Christ in some way
whenever she prayed.
The second stimulus for change came through yet another book: St.
Augustine's Confessions. She wrote that when she read of how Augustine
heard a voice in the garden, "it seemed exactly as if the Lord were speaking
in that way to me.... 1 remained for a long time dissolved in tears, in great
distress and affliction" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 118). Because of this
experience, she began to spend even more time alone with God, savoring a
"new love for His Majesty" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 118). Clearly these two
experiences provided her with such a strong yearning for Union that they
drew her further into a life of prayer, away from all that separated her from
God. She had found the motivation to walk on her chosen path.
That these two experiences mark a major spiritual shift becomes clear
when her relationship with symbolism is considered. She no longer needed
to determine exactly what the experiences meant; she was willing to let
them simply exist without knowing their exact meaning, • willing to resubmit
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to the initiative of the symbolic" (Fowler, 1981, p. 187). She noted that, "As
His Majesty was only awaiting some preparedness on my part, His spiritual
favors continually increased" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 119). She described
these favors as a sense "that He was within me or that 1 was wholly engulfed
in Him (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 119). She was entering a new era, one in
which she increasingly experienced the Prayer of Quiet, sometimes even the
Prayer of Union. The experiences were not frightening to her, rather
strongly attractive; this corroborates the earlier-mentioned sense of
detachment. Those still living under the bonds of attachment usually
experience fear in the face of such self-transcendence.
3-2.1.4 Choice of a Teacher
During the next few years, Teresa was given many mystical experiences,
i.e., locutions, intellectual and imaginative visions, and transport. By this
time, she was working with the spiritual teachers of her church, but these
experiences were unfamiliar to her confessors, so they attributed them to
the devil. Teresa obeyed their directions to avoid solitude, but still the
locutions continued. Finally she found a confessor who understood mystical
theology and gave her more helpful direction:
He told me that I was being led by the Spirit of God and that he
thought I should not be doing right to resist Him further.... He
suggested that I should always begin my prayers with a
meditation on one of the incidents of the Passion, and, if the
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Lord should then transport my spirit, 1 should not resist Him,
but should allow His Majesty to have it and make no effort to
keep it back. (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 230)
From that point on, Teresa s chosen teacher was "His Majesty," who
spoke to her in "Divine locutions." She placed herself under His tutelage,
spent hours in solitude learning, finding inspiration and instruction for her
path. When she described these "Divine locutions," she said:
Though perfectly formed, the words are not heard with the
bodily ear; yet they are understood much more clearly than if
they were so heard, and however determined one s resistance,
it is impossible to fail to hear them.... 1 think anyone who has
much experience will seldom, if ever, be deceived. But, as
considerable experience is necessary before this state can be
reached, 1 will explain the difference between locutions coming
from good spirits and from evil ones. (Teresa, 1565/1960,
p. 233)
She points out that without exception, the locutions that come from God
are true. Since some of her sisters might still be deceived, she warned them
to "proceed cautiously, and choose a learned man Isicl for our director, and
hide nothing from him" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 232). Her belief is that an
external spiritual director can be helpful in leading one to an inner teacher;
her experience, however, was that the inner teacher burst into her
consciousness in spite of her particular spiritual director's counsel. She
recognized the superiority of her inner teacher and yet continued to accept
and obey her external spiritual directors, in keeping with her vows.
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3-2.1.5 Walking the Path
Teresa experienced what others have called "Transverberation of her
heart" in 1559. It was an experience simultaneously of deepest spiritual
pain and paradoxically of exquisitely loving sweetness, clearly a Dark Night
experience. She wrote of her "dying with the desire to see God," of her sense
that "Thou didst hide Thyself from me" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 272). She
likened prayer at this time to "the violent sobbing of children," continuing,
The soul does not try to feel the pain of the wound caused by
the Lord s absence. Rather an arrow is driven into the very
depths of the entrails, and sometimes into the heart, so that the
soul does not know either what is the matter with it or what it
desires. (Teresa, 1565/1960, pp. 272-273)
She wrote of this single experience of transverberation that an angel
whom she saw in bodily form "seemed to pierce my heart several times so
that it penetrated to my entrails. When he drew it out, I thought he was
drawing them out with it and he left me completely afire with a great love
for God" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 275). This clearly is what Underhill referred
to as the dark rapture or ecstasy, which Teresa described as the sixth
dwelling place in The Interior Castle. Walsh (1946) evidently was referring
to this when he described the miraculous preservation of her body: "The
heart, too, in its closed reliquary, is there intact, save for the hole visible in
the center, where Teresa felt the angel's fiery dart of love" (p. 582).
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Also in 1559, Teresa came to the next milestone of her life, a vision
which plunged her right into hell. The horror and suffering of that vision
profoundly shaped the remainder of her life. She emerged with a renewed
determination to live her life as a Carmelite nun with greater devotion and
perfection. After this, she completed her Life, writing that her prayer at
this time did not represent full union, for she retained awareness of her
faculties, "yet it was obviously something higher than the previous state of
prayer” (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 164). She described it as a time of union of
the will, while the "understanding and the memory are so free that they can
attend to business and do works of charity" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 170).
Because of the vision of hell, she embarked on the work for which she is
well-known: founding new monasteries with stricter disciplines. The new
mission produced a certain internal disecjuilibrium, because I had a fairly
good idea of the serious disturbances and trials which the work would cost
me" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 306). When "His Majesty" re-emphasized this
call, she spoke to her confessor, then with the Superior and the Provincial,
ultimately she found support, both spiritual and financial and launched in
Avila the monastery of Saint Joseph in 1562, though with opposition and
setbacks.
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The nuns who occupied this new monastery approached Teresa often
with requests for spiritual teaching. To respond to their need, she wrote The
Way of Perfection in 1565. Two years later, Father Rubeo, general of the
Carmelite order, directed Teresa to found many more contemplative
monasteries, some for nuns, as well as some for friars. She opened
seventeen new monasteries in the last twenty years of her life, some with
the help of St. John of the Cross. The work of founding these monasteries
necessitated interaction with those in all walks of life:
the king (Philip II), the apostolic nuncios, bishops, the general,
provincials, university professors, inquisitors of the Spanish
Inquisition, missionaries and country priests, princes and
princesses, dukes and duchesses, counts and countesses,
merchants and bankers, builders and carpenters, mule drivers
and innkeepers. (Teresa, 1577/1979, p. 5)
Teresa chronicled the circumstances of the founding of each new
monastery in her Book of Foundations, written from 1573-1576. This level
of social service would perhaps appear by Fowler’s descriptions to mark
Teresa's entry into the unitive life. The work of founding monasteries was,
however, the result of Teresa s unitive experiences at the penultimate level
or sixth dwelling place. Her spiritual state at this time (1561-1572) can be
described as a period of identification of her will with God's. Later
experiences marked her full union with God, the zenith of the mystical life.
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In 1571, Teresa had an intellectual vision of the "Blessed Trinity" which
symbolically effected her spiritual marriage, her full and final entrance into
the unitive life, characterized as the seventh dwelling place in Interior
Castles.
In this seventh dwelling place the union comes about in a
different way.... When the soul is brought into that dwelling
place, the Most Blessed Trinity, all three Persons, through an
intellectual vision, is revealed to it through a certain
representation of the truth. First there comes an enkindling in
the spirit in the manner of a cloud of magnificent splendor; and
these Persons are distinct, and through an admirable knowledge
the soul understands as a most profound truth that all three
Persons are one substance and one power and one knowledge
and one God alone....
Each day this soul becomes more amazed, for these Persons
never seem to leave it any more, but it clearly beholds, in the
way that was mentioned, that they are within it.... It should
be understood that this presence is not felt so fully, I mean so
clearly, as when revealed the first time or at other times when
God grants the soul this gift. For if the presence were felt so
clearly, the soul would find it impossible to be engaged in
anything else or even to live among people. But even though
the presence is not perceived with this very clear light, the soul
finds itself in this company every time it takes notice....
It seems that the divine Majesty desires, through this
wonderful company, to prepare the soul for more. Clearly, the
soul will be truly helped in every way to advance in perfection
and to lose the fear it sometimes had of the other favors He
granted it. (Teresa, 1577/1979, pp. 175-176)
Her spiritual marriage through the intellectual vision of the Trinity
marked her full entry into the unitive life. She attributes the vision to the
grace of God; she saw it as a gift, given unexpectedly and undeservedly. She
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continued her work of establishing new monasteries, writing of this new
center to her life: "The soul is much more occupied than before with
everything pertaining to the service of God, and once its duties are over it
remains with that enjoyable company" (Teresa, 1577/1979, p 175). She
was now experiencing full unitive prayer in which "there is no feeling, but
only rejoicing, unaccompanied by any understanding of the thing in which
the soul is rejoicing" (Teresa, 1565/1960, p. 174). She repeatedly stated that
she did not know how this union was attained. She could only tell of the
sense of inebriation and of the elevation of the soul that marked this level of
prayer.
In 1577, she wrote Interior Castle as further instruction for the sisters
of her order. She continued her arduous work of founding new monasteries
right up through 1582, the year of her death. Her death was accompanied
by what many have claimed to be supernatural signs: an unusually bright
star over the church, crystal lights in the window of her room, angels and
martyrs, and joyful saints thronging to greet the dying Teresa (Walsh, 1946,
p. 580). It is also claimed that her body has been miraculously preserved; a
picture was taken in 1914 "of the darkened flesh that still defies all the
known laws of time and decomposition" (Walsh, 1946, p. 584).
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3.2.2 Analysis
Teresa of Avila is frequently cited a clear example of unitive living
Evelyn Underhill refers often to Teresa in her classic work, Mysticism
(1961). In her biographical remarks, she notes that Teresa, along with St.
Catherine of Siena and St. John of the Cross, was a "practical organizer and
profound contemplative," and a writer whose works have "guided the
footsteps and explained the discoveries of succeeding generations of
adventurers in the transcendental world" (p. 468).
In each a character of the heroic type, of great vitality, deep
enthusiasms, unconquerable will, was raised to the spiritual
plane, remade on higher levels of consciousness. Each by
surrender of selfhood, by acquiescence in the large destinies of
life, had so furthered that self’s natural genius for the Infinite
that their human limitations were overpassed. Hence they rose
to freedom and attained to the one ambition of the "naughted
soul," "I would fain be to the Eternal Goodness what his own
hand is to a man." (Underhill, 1913/1961, pp. 430-431)
In her own writings, Teresa described the experiences she had as the
Bride of Christ as a gift of God. She humbly claimed no knowledge of why
she was given such grace. Yet she simultaneously urged her sisters to fulfill
the same conditions as have been proposed in this research project. She
counseled them to work unceasingly on self-knowledge, which would lead
them to God-knowledge; this can be understood as (l)asenseof
detachment described in this study. As was pointed out in Chapter Two, a
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prerequisite to this sense of detachment is a clear formation of identity and
attachments. Detachment be approached only after thoroughly knowing
one s own identity with its unique perspectives, values and beliefs, as well as
forming attachments to family and friends. Teresa described this process of
coming to know oneself and forming attachments as self- knowledge. Teresa
wrestled particularly hard to let go of her attachments to friends during the
twenty-year period of spiritual drought. It was not until she was free from
these that she could continue on her journey toward Union with God.
Teresa also urged her sisters to be faithful Catholic communicants,
obeying their spiritual confessors, observing the traditions and sacraments of
the Church; this was her way of naming the need to (2) choose a oath. She
herself was born into a Catholic family, but to become a nun required a
personal choice, one which was not initially supported by her father. She
specifically selected a contemplative order, the Carmelites, rather than the
Augustinian order in which she had received her adolescent education.
During her illness two years after she entered the convent, Teresa
discovered the Third Spiritual Alphabet of de Osuna, a book that was
significant in her (3) motivation to transcend. She spent the winter before
getting medical attention absorbing this book and discovered the presence of
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Christ in prayer. It was this presence that she sought above all else
throughout her subsequent spiritual journey.
Teresa s (4) work with spiritual teachers was twofold. As was
customary in Catholic convents, Teresa was assigned a spiritual director;
personal choice was not necessarily part of this process. Teresa had her
share of directors, some more helpful than others. She accepted and obeyed
each one in turn. She warned her sisters, however, to choose for their
spiritual director someone who was experienced, skilled, and learned, the
most important of which was learned. Only with a learned external teacher
could they be prepared to accept and obey their own inner teacher,
experienced through an inner voice, visions, or inspired writing. Teresa s
dependence on her inner teacher is very clear from the description of her
writing: "Much that I am writing here does not come out of my own head;
1 have been told it by this Heavenly Master of mine" (Teresa, 1565/1960,
p. 379). In addition, Teresa learned much through her reading; several of

her turning points were prompted by her readings. These books were
significant as additional spiritual guidance to Teresa.
Teresa urged her sisters to (5) walk the path, through continuing with
their prayers and meditations, even though those practices might never earn
them the gift of spiritual marriage. She herself continued in her contem-
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plative practice, offering herself to Christ in prayer. Even after she was
given the ultimate gift of spiritual marriage, she continued to practice her
spiritual disciplines of meditation and prayer. Her work in the world for
which she is well-known was the result of following that path of continual
communion with her Lord.
An additional characteristic of Teresa s path is the focus on humility.
Teresa refers to herself continually as a "worm," as one wholly unworthy of
the great gifts she was given. Is this level of humility a separate condition
or is it the result of ego-transcendence? Is there a way to "develop"
humility without paradoxically producing pride? These questions will be
reconsidered in the subsequent section of this paper.
Teresa s life clearly demonstrates the presence of the five hypothesized
conditions. Her experience of union came within the tradition of Roman
Catholicism, but there were times when she feared for her acceptability
within the tradition which also spawned the Inquisition. She had chosen
that path, but her experiences did not always fit the expectations of her
superiors. She had to choose how to be faithful and obedient to the
Bridegroom while under a vow of obedience to the Church. Her balancing of
these vows verifies her spiritual maturity, her inner experience of Union
with God.
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3-3 Baha u’llih
Baha’u’llah, co-founder of the Baha’i faith, has been both revered as the
Manifestation of God and condemned as a blasphemous heretic. Baha’is the
world over hold a reverential attitude toward him:
The Manifestation of God is the Archetype, and His life is the
supreme pattern. His vision, not arrested by time and space,
encompasses the future as well as the past. Furthermore, the
Manifestation of God releases deep reservoirs of spiritual power
and quickens the forces latent in Man. By Him, and by Him
alone, can Man attain second birth.' Through Him, and Him
alone, can Man know God. (Balyuzi, 1980, p. 7)
At the same time, his life seemed to epitomize the nadir of civilized
reaction to diversity. He was frequently subjected to insult, separated from
all earthly possessions, imprisoned and exiled almost continually from
1844-1892. He was "venomously and ferociously assailed and denounced
and opposed by hosts of the mighty and the powerful and hordes of the
insignificant alike" (Balyuzi, 1980, p. 426). He was opposed alike by Muslims
and Christians. An example of a hostile Christian perspective on Bahi’lsm is
given by Wilson (1970): "Bahaism [sic] is plainly antichristian. It is a new
and a different, an inferior and a false religion. Its claims are contradictory
to the claims of Christ" (p. 128).
Nonetheless during his lifetime, BahaVUah was given a succession of
mystical experiences, leading to a full unitive life. He clearly moved from
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Fowler s Stage Five (Conjunctive Faith) to Stage Six (Universalizing Mind). In
the biographical sketch which follows, the hypothesized conditions will be
highlighted as they appear in his life and reviewed in the analysis to assess
their significance.
3-3-1 Biographical Sketch
Mirz* Husayn-'Ali, who later became Bahi’u’llih, the highly revered
founder of the Bah*'i faith, was bom November 12, 1817 in Tihrin, Persia.
His parents were Mirz* Buzurg and Khadijih Kh*num. The family was fairly
renowned and well-to-do. He nevertheless was given only the minimal
home tutoring customary for his peers: "riding, handling a gun, wielding a
sword, calligraphy, acquaintance with the works of the great classical poets
of the land, a good reading knowledge of the Holy Book, the Qu'r&n, and
hardly ever anything more” (Balyuzi, 1980, p. 20). When he was 18, he
married Asiyih Khinum, who subsequently gave birth to three children,
one of whom later became famous as 'Abdu’l- Bahi. When his father died in
1839, Mirza Husayn-'Ali was offered a government post, but he declined it.
The Prime Minister at that time seems to have recognized his higher calling.
Leave Him to Himself. Such a position is unworthy of Him. He
has some higher aim in view. I cannot understand Him, but 1
am convinced that He is destined for some lofty career, (as
quoted in Esslemont, 1970, p. 24)
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Is it possible that Bahi’u’Uih already had an intuitive intimation of his
future and that he was leaning into its fulfillment with longing? If such
should be the case, it would indeed provide the motivation to stay on his
path leading to Oneness throughout the intensity of persecution he had to
endure.
3-3-1.1 Choice of a Path

With his forerunner, the Bib, Bahi’u’llih co-founded the Bahi’i faith. In
1844, the Bib made public a divine revelation that he had received: "that He
was the channel of grace from some great Person still behind the veil of
glory" (as quoted in Esslemont, 1970, p. 14). Mirzi Husayn *AU soon became
one of his disciples and received a special scroll prepared by the Bib for "the
chosen one." Bahi’u’llih responded with eagerness, espousing the new faith
and "soon became recognized as one of the most powerful and fearless
exponents" (Esslemont, 1970, p. 24). This is clearly the point at which
Bahi’u’llih chose his path. Though he had been raised a good Muslim, he left
it to follow the Bib as soon as he received the scroll. His commitment to the
Bib continued in the face of severe persecution and intense suffering,
confirming his strong motivation to stay on his path to transcend the
suffering and ultimately the self as well. Clearly in Fowler's terms, he had
chosen a "Particular" which became the expression of divine intention and
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character for him. Later when he understood his own identity as the
“Manifestation of God", as the "Glorious One", the Baha’i faith became the
avenue for his commitment to God. His unswerving devotion and loyalty
inspired his followers to greater commitment, even as they too endured
persecution and martyrdom.
Immediately after this choice, his life changed. He began to proclaim
the cause of the Bab and endured two short prison terms within the next
eight years, a presage of the way most of his life would be spent. The
suffering which was to shadow him all the rest of his life began to erupt in
Persia. Yet he was simultaneously receiving confirmation that he was indeed
among God s chosen, as he was secretly recognized as the Manifestation of
God by the Bab and only one other person.
Almost immediately following an assassination attempt on the Shah in
1852, Baha’u’liah was one of over 80 Babls arrested. They were cast into a
notorious dungeon in Tihrln, Siyah-Chai or the Black Pit. There was neither
light, ventilation nor sanitation available to the prisoners who were given
little food. Baha’uTiah was placed in extremely heavy chains. It was in the
midst of this most difficult time that Bah4’u’114h met his inner teacher.
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3-3-1.2 Choice of a Teacher

BaM’u’ll&h movingly describes his first experience with a vision and a
voice which came while he was in the Black Pit.
During the days I lay in the prison of Tihran, though the galling
weight of the chains and the stench-filled air allowed Me but
little sleep, still in those infrequent moments of slumber I felt
as if something Flowed from the crown of My head over My
breast, even as a mighty torrent that precipitateth itself upon
the earth from the summit of a lofty mountain. Every limb of
My body would, as a result, be set afire. At such moments My
tongue recited what no man could bear to hear.
One night, in a dream, these exalted words were heard on every
side: "Verily, We shall render Thee victorious by Thyself and
by Thy pen. Grieve Thou not for that which hath befallen Thee,
neither be Thou afraid, for Thou art in safety. Ere long will God
raise up the treasures of the earth - men who will aid Thee
through Thyself and through Thy Name, wherewith God hath
revived the hearts of such as have recognized Him." (Epistle to
the Son of the Wolf, p. 22, 21)
While engulfed in tribulations I heard a most wondrous, a most
sweet voice, calling above My head. Turning My face, I beheld
a Maiden - the embodiment of the remembrance of the name of
My Lord - suspended in the air before Me. So rejoiced was she
in her very soul that her countenance shone with the ornament
of the good-pleasure of God, and her cheeks glowed with the
brightness of the All-Merciful. Betwixt earth and heaven she
was raising a call which captivated the hearts and minds of
men. She was imparting to both My inward and outer being
tidings which rejoiced My soul, and the soul of God s honored
servants. Pointing with her finger unto My head, she addressed
all who are in heaven and all who are on earth, saying: By God!
This is the Best-Beloved of the worlds, and yet ye comprehend
not. This is the Beauty of God amongst you, and the power of
His sovereignty within you, could ye but understand. This is
the Mystery of God and His Treasure, the Cause of God and His
glory unto all who are in the kingdoms of Revelation and of
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creation, if ye be of them that perceive.” (Surih of the Temple
as quoted in Effendi, 1970, p. 101-102)
Baha’uT14h was thus given his own inner teacher while in the dungeon
of Slyih-CMl. His encounter with the Maiden, later understood to be a
symbol of the Holy Spirit in his life, and the confirmation that victory would
come by the power of his pen, inspired him to endure all the tortures of that
time. Ever since the death of the B*b, Bahi’u’ll^h had had no external
teacher on his path. Yet clearly this Maiden became a familiar and beloved
guide to him on his way. This was the beginning of a lifelong relationship
with his inner teacher, the one who consistently inspired his writings, in
which he used "we" consistently even when there was no evidence of any
human companion. This inner teacher also was the source of his extensive
"inspired writing", from The Seven Valievs to The Epistle to the Son of the
Wolf. These writings will be described in more detail as they occur
chronologically in Bahi’u’ll&h's life. Truly it was by the "power of the pen"
that his victory came, as indeed he had been advised.
3-3-1.3 Motivation to Transcend

Baha’uTlah later described the spiritual journey in metaphorical terms,
as recorded in The Seven Valievs. The valleys Bah&’uTlah describes are :
Search, Love, Knowledge, Unity, Contentment, Wonderment, and finally True
Poverty and Absolute Nothingness. He asserts that these "mark the
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wayfarer s journey from the abode of dust to the heavenly homeland"
(Bah&’uTlah, 1971, p. 4). In the valley of Search, the traveler needs patience
and determination in order to "cleanse the heart... and turn away from
imitation" (Baha’uTlih, 1971, p. 4). The discovery is made that all are
"wandering distracted in search of the Friend" ( Bahi’u’ll^h, 1971, p. 5). This
is a single-minded search, focused ultimately on finding union with the
beloved. “Nor shall the seeker reach his goal unless he sacrifice all things"
(Bah4’uT14h, 1971, p. 7). This parallels the hypothesized condition of
yearning for union which provides the motivation to transcend. When the
traveler finds "a trace of the traceless Friend", he immediately moves into
the valley of Love. Here pain continues, because in spite of the "fire of love",
there remain "the veils of the satanic self" which must be "purified and
cleansed ... [before one can! know the station of the Lord of the Worlds"
(Bah4’uT14h, 1971, p. 11). After travelers have managed to shun self as the
center of the universe, they will move into the valley of Knowledge. Here
"His inner eyes will open and he will privily converse with his Beloved"
(Bah£’uT14h, 1971, p. 11). Baha’u’ll&h describes the same kind of ecstatic
experiences of voices, visions and transport of which Teresa wrote,
experiences with an internal spiritual direction, which provide instruction on
how to walk the path. There is an understanding that the traveler is being
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led, even through seemingly paradoxical paths. "They see the end in the
beginning, see peace in war and friendliness in anger (Bah&’u’ll&h, 1971
p. 15). This is labeled "the last plane of limitation" ( Bahi’u’llih, 1971, p 17).
It seems fairly evident that he had personally experienced these first three
valleys by the end of his imprisonment in the dark pit, even though he did
not write The Seven Valievs until at least four years later, after he had
returned from a two year self-chosen isolation in the Kurdistan caves. He
clearly had identified himself as a seeker in choosing to follow the Bib,
found Love in the voice of his Maiden, and came to Knowledge in his
continuing communication with his inner Beloved.
3-3-1A A Sense of Detachment
That Bahi’uTlih had developed a strong sense of detachment is clear
both from these writings and from his choices. In the first three valleys just
described, he spoke of the need to sacrifice all things, to be purified of the
love of self, and to recognize the "last plane of limitation" while paradoxically
living with an intimation of the next valleys. All of these signify a
willingness to be detached from all that had previously given identity and
meaning to life. While in the Dark Pit, he chose to nurture the relationship
with his inner teacher above all else, "forcing awareness of the body, its
belongings, character, roles and history to the periphery" (Alschuler, to be
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published). He no longer seemed to feel fear in the face of death, indicating
that he had detached his sense of identity from the body. He did not
bemoan the loss of his material possessions; neither was his identity in
them. He had long since given up any attachment to a career in government
service, even recognition as the son of his father. He had likewise let go of
the religion in which he had been raised. Over the first thirty-six years of
his life, he had formed and released many attachments that would have
hindered his journey toward self-transcendence. His self-awareness had
outlived its usefulness, so he let it go, in the service of his Higher Self.
3-3.1-5 Walking the Path
The sufferings of the four months in Sly4h-Ch41 took their toll on
Bah&’u’ll&h's body. Nonetheless, when he was released, Bahi’u’ll^h was
ordered to leave Iran, so within a month, he, his family and some followers
began a three-month trek to Baghdad. Because of the intense persecution by
the Muslims, these Bahais had lost all their material possessions as well as
their health. They were ill-prepared for the journey, which was made
between January 12 and April 8, 1853- Bah4’u’114h later referred to it in an
"inspired prayer":
My God My Master, My Desire!... Both bread and water
which Thou hast, through Thy all-embracing mercy, allowed
unto the beasts of the field, they have, Tor a time, forbidden
unto this servant, and the things they refused to inflict upon
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such as have seceded from Thy Cause, the same have they
suffered to be inflicted upon Me, until, finally, Thy decree was
irrevocably fixed, and Thy behest summoned this servant to
depart out of Persia, accompanied by a number of frail-bodied
men and children of tender age, at this time when the cold is so
intense that one cannot even speak, and ice and snow so
abundant that it is impossible to move. (From an inspired
prayer of Bah4’u’114h, as quoted in Effendi, 1970, p. 109)
In Baghdad, he exhorted the believers to remain steadfast, even though
the persecution was again intensified. He himself knew his identity as God s
Glorious One, but only one other was privy to this knowledge. Here he
recorded the Tablet of Kullu't-Ta'frn (All Food), which subsequently
intensified the religious opposition in Baghdad, both from some of the
original 18 “living letters" (disciples) chosen by the Bab and from the
orthodox Muslims.
On April 10, 1854, to reduce conflict and controversy, Baha’u’liah
silently disappeared. He later wrote in the Kit£b-i-Ia&n (The Book of
Certitude) that he went to a cave in Kurdish 'Iraq. He described his
experience in the following words:
I roamed the wilderness of resignation, traveling in such wise
that in My exile every eye wept sore over Me, and all created
things shed tears of blood because of My anguish. The birds of
the air were My companions and the beasts of the field My
associates. (Lawh-i-Maryam, as quoted in Effendi, 1970, p. 120)
From My eyes there rained tears of anguish, and in My bleeding
heart surged an ocean of agonizing pain. Many a night I had no
food for sustenance, and many a day My body found no rest....
Ill

Alone 1 communed with My spirit, oblivious of the world and all
that is therein. (Kit&b-i-'Ia£n. as quoted in Effendi, 1970, p
120)
He was living in disguise as a dervish, under the pseudonym Darvish
Muhammad-i-Ir£ni. His writing during this time reflected both the
Illuminative and Dark Night experiences, as he "lauded the names and
attributes of His Creator," celebrated the revelation he had been given, sang
praises to the Maiden who "personified the Spirit of God within Him"
(Effendi, 1970, p. 121), mourned the loneliness and abandonment he felt and
prepared for eventual self-sacrifice for the faith. Eventually some of his
writings came to the attention of the spiritual leaders in nearby
Sulaymaniyyih. He spent time with those who studied the mystics,
emerging from each contact with their recognition of his unique gift. Indeed,
their descendants still worship as God the One that came to them and
disappeared.
To return to his metaphor of the seven valleys, written after his return
from the Kurdistan cave, the second set of three valleys describes
ever-increasing nearness to the Absolute. The valley of Unity permits the
traveler to "step into the sanctuary of the Friend, and have as an intimate
the pavilion of the Loved One.... He sees in himself neither name nor fame
nor rank, but finds his own praise in praising God.... He looks on all things
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with the eye of oneness" (Bahi’u’Uih, 1971, p. 18). This Unity is not,
however, a dualistic union, for that would be fostering the very illusion of
separateness that this stage seeks to uncover. Rather, it is the non-dualism
that Wilber so convincingly describes in his books. The next valley is that of
Contentment, when wanting more no longer characterizes the traveler, when
sorrow turns to bliss,... anguish to joy. His grief and mourning yield to
delight and rapture" (BaM’uTlih, 1971, p. 29). Here it is that "inwardly they
are throned in the heights of mystic meaning; they eat of the endless
bounties of inner significances, and drink of the delicate wines of the spirit"
(Baha’uTlah, 1971, p. 30). The valley of Wonderment is a time of awe at the
"beauty of the All-Glorious— At every moment he beholdeth a wondrous
world, a new creation, and goeth from astonishment to astonishment, and is
lost in awe at the works of the Lord of Oneness" (Baha’u’llah, 1971, p. 32).
His experiences in the valleys of unity, contentment and wonderment were
all part of his life during the exile in Baghdad, then during his solitary time
in the Kurdistan caves.
Finally the wayfarer reaches the last valley, True Poverty and Absolute
Nothingness, the "station (of) dying from self and the living in God, the being
poor in self and rich in the Desired One" (Baha’uTlah, 1971, p. 36). Here all
material possessions lose their appeal, being replaced by an all-consuming
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preference for continuing Oneness with the "All-Bounteous One" Bahfc’u’liah
writes that,
They who soar in the heaven of singleness and reach to the sea
of the Absolute, reckon this city - which is the station of life in
God - as the furthermost state of mystic knowers, and the
farthest homeland of the lovers. But to this evanescent One of
the mystic ocean, this station is the first gate of the heart s
citadel, that is, man’s first entrance to the city of the heart; and
the heart is endowed with four stages, which would be
recounted should a kindred soul be found. (BaWu’llih, 1971,

P-41)
After two years in seclusion, Bahi’u’llih returned to Baghdad March 9,
1856. When he rejoined the world, Baha’u’UMi was clearly changed. He was
able to describe the valley of True Poverty and Absolute Nothingness in a
way that confirms first-hand knowledge of the life of continual union, as also
described by Underhill, of the Universalizing Mind as described by Fowler.
He was able to transcend the suffering that continued to befall him. Through
it all, he continued to live a life of dedication to the All-Bounteous One,
receiving inspired writing on a regular basis. According to Effendi (1970, pp.
137-138), in the first two years alone, he wrote as much as is in the entire
Koran. At the end of his life, Bah4’u’ll*h claimed that, in volume, his
writings "total the Scriptures of the Manifestations of God preceding Him
(Balyuzi, 1980, p. 384). Thousands of verses more were discarded because
■ None is to be found at this time worthy to hear these melodieslas quoted m
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Effendi, 1970, p. 138). The best-known works of this period are
Kit*bi-i-'Iq*n (Book of Certitude), which itself was completed in forty-eight
hours, Hidden Words, Seven Valievs, and Four Valievs in addition, there
were numerous epistles, tablets, commentaries.
During the next seven years after his solitude, his leadership restored
the followers of the Cause of the Bib to a sense of integrity and self-respect,
while at the same time inciting even more opposition from the Moslems.
Persia no longer wanted Bah&’u’ll&h within their borders. Consequently, the
Persian government persuaded the Turks to accept him as an exile in
Constantinople. His followers were devastated and rallied around him in his
last days in Baghdad. From April 22 - May 3, 1863, Baha’u’liah, his family
and followers camped in the Ridvan Gardens. During these days, he wrote,
“The inebriation ol Thy presence, 0 Well-Beloved of all worlds, hath seized
and possessed me" (1971, p. 31). He then made public his mission: "that He
was the One Whose coming had been foretold by the Bab - the Chosen of God,
the Promised One of all the Prophets" (Esslemont, 1970, p. 30).
The trip to Constantinople lasted three and a half months with their
arrival on August 16, 1863. Four months later, they were moved to
Adrianople, where they remained for the next four and a half years. During
this period, Baha’u’liah continued his teaching and was enthusiastically
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accepted by the majority of the Babis, "who were known thereafter as
Bahais'" (Esslemont, 1970, p. 31). He also wrote letters to world leaders,
imploring them to work toward world peace. Included in his list of
addressees were both governmental and religious leaders. Baha’u’liah
described his writings of this time in these words:
Such are the outpourings ... from the clouds of Divine Bounty
that within the space of an hour the equivalent of a thousand
verses hath been revealed.... So great is the grace vouchsafed
in this day that in a single day and night, were an amanuensis
capable of accomplishing it to be found, the equivalent of the
Persian Bayin would be sent down from the heaven of Divine
holiness, (as quoted in Effendi, 1970, p. 171)
Five years later, the Bahais were banished from Turkey, ultimately
exiled to Akka, Palestine, where they arrived August 31,1868. For the
faithful Baha’is, there was a sense of completion at this assignment.
Baha’u’liah had been exiled to all the places sacred to various religious
traditions.
A banishment that had, at first, brought Him to the immediate
vicinity of the strongholds of Shi'ah orthodoxy and into contact
with its outstanding exponents, and which, at a later period, had
carried Him to the capital of the Ottoman empire, and led Him to
address His epoch-making pronouncements to the Sultan, to his
ministers and to the ecclesiastical leaders of Sunni Islam, had
now been instrumental in landing Him upon the shores of the
Holy Land - the Land promised by God to Abraham, sanctified
by the Revelation of Moses, honored by the lives and labors of
the Hebrew patriarchs, judges, kings and prophets revered as
the cradle of Christianity, and as the place where Zoroaster,
according to 'Abdu’l-Baha's testimony, had " held converse
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with some of the Prophets of Israel" and associated by lslim
with the Apostle s night-journey, through the seven heavens, to
the throne of the Almighty. (Effendi, 1970, p. 183)
Yet this was an incredibly difficult period of suffering, for their
barracks were drab and dirty, without provision for comfort or adequate
food. Eventually four men were entrusted with the daily task of going out
under guard to buy food for their fellow-prisoners. The first two years here
continued with very rigid restrictions, but when Turkish troops needed the
barracks, Bah4’uTl£hs party was given new quarters for the next seven
years. Finally they were allowed to move to Bahji, where conditions were
greatly improved. Bahi’u’ll&h was given freedom to travel as far as Haifa
and even Mount Carmel. Bahi’uliah used most of this time to pray,
meditate, and write what was given him, as well as providing spiritual
teaching to those around him. In 1873, Baha’u’lJih received the last sections
of the KHib-i-Aadas (the Most Holy Book), which gave "laws and ordinances
of His dispensation, and much else besides" (Balyuzi, 1980, p. 351). This was
a very prolific time of writing, since he had turned over much of the
administrative work to his son, 'AbduT-Bahi. Effendi (1970) believes that
the writing of this period reflected "the ripening of a slowly maturing
process,... during which the choicest fruits of that mission were ultimately
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garnered" (p. 205). In 1891, the last book was revealed, Epistle to the Son of
the Wolf.
In 1892, May 29, Bah&’u’ll&h died, leaving a comprehensive will giving
instructions for continuing the faith. He was widely mourned by “notables,
among whom were numbered Shi'ahs, Sunnis, Christians, jews and Druzes, as
well as poets, 'ulam&s and government officials" (Effendi, 1970, p. 222).
Following Bahi’u’llah s "ascension," 'Abdu’l Bahi headed the Baha’i faith until
1921, when Shogi Effendi, 'Abdu’l Baha's grandson, was appointed Guardian
of the Faith. Effendi was responsible for westernizing the faith, for making
its writings available in English. He also led the group in making plans for a
Baha’i world center in Haifa. He died unexpectedly in 1957, having
appointed no successor. After some internal dissension, the Universal House
of Justice assumed leadership of the faith in 1963. Members are elected to
this body; in 1978, the fourth Universal House of Justice took over the
leadership of 130 National Spiritual Assemblies and 21,099 Local Spiritual
Assemblies. At this time, there are thought to be between three and four
million Baha'is in the world (Cooper, 1982, p. 7).
3.3.2 Analysis
In one sense, the inclusion of BaMVllih as an eiample of one who
entered Unitive Life is indefensible. ' Baha'is Isic] believe in a God who is
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completely transcendent and unknowable. God is beyond every human
attribute such as corporeal existence, ascent and descent.' They differ here
from Jewish, Christian and Muslim mystics, who believe that knowledge of
and even union with God are attainable" (Cooper, 1982, p. 7). God is
manifest in the creation and in prophets or messengers. In the Baha’i
conceptualization therefore, Bahi’u’lllh was technically a Divine
Manifestation, rather than one who is on a journey toward Union. To the
Bah4’l, union as a goal is interpreted in the context of human unity, whether
considering sex, language, race, religion, class, or nationality. They are
devoted to the pursuit of world peace. They accept as prophets Adam,
Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Mohammed, Buddha, and Zoroaster. Confucius, like
Bah&’u’ll&h, is seen as a Divine Manifestation of God, rather than another
prophet. "Bah&’is accept all prophetic religions as being true, but claim that
theirs is the one most suitable to the present age. The Bah&’i faith can be
said to 'incorporate' all previous divinely-revealed religions" (Cooper, 1982,
p. 7).
Nonetheless, in a very real sense, Baha’uTteh fits the criteria of this
paper for those who have entered the Unitive Life. In his Seven Valleys, he
teaches:
the way to attain the Presence of God.... An ordinary or even
an extraordinary human being cannot expect to become a
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Christ.... The individual who arrives at the objective of the
mystic quest, the Presence of God, is he who has recognized the
Manifestation of God for his day and who by following His
instructions has clothed himself with those heavenly qualities
that enable him to draw near the Beloved. (Gulick, in
Bah2’u’ll&h, 1982, p. xv)
Whether then one considers Bah&’u’ll&h as an example of one who knew
full union or as the Divine Manifestation, the qualities are the same: in
Underhill s words, he experienced
(1) a complete absorption in the interests of the Infinite; (2) a
consciousness of sharing Its strength, acting by Its authority,
which results in a complete sense of freedom, an invulnerable
serenity, and usually urges the self to some form of heroic
effort or creative activity; (3) the establishment of the self as "a
power for life," a center of energy, an actual parent of spiritual
vitality in other men. (Underhill, 1961, p. 416)
To what degree were the hypothesized conditions significant in
Bahi’u’llih’s life? One measure might be through his writings, another
through his life. In The Seven Valleys^ he named the (1) motivation to
transcend in the valley of Search, where the seeker is willing to sacrifice
everything Tor the attainment of the goal. In his own life, Bahi'u’Uih found
this motivation in his love for the inner teacher, in his desire to continue to
commune, despite the tremendous sacrifices this entailed. The second
valley, Love, prompts the traveller to (2) choose a path in order to develop a
relationship with the "traceless Friend." In his own life, BahA'u'llah chose to
follow the Bib before he was aware of his own identity as the Divine
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Manifestation. It is plausible indeed that his spirit responded to Spirit as
manifest in the Mb and thus he was drawn to this path in order to further
his unique spiritual evolution. He does not speak specifically of (3) the
choice of a teacher in The Seven Valievs: however, in the valley of
Knowledge, he explains that the traveller will "privily converse with his
Beloved." He was personally drawn ever closer to this inner teacher,
spending vast amounts of time in inner communion. This teacher was the
source of all of his writing, through which he taught his followers. In his
own life, his Beloved s voice was heard in the Maiden s revelations. Through
his own ecstatic experiences, he learned how to (4) walk the oath. He
devoted himself to following this path, knowing full well the cost.
Throughout The Seven Valievs. Bahi’u’llih addressed the need for (5) a
sense of detachment. In the first three valleys, travellers are urged to
detach from all things, which are but an imitation of true Reality. In the
next three valleys, the relationship with the "all Glorious" one is nurtured.
Finally in the last valley, True Poverty and Absolute Nothingness, the last
ties are released, freeing the seeker to enjoy "the Desired One" above all else.
An additional condition that might be considered necessary and/or
significant in Baha’u’liahs life was the two year period of solitude. It was
during these years in the Kurdistan caves that he came to the fullness of his
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experience of the seven valleys; to what degree was the solitude a necessity
in that journey? It was a solitude longer and more isolated that the solitude
Teresa of Avila experienced in daily prayer, though she too spoke often of
the need for more solitude. It is possible that solitude per se is a condition,
not simply a specific way of walking the path. Certainly it has been
significant in the lives of many spiritual leaders throughout history, Moses,
Buddha, Jesus, and Mohammed, to name a few.
One final question might revolve around the importance of the awful
experience of the Dark Pit. Was this an experience of hell, a necessity in his
spiritual journey? Is it comparable to Teresa s vision of hell? If so, the
functions appear to be somewhat different. For Teresa, it seemed a warning
of the consequences of wrong choices; indeed this vision impelled her to
increased devotion toward "His Majesty," resulting in more convent and
monastery foundings. For Bahi'u'llah, however, this experience seemed to
be the occasion of his Realization; he discovered his inner teacher, committed
himself to obedience and established the pattern of the rest of his life of
listening to his own inner teacher. His experience in the Kurdistan caves
seems to fit Underhill's description of a Dark Night, a time of seeming
abandonment and intense loneliness. He emerged from there with a clear
sense of the unitive life. This condition of a Dark Night will reappear in
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subsequent biographies and will need to be included as a condition, either
necessary or sufficient to facilitate the transition between Fowler s Stages
Five and Six.

3 A Thomas Merton
By the many who have studied his writings in depth, Thomas Merton "is
variously seen as spiritual writer, religious thinker, social ethicist/cultural
analyst, literary entrepreneur, and dialogical/transformational figure on two
spiritual boundaries - - that between Christianity's past and future, and that
between Christianity and other faiths and ideologies" (Grayston, 1985, p. 1).
As a Trappist monk, contemplation was his life. Yet he could not deny that
his vocation was to be a writer. He wrote over sixty books in his lifetime,
only a few of which will be named here. His extensive autobiographical
writing has given an unusual clarity to his own spiritual development. His
official autobiography, The Seven Storey Mountain, catapulted him to fame
in 1948 in spite of his avowed life of silence. A more realistic picture of his
struggles and their resolution is revealed in the personal journals. The
Secular lournal of Thomas Merton (1959). The Sign of lonas (1953), WoodjL
Shore, and Desert (1982), Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander (1966), and The
Asian journal (1973).
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3.4.1 Biographical Sketch
Thomas Merton was born in Praties, France on January 31,1915. His
father, Owen Merton, was a New Zealand artist, his mother, an American
artist, Ruth Jenkins Merton. After his mother died in 1921, Merton had a
somewhat nomadic childhood, accompanying his father on many trips; they
spent hours enjoying the poetry of William Blake. His younger brother, John
Paul, remained with their maternal grandparents in New York. Between
1929 and 1934, Merton studied at Oakham School and Clare College in
England. In 1931, Merton received a telegram informing him of his father s
death from a malignant brain tumor, a traumatic loss that drew him closer to
his grandparents in New York. After his 1933 graduation from Oakham, he
traveled to Italy, where he was drawn to visit churches after discovering the
"spiritual vitality and earnestness and power" of their mosaics (Merton,
1976, p. 108). One night, he was overwhelmed by a vivid sense of his
father's presence, who had been dead for more than a year. Just before he
left Italy, he took a bus tour to a Trappist monastery, where he briefly toyed
with the idea of becoming a Trappist monk.
His year at Clare College in Cambridge was spent in "rowdiness and
carousing " (Pennington, 1987, p. 44). Finally after it was discovered that he
had impregnated a young woman, he was advised not to return to
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Cambridge. In New York, Merton enrolled in Columbia University as a
sophomore. Here he was captivated by the world of ideas, reading "Blake,
Aquinas, Augustine, Eckhart, Coomaraswamy, Hopkins, Maritain" (Sossman,
1980, p. 58).
During these years, both maternal grandparents died, leaving a huge
gap in his family support system. He encountered two Columbia professors
who became mentors - Mark Van Doren and Dan Walsh - and two friends
who shared his enthusiasm for ideas - Bob Lai and Ed Rice. Through reading
Aldous Huxley, Merton was introduced to both mysticism and Buddhism. He
read in Buddhist texts until Bramachari, an Indian swami then living in New
York, "encouraged the young man to stay within his own tradition to deepen
his spirit there" (Pennington, 1987, p. 60). Merton followed his advice,
reading Augustine's Confessions and Thomas & Kempis' Imitation of Christ.
In a course in Scholastic Philosophy with Dan Walsh, Merton discovered
Etienne Gilson, Meister Eckhart and Jacques Maritain. In the midst of all this
searching, Merton graduated from Columbia and immediately enrolled as a
graduate student, choosing Blake as the subject of his Master s thesis, with
the title of "Nature and Art in William Blake: An Essay in Interpretation."
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3.4.1.1 Choice of a Path
All this reading was deeply influential in Merton's spiritual awakening
He noted in his autobiography that when he began the writing of his thesis,
the "groundwork" was all in place.
It had taken little more than a year and a half, counting from
the time 1 read Gilson s The Spirit of Medieval Philosophy to
bring me up from an "atheist" - as I considered myself - to one
who accepted all the full range and possibilities of religious
experience right up to the highest degree of glory.
1 not only accepted all this, intellectually, but now 1 began to
desire it. And not only did I begin to desire it, but 1 began to do
so efficaciously. I began to want to take the necessary means to
achieve this union, this peace. 1 began to desire to dedicate my
life to God, to His service. The notion was still vague and
obscure, and it was ludicrously impractical in the sense that 1
was already dreaming of mystical union when I did not even
keep the simplest rudiments of the moral law. (Merton, 1976,
p. 204)
In retrospect, Merton recognized the incongruity of sitting in a
smoke-filled roadhouse, getting "plastered" while discussing mysticism. He
*

felt that his "internal contradictions were resolving themselves out. indeed,
but still only on the plane of theory, not of practice'" (Merton, 1976, p. 205).
Though he had visited many Catholic cathedrals and churches, he had
" always fled, in wild Protestant panic " from Catholic services of any kind
(Merton, 1976, p. 206). One day in the fall of 1938, however, he experienced
a " sweet, strong, gentle urge ... which said: "Go to Mass " (Merton, 1976, p.
206). He was deeply moved by a sermon about God incarnate in Jesus
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Christ and he wrote that afterwards, he "walked in a new world" where
ugliness was transfigured, peace prevailed, and all "was like sitting in the
Elysian Fields (Merton, 1976, p. 211). He continued his reading, yet "came
no nearer to the Church, in practice, than adding a Hail Mary" to ... night
prayers" (Merton, 1976, p. 213).
Finally one rainy afternoon, he was reading a biography of Gerard
Manley Hopkins and came to the description of Hopkins' indecision, then
decisiveness about becoming a Catholic.
All of a sudden, something began to stir within me, something
began to push me, to prompt me. It was a movement that
spoke like a voice.
"What are you waiting for?” it said. "Why are you sitting here?
Why do you still hesitate? You know what you ought to do.
Why don't you do it?"
I stirred in the chair, 1 lit a cigarette, looked out the window at
the rain, tried to shut the voice up. "Don't act on impulses," I
thought. "This is crazy. This is not rational. Read your book."
Hopkins was writing to Newman, at Birmingham, about his
indecision.
"What are you waiting for?" said the voice within me again.
"Why are you sitting there? It is useless to hesitate any longer.
Why don't you get up and go?" (Merton, 1976, p. 215)
So finally Thomas Merton went out in the rain to find a priest who could
instruct him in becoming a Catholic. "And then everything inside me began
to sing - to sing with peace, to sing with strength and to sing with conviction"
(Merton, 1976, p. 216). On November 16, 1938, Merton was baptized into
the Roman Catholic faith. He continued writing his thesis, while
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simultaneously struggling with his purpose in life. His first priority was to
be a good Catholic; his friend Bob Lax encouraged him to aim higher.
"What you should say" - he told me - "what you should say is
that you want to be a saint.'
A saint! The thought struck me as a little weird. I said:
"How do you expect me to become a saint?"
"By wanting to," said Lax, simply.
"1 can t be a saint," I said, "1 can t be a saint—"
But Lax said: "No. All that is necessary to be a saint is to want
to be one. Don't you believe that God will make you what He
created you to be, if you will consent to let Him do it? All you
have to do is desire it_
The next day I told Mark Van Doren:
"Lax is going around saying that all a man needs to be a saint is
to want to be one."
"Of course," said Mark—
So at great cost 1 bought the first volume of the Works of St.
John of the Cross and sat in the room on Perry Street and
turned over the first pages, underlining places here and there
with a pencil. But it turned out that it would take more than
that to make me a saint.... (Merton, 1976, p. 238)
Merton was being drawn into his future bit by bit, making
preliminary decisions about the path he would follow. In January, 1939,
after earning his Master s in English, he began work toward a Ph D. He did
extensive reading and continued his writing for publication. In September,
he began teaching English at the Columbia University Extension.
Then at an impromptu gathering or friends, he unexpectedly
announced his intention to become a priest.
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While we were sitting there on the floor playing records and
eating this breakfast the idea came to me. “I am going to be a
priest."
1 cannot say what caused it: it was not a reaction of especially
strong disgust at being so tired and so uninterested in this life I
was still leading, in spite of its futility. It was not the music, not
the fall air, for this conviction that had suddenly been planted
in me full grown was not the sick and haunting sort of a thing
that an emotional urge always is. It was not a thing of passion
or of fancy. It was a strong and sweet and deep and insistent
attraction that suddenly made itself felt, but not as movement
of appetite towards any sensible good. It was something in the
order of conscience, a new and profound and clear sense that
this was what I really ought to do.
How long the idea was in my mind before I mentioned it, I
cannot say. But presently I said casually,
"You know, I think I ought to go and enter a monastery and
become a priest." (Merton, 1976, p. 253)
His friends’ initial reaction was disbelief; even his girl friend was
nonplussed. Later that day when he was finally alone, he groped with how
to activate this decision. He walked to an unfamiliar Jesuit Church and
happened in on "some kind of novena service" (Merton, 1976, p. 254). While
there, he was overcome by the sense that he had been called to this moment
and he had to respond.
So now the question faced me;
"Do you really want to be a priest? If you do, say so—"
The hymn was ending. The priest collected the ends of the
humeral veil over his hands that held the base of the
monstrance, and slowly lifted it off the altar, and turned to
bless the people.
I looked straight at the Host, and I knew, now, Who it was that I
was looking at, and 1 said:
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"Yes, 1 want to be a priest, with all my heart 1 want it. If it is
Your will, make me a priest - make me a priest."
When I had said them, 1 realized in some measure what 1 had
done with those last four words, what power 1 had put into
motion on my behalf, and what a union had been sealed
between me and that power by my decision. (Merton, 1976, p.
255)
His friend and mentor, Dan Walsh, wasn’t surprised and began telling
Merton about the Trappist monastery in Kentucky called Our Lady of
Gethsemani. Merton initially rejected the notion, but later applied and was
accepted into a Franciscan monastery. Before he entered, however, he felt
compelled to describe his past indiscretions; this resulted in a reversal of his
acceptance. Broken, Merton “realized he could be a spiritual man, even a
Christian mystic, without being in a monastery" (SOssman, 1980, p. 81). He
then took a job in the fall of 1940 teaching English at St. Bonaventure
University in Olean, New York. As the war began to intensify in Europe and
England, Merton began to think through his position on peace. He finally
decided not to register as a conscientious objector, rather to ask for
non-combatant service. In reality, the first physical resulted in a IB
classification, due to poor dental health caused by lifelong neglect. He
decided to go to the Trappist Abbey Walsh had mentioned earlier for a Holy
Week retreat. Though initially apprehensive, he later wrote that this
church, the court of the Queen of Heaven, is the real capital of the country in
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which we are living. This is the center of all the vitality that is in America ’
(Merton, 1976, p. 325). The week brought him again to his personal conflict
about a vocation: "Could it ever possibly mean that I might some day
become a monk in this monastery?" (Merton, 1959, p. 203). Yet he did not
seek counsel from any of the Trappists; instead he prayed with all his heart
“for the grace of a vocation to the Trappists, if it were pleasing to God”
(Merton, 1976, p. 332). The yearning to know had been replaced by a
yearning to experience the contemplative life that would lead to Union.
That summer the Baroness Catherine de Hueck spoke at St. Bonaventure
University about the opportunities for service at her Friendship House in
Harlem. Merton spent a few weeks working with her and was deeply
shocked at what he saw there:
Here in this huge, dark, steaming slum, hundreds of thousands
of Negroes are herded together like cattle, most of them with
nothing to eat and nothing to do. All the senses and imagination
and sensibilities and emotions and sorrows and desires and
hopes and ideas of a race with vivid feelings and deep
emotional reactions are forced in upon themselves, bound
inward by an iron ring of frustration: the prejudice that hems
them in with its four insurmountable walls. In this huge
cauldron, inestimable natural gifts, wisdom, love, music, science,
poetry are stamped down and let to boil with the dregs of an
elementally corrupted nature, and thousands upon thousands of
souls are destroyed by vice and misery and degradation,
obliterated, wiped out, washed from the register of the living,
dehumanized. (Merton, 1976, p. 345)
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This experience opened his eyes to society's need for social action from
Christians. He began to inveigh against the Catholic ponderous approach to
social action, especially racial integration. Before returning to St.
Bonaventure University, he spent another week in a monastic retreat, this
time in Rhode Island. Here he wrestled continuously over his vocation. He
was in a morass of self-doubt. Was he truly draft-exempt? Was his position
as a partial conscientious objector thoroughly honest? Could he write well
and still be humble? To whom should he direct his writing? The Baroness
de Hueck advised him to write for the poor and urged him to join her Harlem
work. For the next four months, he vacillated between joining the Trappist
order or the Harlem work. He wrote to the Baroness that he was practically
driven silly by the conflict between my desire to share (Trappist] life and my
belief that it was absolutely impossible" (Shannon, 1985, P- 10). Because of
his rejection by the Franciscans, he felt unworthy of such a calling. He
reasoned Friendship House in Harlem was clearly the place for him. He
halfway committed himself to joining their work as of February 1942. Yet
on November 27, 1941, he wrote,
Today 1 think: should 1 be going to Harlem, or to the Trappists?
Why doesn't this idea of the Trappists leave me? Should 1 do
the thing 1 have wanted to do since Spring, write and find out if
the things the Franciscans objected to might be passed over: y
the Trappists? ... Would I not be obliged to admit, now that if
there is a choice for me between Harlem and the Trappists, I
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would not hesitate to take the Trappists? Is that why 1 hesitate
to find out if the choice exists? Is that my roundabout way of
evading my vocation? (Merton, 1959, p. 269)
As he was agonizing in prayer at the shrine of the Little Flower, St.
Th£r6se of Lisieux at St. Bonaventure's, he felt he knew the answer.
Suddenly, as soon as I had made that prayer, I became aware of
the wood, the trees, the dark hills, the wet night wind, and then,
clearer than any of these obvious realities, in my imagination, I
started to hear the great bell of Gethsemani ringing in the night
- the bell in the big grey tower, ringing and ringing, as if it were
just behind the first hill. The impression made me breathless,
and I had to think twice to realize that it was only in my
imagination that 1 was hearing the bell of the Trappist Abbey
ringing in the dark. Yet as I afterwards calculated, it was just
about that time that the bell is rung every night for the Salve
Regina, towards the end of Compline. The bell seemed to be
telling me where I belonged - as if it were calling me home.
(Merton, 1976, pp. 364-365)
He immediately wrote for permission to make a Christmas retreat at
Gethsemani. Almost simultaneously, the Draft Board notified him that they
wanted to do a second physical and would probably reclassify him as 1 A.
Merton asked for more time since he was about to enter a monastery. The
Draft Board agreed to delay his physical for one month; Merton received this
news the day of the disaster at Pearl Harbor and immediately resigned from
St. Bonaventure’s, entering Gethsemani on December 10, 1941. The first
twenty-seven years of Merton s life had ended. His decision had been made,
his path toward Union would be in the Trappist tradition.
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3-4-1.2

A Sense of Detachment

Merton had already achieved some degree of recognition as a writer.
Before entering Gethsemani, he had published several reviews and essays in
connection with his graduate work and teaching. He was also poised on the
edge of an academic career as an English professor. Yet he was willing to let
it all go so that he could be free to pursue his path toward mystic Union.
Even when he was a brand new Catholic, he no longer wanted to identify
himself as "Thomas Merton the well-known writer of all those book reviews
in the back pages of the Times Book Review, “ or "Thomas Merton the
assistant instructor of Freshman English at the New Life Social Institute for
Progress and Culture" (Merton, 1976, p. 237). Those were of much less
significance than his spiritual identity and purpose. When he left St.
Bonaventure for Gethsemani, he divested himself of most of his clothes,
books, and even his personal writings, both those ready to be published and
those in process. He felt that admission to the monastery was in some way
contingent on fitting all his worldly goods into one suitcase.
The order which he chose to join was the Cistercian order, which
required five vows: poverty, obedience, chastity, conversion of manners,
and stability. "Physical labor, ascetic deprivation, self-inflicted punishment,
all the curriculum of the monastery, had one purpose, to create optimum
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conditions for cultivating mystical awareness of God's being" (Bailey, 1987,
p. 77). When he later took his Solemn Vows in 1947, he gave away even the
clothes he had brought with him to the monastery. In 1952, he wrote, "Do
you suppose I have a spiritual life? I have none, I am indigence, I am
silence, I am poverty, 1 am solitude, for I have renounced spirituality to find
God.... Perhaps the most urgent and practical renunciation is the
renunciation of all questions" (Merton, 1979, pp. 334, 334). Detachment
clearly was to be significant in the way of life for Brother Mary Louis, as he
soon was known.
3-4.I.3 Choice of a Teacher
As is the custom in all monasteries, Merton began working with a
spiritual director to deepen his spiritual life. His spiritual director from
1941-1948 was Dorn Frederic Dunne, who profoundly shaped Merton’s
spiritual formation in the French tradition of monasticism. After Dunne s
death in 1948, Dom James Fox became Merton's new spiritual director,
influential in Merton’s later move toward complete solitude in the
Hermitage. In 1968, Merton chose the Archbishop of Louisville, Thomas
McDonough, to be his third formal spiritual director. Throughout his life,
then, Merton subjected himself to the authority of a human spiritual
director.
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Yet simultaneously, Merton seems to have been directed by an inner
teacher. He had originally been called to the monastery by this internal
teacher; as monk and priest, he was accustomed to attune himselT to the
internal guidance of the Holy Spirit as he devoted himself to following the
offices and Mass, to personal times of prayer and contemplation, to
consecrating all the manual labor to Jesus. Few monks had ever before been
permitted the freedom he was given for writing; this in itself would confirm
to many that he had had been called by the Spirit of God to do this unique
task of integrating writing and monasticism.
Verification of this inner relationship is a bit more inferential than it
was with either Teresa of Avila or Baha’uTl*h, both of whom devoted
considerable portion of their writings to their own inner process of devotion
to and union with God. Merton directed more of his writing to teaching
others, both monks and laity. However, as Malits (1980) points out, his
writing "provides a kind of map charting his lifelong journey as a monk
(p. 2). Merton himself acknowledged that he did not address
interior developments in great detail.... 1 have attempted to
convey something of a monk's spiritual life and of his thoughts,
not in the language of speculation but in terms of personal
experience.... Since my focus is not upon dogmas as such, but
only on their repercussions in the life of a soul in which they
begin to find concrete realization, I may be pardoned forusing
my own words to talk about my own soul. (Merton, 1979, p.
8-9)
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Yet he wrote quite compellingly about the need to let go of words, to
fully enter the silence, for only there can the voice of God be heard.
The speech of God is silence. His Word is solitude_It is in
deep solitude that I find the gentleness with which I can truly
love my brothers.... Solitude is not merely a negative
relationship. It is not merely the absence of people. True
solitude is a participation in the solitariness of God - Who is in
all things. His solitude is not a local absence but a metaphysical
transcendence. (Merton, 1979, pp. 267-269)
It was in the forests that Merton often entered deeply into that silence,
the presence of God. He spoke of using the woods as a refuge, a place where
"My prayer is more confusing and more obscure. I disappear and know
nothing (except a confused awareness that I and the woods exist but that I
have a center which is outside the sphere of this existence). Two hours are
the same as five minutes..(Merton, 1979, p. 329).
When your tongue is silent, you can rest in the silence of the
forest. When your imagination is silent, the forest speaks to
you, tells you of its unreality and of the Reality of God. But
when your mind is silent, then the forest suddenly becomes
magnificently real and blazes transparently with the Reality of
God: for now I know that the Creation which first seems to
reveal Him, in concepts, then seems to hide Him, by the same
concepts, finally Js revealedin Him, in the Holy Spirit: and we
who are in God find ourselves united, in Him, with all that
springs from Him. This is prayer, and this is glory! (Merton,
1979, p. 343)
He surely became an experienced listener in the silence, relying on his
own inner teacher in that solitude.
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3-4.1.4 Motivation to Transcend

Beginning with his intellectual yearning for Union, Merton had a deeply
compelling internal motivation to stay on his path toward transcendence. He
longed to know God and felt that "the only essential... is God Himself, Who
cannot be found by weighing the present against the future or the past but
only by sinking into the heart of the present as it is" (Merton, 1979, p. 330).
He repeatedly sank into the present, renewing his commitment to God
through varying circumstances. His brother, John Paul, now in the Royal
Canadian Air Force, came to visit Merton in Gethsemani in 1942. He asked
for instruction in Catholicism and was baptized. The following spring,
Merton received a telegram reporting the loss of his brother. He had much
“unfinished business" around the death of his mother in particular; he was
never able to enter into an intimate relationship with a woman. In addition,
he was also without father, grandparents, and now without even a brother,
with whom he had just effected a reconciliation. Even as he was being asked
to let go of all family ties, he renewed his commitment to know God more
intimately.
Another challenge to his motivation came in his conflict about his
writing. In this first period of the novitiate, Merton wrote very little, though
he had been encouraged to continue his writing almost as soon as he entered
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the monastery. Initially he wrote for the monastery, then began to use
poetry to express some of his thoughts and feelings. When a book of poems
was published, Merton was both gratified and concerned. "Having found his
identity as a monk, would he lose it now by becoming known as a writer?"
(SOssman, 1980, p. 110). If it was necessary, he would give up writing to
deepen his spiritual experience. But Dorn Frederic insisted that the writing
go forward, even of a proposed autobiography. In 1944, Merton took Simple
Vows, becoming a "professed monk," symbolizing his continuing motivation
to strive toward Union.
After three more years of novitiate, he professed the solemn vows in
1947. He was studying philosophy and theology in connection with his
upcoming ordination and his writing reflected the Church's official views.
The year before his ordination, Merton wrote of the joys and consolations
granted him:
Love sails me around the house. I walk two steps on the
ground and four steps in the air_I love God. Love carries
me around. I don't want to do anything but love. And when
the bell rings it is like pulling teeth to make myself shift
because of that love, secret love, hidden love, obscure love,
down inside me and outside me where I don’t care to talk about
it. (Merton, 1953, p. 120)
Merton’s autobiography, The Seven Storey Mountain, became a best¬
seller as soon as it was published in 1948. It had "arrived from nowhere on
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the best-seller list near the top" (Mott, 1984, p. 248). It had not had critical
acclaim, it was not released for holiday purchasing, it was not even
particularly well-advertised. Yet it inexplicably sold "at an average of 2,000
copies every work day", and "by Labor Day, 1949, almost 300,000 copies had
sold" (Mott, 1984, p. 247). The book reflects the evangelistic fervor of a new
convert and the official doctrinnaire position of the Church. Merton later
was uncomfortable with the rigid dogmatism of that book, but he
acknowledged that it accurately reflected where he was in his own spiritual
development at that time. Judging by its success, it must have been where
many Catholics were or hoped to be at that time as well.
During 1948, Merton made his first return to the world. He was
assigned to interpret for the visiting French Dorn Gabriel and he realized,
"How good are all the people in the world and how much value they have in
the sight of God" (Merton, 1953, p. 92). This statement contrasts vividly
with the judgmental attitude toward worldliness so evident in The Seven
sinrov Mountain: it marks a significant shift in his spiritual perception
His main concern from 1948-1949 was his ordination as a priest which
occurred in May 1949. He wrote that this ordination was "the one great
secret for which I had been born" (Merton. 1953, P-181). He recognized that
it symbolized the transformation for which God had created him.
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The grace of my priesthood, the greatest of my life, was to me
something far greater than a momentary flight above the
monotonous lowlands of an everyday existence.... It was a
transfiguration of all simple and usual things, an elevation of
the plainest and most natural acts to the level of the sublime.
(Merton, 1953, p. 182)
From this and other passages in The Sign of 1onas(19S3l it is crystal
clear that the ordination was a unitive experience, marked by a
transformation of his daily life.
3-4.1.5 Walking the Path
Paradoxically he plunged right into an eighteen month "Dark Night of
the Soul" experience of both physical and psychological suffering, during
which he virtually ceased writing. He later described it in these words:
When the summer of my ordination ended, I found myself face
to face with a mystery that was beginning to manifest itself in
the depths of my soul and to move me with terror. Do not ask
me what it was. I might apologize for it and call it "suffering.”
The word is not adequate because it suggests physical pain.
That is not at all what I mean. It is true that something had
begun to affect my health; but whatever happened to my
health was only, it seems to me, an effect of this unthinkable
thing that had developed in the depths of my being. And again:
I have no way of explaining what it was. It was a sort of slow,
submarine earthquake which produced strange commotions on
the visible, psychological surface of my life. I was summoned to
battle with joy and with fear, knowing in every case that the
sense of battle was misleading, that my apparent antagonist
was only an illusion, and that the whole commotion was simply
the effect of something that had already erupted, without my
knowing it, in the hidden volcano. (Merton, 1953, P- 230)
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The physical suffering that he endured during these months included
lesions in his lungs from an adolescent bout with tuberculosis, colitis and
minor surgery on a bone in his nose. Grayston called the psychological
aspect "a fire which was consuming the unfinished emotional business which
Merton had accumulated in his psyche" (Grayston, 1985, p. 25). Merton
described this fire in its many different facets in his journal at this time:
Everything you love sickens you. And at the same time your
need to love something, somebody, increases a hundred times
over. And God, Who is the only one who can be loved for His
own sake alone, remains invisible and unimaginable and
untouchable, beyond everything else that exists—
I am alone in the world with a different loneliness from that of
Christ. He was alone because He was everything. I am alone
because I am nothing. I am alone in my insufficiency dependent, helpless, contingent, and never quite sure that 1 am
really leaning on Him upon whom I depend....
Solitude means being lonely not in a way that pleases you but
in a way that frightens and empties you to the extent that it
means being exiled even from yourself....
It is fear that is driving me into solitude. Love has put drops of
terror in my veins and they grow cold in me, suddenly, and
make me faint with fear because my heart and my imagination
wander away from God into their own private idolatry.
(Merton, 1953, from pp. 233-254)
He later was able to put this time in the perspective or the purpose of
monastic life: to provide " the pattern or disintegration, existential
moratorium, and reintegration’ (Merton, 1973, p. 228). When he emerged
from the darkness, he began to live by a sense or his own "spiritual
autonomy" (Grayson, 1985, p. 27) while never abandoning his vow of
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obedience. He himself felt that he was "like Jonas ... traveling toward my
destiny in the belly of a paradox" (Merton, 1953, p. 11).
In 1958, Merton had the experience that has often been called the
turning point between the preoccupation with the monastic life and the
broadening views encompassing the world beyond:
In Louisville, at the corner of Fourth and Walnut, in the center
of the shopping district, I was suddenly overwhelmed with the
realization that I loved all those people, that they were mine
and I theirs, that we could not be alien to one another even
though we were total strangers. It was like waking from a
dream of separateness, of spurious self-isolation in a special
world, the world of renunciation and supposed holiness. The
whole illusion of a separate holy existence is a dream.
(Merton, 1966, p. 140)
Having recognized his separate existence, Merton could transcend it and
embrace the world with a profound love. His readings of the mystics
broadened at this time from St. John of the Cross to include Meister Eckhart
and Julian of Norwich. He was moving from darkness to Light, from
ponderous heaviness to joyous release.
In the monastery, he was appointed to teach the young men preparing
for ordination. He devoted a great deal of effort to his preparations, yet he
still managed to write. His writing began to focus on the meaning of a
solitary vocation in relation to society’s needs, rather than simply in relation
to personal spiritual development (Malits, 1980, p. 7). As the years went by,
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Merton began to address social issues in such a way that the Church had to
rewrite its rules on censorship to allow certain of his books to be published.
He wrestled with the implications of World War 11, nuclear bombs and the
holocaust, in particular. He became consumed with issues of racial injustice
and nuclear war, writing anti-war articles, some of which were not accepted
by the censors.
During these years, he was able to describe his ever-deepening view of
Catholicism in paradoxical terms:
If I affirm myself as a Catholic merely by denying all that is
Muslim, Jewish, Protestant, Hindu, Buddhist, etc., in the end 1
will find that there is not much left for me to affirm as a
Catholic: and certainly no breath of the Spirit with which to
affirm it (Merton, 1966, p. 144).
If 1 can unite in mvself the thought and the devotion of Eastern
and Western Christendom, the Greek and the Latin fathers, the
Russians with the Spanish mystics, 1 can prepare in myself the
reunion of divided Christians.... We must contain all divided
worlds in ourselves and transcend them in Christ. (Merton,
1966, p. 21)
In 1965, Dorn James granted permission for Merton to resign as Novice
Master and to go into seclusion in a hermitage, a small budding where a
monk could retire into complete solitude. Because of the impending shift in
his lifestyle, he intensified his practice of detachment.
He now took the opportunity to warn editors there would be
fewer articles from him in the future and to refuse
commissions. At the same time he wrote to friends saying his
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correspondence would be restricted, the number of his visits
curtailed. He thanked W. H. Ferry for the books and magazine
subscriptions in the past, but said he doubted whether he would
be allowed them in a few months' time. (Mott, 1984, p. 419)
His health did not improve. Chronic dysentery was added to his ongoing
dermatitis; the following March, 1966, he discovered he had to have surgery
for his back. His health problems continued on into 1967, adding to the
distress he was feeling about VietNam, and racial violence.
A VietNamese monk, Thich Nhat Hanh, came to Gethsemani for a
conference and gave the monks more of an understanding of Buddhist
monasticism. Merton's interest in the East during this period began to be
reflected in his books. He felt that these were the most significant writings
of his career because "they represent a successful attempt to escape the
limitations that I inevitably created for myself with the Seven Storey
Mountain, a refusal to be content with the artificial public image which this
autobiography created" (Merton, as quoted in McDonnell, 1974, p. 16).
In January 1968, Merton received an invitation to attend a monastic
ecumenical conference in Bangkok the following December. In May, he took
a two week trip to California to lead conferences with Trappistine nuns and
to investigate possible sites for a more isolated hermitage. In June he began
gathering information for the Asian trip - visas, inoculations, books about
Asia.
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There is evidence that his prayer life was richer that summer
than it had been for some considerable time.... In many
respects he had learned at last how to live at the center of
distractions.... He had discovered the authentic journey and
much of it would have to be made in silence. (Mott, 1984, pp.
527-528)
Plans for the Asian trip grew. He would visit in Alaska and again in
California for possible sites for a more remote hermitage; he planned to visit
in India prior to the Bangkok conference, then Hongkong, Japan, and
Indonesia after it.
In August he celebrated his anniversary of being in the hermitage by
organizing some of his writings. He "now condemned both the writing on
monastic subjects and the political writing" (Mott, 1984, p. 533). He spent
September 10 - October 15 in New Mexico, Alaska, and California. As he left
for the Far East, he wrote in his journal, "May I not come back without
having settled the great affair. And found also the great compassion,
mahakaruna' (Burton, Hart, & Laughlin, 1975, p. 4). He elaborates on neither
phrase, so the reader may only interpolate that Merton's reference ts to his
heartfelt longing for full Union with God. He traveled throughout the Far
East, participating in a conference in India, visiting many places, and
enjoyed three interviews with the Dalai Lama in November. Of the Dalai
Lama, Merton wrote,
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He was interested in the "mystical life," rather than in external
observance.... It was a very warm and cordial discussion and
at the end I felt we had become very good friends and were
somehow quite close to one another. 1 feel a great respect and
fondness for him as a person and believe, too that there is a real
spiritual bond between us. (Burton, Hart, Laughlin (Eds ), 1975,
p. 125)
Later in Sri Lanka, he visited Polonnaruwa, the site of Buddhist ruins on
December 2, where he experienced what some have called "enlightenment"
On December 5, he wrote of this experience.
I am able to approach the Buddhas barefoot and undisturbed,
my feet in wet grass, wet sand. Then the silence of the
extraordinary faces. The great smiles. Huge and yet subtle....
For the doctrinnaire, the mind that needs well-established
positions, such peace, such silence, can be frightening. I was
knocked over with a rush of relief and thankfulness at the
obvious clarity of the figures, the clarity and fluidity of shape
and line, the design of the monumental bodies composed into
the rock shape and landscape, figure, rock and tree. And the
sweep of bare rock sloping away on the other side of the hollow,
where you can go back and see different aspects of the figures.
Looking at these figures I was suddenly, almost forcibly, jerked
clean out of the habitual, half-tied vision of things, and an inner
clearness, clarity, as if exploding from the rocks themselves,
became evident and obvious. The queer evidence of the
reclining figure, the smile, the sad smile of Ananda standing
with arms folded (much more "imperative" than Da Vinci s
Mona Lisa because completely simple and straightforward).
The thing about all this is that there is no puzzle, no problem,
and really no "mystery." All problems are resolved and
everything is clear, simply because what matters is clear. The
rock, all matter, all life, is charged with dharmakaya ...
everything is emptiness and everything is compassion. 1 dont
know when in my life 1 have ever had such a sense of beauty
and spiritual validity running together in one aesthetic
illumination. Surely, with Mahabalipuram and Polonnaruwa my
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Asian pilgrimage has come clear and purified itself. 1 mean, 1
know and have seen what I was obscurely looking for. 1 don’t
know what else remains but I have now seen and have pierced
through the surface and have got beyond the shadow and the
disguise. (Burton, Hart, Laughlin (Eds ), 1975, pp. 233-236)
From there he flew to Bangkok for the conference that had occasioned
the trip. He delivered a prepared talk on Marxism and Monastic
Perspectives during the morning of December 10. That afternoon he was
found in his room, evidently electrocuted by a defectively wired electric fan.
There has been speculation that his death was a murder arranged by the
CIA, or a perhaps even a suicide, since he had fulfilled the purpose of his
whole life, full enlightenment. Neither possibility can be proven. His life on
earth was simply over and his body was returned for burial in his beloved
Gethsemani just before Christmas inl968.
After Merton's death, many more books were released, some of which
he had prepared for publication and some which were edited by others. In
addition there is a plethora of his essays, articles, and letters, released
posthumously by the Merton Legacy Trust.

3.4.2 Analysis
Fowler uses Merton as an example of one who has entered the stage of
Universalizing Faith. Several Stage Six characteristics can be easily discerned
in Merton's life. He surely had a social perspective that was grounded in
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Being Itself; not only did he want to bring together all Christians, but also all
peoples. His "heedlessness to self-preservation" was evident in his rigorous
ascetical practice, even to the point of illness. His anguish over racism, war,
nuclear power and the holocaust all point to the highest level of social
consciousness; his response was to devote himself to prayer and to writing
that others might see and address the injustice being perpetrated in society.
Certainly there is evidence that Merton experienced unitive moments
from the first Christmas that he entered the monastery, when he wrote:
Suddenly I was in a new world. I seemed to be the same
person, and 1 was the same person, I was still myself, 1 was
more myself than 1 had ever been, and yet I was nothing. It
was as if the floor had fallen out of my soul and I was free to go
in and out of infinity.... 1 could rest in this dark unfathomable
peace ... the mind was not all excluded ... the mind too could
enter into the peace and harmony of this infinite simplicity that
had come to be born within me. (Merton, as quoted in Suss man,
1980, pp. 103-104)
His description of the ordination experience illustrates the sense of
transformation, even transfiguration, which was given to him at that
moment. This was followed by a sharply delineated "Dark Night of the Soul"
series of events for a year and a half. Several years later, he had another
powerful unitive experience, as he felt an overwhelming loving
connectedness with the Louisville shoppers. His writings indicate an
eiperiential understanding of contemplative prayer, of the disappearance of
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any subject-object distinction. "You do not look at God as an object and you
don’t look at yourself as an object. You don't stand back and look at yourself,
you are just not interested in yourself" (as quoted in Bailey, 1987, p. 168).
He speaks of the contemplative as one who "allows himself to be absorbed
and transformed into Him by the Holy Ghost" (as quoted in Bailey, 1987,
p. 176).
Underhill’s three characteristics of Union are "complete absorption in
the interests of the Infinite," "consciousness of sharing Its strength," and
"establishment of the self as ... an actual parent of spiritual vitality in other
men" (1961, p. 416). Both Merton's writings and others’ writings about him
attest to his characteristic consciousness of the presence of God. As Master
of the Novitiates and later of the Scholastics, he was "parenting the young
men in their spiritual journeys. His path seems to follow closely her
description of Awakening, Purification, Illumination, Dark Night, and Union
The five hypothesized conditions all seem to have been met early in
Merton’s life as a monk. The choice of a path was very significant; in
contemplative Catholicism, he found both a history and a future of living for
union with God. Both before he entered the monastery and periodically
thereafter, he experienced a sense of detachment from roles formerly
thought important, from material possessions, from ego. He wrote.
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A man cannot enter into the deepest center of himself and pass
through that center into God, unless he is able to pass entirely
out of himself and empty himself and give himself to other
people in the purity of a selfless love. (Merton, 1961, p. 64)
His motivation to transcend was strong and began prior to the choice of
a path: he came to an intellectual understanding of mystical union while still
a student and he chose to devote his life to attaining an experiential
understanding of that union. Merton's experience with a spiritual teacher
was both external and internal. He accepted and obeyed the spiritual
directors assigned to him; he also accepted and obeyed an inner teacher, the
Spirit of God, from the moment he was told to go find a priest who could
instruct him in Catholicism. His strongest sense of being taught came
through the silence, the voice of God for him. Following the oath became a
lifelong commitment. His embracing the five vows of the Trappists was part
of his path. Daily attention to Jesus both in the Mass and in the woods was
another part of his journey. Contemplative prayer was a primary practice of
Merton's. In addition, he spent considerable time reading and writing; these
seemed an essential part of his spiritual disciplines.
Solitude was singularly required in Merton's spiritual development. He
always wanted more solitude, even though the Trappist day began with
several hours of personal quietness before God. After he became
well-known through his writings, he longed for the obscurity of a less public
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life; he considered leaving Gethsemani, but was bound by his vow of
stability. His service as monastery forester and fire warden helped give him
additional time alone; his retirement to the Hermitage in 1965 was a major
turning point, preparing him ultimately for what he so nebulously referred
to as "the great affair."
Of these five hypothesized conditions, three were in place before
Merton entered monastic life: choice of a path, the practice of detachment,
and the motivation to transcend. The other two, obedience to a teacher, and
following the path through spiritual disciplines, became an ongoing part of
his life from the moment he entered Gethsemani. Each condition was
significant. In spite of his inner motivation and his willingness to let go of all
that might deter him from his goal, he needed the external disciplines
imposed on him by the monastery and his spiritual directors to help him
reach his spiritual goal. Perhaps for him the single most important
component of his entrance into the unitive life was solitude. It was in this
time and space that he learned how to escape their very limitations and to
know intimate union with God.

3.5 Mother Teresa
As a preface to this biography, it must be noted that Mother Teresa
shuns personal publicity. "Christ s life was not written during his lifetime,
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yet he did the greatest work on earth.... The work is his Work and to
remain so, all of us are but his instruments who do our little bit and pass by"
(as quoted in Muggeridge, 1971, p. 15). She has kept few of her journals, so
much of the biographical material has been gathered by interviewing Mother
Teresa, her Sisters, and others who have worked with her. Interwoven into
the biography are some of the beliefs and truths she lives by, which
demonstrate how she entered and lives the Unitive Life.

3.5.1 Biographical Sketch
Mother Teresa was born on August 27, 1910, with the given name of
Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu. Her well-to-do Albanian parents lived in Skopje,
which is now part of Yugoslavia. Her Catholic family was part of a diverse
culture, composed of predominantly Eastern Orthodox Christians, some
Catholics, Muslims, and Jews, so she learned early how to mingle with those
of other cultures. Her mother, Drana Bojaxhiu, was a devout woman whose
life demonstrated charity to the needy. She spent a considerable portion of
her life visiting the poor, sometimes offering temporary shelter in her own
home; "she moved among the dirty and the physically repellent, washing
their bodies and tending their wounds, and she treated each person as a
unique individual" (Porter, 1986, p. 14). This was a dramatic object lesson
for Agnes and her older brother and sister. Their father, Nikole Bojaxhiu,
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was a businessman involved in building contracting and wholesale food
importation. In 1919, when Agnes was nine years old, he joined a
movement to have the province of Kosovo politically joined to Albania. For
this, he was poisoned. His partner claimed all the business assets, leaving
the Bojaxhiu family with only their home.
Drana Bojaxhiu’s resourcefulness surfaced as she faced a destitute
future. She began a business of her own, selling handcrafted embroidery,
textiles, and carpets. She saw to it that her children remained in school and
followed the teachings of the Catholic church. They made an annual
pilgrimage to Montenegro, to the shrine of the Madonna of Letnice, hoping to
bolster Agnes’s poor health. It was the Lady of Letnice who was important
in Agnes’s "first desire to belong completely to God [which! came to her when
she was twelve years old" (Porter, 1985, P, 25). Her mother once "remarked,
out of her hearing, that she would probably not have her company for very
long, either she would lose her because of her fragile health, or Agnes would
consecrate herselT to God" (Porter, 1986, p, 25).

3.5.1.1 Choice of a Path
When a Jesuit priest, Father Franjo Jambrekovich, arrived at the parish,
Agnes was fully active in the church; when she was only 12, she had felt a
"vocation to the poor" (as quoted in Muggeridge. 1971, p. 83). Though Agnes
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was well-versed in Catholicism and strongly attracted to missions, she
somehow distrusted this call. For six years, she struggled to put her mind on
other things, hoping still to become a teacher, writer, or musician. Father
Jambrekovich organized a youth group, the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, with whom she enthusiastically participated in concerts, outings,
cultural meetings, and parties. He introduced the young people to classics in
spiritual literature, including St. Ignatius Loyola's Spiritual Exercises. He also
shared his enthusiasm for the work of the Jesuit priests in India. Agnes
joined a prayer group to support the work of missionaries and devoured
magazines devoted to missions. She went on retreats in 1927 and 1928,
feeling more and more drawn to missions. Eventually she sought counsel,
first from her mother and sister, then friends, and finally her priest. "Father
Jambrenkovic [sic] talked of a vocation in terms of joy, explaining that when
you think God is calling you, you should feel joy in the contemplation of
serving God and your neighbor" (Egan, 1985, p. 12). She realized that India
was to be her place of service; everything in her life seemed to point to
working with the poor in India - magazines, the church's sponsorship of
missionaries in Loreto, and her own sense of joy at the thought of serving
God in this way. She finally applied to the Order of Loreto Nuns in 1928.
The most difficult part of this decision was not the conditions which would
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face her in India; rather it was leaving her exceptionally happy home with
no expectation of ever returning. "Of course the vocation won, and for ever.
She gave herself to Christ, and through him to her neighbor. This was the
end of her biography and the beginning of her life... ” (Muggeridge, 1971, p
16).
Agnes became a postulant at Rathfarnham, Ireland in October, 1928,
with the name of Sister Mary Teresa of the Child Jesus, after St. Th£r6se of
Lisieux. Here she studied English and donned her first habit. On December
1, 1928, she and another postulant left for India for the novitiate, a time of
intensive instruction in prayer, the history and spirituality of her Order, and
some mission work. She became a novice on May 23,1929 after the
preliminary screening and instructions were completed. Another novice at
that time described the novitiate in these words:
The novice mistress trained us in everything, and this she did in
great detail. We went weekly to our confessor. For two hours a
day, from nine to eleven in the morning, we taught little boys
and girls_It was a one-roomed school and there were
generally about twenty boys and girls from the families who
lived around us on the hillside.... At dinner one of the Sisters
would read aloud, sometimes from the rule of Loreto, and often
from the lives of the saints, (as quoted in Egan, 1983, P- 17)
Sister Teresa s initial confessor, or spiritual director, was Father Celeste
Van Eiem. She later was under obedience to the Archbishop of Calcutta,
Ferdinand Perier. After two years of this regime, she took her first
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temporary vows on May 24, 1931; she continued at Darjeeling for the next
four years of the novitiate, each year renewing her vows. In 1935 she was
reassigned to Entally, a very poor section of Calcutta, teaching geography and
history at St. Mary's, a school for Bengali girls. She had become fluent in
English, but now she had to master Bengali, later Hindustani. Two years
later, May 14, 1937, Sister Teresa took her final vows of poverty, chastity,
and obedience. She continued teaching and eventually became headmistress
of the school, enduring all of India's struggles for independence. She
observed Gandhi's nonviolent campaigns, the Bengal famine, the wartime
evacuation of the Entally compound, Direct Action Day which became known
as the "Day of the Great Killing " and finally partition and freedom. She
herself became a citizen of India in 1949, thus identifying herself fully with
India.

3-5-1-2 A Sense of Detachment
The practice of detachment was part of Teresa's life from the moment
she chose her path. She willingly chose to " live in poverty and detachment."'
She made a choice not to defensively cling to things, to roles, to selffulfillment. She had established a social support system in her teen years;
she left that to follow God. She had considered careers in music or writing;
she chose instead to obey her spiritual call and was appointed a teacher. She
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left all familial ties as well as friends in order to follow her vocation to the
poor.
One of her best-loved books is Seeds of the Desert by Charles de
Foucauld. Her favorite passage discusses the need to submerge the ego fully
in the service of God. She says, "Even God could do nothing for someone
already full. You have to be completely empty to let Him in to do what He
will" (as quoted in Doig, 1976, p. 240). She willingly committed herself to
the spiritual disciplines taught in the mission because she understood that,
Our progress in holiness depends on God and ourselves - on
God's grace and on our will to be holy. We must have a real
living determination to reach holiness. "1 will be a saint means
1 will despoil myself of all that is not God; I will strip my heart
of all created things; 1 will live in poverty and detachment, I
will renounce my will, my inclinations, my whims and fancies,
and make myself a willing slave to the will of God. (as quoted
in Muggeridge, 1971, pp. 66-67)
Throughout her life, she continually renewed her practice of
detachment, letting go of fame, of gifts, even of small luxuries, such as
carpets, curtains, and soft chairs. The practice of detachment clearly is a
significant part of her spiritual path.

3.5.1.3 Choice of a Teacher
A major turning point Tor Sister Teresa came September 10,1946, when
she heard what she refers to as “the call within a call." Sister Teresa had
lived close to God for at least eighteen years, obeying those who were her
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superior teachers in the church. Now she was given an opportunity to
choose to obey her own inner teacher.
1 was travelling to Darjeeling by train, when 1 heard the voice
of God.... 1 was sure it was God s voice. I was certain that he
was calling me. The message was clear: I must leave the
convent to help the poor by living among them. This was a
command, something to be done, something definite. I knew
where I had to be. But I did not know how to get there. (Sister
Teresa, as quoted in Porter, 1985, p. 56)
This was "a mystical experience that overpowered her, whose memory
never left her, of which she never doubted" (Lejoly, 1985, p. 254). Yet
because of it, she had to wrestle with a potentially problematic situation,
she was bound by obedience to her external spiritual director; what then
should she do about this clear sense of an inner teacher, a personal
receptivity to inner direction, no longer mediated by the church?
Throughout her annual retreat at Darjeeling, she prayed and meditated on
this new call. Clearly her resolution was that God had personally
communicated with her and she would respond in obedience; she would also
continue to keep her vow of obedience in the mission insofar as possible.
When she returned to Calcutta, she discussed it with her spiritual
director, Fr. Van Exem. He in turn took the matter to Archbishop Ferdinand
Perier, who decided to take no action for a year. "Sister Teresa received the
decision in the spirit of obedience despite her eagerness to respond to her
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call at the earliest possible moment" (Egan, 1985, p. 27). Finally the
Archbishop directed Sister Teresa to seek the permission of her Mother
General in Ireland, then of the Holy Father, Pope Pius XII. On August 8,
1948, permission was granted for her to leave the convent for work outside
as a free nun, under obedience to the Archbishop of Calcutta.
Though there are no reports of further experiences with "the voice of
God," Mother Teresa continues to combine her life of prayer with her life of
action. She arises an hour before her Sisters in order to spend that added
time with Jesus; she remains there on her knees an hour after they leave,
again for the joyful communion with her Bridegroom. She consults with Him
continually as she moves through her day, praying for one after another of
the people to whom she ministers. She prays for her daily needs and they
are indeed taken care of: new housing, new Sisters, new Daughter Houses,
new countries - all are supplied in response to her unshakable trust that
Jesus will answer prayer. She even offers counsel for those who find
themselves unable to pray:
And when times come when we can't pray, it is very simple, if
Jesus is in my heart let him pray, let me allow Him to pray in
me, to talk to His Father in the silence of my heart. Since I
cannot speak - He will speak; since I cannot pray - He will
pray.... When we cannot pray - let us give that inability to
Him
And if my heart is pure, if in my heart Jesus is alive,
my heart is a tabernacle of the living God to sanctify ^Srace:
jesus and I are one. He prays in me, He thinks in me, He works
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with me and through me, He uses my tongue to speak, He uses
my brain to think, He uses my hands to touch Him in the broken
body-For prayer is nothing but that complete surrender,
complete oneness with Christ. (Egan, 1985, p. 427)
Even though she does not describe receiving inner instruction in the
same manner as Teresa of Avila or Bah^’u’llih, she seems to be living an
ongoing communion with Jesus, perhaps more in the manner that Thomas
Merton also knew, without inspired writing, without the frequent inner voice
bursting in on the consciousness. Perhaps an inexplicable knowing the will
of God would describe better their inner tutelage.

3-5-I.4 Walking the Path
Her first move after permission was granted for her to leave the
convent was to take some medical training at Patna, where she learned the
rudiments of nursing and outdoor dispensary work, and the importance of
nutrition for the sisters who would eventually join her. When she returned
to Calcutta, she moved in temporarily with the Little Sisters of the Poor. She
began her work in December, 1948, with five rupees in her pocket, an Indian
sari, and an indomitable spirit of love and courage.
There is a story that when she was still attending to the poor
single-handed she was confronted by a man with a gangrenous
thumb. Obviously it had to be removed. So she took a pair of
scissors and, one can imagine, a prayer, and cut. Her patient
fainted one way, and Mother Teresa the other. (Doig, 1976,
P-51)
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As soon as she began work outside the convent, her primary need was
for shelter for the work; she located a hut in Moti jhil which she herself
bought for five rupees and began teaching immediately. Her curriculum for
poor children included both cleanliness and literacy.
I cleaned the children who were always dirty. Many had the
first wash of their lives. 1 taught them religion, manners, and
how to read. The bare earth was my slate, and the children
were happy. At first there were only five, then the numbers
grew. Those who came regularly received a tablet of soap as a
reward for their diligence. At midday I gave them milk. Today
there is a modern school in that place with over 5,000 children
in it. (Mother Teresa, as quoted in Porter, 1986, p. 70)
During the evening and night, "she went about her business of visiting
and caring for people,... the destitute, the dying and the lepers" (Porter,
1986, p. 66). When she returned to the House of Little Sisters each night,
she turned to prayer for sustenance. Soon the hut became too small and the
House of Little Sisters seemed too far from the poor. An Indian Catholic,
Michael Gomes, offered her the upstairs of his three-storey house, so in
February, 1949, she moved in. By May, three of her former students from
St. Mary's had joined her, by the next year, twelve. It was time to become a
diocesan Congregation with their own Constitution approved by Rome. In
early autumn, 1950, Pope Pius XII approved the founding of the Order of the
Missionaries of Charity, whose Mother House was in Michael Gomes' house in
Calcutta. At this time also, Sister Teresa became Mother Teresa.
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3-5.1.5 Motivation to TrmurPnH

The daily discipline that governed the lives of the Missionaries of
Charity from 4:40 AM to 10:00 PM was "a Rule based on love of God, love of
one s neighbor, and readiness to serve the suffering Christ in the poorest of
the poor (Porter, 1986, p. 77). Their schedule began at 5:00 with prayers
and Mass, followed at 6:30 by breakfast and laundry. After more prayer,
they went to work in the city from 8:00 until 12:30, when they returned for
lunch, prayer, and rest. After more prayer, they returned to work at 4:30,
stopping at 7:30 for the holy hour, dinner, a half hour of recreation, prayers,
then bedtime at 10:00 PM. All they owned was their two or three saris,
their underclothing, bedding and very little else. What provided the
motivation for this rigorous schedule?
It is a fascinating juxtaposition. The Missionaries of Charity
seek out menial tasks. They tend the wounds of the filthy,
clean the bodies of the ill, caress the unloved; a more
down-to-earth, prosaic calling could hardly be imagined. Yet
they do it as if it were Christ himself that lay before them.
Their entire day's work is suffused by a luminous mysticism
which irradiates the dirty and the commonplace. (Porter, 1986,
p. 99-100)
The first step to becoming [holy] is to will it. St. Thomas says,
"Sanctity consists in nothing else than a firm resolve - the
heroic act of a soul abandoning herself to God." By an upright
will we love God, we choose God, we run toward God, we reach
Him, we possess Him. "0 good, good will which transforms me
into the image of God and makes me like to Him," so St.
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Augustine says. My progress in holiness depends on God and
myself - on God s grace and my will." (as quoted in Egan, 1985,
pp. 377-378)
The Missionaries of Charity take a fourth vow, in addition to poverty,
obedience and chastity: service to the poorest of the poor, "to Christ in his
distressing disguise" (Muggeridge, 1971, p. 97). Mother Teresa s explanation
of the meaning of these vows is as follows:
The vows we take make our religious life. Our vow of chastity
is nothing but our undivided love for Christ in chastity, then we
proceed to the freedom of poverty - poverty is nothing but
freedom. And that total surrender is obedience. If 1 belong to
God, if 1 belong to Christ, then He must be able to use me. That
is obedience. Then we give whole-hearted service to the poor.
That is service. They complete each other. That is our life, (as
quoted in Doig, 1976, p. 158)
Shortly their numbers grew, necessitating larger space, so a new house
in Calcutta was purchased and became the new Mother House. Mother
Teresa soon realized they needed a separate house for the dying. She
opened Nirmal Hriday Home for dying destitutes, and later the insane, in a
building connected to the kali Temple, a Hindu shrine in the Kalighat section
of Calcutta. This work has steadily expanded until there are about 145
similar homes worldwide. In 1955, Mother Teresa opened the first of many
children s homes, Shishu Bhavan, initially for abandoned babies and young
children, later for those referred by police and social workers. She has
consistently opposed abortion, promising to take all unwed mothers and
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their babies, as well as any other unwanted babies. To her, "The image of
God is on that unborn child" and abortion is unequivocally wrong. There are
now 87 orphanages in India alone. Along with child care facilities came
daily food distribution to the poorest of the poor.
In 1957, she began work among lepers, providing medical treatment
and rehabilitation, first at four stations in Calcutta, then by the next year at
eight. Since then, at least two leper communities (Shanti Nagar and Titagarh)
have been established where those who are in treatment or whose cases
have been arrested can become largely self-sufficient. The work of the
Missionaries of Charity now always includes care for the dying, the lepers,
children, medical care, and food distribution.
The work grew so much that the Order was assigned its first spiritual
father confessor, with whom Mother Teresa was completely frank!
Please do not intervene in the internal affairs of the House....
Some priests would like me to change things. For example, they
have told me we ought to hang curtains in the communal rooms.
I do not want them; the poor we serve have none. Most of the
nuns come from peasant homes, where there are none either.
They ought not to have more comfortable lives here than they
had in their own homes, (as quoted in Porter, 1986, p. 80)
Another time she removed her Sisters from the care of a bishop who
was not providing adequate spiritual care, who should have provided
"confession and instruction, holy mass and holy communion" (Mother Teresa,
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1985, p. 20). She clearly was following a strong sense of inner guidance in
providing for the spiritual and physical needs of her sisters.
In 1959, a daughter house was opened in Dranchi, staffed with the
Sisters who had worked directly with Mother Teresa for ten years. Now
there are daughter houses throughout the world. During the 1960's, the
Missionaries of Charity spread rapidly: to Venezuela, Ceylon, Italy, Tanzania,
and Australia. As of 1985, there were 120 foundations in India, 125 outside
of India, some behind the Iron Curtain, the rest scattered throughout the
world. In India alone, there are 190 food distribution centers run by the
Sisters. Mother Teresa has altered her focus to accommodate the needs of
other cultures, working among alcoholics, elderly, and homeless in Rome and
London, among the disadvantaged Blacks in New York City. She has also
adapted the terminology, abandoning "poorest of the poor" in countries more
developed than India, since it was offensive, particularly to the poor in
Appalachia and Tanzania.
In 1960, Mother Teresa returned to Europe on her first trip outside of
India since her profession. Because her mother and sister were living in
Tirana, Albania, whose borders were virtually sealed against travel, she was
unable to see them. She was never permitted to reconnect with either of
them, both of whom died in the early 1970 s. She did, however, visit her
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brother, Lazar, in Italy, meeting also his wife, his daughter, and his
son-in-law for the first time. She reunited with him again in 1979 at the
Nobel Peace Prize ceremonies; he died in 1981.
With the help of Brother Andrew, an Australian Jesuit, Mother Teresa
began in 1963 a new Congregation, the Missionary Brothers of Charity. Some
aspects of the work among the dying and the lepers were thought to be
"difficult for women and more suited to men" (Porter, 1986, p. 85), so the
Brothers took over this part of the work. There are now a total of 400
Brothers in 88 different communities in 30 countries.
In 1975, the Missionaries of Charity celebrated their 25th anniversary.
"Mother hoped that services would be held in Calcutta temples, churches,
mosques, Sikh Gurdwaras and Buddhist chapels, anywhere where voices
could be raised to the glory of God and for the recognition of her people"
(Doig, 1976, p. 31). Recognition was indeed given in an unprecedented
ecumenical fashion.
Between [September 281 and October 7, eighteen religious
communities offered thanks in their own manner, asking
Mother Teresa and a group of her Sisters to take part with
them.... It might have been the first time in history that
eighteen spiritual paths had united in a single act of
thanksgiving at one time. Perhaps only in Calcutta could the
unique and dramatic series of events have taken place. Perhaps
only Mother Teresa could have inspired it. (Egan, 1985, P 243)
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One of the most moving moments for Mother Teresa was at the Jain
ceremonies where she was stirred by an act of penance of a Jain nun, who
"began to pull out each hair in her head. One by one, she tugged at the hairs
with her fingers until they came loose" (Egan, 1985, p. 245). Mother Teresa
was so moved that she likewise pulled out a few of her own hairs, finding
great admiration for the nun whose face reflected none of the pain.
Problems had arisen when Mother first began the homes for the dying;
she was accused of sectarian conversions. In reality, it was discovered that
she willingly brought water to Hindus from their sacred Ganges and,
arranged for Hindu cremations and Muslim burials by arrangement with
their own religious agencies. The only kind of converting she is interested in
is to bring people closer to their God. She says,
If in coming face to face with God we accept Him in our Uves,
then we are converting. We become a better Hindu, a better
Muslim, a better Catholic, a better whatever we are, and then
by being better we come closer and closer to Him. If we accept
Him fully in our lives, then that is conversion. What approach
would 1 use? For me, naturally, it would be a Catholic one, for
you it may be Hindu, for someone else, Buddhist, according to
one s conscience. What God is in your mind you must accept •
There are many Hindu ladies who want our way of life, the life
of poverty, prayer, sacrifice and service. They want the life of a
Missionary. But they wish to retain their faith, their own belief
in God. Now 1 don’t know how this works - you see, they want
to take vows, they want prayer, they want complete dedication.
1 am trying to think of a way. (Doig, 1976, pp.156,158)
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In 1976, at the foundation stone ceremony at Gandhi Bhavan in
Allahabad, an Indian commented, "Gandhi is a karma yogi, carrying his
contemplation into action. Mother Teresa is a karma yogin" (as quoted in
Egan, 1985, p. 359). In 1979, she wrote to Prime Minister Morarji Desai
concerning the proposed Freedom of Religion Bill: "You call Him ISHWAR,
some call Him ALLAH, some simply GOD, but we all have to acknowlege that
it is HE who made us for greater things, to love and to be loved" (as quoted
in Egan, 1985, p. 419). She has seen the powerful rulers of the world:
"kings, princes, heads of state, ministers, cardinals and the Pope himself"
(Serrou, 1979, p. 82). She uses them all to forward her work.
The Missionaries of Charity operate in tandem with Co-workers. One
wing is known as the Sick and Suffering Co-workers and is led by the Belgian
Jacqueline de Decker. Those who are sick and unable themselves to become
missionaries are invited to offer up their suffering to Jesus and establish a
spiritual link with a particular missionary. Other segments of the
Missionaries of Charity are the International Co-workers who engage in
money-raising projects and collect donations of goods and money for the
poor; they also spearhead work among the poor in their own countries.
Contemplative co-workers also share a spiritual linking with the Missionaries
of Charity. In addition, there are Medical Co-workers, Links for Relief
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Supplies, Links with Youth, and an American National Link. Mother Teresa is
directing a multi-national, multi-faceted work that is far more than social
work.
Over the years Mother Teresa has received many honorary recognitions:
nine doctorates from five different countries, awards for international
understanding, and peace prizes, of which the Nobel Peace Price in 1979 is
the most well-known. No matter the prize, she returns all the honor to God.
She says of them:
These awards are not for me, they are for my people— They
are becoming wanted. Loved. The world is beginning to know
about it. (as quoted in Doig, 1976, p. 151)
1 am not the centerpiece on a prize-winning day— It is Christ
using me as His instrument to unite up all the people present.
This is what I see happening: people coming to meet each other
because of their need for God. I feel that to bring all these
people together to talk about God is really wonderful. A new
hope for the world, (as quoted in Egan, 1985, p. 362)
The story of Mother Teresa is not over. Her own experience with God
both in prayer and at work provides the strength and devotion to maintain a
rigorous schedule with an ailing 78 year old heart. In 1983, Mother Teresa
said of herself,
111 fell out of bed - not far, because it was a M.C. bed. 1 felt a
pain in my side. 1 thought 1 ought to go to the hospital because
something might be broken. They took X rays.
The doctors
found it was the heart. The cardiologists wrote it a 1 dow".
1 have to take medicine three times a day. They told me tha
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the fall had not made me come to the hospital, 1 would have
had a heart attack. There was no reason for falling. See the
wonderful ways of God! St. Peter must have said, "Hold her
back there. There are no slums in heaven." (as quoted in Egan
1985, p. 398)
Within seven weeks, she was again airborne, visiting her sisters,
opening new houses, though on a slower schedule. She still has to respect
the limitations of her body. Nonetheless she responds immediately to world
crises. In 1984, when the cloud of gas from a pesticide plant killed and
injured so many in Bhopal, India, she rushed to their aid. Similarly in 1988,
she helped with relief efforts to aid victims of the Armenian earthquake.
She continues her arduous travels, teaching her Sisters throughout the world
and serving the poorest of the poor. Her charisma still attracts new novices
both to the active and contemplative branches of her order. To all of them,
as to the poorest of the poor, she brings the love of God and kindles a love
that can feed the hungry, befriend the friendless, tend the sickly, and
comfort the dying. The source of her unflagging energy is in the reality of
her daily experience of God.
3.5.2 Analysis
Mother Teresa's spiritual journey has largely been interior. Unlike
Thomas Merton, Baha’uTlah and Teresa of Avila, she has written no journals
or books, she has transmitted no automatic writing; she has stated clearly at
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one time that she does not experience mystical visions, such as Teresa of
Avila described. Yet to this researcher, there is still clear evidence that she
has indeed gone well beyond Fowler “s Stage Five of wholeness, integrity and
authenticity. Her single-minded devotion to Jesus has brought her into
contact with world leaders, to whom she takes the same message that she
takes to the poor: “Jesus is here!" She makes no differentiation among
people; all are one. The source of all life is in God and her way to God is
through Jesus. She clearly fits Fowler s criteria of Stage Six, Universalizing
Faith: she has chosen Catholicism to be "the Absoluteness of her Particular ,
she is working to establish the kingdom of God among all peoples through
her service to the poor. As Underhill (1961) states, "the Unitive State is
essentially a state of free and filial participation in Eternal Life (p. 416).
Mother Teresa surely is completely absorbed by Jesus, her way of
conceptualizing the Infinite; she certainly is marked by "a complete sense of
freedom, an invulnerable serenity, and ... some form of heroic effort or
creative activity '; and she clearly is established as "a centre of energy, an
actual parent of spiritual vitality in otherlsl" (Underhill, 1961, p. 416).
Perhaps another way to substantiate her experience of Union is to
that she conveys to her novitiates. For
consider the attitude toward prayer t
s an ongoing dialogue with God, carried
the Missionaries of Charity, prayer is
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on with the use of the Rosary and other aids to contemplation. For Mother
Teresa, her daily life revolves around Jesus, first as she meets Him in Mass,
then as she sees Him in the streets and ministers to Him. She teaches the
primacy of prayer both by example and precept. A sister says of Mother
Teresa, "Her constant union with the Lord keeps her going. When we see her
praying, we feel like praying" (Tower, 1987, p. 234). The Sisters spend three
to four hours a day in prayer. They are taught, "We need to find God, and he
cannot be found in noise and restlessness. God is the friend of silence_
The more we receive in silent prayer, the more we can give in our active life
We need silence to be able to touch souls" (Muggeridge, 1971, p. 66). The
work then complements the life of prayer. With prayer given primacy, the
work extends that prayer into the world. "The constant remembrance of God
through prayer, of his action in the world and presence in the soul, helps the
sisters achieve Mother s claim, We are contemplatives in action. " (Le Joly,
1985, p. 217).
The period of training for Sisters in the Missionaries of Charity is unique
in its provision of a third novitiate, following at least eight and a half years
in the mission. This third novitiate is a time for deepening in the
contemplative life, for "more intense spiritual life and deeper oneness with
Christ'' (Mother Teresa, 1985. p. 17). Mother Teresa herself did not have this
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time of contemplative silence, yet she was drawn to it in her own life. So
central to her life of service was this meditative solitude that it became the
capstone of the training program of the Missionaries of Charity. This is not
to say that all Missionaries of Charity have entered the Unitive Life, simply
that Mother Teresa's emphasis on it opens the door for her sisters to receive
this "gift of God's grace" if they prepare for it.
Each of the hypothesized conditions seems to have been significant in
the life of Mother Teresa. Though born into Catholicism, she herself
(1) chose a oath of service as a Catholic missionary, including work outside
the convent. That choice necessitated (2) the practice of detachment,
initially from her dreams and aspirations as a teenager, later from much
else. She became a well-beloved teacher; yet when she was called to leave
the school, she did not hesitate or mourn the loss of her position. She
certainly was not attached to clothes, to food, or to anything of a physical
nature. She let go of any preoccupying concern with bodily health and
comfort, to the extent of preferring plain wood floors, iron beds, and little
furniture in her convents. She has to be reminded to follow the doctor's
orders, so little is her concern for her heart condition. In 1946, she made a
clear (3) rhoire of a teacher, hearing the voice of God leading her out to a
separated life. The choice was made to follow this inner teacher, even
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though she was simultaneously bound to follow external teachers provided
by the church. Her life since this decision has continually verified that the
inner teacher is superior and works with her for her highest good. She has
(4) walked on the path for 42 years now, obeying the call to serve the
poorest of the poor, training others to do so as well. The results of this walk
are recognized and honored throughout the whole world. The (5) motivation
to transcend has come from a deep love for Jesus, the particular avenue she
is following to God. She is pursuing holiness and she is willing to sacrifice all
so that she may be holy, as God is holy.
A particularly significant characteristic of Mother Teresa s life is
poverty, illustrating the level of detachment she lives. She took a vow of
poverty, along with those of chastity and obedience, and chooses to live in
poverty, even when the opportunity is available for more affluent living.
What effect does money have on spirituality? For those at the
self-transcendent stage, riches seem irrelevant. They are just not worth
focusing on in the overall scheme of things. They can be there or be let go
equally well. Yet Mother Teresa consciously chooses not to hold onto any
material comforts. She states that poverty is "freedom" - is it that she is
thus freed from all pre-occupation with things and is able to focus
exclusively on the inner life? And yet it is obvious in America in 1989 that
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poverty alone does not propel one into Unitive Living. Perhaps poverty is
necessary, but not sufficient to assist with the transition from Fowler s Stage
Five to Six.
Mother Teresa s earthly journey will be over soon. Many are wondering
who will assume leadership of the Missionaries of Charity when she dies.
For this researcher, however, the more pressing question is the relationship
between the choices that Mother Teresa made and those that anyone else
could make in order to enter the Unitive Life. She chose to be a devout
Catholic, to listen to her inner sense of God's voice, to turn her back on
personal aspirations for a career, family and renown, and to follow her path
with a devoted consistency in her spiritual practice of meeting Jesus
everywhere and always. All that she was given continually intensified her
yearning to live even closer to Jesus and to serve Him more lovingly. Which
of these decisions are necessary for other would-be mystics? For Mother
Teresa, these decisions worked; they brought her a life of joy and love on a
daily basis, regardless of the outer exigencies of that life. Clearly her
decisions reflect similar turning points in the lives or Teresa of Avila,
Baha'u’Uah or Thomas Merton, whose stories we have already considered;
yet there are also some profound differences in the individual life stones.
Which were decisions that might be necessary for mystics today, which were
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simply consequences of prior decisions? Perhaps the life of Sri Aurobindo,
whose story comes next, will shed some light on the difference between
conditions that might be necessary and/or sufficient for the attainment of
mystic union.
3-6 Sri Aurobindo
Sri Aurobindo was a revolutionary like Lenin, a patriot like
Tilak, C. R. Das and Chidanbaram Pillai, a man of God like Guru
Nanak and Namdev, an intrepid apostle like Gobind Singh and
Vivekananda, a nation-builder like Gandhiji, a poet like Tagore,
a particular kind of poet like Dante - and there are many who
believe that he was also an avatar like the Buddha. (Iyengar,
1974, p.ii)
How could a revolutionary patriot become known as a man of God,
perhaps even an avatar? What was his journey to the Unitive Life, if indeed
he can be considered a mystic? How did he experience the conditions
suggested in this study? In order to answer these questions, we shall
consider Aurobindo s biography in the framework of the hypothesized
conditions. However, like Mother Teresa, Sri Aurobindo had little use for
biographies. During 1943-1946, three different biographies were written.
As they were submitted to him for verification and approval, he responded
with the necessary corrections, adding statements such as the following:
But why write my biography at all? Is it really necessary? In
my view, a mans value does not depend on what he learns, or
his position or fame, or what he does, but on what he is and
inwardly becomes. (Aurobindo, 1985, p. viii)
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Indeed his own writings focus on precisely that inward growth. The
facts of his outer life must be woven into the inner "becoming" to present an
accurate picture of his spiritual development. He himself taught that
the spiritual life finds its most potent expression in the man who
lives the ordinary life.... It is by such a union of the inner life
and the outer that mankind will eventually be lifted up and
become mighty and divine, (as quoted in Satprem, 1984, p. 356)
3.6.1 Biographical Sketch
Sri Aurobindo was born Aurobindo Ackroyd Ghose in Calcutta on
August 15, 1872. His father, Dr. Krishna Dhan Ghose, a civil surgeon trained
in England, was determined that his three older sons should have a
thoroughly Western upbringing and education. His mother, the daughter of
the then-President of the Calcutta Brahmo Samaj, perhaps provided in the
first five years of his life the influence that later enabled him to balance
Western empiricism with Eastern values and Indian cultural traditions
(Rafique, 1974, p. 23). When he was five, Aurobindo and two older brothers
were sent for two years to the Loreto Convent School in Darjeeling, the same
school where Mother Teresa later took her vows. At the age of seven,
Aurobindo and these two brothers were sent to England to continue their
education.
In England the Ghose boys lived with Mr. and Mrs. Drewett, a
Congregational minister and his wife, who had been instructed by Dr. Ghose
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to allow neither Indian friends nor cultural influence. As a result, Aurobindo
grew up ignorant of the culture, history, and religion of his native land.
Because he was only seven, he was taught at home for five years; he was an
eager learner. He mastered English, Latin and French and also read
extensively the writings of English poets, i.e., Shakespeare, Shelley, and
Keats. When he was twelve, he enrolled at St. Paul s School in London, where
he excelled academically, mastering Greek, devouring English and French
literary classics, analyzing the history of Europe through the ages, and
learning Italian, German, and Spanish in differing amounts. After reading
“The Revolt of Islam ", he was left with "an impression that a period of
general upheaval and great revolutionary change was coming in the world
and he himself was destined to play a part in it" (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 4). In
1890, he was given two scholarships to King s College, Cambridge, one for his
work in the classics, the other a probationary Indian Civil Service (ICS)
scholarship. He continued to excel, winning all the awards in Greek and
Latin his first year. Simultaneously, however, he was becoming increasingly
outraged by the injustice being perpetrated in his native land, as reported in
a Bengali newspaper he read now regularly, so he joined the "Majlis ", a group
at Cambridge for Indians, becoming first a general member, later the
secretary. He made several revolutionary speeches about India's future and
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soon became known to Indian authorities in England. He was caught in a
dilemma: to honor his father, he had to take the ICS examination, but he
personally did not wish to join the ICS. Part of the process included a riding
test; he chose to not appear at the scheduled time. In spite of a creditable
score on the written test, he was not given an opportunity to redress his
riding "failure.*' It is thought that his notoriety in the Majlis influenced the
authorities in this decision. While searching for career options, he met with
the Gaekwar of Baroda and was invited to join him in India.
During these years of preparation, Aurobindo had had no formal
religious training, again at the request of his father. Yet it is reported that
he had had some kind of spiritual experience in 1892, a year before he left
England (Iyengar, 1972, p. 27). When he returned to India in 1893, "a vast
calm descended upon him and surrounded him and stayed with him for
months afterwards" (Iyengar, 1985, P- 27).
In Baroda, Aurobindo worked initially in several different government
departments. He felt keenly his lack of experience with Indian culture and
began to learn Bengali and Sanskrit; he needed these languages to study
Indian philosophy in its original form. His love Tor learning drew him to the
Baroda College where from 1897 to 1905 he was promoted from a lecturer in
French, to a professor of English, and finally to the Vice-Principal. He began
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to take part in a nationalization movement, writing anonymous articles for
the newspaper, Indu Prakash. In 1901, he married Mrinalini Bose, but he
traveled so much in his political career that he was not often with her
Indeed, when he went to Pondicherry in 1910, she was not invited to join
him until eight years later when she unfortunately died in Calcutta of the flu
while enroute.
Beginning in 1902, Aurobindo was involved in much more extensive
political activity. He met with Tilak, a fellow patriot devoted to fighting for
India's liberation. Aurobindo joined a secret movement in Bengal directed
toward nationalization, favoring "self-help, non-cooperation and organisation
[sic] of all forces in the nation" (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 17).
3.6.1.1 Choice of t Pith
Prior to his choice of a path, Aurobindo had had several spiritual
experiences in addition to the two cited above. He visited a temple of Kali in
Karnali and "saw the presence there. He has described this experience in the
poem, The Stone Goddess'" (Iyengar, 1985, p. 27). In 1903, he had an
experience of the "vacant Infinite" at Shankaracharya, describing it in
another poem, "Adwaita". And finally he had a near-calamity in a carriage
at Baroda and felt a "vision of the Godhead surging up from within"
(Aurobindo, 1985. p. 50). Though he had been been given no spiritual
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training as a child, something inexplicable seemed to be drawing him toward
a spiritual path. These experiences were significant as precursors to his
actual choice of a path. They perhaps could be said to have laid the
foundation for his subsequent awakening. They were leading him closer to
his own spiritual first steps.
In 1904, Aurobindo's younger brother, Barin, became severely ill. A
begging monk appeared at the door and noticed the ailing man. "Without a
word, he asked for a glass of water, drew a sign, chanted a mantra, and had
Barin drink the water. Five minutes later Barin was cured..." (Satprem,
1984, p. 31). Aurobindo, who had been adamantly opposed to the practice of
yoga, suddenly did an about-face. He saw the potential for real power
through yoga. Longing for the power to free India, he bypassed the skeptic,
the agnostic, even the atheist in himself and began the practice of yoga with
this prayer: "If Thou art, then Thou knowest my heart. Thou knowest that I
do not ask for Mukti lliberationl, 1 do not ask for anything which others ask
for. 1 ask only for strength to uplift this nation, 1 ask only to be allowed to
live and work for this people whom 1 love... ” (Satprem, 1985, p. 31).
He began his yogic practice to find the spiritual strength which would
support him and enlighten his way ' (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 18). This decis.on
had immense consequences in his subsequent spiritual journey; it was the
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choice of his path, though at that time he only perceived it as a means to his
"true" end of liberating India. He began initial efforts at walking the path,
but seemingly without the motivation of self-transcendence. Aurobindo
began following the practices of pranayama four or five hours a day. He
received a "flow of poetry" consistently from the earliest practice of this
discipline (Aurobindo, 19885, p. 77). He also found himself in "increased
health and outflow of energy," was being given "a limited power of subtle
sight," but all these stopped abruptly and inexplicably in 1908, after four
years.
Between 1904-1910, Aurobindo emerged more and more as the leader
of an extremist movement for Indian nationalism. He continued his secret
work of preparing for armed insurrection. He began a public campaign to
convince others that Indian independence was both possible and practical,
not simply a misguided notion of the visionaries. His hope was to "capture
the Congress and to make it an instrument for revolutionary action"
(Aurobindo, 1985, P- 26), but if that failed, he was ready to organize a
central revolutionary group for such purposes. And finally, he set about
organizing the masses to support his work, teaching them to use
noncooperation and passive resistance to the British administration,
educational and judicial systems. He combined his negative attacks on the
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British with strong steps to nationalize whatever he was opposing, from the
educational to the judicial system. He began a newspaper, Yugantan, "to
preach open revolt and the absolute denial of the British rule (Aurobindo,
1985, p. 24); in this paper, he also taught the principles of guerrilla warfare.
He endorsed the concept of a violent overthrow of the British at the
appropriate time, a concept promulgated by the Swadeshi movement.
In 1906, he left Baroda, went to Calcutta and began co-editing another
newspaper, Bande Mataran. When the Bengal National College was founded,
he became the Principal of the College and a Professor as well. He continued
his writing and speaking for independence and in 1907 was arrested on
charges of sedition that could not be proven. His increasingly
well-publicized activity led to more severe repressions by the British
government; many of the nationalist schools and courts gradually faded out,
but a new spirit had been created among the people. Volunteer groups
which had begun became the spearhead of direct action, leading sporadic
outbreaks in the struggle for independence.

3.6.1.2 Choice of * Teacher
On December 30, 1907, Aurobindo met a Maharashtrian Yogi, Lele, one
whom Aurobindo described as 'infinitely inferior to me in inteUect,
education and capacity and by no means spiritually perfect or supreme; but,
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having seen a Power behind him.... 1 gave myself entirely into his hands
and followed with an automatic passivity the guidance" (Aurobindo, 1985, p.
80). Lele taught him in one three-day retreat how to silence the inner
busy-ness, both of thoughts and feelings by becoming aware of thoughts
before they entered his mind. Aurobindo learned to jettison such thoughts
and came to the experience of the "silent mind". He wrote this of the
experience:
It threw me suddenly into a condition above and without
thought, unstained by any mental or vital movement; there
was no ego, no real world - only when one looked through the
immobile senses, something perceived or bore upon its sheer
silence a world of empty forms, materialized shadows without
true substance. There was no One or many even, only just
absolutely That featureless, relationless, sheer, indescribable,
unthinkable, absolute, yet supremely real and solely real—
What it [this experience! brought was an inexpressible Peace, a
stupendous silence, an infinity of release and freedom, (as
quoted in Satprem, 1984, p. 155)
In this single experience, "Aurobindo had entered straight into what the
Buddhists call Nirvana, what the Hindus call the Silent Brahman, That, the
Tao of the Chinese, the Transcendent, the Absolute, the Impersonal of the
Westerners" (Satprem, 1984, p. 155). He continued in this state for the next
few months in 1908, integrating his meditative contemplation into his
political activities. In Bombay when he was to address a meeting, he was
unable to pray because he was so absorbed in the "Silent Brahman
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consciousness;" Lele advised him to bow to the audience, then listen and
speak as he was told. He wrote later that "the speech came as though it were
dictated. And ever since all speech, writing, thought and outward activity
have so come to me from the same source above the brain-mind" (as quoted
in Satprem, 1984, p. 162). Lele counseled him to surrender himself entirely
to his inner guide.
Sometime in April, 1908, Aurobindo had been directed by his inner
teacher to "put aside all activity, to go into seclusion and to look into
[himlself, so that Ihe] might enter into closer communion with Him"
(Satprem, 1984, p. 163). Because the political work was so important,
Aurobindo chose to ignore the direction. On May 4 he was arrested and
imprisoned on a charge of sedition in a bomb conspiracy case. During the
year that followed in the Alipore Jail while awaiting the verdict, Aurobindo
realized that he was again being directed to stop and listen; he ' spent almost
all his time in reading the Gita and the Upanishads and in intensive
meditation and the practice of Yoga" (Aurobindo, 1985, P- 33). Here he had a
classic unitive experience of the Universal Presence of God.
1 looked at the jail that secluded me from men and it was no
longer by its high walls that I was imprisoned; no, it was
who surrounded ... w.lhed unde, the
the tree in front of my cell but it was not the tree, l knew ‘t wa
Vasudeva, it was Sri Krishna whom 1 saw standing there an
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holding over me his shade. 1 looked at the bars of my cell, the
very grating that did duty for a door and again 1 saw Vasudeva.
It was Narayana who was guarding and standing sentry over
me. Or I lay on the coarse blankets that were given me for a
couch and felt the arms of Sri Krishna around me, the arms of
my Friend and Lover. This was the first use of the deeper
vision He gave me. 1 looked at the prisoners in the jail, the
thieves, the murderers, the swindlers, and as I looked at them I
saw Vasudeva, it was Narayana whom I found in these
darkened souls and misused bodies, (as quoted in Iyengar,
1974, p. 31)
Aurobindo had moved from the discovery of Nirvana to discovering
what he called cosmic consciousness. "The ultimate knowledge is that which
perceives and accepts God in the universe as well as beyond the universe
and the integral Yoga is that which, having found the Transcendent, can
return upon the universe and possess it, retaining the power freely to
descend as well as ascend the great stair of existence" (Aurobindo, as quoted
in Satprem, 1984, p. 191). He attributed some of his learnings to
Vivekananda and Sri Krishna, whose presence and voices he felt and heard
while in prison. That year was a major turning point in his spiritual
development. Whereas he had formerly seen Yoga as a means to an end,
now it became the end itself.
From that time in 1908 until 1920, when Mrs. Mira Richard joined him
in Pondicherry as a co-worker, Aurobindo had no further external spiritual
guidance. He wrote, "My Sadhana before and afterwards was not founded
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upon books but upon personal experiences that crowded on me from within1
(Aurobindo, 1985, p. 68). He was thereafter careful to "rely wholly on the
Divine and his guidance alone" (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 64). He wrote in 1920
to his younger brother, The inner guide, the Universal Teacher, showed me
my path entirely" (Rafique, 1974, p. 22).
3-6.1.3 Motivation to Transcend
Aurobindo returned to working on his newspapers, one in Bengali, the
other in English, the Karmavogin. He continued to publish incendiary articles
with this difference: now he was working for the freedom of the whole
world, not just India’s. When he learned of his impending arrest and
deportation, he heard inner direction to go to Chandernagore and obeyed
within the hour. "It was the end of his political life, the end of the integral
yoga, the beginning of the supramental yoga" (Satprem, 1984, p. 240).
He had already experienced "in full two of the four great realisations
[sic] on which his Yoga and his spiritual philosophy are founded" (Aurobindo,
1985, p. 64): (1) the discovery of the silent mind, with Lele in Calcutta in
1908; and (2) the discovery of the Universal Presence of the Divine in the
Alipore prison. His view of realization did not stop with either the experience
of Nirvana (#1) or Union (#2).

According to Satprem (1984), it was in

Chandernagore that Aurobindo descended to "the last levels of the physical
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subconscient , commonly called hell (p. 260). In this third realization, he
"broke through into another Space and Time"", discovering that Light itself is
neither above nor outside, but right within human consciousness (Satprem,
1984, p. 262).
It was these experiences and the ongoing communion with his inner
teacher that provided the motivation for Aurobindo to follow his path. He
wrote, "The one thing that is essential is the inner call and aspiration and the
perseverance to follow always after it, no matter how long it takes, what are
the difficulties or impediments, because nothing else will satisfy the soul
within us" (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 76). He seems to have had an inner
determination to unravel the meaning of the Universe, which to him meant
bringing the higher consciousness to the level of human consciousness. He
said, "Without reaching the Supra mental, it is impossible to know the
ultimate secret of the world. The riddle of the world cannot be solved
without it" (Rafique, 1974, p. 23). He wrote to his wife of his motivation in
these words: "If the Divine is there, then there must be a way of
experiencing His existence, of realising [sic] His presence; however hard the
path, I have taken a firm resolution to follow it" (as quoted in Rafique, 1974,
p. 25).
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3-6.1.4 A Sense of Detachment
An earlier part of that same letter points to Aurobindo's practice of
detachment.
Firstly, it is my firm faith that whatever virtue, talent, higher
education and knowledge and wealth which God has given me
belongs to Him. 1 have the right to spend only as much as is
needed for the maintenance of the family and on what is
absolutely necessary. Whatever remains should be returned to
the Divine. If 1 spend all of it on myself, for personal comfort,
for enjoyment, then I am a thief. (Rafique, 1974, p. 24)
Then later he wrote, in the Synthesis of Yoga, of the need for yogic
seekers to detach from all their objects of identification.
When the Sadhaka lyogic seeker! has followed the discipline of
withdrawal from the various identifications of the self with the
ego, the mind, the life, the body, he has arrived at the
realisation [sic] by knowledge of a pure, still self-aware
existence, one, undivided, peaceful, inactive, undisturbed by the
action of the world. The only relation that this Self seems to
have with the world is that of a disinterested Witness not at all
involved in or affected or even touched by any of its activities.
If this state of consciousness is pushed farther, one becomes
aware of a self even more remote from world-existence; all
that is in the world is in a sense in that Self and yet at the same
time extraneous to its consciousness, non-existent in its
existence, existing only in a sort of unreal mind, - a dream
therefore, an illusion, (as quoted in Phillips, 1986, p. 94)
Certainly he practiced what he was describing. He had achieved fame
as a political leader; he let it go. He had married when he was 29; nine
years later, he left his wife behind when he retired to Pondicherry. He had
been an effective political journalist in the first decade of the twentieth
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century; he let that go, too, electing rather to write what was given to him by
his inner teacher. Although Aurobindo did not espouse an ardent asceticism
he taught the need for detachment: "After realisation Isic] whatever the
Higher Will demands is the best - but first, detachment is the rule. To reach
the freedom without the discipline and development is given to few. [I].
went for years through the utmost self-imposed bareness of life"
(Aurobindo, 1985, p. 467).
3 6.1.5 Walking the Path
Two months after arriving in Chandernagore, his inner guide led him to
Pondicherry, a French colony in South India. He lived in virtual seclusion,
fasting, meditating, reading. One of the first studies Aurobindo undertook
was the intensive reading of the Veda in Sanskrit. It was in the oldest Veda,
the Rig Veda, that he found an articulation of his own experiences, something
he had been unable to locate anywhere.
In 1914, he began writing a monthly philosophical magazine called
Arva. In the next six years, Aurobindo did most of his writing, nearly 5000
pages.
iHe wrote]... The Life Divine, his fundamental philosophical
work and spiritual vision of evolution, The Synthesis of Yoga, in
which he describes the various stages and experiences of the
integral yoga and surveys all the past and present yogic
disciplines, the Essays on the Gita, which expounds his
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philosophy of action, The Secret of the Veda with a study on
the origins of language, and The Ideal of Human Unity and The
Human Cycle, which approach evolution from its sociological and
psychological standpoint and examine the future possibilities of
human societies. (Satprem, 1984, pp. 293-294)
The method of writing was automatic or inspired writing; he wrote, "1
have made no endeavor in writing, I have simply left the higher Power to
work.... It is out of a silent mind that I write whatever comes
ready-shaped from above" (Satprem, 1984, p: 295). He cautioned that he
was not pointing to the Supramental, but to thought forms that come from
other planes of consciousness. He described a complex evolution of
consciousness from the ordinary mind to the Supramind. He wrote of the
Indian tradition, of philosophy and sociology, of yoga, of political matters and
also some literary works of poetry and drama. After 1921, his writing was
largely revisions, correspondence with spiritual seekers, and completion of
Savitri. his epic poem,
like a fifth Veda, his most vivid message, in which he speaks of
the experiences in the higher and lower worlds, of his own
battles in the Subconscient and Inconscient, of the whole occult
history of evolution on earth and in the universe, and of his
vision of the future. (Satprem, 1984, pp. 297-298)
In 1920, Mrs. Mira Richard became a co-worker; she soon became
recognized as "The Mother" and managed the Ashram where Aurobindo was
living with some disciples. For Aurobindo, walking the path meant
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listening to his inner guide, writing extensively, obeying implicitly and
immediately any direct commands. Through the process of developing this
relationship with his inner teacher, Aurobindo came to what he himself
called "the ultimate knowledge."
The ultimate knowledge is that which perceives and accepts God
in the universe as well as beyond the universe and the integral
Yoga is that which, having found the Transcendent, can return
upon the universe and possess it, retaining the power freely to
descend as well as ascend the great stair of existence, (as
quoted in Satprem, 1984, p. 191)
This knowledge came to him on November 24, 1926, according to
Rafique (1974, p. 23). Aurobindo interpreted it as "the descent of Krishna
into the physical.... the descent of the Overmind Godhead preparing, though
not itself actually, the descent of Super mind and Ananda" (Rafique, 1974, p.
23). Immediately after this, he went into virtually total seclusion, which he
felt was necessary to his life work. Mother and a certain few disciples were
still permitted to go to him, but he appeared only three times a year to his
other followers. He devoted his energies fully to his life work: that of
continuing the ascent and descent between Supramental consciousness and
the level of the human mind. He wrote in 1942 that he simply could not
come out of seclusion for two reasons: (1) "I have to be on guard and
concentrated all the time to prevent irremediable catastrophes" and (2) "the
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major movement of the inner spiritual work needs an equal concentration
and persistence" (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 188).
He continued his political work through this inner spiritual process He
himself cites two examples of such spiritual intervention during World War
II, first against the Germans, then later against the Japanese. Although his
usual custom was to intervene silently and with spiritual force alone, on
these two occasions, he supplemented his efforts with public action. In the
case of the Germans, Aurobindo responded to an appeal for financial support,
encouraged those who asked his opinion to join the Allies; his primary
contributions were, however, spiritual. "Inwardly, he put his spiritual force
behind the Allies from the moment of Dunkirk..., and he had the
satisfaction of seeing the rush of German victory almost immediately
arrested and the tide of war begin to turn in the opposite direction"
(Aurobindo, 1985, p. 39). In the case of Japan, he again directed the
spiritual force so that the Japanese encountered "a tide of rapid, crushing
and finally immense and overwhelming defeat" (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 39).
On August 15, 1947, his 75th birthday and India's Independence Day,
he brought a public message of hope and confidence about India's future
leadership in the world, particularly spiritually. Three years later, he died
and it was Mother who succeeded him. Iyengar writes,
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Sri Aurobindo s withdrawal from the body has therefore been a
self-chosen step to hasten the supramental descent upon the
earth-And on February 29, 1956, the descent of the
Super mind on the earth took place_On April 2*4, 1956, The
Mother declared: "The Manifestation of the Supramental upon
earth is no more a promise but a living fact, a reality" (Iyengar
1974, p. 38)
Between 1950-1973, the Sri Aurobindo Ashram flourished, with 1200
disciples in community at its peak. After Mother s death, however, the
Ashram changed markedly, continuing today as "scarcely more than a
successful and prosperous Institution" (Satprem, 1984, p. 355).
3.6.2 Analysis
The life of Aurobindo provides a compelling picture of one who has
entered the unitive life. The four realizations that are specifically described
clearly confirm a highly developed inner life. His action in the world, he
claimed, was through self-transcendence, and then by bringing the spiritual
forces to influence the course of history.
In addition, he had other experiences which more commonly typify the
unitive life. The vast collection of his writings, all given by inner dictation,
offers further verification of his highly evolved spirituality. The quality of
the works precludes any thought of fraudulence to his claim of having fully
experienced Oneness. Another characteristic typical of the unitive life is the
high value placed on life and non-violence. Aurobindo wrote in 19^0 that he
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did not equate "revolutionary" with "violence," though he supported a
revolutionary change, he evidently no longer entertained the use of violence
(Aurobindo, 1985, p. 433). His conception of supramental intervention in the
universe clearly indicates the breadth of perspective mystics develop in the
unitive life.
His own sense of how he attained this level of consciousness is quite
clear:

It came not as a result of years of pranayawa or concentration, but

in a ridiculously easy way, by the grace either of a temporary Guru (but it
was not that, for he was himself bewildered by it) or by the grace of the
eternal Brahman and afterwards by the grace of Mahakali and Krishna"
(Aurobindo, 1985, p. 77). Even so, he acknowledged the need for a method
to convert the mind to higher consciousness. "The psychological discipline of
Yoga can be used to that end by opening all the parts of the being to a
conversion or transformation through the descent and working of the higher
still concealed supramental principle" (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 96). There are no
short-cuts; it is a lengthy and demanding discipline. "The one aim of his
Yoga is an inner self-development by which each one who follows it can in
time discover the One Self in all and evolve a higher consciousness than the
mental, a spiritual and supramental consciousness which will transform and
divinise [sic] human nature” (Aurobindo, 1985, P- 97).
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In Aurobindo's spiritual journey to the unitive life, all five of the
hypothesized conditions appear to have been present and significant. In
1904, he (1) chose Yoga to be his own oath though still in the service of his
personal goals and ego; he began the process of integrating the calling of his
spirit with the training of his mind. Aurobindo's (2) choice of a teacher was
made after his experience in the Alipore jail. The teacher was given to him;
he chose to accept and obey the guidance of that teacher for the rest of his
life. (3) The practice of detachment was central in his life from 1908, his
first experience of "the silent mind." He began to let go of all that interfered
with his mission in life, including a political career, writing, marriage, and
material possessions. His varied spiritual experiences and the relationship
with his inner teacher provided the (4) motivation to stay on the path.
though he was to endure imprisonment, separation from his wife, and years
of isolation. He (5) walked on this path, continuing with hours of meditations
and solitude until he died. His goal was to bring the level of supramental
consciousness to the human level of mind in such a way as to influence both
spiritual and political history for humankind.
It seems that Aurobindo's personal openness to change was critical. He
was able to integrate polarities in a way few people are asked to do:
Western education with Eastern spirituality, a formal practice of Yoga with
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an evolving relationship with Supramental Consciousness, and finally the
Swadeshi movement of violence with the Pondicherry ashram s commitment
to supramental intervention in political matters. He was willing to
completely reverse his thinking, to utterly restructure his life, as part of
following his path. Could this inner attitude of openness to change and
courage to act on new inner truth be an additional condition for the
transition between Fowler s Stages Five and Six?
Aurobindo delved deeply into the sacred scriptures of Hinduism; he
learned Sanskrit so that he could personally understand the Vedas in their
original form. Is such an immersion in the generally accepted holy writings
of some religious tradition a condition of this transition or is this simply
another example of the veracity of Fowler's assertion that the Stage Six
person is committed to "the Absoluteness of a Particular"?
As with several of the other mystics studied, Aurobindo found solitude
to be essential to his journey: "My retirement itself was indispensable;
otherwise I would not be now where I am, that is, personally, near the goal"
(Aurobindo, 1985, p 189). Yet he is equally clear that solitude is not "the
obligatory sign of a high advance in the Yoga ... lor] the aim.... Solitude is
not demanded of you" (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 189). So from his perspective,
his solitude was important for all of humanity, as well as for his own
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spiritual evolution; yet his expectation was that if the goal of the
Supramental Descent were attained, he would come out of retirement.
Interestingly enough, his model of spiritual development provided some
of the foundation to Wilber's thinking, with its model of consciousness
extending well beyond Union. His writing on the dualism of the ordinary
mind likewise offers another way of understanding Wilber's non-dualistic
level of consciousness. It was never Aurobindo’s intention to found a new
religion. Rather, his highest hope for humankind was that it could become a
race in which the super mind will be a permanent state of consciouness" (as
quoted in Satprem, 1984, p. 289). He shares with Bucke (1901) the belief
that cosmic consciousness can indeed evolve out of the self-consciousness in
which we presently are embedded. All of his efforts after 1926 were
devoted to that end.
3.7 Conclusions and Revisions to Hypotheses

The life stories of these five mystics, Teresa of Avila, Baha’u’liah,
Thomas Merton, Mother Teresa, and Sri Aurobindo, have in themselves been
fascinating. Their primary significance for this study, however, lies in the
evidence that addresses the problem: are there conditions that facilitate the
transition between Fowler's Stages Five and Six? The five mystics studied
clearly had moved beyond the normative Stage Five into Universalizing
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Faith. It has also been demonstrated that they all met the five conditions at
some point in their spiritual journey. To what degree are these two
statements related? The answer to that question will now be considered
along with a brief summary of the conditions that were proposed
Fowler described a central characteristic of the Stage Six person in
terms of the "Absoluteness of a Particular." Throughout this study, this has
been interpreted to mean that travelers on the road to perfection must have
committed themselves to some particular oath through which they will
understand the character and intent of their Absolute. Commitment to their
own way preceded the full understanding of that path to another Reality.
Teresa of Avila, Thomas Merton and Mother Teresa chose to find Truth in
the context of Catholic Christianity. The two women made their choices in
childhood, whereas Merton was 25 years old before he chose. Baha’u’llah
chose to follow the Bab when he was 27. Aurobindo was 32 when he chose
to begin Yoga.
Even though all of these five had made a commitment to a path, is such
a choice necessary as a condition to entering the Unitive Life? The answer to
this question is a qualified "yes." A commitment appears necessary in the
overall picture of spiritual development, but the timing of that commitment
can vary tremendously. The commitment may be to a recognized religion, to
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a spiritual practice or to a teacher, either external or internal. The choice has
more to do with the person doing the choosing than with the path itself. The
important thing is to make a choice and commit to following that path or
teacher.
Such a choice in and of itself, however, will not take one right into the
Unitive Life; in fact, it is more typically made much earlier in the spiritual
journey than at the gateway to unitive living. Merton had to wait twenty
years for the experience of a loving connectedness with all humanity,
twenty-seven years for his ultimate experience. Teresa of Avila waited
thirty-five years for the experience of spiritual marriage. Bah&’uTl&h
endured untold sufferings for ten years before he was able to experience
"Absolute Poverty and Nothingness." Mother Teresa served in India
eighteen years before she heard "the voice of God." And Aurobindo had
been on his path for four years before his first realization, twenty-two years
before his fourth realization, the discovery of "ultimate knowledge." Clearly
then, the choice of a path alone is not sufficient to effect entrance into the
unitive life.
According to the hypothesized conditions, spiritual travelers are
characterized by an inner motivation to transcend, a yearning for the unitive
life. This yearning may be in place prior to the choice of a path, as it was for
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Thomas Merton, or it may come after some of the experiences along the path,
as with all of the others studied. The motivation may be a longing Tor either
an initial experience or for continued experiences. It may result from
academic study, spiritual readings or spontaneous experiences with this
other Reality. It seems obvious that without such an inner longing, the
spiritual seeker would not be able to stay on the path long enough to realize
union. Even so, its necessity does not equate with its sufficiency. Teresa of
Avila wrote, 'It doesn’t come when we want it, but when God wants to grant
us the favor" (Teresa of Avila, 1979, p. 79).
The third hypothesized condition is that the spiritual traveler must be
characterized by a sense of detachment. A sense of detachment was the
focus of the biographical sections; here, some of their teachings about
detachment will be reviewed. Teresa of Avila spoke repeatedly of the need
to "abandon all worldly things and possessions for Him - even though these
possessions may amount to no more than the nets Saint Peter possessed"
(Teresa, 1979, p. 59). Bah^’uTlih likewise wrote, "They whose hearts are
turned towards Him Who is the Object of the adoration of the entire creation
must needs, in this Day, pass beyond and be sanctified from all created
things, visible and invisible" (Effendi, 1971, pp. 200-201). Thomas Merton
included in his plea for detachment not only material things and "inordinate
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cares; but also "everything within us, all desire to see, to know, to taste and
to experience the presence of God" (Merton, 1971, p. 89). He warned,
An emptiness that is deliberately cultivated, for the sake of
fulfilling a personal spiritual ambition, is not empty at all, it is
full of itself. It is so full that the light of God cannot get into it
anywhere; there is not a crack or a corner left where anything
else can wedge itself into this hard core of self-aspiration which
is our option to live centered in our own self. (Merton 1971 p
94)
Mother Teresa s view is that "poverty - not only poverty of spirit, but
material poverty - is freedom" (Mother Teresa, 1985, p. 22). Her Sisters
become free to receive from God more fully as they give up all attachments.
FinaUy, Aurobindos philosophy is twofold. First there is the "rule of
detachment" presented earlier; secondly there is equally strong teaching
that de-emphasizes detachment:
But it is no part of my Yoga to have nothing to do with the
world or with life or to kill the senses or entirely inhibit their
action. It is the object of my Yoga to transform life by bringing
down into it the Light, Power and Bliss of the divine Truth and
its dynamic certitudes. This Yoga is not a Yoga of worldshunning asceticism, but of divine life. (Aurobindo, 1985, p. 99)
From the experiences and teachings of these five studied, therefore, it
would seem that detachment is symbolic of an inner attitude, rather than a
rigid pre-condition to the unitive life. There is no inherent virtue or efficacy
in either poverty or wealth. There is, however, considerable evidence that
the inner attitude of complete devotion to the Ultimate Reality will make
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everything else pall in importance and value. So the tentative conclusion is
that a level of detachment is necessary, but not sufficient to assist one in
entry into the unitive life.
The fourth hypothesized condition was the choice of a teacher When
proposed, it pointed equally to either a traditional spiritual teacher or an
inner guide. After examining the lives of the five mystics, however, it seems
evident that the transition to unitive living is accompanied by a transition
from external to internal spiritual teaching. The three Catholics studied all
worked with spiritual directors in their respective orders; yet each one also
described 'the voice of God" coming directly to them in their inner
consciousness. Merton wrote,
The work of the spiritual father consists not so much in teaching
us a secret and infallible method for attaining to esoteric
experiences, but in showing us how to recognize God s grace and
his will, how to be humble and patient, how to develop insight
into our own difficulties, and how to remove the main obstacles
keeping us from becoming men of prayer. (Merton, 1971, p. 36)
Baha’u’llah and Aurobindo both had very limited work with a human
spiritual teacher, but extensive inner direction in their paths and in their
writings. The condition therefore seems to be a necessity if it is refined to
read "choice to accept and obey an inner teacher." Its sufficiency is still in
question. Did the experience of accepting and obeying the inner teacher
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alone facilitate the transition into unitive living? At this point, such a
conclusion can be neither justified nor unjustified.
The final condition proposed in the beginning of this study was that the
spiritual travelers would walk the oath following

some

kind of

smriinai

discipline. The journeys or those studied here included many regular
practices, from contemplative silence and monastic retreat to widely-read
writings and public leadership. One might easily conclude that spiritual
disciplines are necessary. Yet they evidently are not sufficient in
themselves. Merton explains why:
The purpose of monastic prayer, psalmody, oratio, meditatio, in
the sense of prayer of the heart, and even lectio, is to prepare
the way so that God s action may develop this ’faculty for the
supernatural," this capacity for inner illumination by faith and
by the light of wisdom, in the loving contemplation of God.
(Merton, 1971, p. 45)
He considers the purpose of “all prayer, reading, meditation and all of
the activities of the monastic life" to be "purity of heart, an unconditional
and totally humble surrender to God, a total acceptance of ourselves and of
our situation as willed by him" (Merton, 1971, p. 68). The implication is that
there is only so far that we can go on the spiritual path by our own effort;
there seems to come a point at which God must act or there is no unitive life.
At this point, it is important to note that several other conditions
appeared in more than one biography. Hardy (1979) described the
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importance of "triggers" precipitating significant religious experiences
Illness surely was a trigger for St. Teresa s Awakening, her entry into
Purgation, and the beginning of her Illuminative experiences. Thomas
Merton’s participation in religious worship at his ordination seemed to
precipitate his subsequent entrance into the Dark Night. Mother Teresa s
journey to the mountains for relaxation, silence and solitude was the
occasion on which she heard the call to leave the convent and begin her
unique work. Experiences in meditation were the triggers for both
Baha’uTlah and Sri Aurobindo. So "trigger experiences" will be added to the
list of conditions to be investigated with contemporary spiritual leaders.
Books appeared to be very important in the journeys of most mystics
studied. There was a broad exposure to many literary classics of their own
and other cultures. Would this suggest that would-be mystics should
embark on a reading plan, hoping to develop a cognitive understanding of
the mystical journey through reading about it and seeing it modeled in
certain art forms? Or could this be included in the category of the need for
spiritual teaching, since books after all can provide considerable guidance for
those who are seeking mystical union?
Another clear factor in all these mystics' lives was the need for solitude
during at least a portion of their lives. This seemingly provided the
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backdrop for their personal experiences of union. Does this suggest that
personal retreats are necessary as precursors to union? Merton wrote most
extensively about the meaning and experience of solitude for him, finally
leaving the community living to retire to a hermitage for his last three years
Aurobindo spent the last 40 years of his life in retirement. Baha'u’liah
retired from the world completely for two years. Neither of the two women
studied ever participated in such extensive and exclusive withdrawal,
though their daily lives certainly included times of withdrawal to be with
Jesus.
Another condition that was first noted in Aurobindo s story is an
openness to spiritual experiencing. On reviewing the other mystics whose
biographies were included in this chapter, it becomes apparent that this
openness certainly characterized them as well. None of them rejected their
spiritual experiences, which differed considerably from those of their peers
and colleagues. They did not claim to be better or different from their
friends; they simply noted that their experiences were leading them closer
and closer to their God. They were willing to receive inspired writing, to see
visions, to hear voices. Though they may not have understood in the
moment, they were open to whatever God sent them on their journey toward
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Union. This then will be added as a condition to investigate in the
subsequent research.
Finally, three of the mystics under consideration here experienced some
form of what St. John of the Cross and Evelyn Underhill refer to as the Dark
Night of the Soul. Teresa of Avila recognized it both in her experience of the
"Transverberation of her heart" and in her vision of hell. BahiVlteh
evidently experienced a Dark Night during his two years in the Kurdistan
caves, writing extensively about the spiritual loneliness and abandonment he
felt. Thomas Merton plunged into a Dark Night experience during the
eighteen months following his ordination. This was described earlier in this
study and extensive quoting from The Sign of Jonas demonstrated the
separation which Merton felt from God at this nadir of his spiritual path.
Mother Teresa has not written or talked at all about any equivalent
experiences; is it because of her humility or in fact has she not experienced
such separation from her beloved Jesus? Neither was a Dark Night obvious
in Sri Aurobindo s story. Could the withdrawal of "inspired writing" after
four years of constant writing be construed as a Dark Night? It followed so
closely on the heels of his Awakening in 1904 that to this researcher, it looks
more like the work of Purgation, which was certainly followed by
Illuminative experiences in the Alipore jail. Was there a Dark Night
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connected with his moving to Pondicherry for solitude for the next 40 years?
It was not entirely clear, but it is possible that such a move precipitated a
shift into a Dark Night.
To return to Underhill, she described this Dark Night of the Soul as the
fourth stage of a journey toward the Unitive Life. It was preceded by a
spiritual Awakening, a period of Purification, joyous unitive experiences in
Illumination, then plunging into a Dark Night of seeming abandonment and
loss of any unitive sense. The Dark Night evidently serves two purposes:
one is for the mystics to come to the place of letting go of the sense that they
were "responsible" for their unitive experiences, an understanding of the
"givenness" of Union. The other was for them to increase their appreciation
for what they had been experiencing through the Illuminative phase, a
heightened realization of the value and meaning those experiences had. The
Dark Night was characterized by the loss of any sense of connectedness with
the Divine, a return to the overwhelming sense of finite, human limitations.
The self loses the power to Do; [sic] and learns to surrender its
will to the operation of a larger Life, that it may Be.... Hence
for the mystic who has once known the Beatific Vision there can
be no greater grief than the withdrawal of this Object from his
[sic] field of consciousness; the loss of this companionship, the
extinction of this Light. Therefore, whatever form the "Dark
Night" assumes, it must entail bitter suffering: far worse than
that endured in the Purgative Way. Then the self was forcibly
detached from the imperfect. Now the Perfect is withdrawn,
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leaving behind an overwhelming yet impotent conviction or
something supremely wrong, some final Treasure lost
(Underhill, 1961, p. 389)
This is the sense of the Dark Night that will be sought out in the
contemporary research, with an intent to distinguish it from experiences of a
more ' purgative" or "purifying" nature of Underhill s second stage.
The need for_humility was an emphasis in several of the biographies.
Teresa of Avila saw herself as a "worm." Thomas Merton wrote of the
inter-connectedness between spiritual disciplines and humility:
The gift of prayer is inseparable from another grace: that of
humility, which makes us realize that the very depths of our
being and life are meaningful and real only in so far as they are
oriented toward God as their source and their end.
Meditation implies the capacity to receive this grace whenever
God wishes to grant it to us, and therefore a permanent
disposition to humility, attention to reality, receptivity,
pliability. To learn to meditate then means to gradually get free
from habitual hardness of heart, torpor and grossness of mind,
due to arrogance and non-acceptance of simple reality, or
resistance to the concrete demands of God s will. (Merton, 1971,
p. 70,71)
Merton even suggests that we may never "get started" in the experience
of meditation because we want to avoid recognizing "our own nothingness
before God" (Merton, 1971, p. 70). Underhill (1961) described this kind of
humility as resulting from the Dark Night experience.
This acknowledgment of our intellectual ignorance, this humble
surrender, is the entrance into the "Cloud of Unknowing : the
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first step toward mystical knowledge of the Absolute
(Underhill, 1961, p. 348)
So long as the subject still feels himself Isic] to be somewhat, he
has not yet annihilated selfhood and come to that ground where
his being can be united with the Being of God. Only when he
learns to cease thinking of himself at all, in however
depreciatory a sense; when he abolishes even such selfhood as
lies in a desire for the sensible presence of God, will that
harmony be attained. This is the "naughting of the soul", the
utter surrender to the great movement of the Absolute Life,
which is insisted upon at such length by all writers upon
mysticism. (Underhill, 1968, pp. 399-400)
She concludes that it is this condition that is the work of the Dark
Night in particular is directed.
Prior to this level of humility, however, Underhill describes another
level of humility which results from the work of mortification in Purgation.
The death of selfhood in its narrow individualistic sense is, then,
the primary object of mortification_This "divine furnace of
purifying love" demands from the ardent soul a complete
self-surrender, and voluntary turning from all impurity, a
humility of the most far-reaching kind: and this means the
deliberate embrace of active suffering, a self-discipline in
dreadful tasks. (Underhill, 1961, p. 221).
The necessity and sufficiency of this condition of humility will be
discussed further following the contemporary research. It will be necessary
to distinguish between these two levels, one of which is moving away from
selfhood, the other of which is the complete abolishment of such selfhood.

All of the mystics studied here wrote letters to political leaders at least
in their later years. Obviously, such letter-writing in itself hardly qualifies
as a condition for self-transcendence. Yet to what degree does it indicate a
deep concern for the world as a whole? Is it in fact a result of the mystic
journey, a sign of Love active in the world? Again returning to Underhill
(1961), the mystic who has entered the unitive life typically moves into a
period of social activism, while simultaneously maintaining the ’’fruition"
(Ruysbroeck, as quoted in Underhill, 1961, p. 436) of a life of conscious
union.
The strenuous lives of St. Francis of Assisi, St. Ignatius, St.
Teresa, outwardly cumbered with much serving, observant of
an infinitude of tiresome details, composing rules, setting up
foundations, neglecting no aspect of their business which could
conduce to its practical success, yet "altogether dwelling in God
in restful fruition." (Underhill, 1961, p. 436)
She points out that one of the results of entering the unitive life is great
activity in the world. This was exemplified by St. Teresa s opening of many
new convents and monasteries, Baha’u’li&h's writing volumes on the faith
and unceasing letters to heads of state, Thomas Merton’s writings on the
holocaust, racism, and the VietNam War, Mother Teresa s untiring efforts
with the dying, lepers, and orphans, and Sri Aurobindo’s efforts to maintain
a continual descent and ascent of the Supramind. Aurobindo s concept of
social activism differed from Underhill s description, in that he was not
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actually "out there" in the world. Yet the clear focus on bringing about social
and political change by his efforts in the Supramental Yoga practice may be
pointing to a different conceptualization of social activism which might also
be characteristic of the unitive life. Social activism, therefore, will be
included in the conditions to be researched among the contemporary
spiritual leaders, noting especially whether the social activity precedes or
follows entrance into a life of union.
One final addition to the list of hypothesized conditions will be Anything
Else Mentioned by the Interviewees. Fowler has spoken of "the initiative of
the Transcendent" (1974, p. 74), Underhill of "the element of given-ness' in
all genuine mystical knowledge"! 1961, p. viii). St. Teresa repeatedly
remarked that she did not understand how she came to union, speaking of it
rather as a "gift." Baha’u’llah referred to the same "inebriation of [God's]
presence" that St. Teresa did in describing her spiritual marriage. He also
spoke of his awe and astonishment in the valley of Wonderment. Thomas
Merton clearly stated that it was "God's action" that would "develop this
'faculty for the supernatural " (Merton, 1971, p. 45). Mother Teresa
reiterated time and time again that it was "God's grace" that leads a seeker to
holiness. Sri Aurobindo, on the other hand, spoke of perseverance as crucial
in reaching the Supramental, but he paradoxically noted that what he had
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been given was "by the grace either of a temporary Guru (but it was not
that, for he was himself bewildered by it) or by the grace of the eternal
Brahman and afterwards by the grace of Mahakali and Krishna" (Aurobindo,
1972, p. 77). So in the contemporary research, the researcher will be
listening for anything else the interviewees discuss that they see as
important for those on the spiritual path to recognize.
At this point, there are thirteen conditions to be examined during the
contemporary research. They have been rearranged in a way which seems
to the researcher the sequence in which they probably are experienced.
They are presented in Table 3.1 on page 213. If these conditions appear in
the stories of the interviewees, they will then be analysed as to their
necessity and/or sufficiency in facilitating a shift from Stage Five to Six.
Before such conditions can be deemed necessary and/or sufficient,
however, the methodology for the research must be made clear to the
reader. The next chapter will begin with a description of the methodology:
the selection of the subjects, the manner in which they were interviewed,
and how their interviews were analyzed. Then the findings will be
presented through biographical sketches and an analysis of the conditions in
each of their lives.
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Table 3-1 Conditions to be Examined in Contemporary Research

1. Hardy s 'triggers’' or Catalysts
2. Openness to Spiritual Experiencing
3. Motivation to Transcend
4. Choosing a Path
5. Chooosing a Teacher, either external and/or internal
6. Books
7. Practice of Spiritual Disciplines
8. Practice of Detachment
9. Solitude
10. Dark Night of the Soul
11. Humility
12. Social Activism
13. Anything Else Named by the Interviewees
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CHAPTER 4
CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH

4.1 Methodology
This research employs qualitative methodology, with in-depth
interviewing as the primary instrument. Taylor and Bogdan (1984) point
out that in qualitative interviewing, "the interviewer, not an interview
schedule or protocol, is the research tool" (p. 77). Biographical sketches were
created so that the phenomenology of people s innermost spiritual journeys
could be followed. As in the previous chapter, the biographical material is
organized according to the hypothesized conditions if and when they appear.
4.1.1

Instrumentation

The first stage of research was to gather preliminary identifying
information. This was done with a personal contact, inviting participation in
the research. In this conversation, the research was described briefly so that
the potential subjects would be able to make an informed decision about
participation; with those who were willing, some preliminary information
was informally gathered. The questions concerned name, address, phone
number, date of birth, present occupation, work address and phone number,
and educational background, in addition, the following four open-ended
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questions developed by the researcher were included to facilitate a
preliminary estimate of the spiritual developmental stage:
How would you describe the present spiritual path that
you follow?
What has been your experience with spiritual teachers
(directors, guides, etc.)?
What is your present experience with spiritual
disciplines, i.e., meditation, prayer, fasting, yoga,
reading, etc.?
Describe briefly a recent significant turning point for
your own spiritual journey.
A follow-up letter was sent to confirm the date for the interview. (See
Appendix B.) Each subject willing to participate in the research project also
received a consent form to consider before discussing it with the researcher
prior to beginning the interview. (See Appendix C.) The identity of those
initially contacted and those chosen for interviewing remains confidential,
known only to the researcher. All identifying information has been deleted
or disguised in the dissertation itself; the participants' identity will continue
to remain anonymous in any subsequent publications.
As the second stage of research, the Fowler Faith Development
Interview (FFDI, 1986) was used to verify that the person was indeed at or
moving beyond Conjunctive Faith (Stage Five). The FFDI currently consists of
four sections under the headings of Relationships, Present Values and
Commitments, Religion and Crises, and Peak Experiences. (See Appendii D.)
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Preceding the FFD1, and sometimes integrated into the FFDI as probes of the
Fowler material, questions were asked concerning the hypothesized
conditions. (See Appendix D.) These questions were used together with the
initial information sheet and the FFDI to assess the presence of all of the
hypothesized conditions in the transition between Stages Five and Six. The
interviews took about two hours and were tape recorded and subsequently
transcribed.
Prior to beginning any formal research, the instrumentation was
pretested with two pilot interviews. The first interview showed the
interviewer the necessity of taking tighter control of the questioning, the
second the need to let go of exactly how it was going to proceed! Some
changes were made in the phrasing of the researcher's questions and in their
order. Other questions were added to ensure full coverage of the person s
spiritual development. The most significant learning, however, was in the
need to maintain a balance between staying with the person and staying
with the questions.
-4.1.2 Subjects

At the pilot stage, the two interviewees were females, over the age of
50, had completed Master s level graduate work, were presently working as
therapists, and were of Christian background with Buddhist practices now
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being used. These women were chosen primarily to familiarize the
researcher with the techniques of interviewing and analyzing data
The subjects ultimately selected for the research itself represented a
limited diversity. Four men and eight women were interviewed. An effort
was made to balance the spiritual paths, contacting some from Judaism,
Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, as well as some with loyalty to no specific
religious tradition. Most were near or past midlife; Fowler pointed out that
few reach Stage Five (Conjunctive Faith) before this period of life. A variety
of occupations were represented, both spiritual teachers and laypersons.
Some of those chosen for extensive interviewing were recognized spiritual
teachers themselves, with a particular group of followers. Table 4.1 (page
220) identifies the characteristics of the subjects interviewed.
Although there were 12 subjects interviewed, only seven of them were
found to in fact be at or beyond Fowler’s Stage Five. They were used
extensively in the analysis which follows. The others contributed to the
research nonetheless by identifying which conditions also were characteristic
in other stages of Fowler's theory. In addition, they contributed valuable
insights into the different framing of any common conditions at their levels,
as opposed to how the conditions were perceived at or beyond Stage Five.
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of Subjects Interviewed

Subject
Number

Sex

Age

1.

M

44

Doctor of Chiropractic Chiropractor

Jevish

2.

F

40

Doctorate

Educator

Eclectic

3.

F

32

CAGS

Nun

Catholic

4.

M

36

Doctorate

Clergy

Protestant

3.

F

34

Doctorate

Educator

Protestant

6.

M

33

Doctorate

Educator

Hindu

7.

F

38

Bachelors

Nun

Buddhist

8.

F

36

Undergraduate work

Nun

Catholic

9.

M

44

Bachelors

Meditation Teacher Buddhist

10.

F

33

Masters

Clergy

Protestant

11.

F

62

Undergraduate work

Clerk

Course in
Miracles

12.

F

41

Doctorate

School Adm.

Course in
Miracles

Educational
Background

Occuoation

Religious
Preference

4.1.3 Data Analysis

The interviews were scored, first for Faith Stage. The purpose of this
part of the analysis was to verify that the subjects indeed were at least at
Fowler s Stage Five, if not yet in Stage Six. Fowler's scoring procedures
suggest reading through the whole interview to come to a preliminary
approximation of stage. Each response is then coded, and finally the coded
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responses are tallied and averaged to determine "the global stage score This
is simply the numerical average of all the individual response scores, divided
by the total number of scorable responses” (Fowler, 1983, p 8)
Fowler (1986) has deliberately avoided assigning a stage score on the
basis of "the highest level response that the respondent is able to generate"
(p. 8). Rather, his method of averaging the scores of all of the discrete
aspects that compose faith permits a broader picture of development, one
that will not be skewed by a single high score. Although he acknowledges
the shortcomings of averaging, he concludes, "At the present time, however,
there is no theoretical reason to assume that the aspects of faith structuring
should be weighted unevenly in any particular manner. Nor has there been
a convincing empirical demonstration of the need for more complex scoring
algorithms at this time" (1986, p. 9).
The coding was done independently by the researcher and a second
coder. The second coder had also completed her doctoral course work and
comprehensives and had written extensively about Fowler and other
developmental theories. Both she and the researcher attended a workshop
taught by Fowler in the spring of 1988 and subsequently studied his manual
for using his instrument in research projects.
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In the analysis of the Fowler material, the two coders worked
independently, following the very specific guidelines in Fowler s Manual
(1986). They practiced first on the pilot interviews, but they did not feel too
confident of their initial coding results. When analyzed according to the
protocol given above, one piloted interviewee was found to be in Stage 5,
with agreement between the raters at 93% for the 67 sentences scored, the
other at Stage 5/6 with interrater agreement on the 21 sentences scored at
86%. Neither interview was used in the data analyses presented below,
because of the limitations of the interviews themselves and because of the
extent of coder inexperience. Their experience built up with the extensive
practice that followed. The majority of the interviews were coded in the fall
of 1988. During the winter, the two coders began scoring the pilot
interviews of the second coder, then her actual interviews. By spring of
1989, they recoded the interviews in this research without consulting prior
stage assignments, feeling considerably more like experts. The two scorings
came out amazingly close. When the coders met to review their work, they
discovered some discrepancies, as is characteristic of most coders. The
percentage of agreement is reported in Table 4.3 (page 224), reflecting the
discrepancies prior to discussing and resolving the differences, as well as the
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resolved scores. The percentages of agreement before resolution were
arrived at by using the formula in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Formula for Interrater Agreement

2 times number of agreements between coders
divided by
the total number of sentences scored by Coder A plus
the total number of sentences scored by Coder B

As an example, Subject #2 had 33 sentences coded by Coder A and by
Coder B. There were only 2 sentences on which the coders disagreed. The
formula therefore became 31 X 2 = 62 divided by 33 + 33= 66, resulting in
an interrater agreement of 94%.
The two coders discussed each case thoroughly, considering evidence
from each other’s perspective, then re-examined the Manual and the
interview in question where discrepancies occurred. This was a timeconsuming process, but it developed in them considerable expertise with
using Fowler's system. The discrepancies were very seldom enough to
change the final score. Rather, the two coders came up with average scores,
for example, of 5.4 and 5.5. In both of the averages, the stage assignment
would be 5, according to Fowler’s system. He specifies that if the interview’s
average stage is 5.1, 5.2, or 5 3, that interview is assigned to stage 5. If the
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average is 5.4, 5.5, or 5.6, it is scored as transitional, 5/6. If the average is
5 7, 5 8, or 5.9, it is rounded up to Stage 6. The results of these analyses
follow in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Results of Fowler Analyses

Subiect9
(Profiled*)

Actual Stage Assignment
Coder A
Coder B
(Fowler global score)

1.

4.7 (5)

53(5)

2*

3.3 (5/6)

3.3 (3/6)

3*

5.0 (5)

4*

After
Resolution

# Sentences
Scored

lnterrater
Agreement

86

42%

55 (3/6)

33

94%

5.0 (5)

5.0 (5)

42

93%

3.1 (3)

4.9 (5)

50 (5)

38

92%

5.

4.7 (3)

4.8 (5)

4.8 (5)

31

90%

6.

34(3/4)

33(3/4)

33(3/4)

42

91%

7.

3.9(4)

4.1 (4)

3.9(4)

27

85%

8. *

53(5)

54(5/6)

5.3 (5)

43

95%

9*

54 (3/6)

5.5 (5/6)

5.5 (5/6)

61

91%

10.

4.6 (4/3)

4.3 (4/3

4.6 (4/5)

39

83%

11.

4.0 (4)

4.1 (4)

4.1 (4)

53

93%

12.

3.2 (3)

5.3(5)

53 (5)

49

93%

As can be seen above, Subject #1 posed a particular dilemma in the
coding protocol. His interview was the only one with a serious discrepancy
between the two coders. Within the Fowler framework, however, he came
out at Stage Five for both coders, although the calculated scores were at the
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opposite ends of the Stage Five spectrum, i.e., 4.7 and 5 3. When they noted
the number of discrepancies, the two coders turned to the specific aspects to
identify where the greatest discrepancies occurred. They found that they
had a full stage discrepancy in the mean scores of Aspects A and E, Form of
Logic and Locus of Authority, and a half stage discrepancy in the mean score
of Aspect F, Form of World View. The other four aspects had no
discrepancies between stages at all. When the coders began to work on
resolution of the discrepancies, they discovered the reason for the wide
variations on Aspects A, E, and F. Most of the responses in question involved
the participant s interactions with his external spiritual teacher. Coder A
interpreted almost all of these responses as Stage 4, seeing an explicit
system rationally defended, with a clear external authority, and a wrestling
with the ambiguity of the external and inner teacher. Coder B, on the other
hand, interpreted almost all of these same responses as Stage 6. She
believed that the participant was indeed experiencing his teacher as an
external teacher, a human being with flaws, yet at the same time he was
drawing valuable spiritual lessons from the information that was being
channeled to him internally through this teacher. What Coder A had seen as
an explicit world view, Coder B saw as a transcendent world view, finding
unity in the diversity he was describing as if to a beginning student of the
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spiritual journey. She perceived the transcending of the paradoxes that
Coder A labeled as Stage 5. Although they spent many hours trying to
resolve the discrepancies of this interview, they found it utterly impossible,
since their own perspectives were so intertwined in the scoring. Since the
Fowler score was Stage Five for both of them, they finally decided to let this
interview stand as an example of the intricacies of the scoring protocol.
This interview was one of four sent to Fowler for validation of the
scoring procedures. In general, Fowler's stage assignments coincided with
those presented above. The one exception was again with Subject * 1.
Fowler coded this interview transitional Four/Five, with the score of 4.5.
After thoroughly discussing this interview with Fowler, the researcher and
co-coder decided to agree on Four/Five as the final coding for Subject *9.
Fowler suggests calculating a separate mean for each aspect only when
the modal score does not agree with the average stage code. The modal
score is when at least half of the responses are in the average stage. If this
is not the case, Fowler advises examining each aspect average carefully.
Sometimes a person in transition may respond from an aspect that is either
leading his/her development or lagging behind. In the case of Subject #9,
for instance, Aspects A, B and C were firmly embedded in Stage 5. Aspect E,
the Locus of Authority, and Aspect G, Symbolic Function, appeared to be his
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leading edges, scoring at Stage 6. The other two aspects in his interview had
a mean score of Stage 5.5, so the transitional score was clearly justifiable
The interviewees were expected to fall in the range of Conjunctive Faith
(Stage Five) and Universalizing Faith (Stage Six) and to reveal a pattern of
having met at least some of the hypothesized conditions. In reality, no
subject was found to have reached the level of Stage Six. This presented a
dilemma for the researcher. The intent of the research was to determine
what conditions could facilitate change from Stage Five to Six and then to
analyze those conditions for their necessity and/or sufficiency in such a shift.
Without any Stage Six subjects, a slightly different approach to the problem
had to be created at this time. Because the shift from Stage Five to Six
involves a mystical component, according to Fowler (1974, p. 72), the focus
of the analysis shifted to the Mystic Way, as described by Underhill (1961).
The first task of the analysis still was to ascertain the presence or absence of
each of the hypothesized conditions in the subjects' lives, noting particularly
their significance in the spiritual development of the subjects, and how the
subjects interpreted these conditions. The second task then became an
assessment of each subject s approximate position on the Mystic Way. Next,
the conditions were analyzed for their relationship to shifts through
Underhill's stages of Awakening, Purgation or Purification, Illumination and
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Dark Night of the Soul. (Since none were found at Stage Six, Fowler s
equivalent of the Unitive Life, this was not included in the analysis.) And
finally, the conditions were examined for their necessity and/or sufficiency
to facilitate such a progression.
4.1.4 Limitations of the Study

This study was limited to those in the Conjunctive Stage who have
actually moved beyond, toward Universalizing Mind. No attempt was made
to address the variety of reasons many in our culture never even reach this
stage. Nor were the hypothesized conditions systematically tested against
transitions between any other stages by deliberately courting subjects from
other stages. It is possible that the hypotheses are not exclusively linked
with the Five/Six transition. One could indeed make a case that the choice of
a path, of a teacher, and the pursuit of that path could just as well
characterize earlier stages of spiritual development. Yet the characteristics
of these conditions as defined in this research seemed to mark them as
particularly crucial to the unique developmental transition between Stages
Five and Six.
The results of the coding revealed another limitation. Since none of the
interviewees actually scored at Stage Six, the intent of the research to
determine the necessity and/or sufficiency of these hypothesized conditions
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to facilitate such a stage shift was nullified. It clearly was impossible to
conclude that any condition is either necessity or sufficient for entrance into
Stage Six, since no subject was found to be there. The redefinition of the
problem to approach these conditions in relationship to the mystic Way
seemed to address this limitation, permitting some tentative conclusions
about their necessity and/or sufficiency in facilitating progress along the
Mystic Way.
The size of the sample was very small. Most of the participants in the
interview process were white middle-class, highly educated Americans; a
broader population would have elicited more data. Clearly a much larger
group will need to be interviewed in order to find enough subjects at Stage
Six so that the hypothesized conditions could be analyzed for their necessity
and/or sufficiency for a Fowler stage shift.
Finally the research is limited by the fact that the two coders were
self-trained. They studied Fowler s manual, worked to locate and correct
each other s biases, and did in fact achieve an average interrater agreement
of 87%. Indeed, Fowler asserts that "it is possible to learn the coding
procedures on one s own, in a reasonable amount of time" (1986, p. 60).
When four interviews were sent to the Center for Faith Development for
scoring validation, the stage assignments were "on target, with the one
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exception cited above. Fowler pointed out, however, that the interviews
showed a certain "untrustworthiness" in that the interviewer appeared to
use her personal acquaintance with some of the interviewees as an
opportunity to interview herself. This then was a limitation of the subject
selection, as well as of the interviewing technique itself.
Some questions were left unanswered by this study. Since only those at
midlife or beyond were chosen as interviewees, what does this imply about
mystical experiences of childhood, youth, and early adulthood? Are these
experiences simply out of sequence? Is Fowler erroneous in making midlife
a prerequisite of the Conjunctive Stage? Or do mystical experiences have
different functions in the developmental cycle when they occur at earlier
stages? Are these experiences equally legitimate, whether attained by
psychedelic drugs, religious experiences, near-death experiences,
transpersonal psychology, or intensive journaling?
As Halcolm said, “Because you can name something does not mean you
understand it. Because you understand it does not mean it can be named"
(From Halcolm s Evaluation Proverbs, as quoted in Patton, 1986, p. 265). So
it is with these conditions, just because they can be identified does not
ensure that they can be understood by those who have not experienced
them; and even though the interviewees may well understand clearly what
I
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is happening, they may not be able to describe it. Nonetheless, the effort
was made to both understand and name how transition occurs between
Fowler’s Faith Stages Five and Six. The results of this research follow
4-2 Results of the Contemporary Research

In this section, the actual results of the research will be presented. In
Section 4.2.1, the process of selecting interviewees and conducting the
interviews is introduced. Then in Section 4.2.2, five biographical sketches
are presented, within the framework of the researcher s hypothesized
conditions. Each biographical sketch concludes with a discussion of the
seeming progress of the subject along The Mystic Way. Then in Section 4.2.3
each hypothesis is examined in light of the responses of the Stage Five and
Five/Six respondents, giving an assessment of the necessity and/or
sufficiency of the condition in relation to the Mystic Way. (In order to give a
brief glimpse at the developmental progression of each condition, however,
Appendix F includes this analysis for subjects at Stages 3/4, 4, and 4/5 )
This chapter concludes with a brief summary of the findings in Section 4.3,
including a look at how some of the conditions seem to work together in
helping a person move along the Mystic Way.
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4.2.1 Introduction

The process of gathering data for this research project became a deeply
moving spiritual experience for the researcher. As the individuals were
contacted, they responded easily and openly to the initial questions, offering
hints of their personal turning points that drew the researcher quickly into
their stories. Although these questions were intended to help make a choice
about which contacts to interview, instead the questions aroused the interest
of the subjects about the research project and, conversely, of the researcher
about the life stories of the participants. Consequently, virtually every
person who was contacted was interviewed. The single exception was a
person who had serious reservations about the unitive life and mysticism in
general, as well as a strong mistrust about anyone who claimed to have
experienced Union. Although the researcher would have welcomed the
opportunity to consider contrary views, the person was unwilling to
participate in the study in any manner. All of the other participants,
however, shared their life stories very willingly and openly. Each story
offered a particular conviction that engaged the researcher. Time after time,
she found herself so captivated by the spiritual journey of the interviewees
that she made an internal shift from a researcher seeking information to a
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seeker listening for spiritual direction. Such was the power of these
interviews.
Although the original intent was to interview up to five people, the
introductory phone calls generated so much interest in both parties that
twelve interviews were ultimately conducted. Because of the limitations of
this paper, however, twelve life stories could not be presented. Instead, the
five to be discussed had to be chosen from the twelve, an arduous selection
process for the researcher. Each participant had spoken so personally to her,
had so engaged her in the interview, had taught her so much about spiritual
odyssey, that it seemed utterly impossible to "select out" any one of the
interviewees. Indeed it was several months after the interviews were
completed that the researcher was willing to even begin to analyze the
interviews, using Fowler s guidelines, and make some decisions about which
stories to use. Ultimately the stories chosen were two whose interviews
demonstrated that they were at least moving toward Stage Six, if not fully
there (Subjects #2 and 9 on Table 4.1, page 220). The remaining three
(Subjects #4, 5 and 8) were at Stage Five, as were two others. These five
will be introduced in Section 4.2.2, not with complete profiles, but with very
succinct biographies. The interviews were so short that the subjects did not
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have time to share their full life stories. The focus was on their spiritual
turning points, rather than on basic sequential biographical information.

4-2.2 Biographical Sketches
Each biographical sketch is presented in a way that demonstrates the
importance of the hypothesized conditions in the life of that individual. The
five subjects whose stories are presented here represent a balance in terms
of their educational background, occupation, and religious preference. All
are past their fortieth birthday, which increases the likelihood that they
have indeed wrestled with midlife. Two have earned academic doctorates
and one has a C.A.G.S. One earned a Bachelor's degree, while the fifth has not
completed a full undergraduate course of study. In terms of occupation, one
is in educational work and four are in religious work. They likewise
represent diversity in their spiritual paths: one is a Buddhist, two are
Catholics, one is Protestant, and one is quite eclectic, as will be seen below.
Lest the reader conclude from this factual recitation of statistics that there
was no spark personally ignited between the researcher and the subject, it is
important to state that each interview was profoundly moving for the
researcher. The presentation that follows can in no way do justice to the
depth of the contact made with each person. Each one became Teacher for
the brief two hour interview; each one became Mentor for the hours of
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analysis that followed. The five that were chosen to present here each
moved into the role of Spiritual Director for the researcher. The questions
that were asked in the name of the research were answered by each subject
from a deep awareness of their own spiritual development. Each question
became a diving board into what Progoff (1980) would call 'the deep well of
the Self." Though at times, the researcher felt highly inarticulate in the role
of interviewing such "spiritual giants," the answers given helped her
understand much more clearly her own spiritual journey. The information
about the significance of the conditions was indeed there, but it simmered
for a full year while the personal impact of each interviewee was assessed
and began to be integrated into the life of the researcher. Thus, she
acknowledges at the beginning of this section that this impact can hardly be
reflected in a brief summary about the spiritual journey of each subject.
These biographical sketches are simply offered with the hope that the reader
will be able to catch a glimpse of the intangible profundity of each interview.
4.2.2.1 Subject *9

Subject #9 is a presently a Buddhist meditation teacher, as well as an
author. He chose his path of Buddhism while still in his twenties. He
graduated from Columbia with a Bachelor’s degree in Philosophy, where he
caught his first glimpse of spiritual truth in his reading of the Bhagavad Gita.
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Then he joined the Peace Corps and taught English in Thailand. He began
attending Buddhist discussion groups at a monastery there, initially for the
philosophical content alone. After he began meditating, however, he was
attracted by something far deeper than the philosophical content. Very
early in his meditative work, he had a profound experience which he calls an
experience of the Unconditioned.... What that means is the mind opening
to what is beyond the mind.... One of the fruits of that experience is the
understanding that there is no self."
Later, when he returned to America, he realized he wanted to continue
the practice, but he needed a spiritual teacher. He decided to return to
Thailand, but on his way there, he discovered in India the one who was to
become his teacher, a man who had practiced and taught Vipassana
Meditation. He studied with him for most of the next seven years. His
teacher recognized the depth of this young man s spiritual practice and
gradually began encouraging him to teach. EventuaUy he recrossed the
Pacific and began teaching at the Naropa Institute, then went on to establish
another meditation center.
He continues working with a teacher himself, going on retreats for 2-3
months every year. Over the years, the particular teachers have changed,
but in each case, he combines work with the external teacher with an
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ongoing reliance on his own inner teacher. Solitude does, therefore, seem to
be an important part of his spiritual disciplines. Reading the great spiritual
books has been a crucial part of his experience, although not usually while
on retreat. "We tell people not to read [on a retreat], so that the
understanding and wisdom comes from their own experience, rather than
from the outside." Outside of his own retreats, reading has been both helpful
and inspiring. He views books as "Truth speaking, providing a vehicle for
opening." The Diamond Sutra is one such book that was especially inspiring
to him. He has studied many Buddhist writings and has found them
profoundly helpful in his journey. As his practice has deepened, however,
books have become less important.
The motivation to stay on his path has sprung out of his own continuing
experiences with the Unconditioned. He feels that his first opening helped
him "to really eradicate or uproot that strong identification with this sense of
self_So that was a transforming moment. Everything just changed
completely." These experiences which come out of the meditative practice
are not experiences of intense joy. He believes that such moments are not
very important. They come - just like moments of intense pain come. That s
just more passing phenomena. People often get attached to it.... This is one
of the places where a teacher is really important.... Each one of those
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openings uproots in a radical way some basic unwholesome component of
the mind.... There s been a deepening from successive experiences of that
kind, there's been a deepening understanding of suffering.''
His story includes several experiences of dark times in his life, similar
to Dark Nights. At the end of his Peace Corps service in Thailand, he felt an
overwhelming need to discover who he was, "a very, very intense sense of
not knowing and needing to know." At the time, he was listening to The
Tibetan Book of Great Liberation and that book was a catalyst to his first
opening, precipitating the understanding that his very identity is Buddha
nature. According to Underhill, however, the experience of a Dark Night of
the Soul follows a season of Illumination and immediately precedes the
Unitive Life. Using this definition, Subject #9's description seems to point
rather to his straddling of the Awakening and Purgation experiences. During
his meditative practice, he has had subsequent experiences of total
disillusionment, of feeling that he had no grounding at all. He pressed on
through these experiences and came to an ever-deepening knowledge of his
true nature, his true identity.
His present concept of suffering stems from the Buddhist Noble Truths.
The first Noble Truth is the truth of suffering. A lot of the
practice is really opening to that and seeing it in all its
aspects. The second Noble Truth is the cause of suffering.
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That's the investigative aspect where you really see what it
is that causes suffering, which is basically attachment to
craving. The third Noble Truth is the end of suffering and
that's the experience where the mind is free of craving, free
of attachment. And the fourth Noble Truth is the 8-fold
path, which is the path that leads to the end of suffering
He further defines suffering as the painful sensations and/or emotions,
then as:
an awareness of the ephemeralness, that there's nothing,
there's nothing there to get hold of. And it also means an
awareness of incessant contact, constant impingement of
seeing and hearing and feeling and thinking. And you get
really sensitive to that, and you see the suffering. The
ending of that is this tremendous peace.
This "peace" seems characteristic of Enlightenment, the Buddhist
equivalent of Union, which Underhill asserts is preceded by the Dark Night.
The Dark Night of the Soul to a Christian is the sense of withdrawal of the
Presence of God. It would seem that, to Buddhists, Underhill's definition of
the "Dark Night" doesn't apply because they do not believe in either a
Transcendent Other or an Immanent Becoming. For them, divinity is
inherent in the Buddha nature, which is a given for all people. For this
Buddhist, therefore, the realization of the "ephemeralness, that there's
nothing there to get hold of" certainly could be construed as deep spiritual
suffering, but not necessarily the suffering of Underhill's "Dark Night."
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For him spiritual discipline means "meditation and study." He moves
from an intensive practice of a certain type of meditation, i.e., "loving
kindness and compassion," to a more varied practice of different kinds of
meditations. Vipassana by definition is "the development of a moment-tomoment mindfulness of what s happening, so that one can see more clearly
the impermanence of things on a very momentary level, very deep level
And it s through the process of mindfulness that one goes through various
stages of insight leading up to the experience of the Unconditioned." He
studies the Buddhist writings as well as the discourses of his own teacher.
Rather than detachment, this teacher speaks of "non-attachment." He
thus distinguishes it from a kind of forcible giving up which is the more
prevalent connotation of detachment. Through a practice of mindfulness,
"you just see what's there without clinging and you see it changing, and
through the awareness of change, there's less clinging. You see there's
nothing to hold onto. So really the whole path comes down to a moment-tomoment mindfulness_The letting go happens." Of course he
acknowledges that when one goes on a retreat to practice Vipassana, one
does indeed let go of family, of work, of stimulation. But these concerns
simply fall away while on retreat, as one becomes aware of the moment by
moment everchanging quality of life.
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He discusses enlightenment as the progressive purification from the
sense of self. Consequently a truly enlightened person would not announce
that attainment, but "sometimes it could be indicated indirectly." He warns,
however, that one might easily be mistaken at that level, so the rules for
monks that forbade them "to tell lay people of their attainments" protected
both the lay people and the monks themselves. Because full enlightenment
in Buddhist terms means the transcendence of self, "In some way it's a
contradiction in terms to say T am enlightened. At that time, there's no self
anyway." When pressed to describe his own identity, he said, "My practice is
really this process of changing elements, and I've recognized the patterns, so
I can recognize a certain personality, but it's all so very process-oriented_
There's no strong sense of being somebody." Clearly this published author or
co-author has a deep sense of humility. Here he seems to fit precisely
Underhill's description of moving away from selfhood to the death of self, a
characteristic emerging from Purgation.
In terms of a social conscience, although this man is admittedly
concerned about "political and ecological issues," he is not terribly anxious
about them. He seems to be holding them paradoxically, a typical Stage Five
or Five/Six position.
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There’s some funny paradox, because in some way from
everything 1 read, that looks disastrous! There’s more and
more things, you know, that we're doing that seem so crazy So
I see that. I read a lot about that. But in some way, it doesn t
really affect my consciousness. It’s just, ’Well, let’s see what
happens!’’ And I support the various ecological organizations
because I think that they do an important work.... But I also 1
feel that I have different work.
His work is teaching, both in person and through writing books, the
content of his teaching is inner peace, "the end of all suffering" by following
the "Eight-Fold Path." Again, this does not meet Underhill's conceptualization
for social activism which emanates from a Unitive Life, or in this Buddhist s
terms, Enlightenment. Yet to this researcher, he appears to be following in
the path of Sri Aurobindo, whose social activism was largely conducted in
meditative solitude.
In summary then, Subject #9 chose his oath and chose his first teacher
both while in early adulthood. From the little information that is known
about him, one can hypothesize that these two choices were made while he
was firmly embedded in Stage Four, lndividuative-Refiective Faith. His
motivation to transcend likewise arose in this time of his life. The practice of
spiritual disciplines, including much time spent in solitude, both on retreat
and in daily meditation, was established at that time and continues to this
day. Detachment, or non-attachment as he calls it, is part of his entire
lifestyle.
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These conditions were all part of his life from his early twenties. Also
present from the beginning of his spiritual path were the importance of
books as teacher, one of which triggered his own first "opening to the
Unconditioned," and an overall openness to spiritual experiencing

He also

spoke from a deep sense of humility in a way that more closely resembled
Underhill s description of "death of selfhood" than "self-naughting." Subject
#9 has not met Underhill's criteria for either a Dark Night or social activism.
From the above descriptions, it seems that Subject

9

9 is experiencing

Illumination with a very rich fullness at the moment.
He acknowledges the existence of "mystery” in his spiritual growth. He
couldn’t explain how he came across his teacher in India when he was on his
way to Thailand to search for a teacher.
Well, that's the mystery. Whether it came from inside,
someplace in the mind that just knew - no matter where it
came from.... In the Buddhist cosmology, there are many
planes of existence - lower worlds, and higher worlds, and
heaven worlds. There are stories of devas, celestial beings,
sometimes spirits, coming down intervening in various
situations, but 1 had no idea.
Just so, there may well be the element of "mystery" in the final shift to
Stage Six, whether it is called Union or Enlightenment.
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4.2.2.2 Subject *8

Subject ff8 is one of two interviewees whose formal education did not
include a Bachelor s degree from a college. Nonetheless, her list of
credentials is impressive. She was trained as a Licensed Practical Nurse, has
taken two quarters of Clinical Pastoral Education, as well as a seminar on
Jungian work in Zurich. She has been a certified director of Gendlin s
Focusing workshops for 12 years and a consultant for Progoffs Intensive
journaling program for 14 years. She is presently a spiritual director,
teacher of centering prayer, and administrator in a spiritual retreat center.
She also directs the Associate Membership program and is involved in the
Commission for Global Awareness. She describes herself as a "contemplative
rooted in the Catholic tradition with a great openness to other faith and
truth." She was raised a Catholic and has repeatedly made choices
reaffirming this path. As a child, her father was her "first image of God," her
mother a "woman of great faith." She acknowledges their profound influence
on her life, holding them as examples of the contemplative life. Their ethnic
roots were Eastern European and this gave her a heritage of a deep
connectedness to the Earth. In addition, she spent a lot of time alone as a
child, when she learned to simply "let nature speak. This aspect continues
today in her interest in Creation Spirituality, in spite of the Roman Catholic's
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present silencing of its leader, Matthew Foi. Her description of her spiritual
path is summarized in the following words:
I feel badly when we talk about "the religious," but I
think I'm a spiritual person, and I was bom into the
Catholic religion. 1 respect it and as I say, I've grown up
to love the richness of the traditions and the symbolisms
that we have in it. Being a spiritual person, for me,
means giving equal time to nurturing my life with God
and allowing it to be nurtured through others, through
nature, through events or circumstances. Spiritual
doesn’t have anything to do with religion. It’s all of us
seeking Truth in different frameworks, out of different
backgrounds. All of life lived with right attitude is
meditation and what I hope to be about is to cultivate
that meditation and cultivate that art - and it is an art that life is an art work.
Her learning from external teachers began as a child, when she saw her
priest as another "image of God." This relationship lasted 37 years, right up
until his death. She also has worked with another Jesuit priest, who
recommended that she take CPE and later the Jungian Institute. Presently
she goes to someone "who's really a combination of spiritual direction and
counsel. I find that anyone who is leading people lhasi to be very much in
touch with what's happening within yourself... so I go at least once a
month and sometimes more often."
It is crucial, however, to recognize that her attitude toward spiritual
direction is not one of looking for external direction. Through her work with
Ira Progoff, she made the shift from external to internal authority and
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wisdom. She devotes her time to planning programs that will help people
look within. As a result, she sees a spiritual director more as a facilitator
than as ■director."
The spiritual teacher, spiritual director, guide is really just
meant to facilitate our listening within. The spiritual director is
not there to give advice or to "direct." It's almost the wrong
term. A guide is a better term - companion - someone to
journey with, someone to create an atmosphere for growth to
take place and to help people find their own way - not that you
don't share sometimes, or that you don’t offer something in
response to a question, but that the spiritual director is really
there to help people touch that in themselves and find their
way there and trust. And you offer passages that support that readings, etc.
Her own story was dotted with references to books and authors who
have been important to her on her path: Meister Eckhart, Hildegard of
Bingen, Teresa of Avila, Thomas Merton, Teilhard de Chardin, Abraham
Heschel, Matthew Foi, and The Cloud of Unknowing.
Her present spiritual disciplines include centering prayer, journal
writing, keeping a record of her dreams and music. These are in addition to
those which are a normal part of Catholic worship, i.e., the Eucharist, the use
of incense, and singing. Her whole approach to the liturgy of the church is
that "life flows out of liturgy and liturgy out of life."
She described a number of times of suffering in her life, some related to
her own health, some to death, some to difficult family situations. She has
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always had "a sense of God s abiding presence," but she has had to struggle
with letting go of control. When she was taken ill in the midst of family
crises, she found it scary to be "down to the nakedness of [herlself."
Although this sense of unworthiness could be part of a Dark Night
experience, it was not accompanied by a description of a feeling of
abandonment by God, which is a primary indicator of the Dark Night. There
is not enough evidence to substantiate calling this experience a Dark Night,
according to Underhill s criteria.
That experience of illness helped her to let go of the need to resolve a
number of problems that were facing her at the time. In fact, each one of
her times of suffering were around letting go of something or someone. She
described her attitude toward detachment by saying, "If I can let go each
day a little bit, the final letting go will not be so traumatic." She believes the
trauma of death is around the process of dying, rather that in the death
itself.
Death means for me moving into another space that’s light.
Somehow 1 think that as we die and we let go of the elements of
ourselves, water, air and flesh and so forth, that finally we
become somehow sparks of new life - and that there s a unity
about it that we call the mystical body.
One final detachment she described was in relation to mystical
experiences she has had: "Those are fleeting experiences - a gift - and if 1
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got caught up in them, 1 would become possessive with the danger of
becoming stuck and brittle."
Her motivation to stay on her path is integrally connected with her
sense of wholeness. She is “committed to allow the seed of God in me to
come to its fullness."
I think there's that Higher Power that I speak of as God, as
constantly offering us the opportunity to wholeness, to grow in
God. Just as Eckhart says, there's a seed that can grow into a
pear tree. There’s the seed of God within us and then we can
grow into God. So I think that there's always that invitation of
God to become Godlike and we miss it by looking for what feels
good.
If she finds herself in a time of suffering when she gets caught up in a
sense of "Why bother with anything, what am 1 doing here?" she honors her
own authenticity and stays with that painful traumatic experience. She says,
"To get out of it is to deny that it's there. So I try to let myself stay in it and
pass through it."
This interviewee gave evidence in her interview of a clear sense of
humility. She described her ongoing surprise at being asked to give
administrative approval to decisions, even after four years as an
administrator! In terms of her approach to others, she said, "When people of
different backgrounds and lifestyles come together, Truth begins to meet
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Truth. You have a Truth and I have a Truth and when those sparks begin to
come together, there's a great Light that emerges."
Finally, she shared with a touching humility her own sense of moving
toward her spiritual ideal of "total compassion and giving." Although she
doesn’t see herself as "there" yet, she says, "I'm certainly further along than
I was 20 years ago. 1 have a sense of God's abiding presence, there's no
doubt about that," while at the same time she acknowledges her sense of
slipping back from that sometimes. Although her humility was genuinely
apparent throughout the interview, it does not seem to meet Underhill's
criteria for the "self-naughting" that is the fruit of a Dark Night. Here
humility is more of the genre described as the "death of selfhood" emanating
from Purgation.
Her sense of social conscience comes out in the types of programs she
offers through her center. She terms them "countercultural, which she
defines in two different ways.
My life is to get out of the technological bubble. Not to get
caught up in "more is better." Not to try to live up to the
Joneses. To be able to stand on your own two feet and to say
NO to that which is violent. And to bring an awareness to
people that this violence around us and which permeates
everything we need to be careful about that - and that s a
counter-cultural experience ... to dare to be spiritual.
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I think that our Retreat Center has freedom and that in the past
our church really has not led us to freedom. Our church has led
us to restraint and fear. And that's not what Christ meant at all.
That s not what God is about. And all we have to do is look out
the window to see - we’re meant to live in freedom_So our
programs are counter-cultural. And our atmosphere is countercultural. Here we help people slow down. The programs stretch
people beyond themselves in terms of God.
Her social activism may look different from that of Martin Luther King,
but it is nonetheless fully as authentic and committed to changing the social
order. Yet again, according to Underhill, this is not the social activism that
will emerge from this woman s transition into the Unitive Life, for at that
time, she will maintain the perspective of her Oneness with God continually
as she continues or intensifies her work in the world.
Though Subject *8 did not mention solitude as a characteristic, she later
pointed out that it is very much a need. Some solitude is built into her
ministry. Progoff s Intensive Journaling, for instance, is very much a solitary
practice, even when carried out in a group at a workshop. Recording and
studying her dreams is an intensely private process. Centering prayer
requires a certain inner space removed from others. She plans yearly
retreats and get-aways to the mountains or monastery for a day or two
whenever she can. She also treasures the solitude in her gardening.
In conclusion then, Subject #8 identified several of Hardy s ’'triggers" as
important in her spiritual journey: prayer, natural beauty, participation in
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religious worship, illness, music, crises in personal relations and the death of
others. Each of these has led her to deeper experiences of detachment
and/or deeper mystical experiences.
She chose her oath as a child, following the example of her parents, then
made it her own as an adult by becoming a contemplative Sister. The
concept of teacher shifted from a dependence on an external authority to
listening to her own inner Wisdom through her work with Intensive
Journaling. She uses this journaling as one of her spiritual disciplines, along
with prayer, religious worship, reading, and dreamwork, much of which is
practiced in solitude. Her motivation to transcend comes from a commitment
to let the seed of God within her grow to its fruition. Each new growth seems
to require a new detachment, either from someone or some experience she
has had. She seemed to demonstrate an unusual openness to spiritual
experiencing in her willingness to embrace non-traditional programming at
her retreat center. Books continue to be important to her, again both in her
own private practice and in recommending them to others.
She spoke of a Dark Night experience, yet to her it was never marked
by the absence of God, rather by the need to let go of control. Her sense of
offering counter-cultural programs seems to indicate a social conscience at
work, both in her community of faith and in the wider world from which she
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draws participants to retreat. Again, though this is not the social activism of
Underhill s Unitive Life. Neither did her deep humility reflect Underhill's
"self-naughting" criteria. This woman appears to be in the Illuminative
phase of the Mystic way.
She has a clear sense of having been "gifted" with many mystical
experiences and is careful not to cling to them possessively, recognizing that
they were indeed gifts from the Divine.
4.2.23 Subject «2
Subject

*2

is an educator who has always had a "clear sense of

connection to God, from as little as I can remember." She has always talked
to God from her earliest memories. "From the time of starting to read
philosophy [in college! and Chinese philosophy in particular, 1 had a sense of
a way of life that 1 wanted to live, that I had a sort of God-Unity sensibility
to it." Her path has been somewhat circuitous, beginning with exposure to
various facets of Christianity, then studying the Chinese versions of Tao, Zen
Buddhism, Hinduism, and Native American traditions. She has integrated
pieces of all of these traditions in her present path, though she is not aligned
with any single one.
I had always had a sense that any particular religion or
formalized path was going to have to be individualized, or was
going to have to be tailored - that they had been modified for
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social and political reasons from their original origins and that
there was clearly truth in each of them, but that the truth had
to be found for each person by each person.
Her choice of a path then seems to have been one of integrating various
pieces from a variety of traditions, creating her own inner path, rather than
following any existing path. Nonetheless she says,
I see the paramount responsibility in my life is my relationship
to the Divine and that's my first responsibility. My relationship
with everything else is related to that and a part of that and in
service of that, but ultimately the responsibility - the biggest
responsibility I have is between me and that Divine Spirit.
She has experienced many of Hardy s "triggers". Her parents were
divorced in her early childhood, her mother died when she was five. A
particularly important catalyst for her came in her decision to leave her
husband. At that time she appears to have shifted from Fowler s Stage
Three to Stage Four. Her major shift was in her perception of her self and
what was going to be primary for her in her life. She began to make time
regularly for meditation and study and she encountered her first spiritual
teacher, a Hindu swami. Although she had some connection with him for
about three years, she found the "gender representations distressing. She
did, however, discover a new structure to her disciplines of Yoga and
meditation. Because of health problems in her family, she turned next to
homeopathy and the holistic health movement. She began to realize that
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'Miracles are possible through a variety of means - through healers, through
homeopathy, through meditation, through all kinds of things.'' At present,
her teachers are mostly internal, although she still consults a homeopathist,
an acupuncturist, and a psychic channel. She feels her present guidance
comes through "talking to the spirits that 1 can ask to be with me and I have
a set that are pretty much there." Although she used to be fairly structured
in her invitations to them, she has become much more flexible about their
presence.
Now I feel like they come, Spirit comes when they’re ready and
you're ready, no matter what you're doing. You can be doing
dishes or taking a bath or standing on your head or driving a
car! So I've gotten much freer about the sense of what one
needs to do to have Spirit in one's life - that it's not a particular
position, it's not a particular mantra. It’s a frame of mind, it's
an inner quiet, and an openness and willingness to have them
be there.
She has been in relation to her spirit guides for more than 15 years,
but in the past two years, she has come to recognize that she has "a life-long
relationship" with the present set. She calls them " a jolly little group" and
she has a clear sense of their separate personalities and characters. She feels
that she is "shoulder to shoulder" with them in her life task. She is being
told that her present task is to raise her children, but the time will come for
her to integrate spirituality into education.
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Her motivation to transcend began early on, when she became aware of
a God-Unity sensibility. It is crystal clear to her that her whole identity is
"going to be wanting to be always more one with God and to be able to give
that Love and Light wherever - this realm, other realms, whatever." She
defines this Oneness in the following way.
It means always having a part of myself attuned to Spirit. It
means living in love and forgiveness. It means trying to do
actions and work that somehow make more room for an
enlightened godlike perspective in the planet. It means
learning to be more quiet and clear inside to make room to hear
from Higher Spirit. And it eventually means being able to not
come back in the body, to be Spirit, to stay Spirit, and to do my
work in that way rather than here_It s like being a
Presence. I have had in meditation and in other circumstances
a feeling of just Bliss. It s just pure Bliss. I think there’s a way
of being in Spirit that is that.... So my ultimate goal would be
to be that, to be an avatar, to be Spirit and to be able to have
that... Godlike vibration and to be able to have that just be
there for all living and non-living things. My notion of God is
very much as a vibration, as an energy source, that makes all
things possible and I would like to be able to add my energy to
that_1 absolutely know what that’s like. And it is very
blissful and it has a very purposeful sense to me around getting
all of Spirit, all of living things to be able to know that kind of
peaceful, blissful way of being. So it is very motivating for me.
She sees this Oneness as reality for her, not mere wishful thinking. "1
feel like that’s what will happen!" Although her spiritual goal or ideal
sounds indeed lofty, there is a deep sense of humility around it. When she is
faced with a particular task, she prepares for it expecting to be given
guidance in the moment.
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What needs to be said will be said as best as 1 am able to hear
it. And 1 often feel when I'm teaching or when I'm doing
workshops that the words just come to me, I don't think about
them. So 1 feel very much like I’m the conduit for it. It clearly
comes through me and is influenced by my thinking. It’s not
that I m not there, but that 1 am in the service of some higher
purpose, and that there is more wisdom being spoken than I
would be aware of by myself. So meditation for me is a regular
way of doing it, but I've come to appreciate that a spiritual life
is continual with Spirit.
Her daily walk with Spirit is not limited to a half hour a day of
meditation, rather it s a continual openness to Spirit. She finds that when
she gets over-committed or too busy, she has difficulty hearing her Spirits
and sometimes resorts to her psychic channeler to mediate for her. "But 1
feel like that’s really a pretty slipshod way to be doing it." She recognizes
her need to be quiet, to be open to the Spirit. She reads spiritual books
regularly, looking for commonalities. She meditates, she consults with a
healer and a channel. She also watches her diet, exercises, and goes to an
acupuncturist where she has had "moments of just radiant exhilaration.
This sense of bliss is accessible to all, she believes.
1 don’t have the sense that you have to do things, that there is a
particular ritual that leads to it. I think it can happen out of
surprise - some women have it from having babies, some men
have it from working too hard, some women have it from being
exhausted, just in a kind of moment of giving in to their bodies
or to their life - it can happen spontaneously, it can happen
through a variety of means, [even religion].
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In terms of detachment, she spoke of having to let go of key
relationships in her life: her father, mother, husband, spiritual teacher. She
recognizes that her sense of loss was much keener when she saw the
relationships only through a material, concrete world view. Now, having
understood that all are Spirit, she can "accept that there is a higher purpose
for that, that the person has been a part of choosing that or that there will be
help for them if they didn't choose it." Yet she did not speak of any need to
let go of material things or to live a life of asceticism.
She recognizes that to make time for Spirit, she must surrender her
tight control of her time. It's not that she needs to find more solitude, it s
simply that she needs to restructure her use of time and space. She has
always been a private person. She described her process of decision-making
as including "time outside, walking and asking for Spirit to come and help."
She recognizes the need to give herself quiet time to come to a Spirit-led
decision in any given issue.
Overall, this teacher has been very open to experiences, meditation,
automatic writing, holistic health, homeopathy, acupuncture, Eastern
Religions, and much more. She is quick to recognize that she does not bring
on any experience by herself, that they are gifts. She says, "I have a sense of
the mysterious."
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In conclusion, Subject * 2 has chosen or crafted her spiritual path has
been in contact with her inner teacher for a number of years has a very
clear motivation to live out Oneness with the Divine, and practices spiritual
disciplines on a regular basis. Her style of detachment is unique, in that she
spoke more from abundance than scarcity, though she acknowledged certain
losses felt like letting go when perceived through a materialistic framework.
Much more important for her has been the need to let go of control of her
spiritual experiencing. Her need for solitude is contingent on the demands of
her family and professional life, but she has found ways to be silent and
alone even with her busy-ness. Books at times have been and are important
to her spiritual evolution and openness. Conversations and reflections with
others about their spiritual pursuits have also been very important. Her
path to Union has been through bliss or ecstasy, rather than through deep
suffering or Dark Night experiences, although ‘it's not without suffering."
She has never felt abandoned by God, nor has she ever felt that life was
meaningless. Her humility was apparent throughout the interview, as she
continually expressed awe and gratitude to the work her Spirits have done
in and through her, but it did not appear to meet Underhill's criteria of
"self-naughting". She described a number of "trigger" experiences, such as
divorce, death and encountering the spirit of a deceased loved one. Finally,
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her sense of social activism comes through her vision of creating a clearer
interface between spirituality and education. By Underhill s definitions,
then, Subject #2 can probably be identified as experiencing Illumination in a
very rich way. If Underhill is correct, this woman still faces a Dark Night,
out of which will emerge a new level of humility before she enters the
Unitive Life and finds her vision of social activism a reality.
This subject mentioned the gifts she has been given, indicating her
conceptualization that unitive experiences are not something one can earn by
meeting any single or group of conditions, but rather by being open to
spiritual experiencing and ready for the Spirit s moving.
4.2.2.4 Subject *4
Subject #4 is a contemplative Christian clergyman, a seeker. He was
raised as a Protestant, studied philosophy in college and came to the
discovery that God could help him with his personal struggles. The thought
then occurred to him that "if God can help me through this jungle, then
maybe I can become a minister and help someone else also. He defines his
role as a minister “to help other people find their inner path." He has had to
wrestle hard with his involvement in social issues. Indeed it was this
particular "beachhead" where he learned that his call was not to be out
marching for peace, but rather to affirm himself that "my front line is some
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place inside myself." He cares profoundly for what the activists are doing,
believes in them fully and supports them to the fullest, but he is also at
peace with answering his inner call to contemplation rather than to activism.
He has worked with a number of well-known teachers, many of whom
are also authors. He describes how his inner God-place was awakened
through work with one such teacher. Through another, he came to value his
dreams and symbolism in his own experience with Spirit. The shift from
external to internal Teacher came gradually. Occasionally, he has had an
answer to a particular problem come "like a bolt out of the blue," but more
often, "there's a lot of struggling_1 really feel I'm led, guided, and way
leads to way. But I'm apt to see the meaning of a certain moment of time or
season - my struggle - after I've come through and looked back."
Although he still works with a spiritual director from time to time, he
acknowledges several things about working with spiritual directors.
Their presence, their support ultimately is there to better
enable me to be responsive to what God has told me in the
moment. 1 don't take their suggestions or directives matter-offactly, for granted, lor without weighing them—II don't ever
view my spiritual friend or director as having a direct line and
therefore surrender mindlessly to whatever they may say. The
end is up to me. It's my heart that has to listen, decide on the
responsibility.
His motivation to transcend comes concurrently with his view of
ministry as a response to God rather than an intellectual idea. As he makes
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his way through his life work, not always knowing exactly where he is going,
he trusts Christ to be his "inward point of reference."
It's for Him and with Him and He through me that this inner
transformation is taking place. I'm called to be transformed
and to be the instrument of transformation - both. And Christ
is the way - the cruciformed life, death and resurrection suffering, pain, glory - it's all right there in life for me -1 know
of no other symbol that dips so deep into darkness and goes to
great heights. It embraces suffering and pain and death and
calls us to the central task of love. That’s enough for me. If
there’s some other more complete symbol, fine, but this is
enough for me, and 1 feel that God's truth will prevail in me.
So 1 say, Christ is my point of reference, 1 am a seeker and am
called, seeking, to participate in the redemptive purposes of
God to be as some theologians have put it, co-creators.
He believes the purpose of his life is "hidden in the afterlife— To find
the meaning, I guess, would be to find wholeness, to find my center, or to
learn how to live out of my center. That’s my joy, my truth." He has had
many doubts, much suffering in his journey, yet is able to keep on because
he really believes in this wholeness.
Part of his suffering has come through his having to let go of old ways
of making meaning, old images of self, old expressions of faith. Such change
is momentous enough in laypeople’s lives, but in a minister s life, they are
particularly poignant. Through his reading of Thomas Merton, he discovered
his need to let a new self-image emerge, then to let that become
transformed, metamorphosized and another newer one emerge. He had to
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shift his understanding of sacramental healing from a dualistic framework to
a more holistic unitive approach. The writings of Stephen Levine have been
particularly helpful in this shift.
Sometimes it’s our most cherished expressions of faith, our most
cherished and meaningful symbols of faith - our most cherished
reflections on what my life is all about - sometimes we even
have to let those go.... We have to let go of how we were
appropriating the mystery of God. Not in a careless, reckless
way, but in a faithful way, believing that if those symbols are
for us, they will come back at a deeper level in a new way....
Sometimes 1 think we just have to open ourselves to the
possibility of the Other, not in a thoughtless, nameless,
irresponsible way, but trusting that if we let go of this for a
while, you know, God will still be God. If it’s for us, it will come
back, in God's time. We have to trust that. Because no matter
how we appropriate the mystery, no matter how we relate to
God, God is always more than our doctrines of God, our
Scripture, our practice, our sacraments, our tradition - God is
always "more than" - in my viewpoint.
His approach to transcendence has not been through ecstasy, but
through suffering and disillusionment. Each crisis has kept him "awake and
moving" and has profoundly shaped his view of self in relation to God.
My crises have forced me to understand myself better, they
have forced me to let go of some things I don't need..., they
have forced me to come to grips with my own truth and become
more clearly focused in terms of who 1 am and where I'm going.
They have forced me not to take myself so seriously, which is
something 1 do quite well! In the end, 1 think 1 d say they give
me better focus, better clarity about who I am, what I'm
supposed to be about.
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He admits that his spiritual disciplines are "sporadic meditation and
prayer." His is not a linear, goal-oriented approach to life, but rather a more
intuitive, responsive stance. This contrast has caused some unneeded
suffering in his life, as he has tried to satisfy others’ expectations at the
expense of his own inner call.
To me discipline in and of itself can be very cold and sterile.
There has to be a consciousness around it. So 1 guess in my own
mind, discipline in itself and for itself doesn’t really do the trick
if there isn't some consciousness that goes along with it_On
the one hand, I may appear to be undisciplined -1 cannot keep
up with a discipline. On the other hand, I'm saying, that's the
way 1 do business. I have to be pushed to the edge of the world
before 1 wake up and become centered again and get back on
the track.... But the discipline for me is to be smart enough to
know what's wrong and how 1 can find healing. And I'm
learning more about that all the time. 1 guess the hope is as 1
become more and more conscious and as 1 bring this centering
more and more to the center of my life, it’ll be more frequent
and more orderly. But 1 think that discipline has to follow
insight - learning, awareness, consciousness. Out of that comes
a sense of renewed importance about what this spirituality is in
my life, must be, and that gives even bigger meaning to the
discipline. Whereas if I just keep score on how regular or how
often it is 1 pray - not that I -1 guess I’m praying all the time but you know, from what we think of being the disciplined life,
1 don’t think that’ll ever fall upon me probably. Nor do I think
that I’m hopeless, a failure.
Centering prayer and silence are his preferred disciplines, but he needs
"large chunks of time being alone" for the healing to occur. In his busy
schedule, he feels that he too often "resists the contemplative way" and it's
only when things "get really desperate" that he remembers that he has been
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"not making space for it.... Everytime 1 come to it again, the resistance is
just as strong - it never seems to diminish." Retreats are one way he can
schedule the larger chunks of time and get back to his center.
His present self-image is clearly seen through humility. He describes
his need to "come to terms with Ihisl poverty," recognizing that though he is
indeed gifted, it is his poverty that is his awakening to the Higher Self.
Life is all of a piece and I guess I WANT to see it as all of a
piece, and 1 would resist - and maybe it’s my pride, my
stubbornness or something - being considered anything special.
I’m a human being, I'm trying to make it the same as everyone
else— But I'm a spiritual person. I have a certain
consciousness, that I'm in, but not of the world. And in that
dialogue - in but not of the world -1 work out my pilgrimage,
my seeking. I'm a human being, with rags and my
shortcomings and my blind spots and my passions - my
humanness. Probably sometimes in the past I have sacrificed,
haven't really embraced them. And I don't want anything
labeled that suggests that somehow 1 am sacrificing it. I am
called to embrace my humanness.
This has not been an easy path. "I‘ve had to learn to just trust the
unknown. But 1 find that difficult." Because he feels he could somehow miss
discovering who he is and where his path leads, he asserts, "It requires us to
be open, sensitive, responsive, responsible."
Several of Hardy s "catalysts" have been significant in this minister's
life. It was after a depression in college that he affirmed his call to the
ministry. It was during a sabbatical that he came to terms with being a
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contemplative seeker, rather than a social activist. It has been through
repeated disillusionments that he has sorted out who he is before and with
God. He readily admits to not having all the answers. The Cross, itself a
central symbol of Christianity, remains a ’mystery that never grows tired."
His present understanding of this symbol is as follows.
It’s by this way that 1 shall serve the Lord, by death and
resurrection. He will be with me in my sin and my despair and
my shame and my fear of death - great dramas of life. He has
been through these waters. He will be in the waters with me
and 1 know that there’ll be no water that will be too great.
Nothing can swallow up the cross. The cross is big enough for
any darkness, any onslaught of temptation. He’ll be there.
He uses an icon as a "window through which you look on God and God
looks on you.’’ He describes prayer s efficacy in these words: “In the deepest
level, God is taking me some place 1 could not take myself."
□early then, many of the hypothesized conditions have been met in the
life of this Christian minister. He chose a oath as a young adult, worked with
several teachers until he found his own inner teacher, sees his call to
transformation as the motivation to transcend, has wrestled with
detachment from dualism, self-image, expressions of faith, and old ways of
making sense of the world. His spiritual disciplines are well-defined,
including centering prayer, meditation, and reading the Christian lectionary.
He needs considerable solitude in order to come to his own center, often
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using books in the process. Several of Hardy's

triggers

have led him to both

openness to experiencing Spirit and an inner humility. He did not, however,
describe the sense of abandonment by God that would lead one to say
unequivocally that he had experienced a Dark Night as described by
Underhill. Likewise, his humility, though clearly authentic and deeply felt,
does not reflect the "self-naughting" that will perhaps later emerge from the
Dark Night. He acknowledged that he is not a social activist. Thus by
Underhill's standards, this man appears to be straddling Purgation and
Illumination, with his experiences of both suffering and transcendent
experiences. His very openness to "mystery" would suggest that his next
transition will come in time, as he moves through his own faith
developmental journey, being present to the Spirit s graced moving in his
life.
4.2.2.5 Subject *3
Subject * 3 is a Catholic nun in a teaching order. She chose her path as
a teenager, as a result of having attended a Catholic High School and having
found in the religious women examples worthy of emulation. She decided to
enter her order directly after high school, even though leaving home for a
convent was extremely painful. The interpersonal nature of her decision is
reflected in the following statements: "I used to feel good when 1 went [to
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church]. 1 used to feel good when 1 tried to pray. 1 didn’t know how
But 1 knew 1 always felt good."
During her early years in the novitiate, she combined college studies
with her religious Formation. She looked to her spiritual superiors for
leadership and authority. Through her subsequent spiritual development,
she has come to rely on spiritual directors primarily for help in transitions
and crises. She now values her own inner sense of spiritual authority as
well.
She has had two distinct periods of "pushing her boundaries." One came
as a result of the Second Vatican Council. Prior to that time, she had felt that
there was an impenetrable boundary between laypersons and the religious.
Attendance at a Cursillo opened up her horizons to see that “these laypeople
were spiritual. They talked about spiritual things in a way that I didn't even
feel we did." This openness to the spiritual in non-Catholics has continued.
She now says quite candidly, "1 think there are mystics in this world who are
not any part of an organized church. I think there are mystics across the
board in all religions." Her sense of openness to new experience is summed
Up in this statement: "If you leave yourselT open and you're willing to risk, 1
think

incredible things can happen that you never dreamed of."
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The second major "trigger" to her spiritual growth came out of having to
let go of a key friendship. She described this as a midlife crisis, as she
moved to another state and left her friend behind. She recognized her need
to let go of this relationship, acknowledging, "It's very difficult to have a
relationship with God if you are so possessed by another person." When the
crisis was over, she said, "I think it was the most powerful experience of my
life and I think one that really brought me much closer to God when 1 finally
did my [psychospiritual] work and realized why through those years 1
couldn't get close to God."
Letting go has been a major part of her life. She says, "All my life 1
have let go of things." Her mother died when she was a child. She entered
the convent at age 17, leaving behind the security of her home and loving
father. In her early years of service, she would be shifted from one mission
assignment to another, and "Each letting go was difficult. She periodically
goes through her material possessions and gets rid of some of them. "It's a
freeing experience to keep letting go and then 1 think that s the practice, you
know, letting go of everything."
This letting go also colors her social conscience. She feels that no one
has the right to "amass billions of dollars while someone's hungry." She told
the story of the El Salvador murders with deep admiration for the one
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woman whose closet held only 2 blouses and 2 pairs of jeans. Although she
does not see herself as a social activist, she holds in high regard those who
act out of civil disobedience. "I wonder if indeed they are prophets for what
they do— 1 couldn’t do it, but 1 certainly admire them and I back them."
Even in terms of spiritual disciplines, letting go has been central. She knows
the Lord has always been present in her life. "The secret is just giving Him
time to get through. You lhavel to leave the distractions behind and [be]
quiet enough to let the Lord speak to you." She feels her peak and
transcendent experiences with the Lord have come from a combination of
effort and grace.
... putting aside a time and being faithful to that time,
whatever it is for you, and to times of retreat or whatever. The
Lord isn’t a magician. I don’t think the Lord is going to part the
heaven and open your head and just pour Himself in. I think
it’s a reciprocal thing so that you do your part and the Lord will
be there. 1 think He’s always there with you, but you know,
your eyes are so blind. And to have Him speak to you in
experience is 1 think a reciprocal thing, where you have to do
your part and you have to be open. And 1 think He will more
than reward you. He will more than inundate you with His joy
and His love and His presence.... The greatest gift He has ever
given me is peace.
Her part involves retreats, spiritual direction as needed, Liturgy,
Communion, as well as being out in nature and feeling the sense of
connectedness there. She spoke frequently of her need for solitude. She has
had the unusual privilege of living alone for some time and has come to
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value her personal solitude. When asked what gave her life meaning, she
replied, Having space and solitude where 1 have time to be quiet and read
and pray. Most of all my relationship with the Lord gives it meaning."
As she discussed the painful level of detachment required of her, she
also reaffirmed her motivation to stay on her path, to come to transcendence.
"1 suppose what has kept me on the path is that I'm basically a stable person
and loyal and, I think, the deep-rooted belief system that this is what 1
believe in."
She has had several unitive experiences which have also given her life a
special meaning and reinforced her motivation. One that she described
happened over 30 years ago when she was a novice. "I had received
communion and come back, knelt down, and it was absolutely as if Jesus was
there with me_It was just overwhelming." Another one was when she
was on a retreat and had waited four or five days with no particular sense of
the Lord's presence.
1 was trying to spend these days in prayer and quiet, saying,
"Where are you, Lord?" So I kept on, every single day, I did it,
I worked hard. I read and prayed, listened to music and I
walked. The Lord was nowhere— That last day I was
walking from the bedroom to the other little room that I was
using for prayer and all of a sudden something happened. I
could feel something from my head - almost like a - something
being put over me and it went from my head right down to my
feet. And there was this feeling of total quiet. 1 didn t need the
music anymore. I didn't need the books anymore. I could just
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sit there and the Lord was with me. And ... it was nothing but
total quiet and the presence of the Lord. And it was the most
overwhelming experience_And 1 thought, "What a
wonderful gift, this last day!"
'i

Her sense of an ideal spiritual life involves psychological wholeness in
conjunction with a conscious spiritual journey. "Where it's at is the blending
of psychology and religion. Becoming a full mature human being is that part
of the spiritual journey_It's becoming a full mature human being in
every way that is responsible - work, your work ethics, blending that with
your spiritual journey_" She sees her progress toward this ideal with a
great deal of humility.
1 see some baby steps of effort.... I see myself sometimes as a
novice with a long way to go.... 1 certainly feel I need to grow
more in my relationship with the Lord -1 think that's just
infinite. There are no boundaries there.
Although it seems that the theme of Subject

*

3's story is letting go

(detachment), she has also experienced many of the other conditions
hypothesized in this study. She chose a path and teachers in her late
adolescence, probably while still in Stage Three. She learned the importance
of solitude as part of her spiritual disciplines, along with prayer, nature,
books, and worship. Out of her occasional unitive experiences has come a

strong motivation to transcend. She acknowledged that she herself is not a
wi«i activist though she has admiration for those who are. Two 'trigger:
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experiences, one through participation in religious worship, the other
through a change in a relationship, were described above, each of which led
to a deeper sense of humility and openness to experience As with the three
previous subjects, however, the sense of humility that she carries now will
look qualitatively different after she undergoes a Dark Night as described by
Underhill.
Subject #3 seems at present to be experiencing both Purification and
Illumination, indicating a transition is in process. She is clearly equilibrated
in Stage Five. Indeed, it seems possible that in terms of Symbolic Function,
Bounds of Social Awareness, Form of World Coherence, and Form of Moral
judgment (Fowler's Aspects G, D, F, and C), she had grown to Stage Five about
15 years ago. She still had some strong psychological patterns to work
through before she could move on. She had to own her own autonomy,
internalize her locus of control, learn to balance the ambiguity of being in
relationship while according full autonomy to the other person. It almost
seems that she experienced a developmental arrest in her interpersonal
skills which had to be addressed through a combination of therapy, spiritual
direction, and just plain hard inner work before she could move on to full
maturity. In Fowler's terms, Aspects A (Form of Logic), B (Social-Perspective
Taking), and E (Locus of Authority) seemed to lag behind develop mentally.
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Subject *3 acknowledges a reciprocity in her relationship to God and she
continues to strive to grow ever closer to Him, expecting that He will meet
her where she now is and reward her continued efforts with more
transcendent experiences.
4.2.3 Analysis of the Conditions
The biographical sketches presented above served as a vertical means
to analyze the data of the research. As each life was summarized, the
function of each of the conditions was noted as it appeared. A horizontal
approach will now be used to examine each hypothesized condition
individually, noting how it relates to a particular phase of the Mystic Way, as
exemplified in these Stage Five and Five/Six people. Because of the
fascinating evolution of each condition in every subject, Appendix F
supplements this section by including the impact of each condition on the
remaining subjects, those in Stage 3/4, 4, and 4/5. At this point, also, the
conditions are presented in the order in which they generally appear in the
life of a spiritual seeker, that is, as foUows in Table 4.4 on page 274.
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Table 4.4 Sequentially Ordered Conditions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hardy s Triggers
Openness to Spiritual Experiencing
Motivation to Transcend
Choosing a Path
Choosing an External Teacher,
Then Shift to Internal Teacher
6. Books
7. Spiritual Disciplines
8. Practice of Detachment
9. Solitude
10. Dark Night of the Soul
11. Humility
12. Social Activism
13. Anything Else Named by the Interviewees

4.2.3.1 Hardy’s "Triggers" or Catalysts
In Hardy's (1979) research, twenty-one different "triggers" were found
to precipitate significant religious experience. Among the Stage Five and
Five/Six subjects, all seven experienced certain of these "triggers." Out of
Subject #4's college depression came the call to the ministry, from which he
has never wavered. He had previously experienced an Awakening. This
experience precipitated entry into a long period of Purgation. He has since
then had several Illuminative experiences. Because of participations
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Buddhist meditation. Subject #9 experienced the end of a spiritually dark
time and his first "opening to the Unconditioned." It is unclear from his
story whether this could be called his Awakening or an Illuminative
experience following a time of Purgation in not knowing his true identity.
Out of illnesses have come transformative experiences for Subjects *5 and 8.
Subject *5 uses every such trigger to learn some spiritual lesson. Because
she called them all "transformative," it is unclear what role they played in
her progress on the Mystic Way. Subject #8 used the example of illness as
an illustration of her deepest suffering, clearly relating this to Purgation.
She also referred, however, to many mystical experiences more
characteristic of Illumination, when triggers of meditation and religious
practice were significant. Because of a crisis in personal relations. Subject

*2

was freed to spend time in meditation. Whether this led to her Awakening
is not clear because she described a connectedness with God from early
childhood. Her trigger, however, started her on the individual tailoring of
her own path, on which she has had many Purgation and Illuminative
experiences. Subject #3 found out that she "was free" following a crisis_in
pai-wiai fpifliinns She had had her Awakening experience long before this
change in relationship. That trigger moved her through long years of
Purgation, to be ended in an illuminative experience in a worship service.
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Subject «12 had her conversion" experience as she faced the prospect of her
own death by suicide. Clearly for her, this trigger precipitated an
Awakening, after which she began her search for a path.
□early these events were important in the spiritual journeys of each
person at Stage Five or Five/Six. Some of these "triggers" precipitated an
Awakening experience, others were part of Purification or Illumination.
Some precipitated a choice of the path, whereas others followed this choice.
Were there triggers necessary? Perhaps so. These people were seekers,
looking for meaning, and they used whatever came their way as an
opportunity to grow. If they hadn't been faced with these triggers, they
would have used others. Even so, the trigger alone does not seem sufficient,
even to facilitate an Awakening. It took a response on the part of each
subject, a response prompted at least in part by an openness to spiritual
experiencing.
4.2.3.2 Openness to Spiritual Experiencing

Openness to spiritual experiencing increases with spiritual development
Or is it that spiritual development increases with openness to spiritual
experiencing? Whether or not this is a cause and effect phenomenon, it is
clear that there is a pronounced relationship. The five interviewees in Stage
Five seem to illustrate three different levels of openness. The first level is
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an openness to dialogue with and learn from those outside their own chosen
path. One spoke of her wonder at discovering there could be mystics in all
traditions. Another recognized the narrowness of thinking that God only
speaks to or through us. God is not a God of separation. Whenever we feel
... God only spoke to us and not to anybody else, we are setting up division.
Who are we - so powerful, so much ego - to think that we are the only ones
that God can speak to?" This seems to be a level of openness that can lead to
or emerge from Awakening. A subsequent shift is illustrated in another
Stage Five response, when this person spoke of his shift from a dualistic
world view to a more unitive one. Tm aware that I’m looking for someone
who can still help me put those two worlds together.” His present confusion
in this search points to a Purgative level of openness.
A third step in openness to spiritual experiencing appears to be
associated with Illuminative experiences. One woman has introduced many
non-traditional ideas and speakers through the programming at her Catholic
Center. She herself is open to whatever comes up for her through her
Intensive Journaling and dreamwork. Another Stage Five person believes
that, "We see spiritual manifestations every moment if we allow ourselves to
do that." She related several "extraordinary experiences," one of which
follows.
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1 am at one with every part of this existence. The wind told me
that Saturday ... in my back yard_
The wind was blowing furiously ... and 1 became utterly
peaceful. 1 began to hear very clearly, 1 began to hear birds
very clearly and the sounds very clearly. And I no longer
heard the airplanes or the cars. It was like this wonderful
symphony of sound, it was a very gently melodic kind of sound.
And then the message was, "This is what it is to be One, to be
One with all things." The sound was not distinguishable_
This was like it was all one sound. And then of course the
extension of that was indeed that we are all One.
These two seem to be in direct communication with all that is, by
reason of their openness to new and unusual experiences.
In Stage Five/Six, this level of openness to Illuminative experiences
continues. One stated clearly that the attitude of "openness and willingness"
is the key factor in having Spirit come. She also spoke of the need for
discernment, and putting herself in the Light, "asking for the Highest and the
Best and that whoever comes, come in love." The other person at this level
indicated that he was open to "whatever happens or doesn't happen." These
two Stage Five/Six people clearly have an inner attitude that has let go of
control in the area of spiritual experiencing. In fact, they take no credit for
what has happened, but rather point to the mystery of the process.
Openness to spiritual experiencing appears to be a necessity, even though
some mystical experiences have come unbidden and have not been initially
welcomed. If the person rejects such an experience, he or she probably will
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return to the former world view, rather than embark on the Mystic Way
Even with such openness, however, progress on the Mystic Way is not
guaranteed. There needs to be a response to some of the other conditions
mentioned in this paper.
4.2.3.3 Motivation to Transcend

The motivation to stay on the path, to come to transcendence, varies
develop mentally even more strikingly than the choice of teacher.
The Stage Five people all have a clearly articulated motivation to
transcend. They all frame it within the context of their own path. One says,
“Christ is my point of reference. I'm called to be transformed and to be the
instrument of transformation." He aims to be co-creating with God in his
psychological wholeness. Another says that she has a "deep-rooted belief
system" and knows that this is what she believes in. She too acknowledges
her psychological involvement, by naming herself as a stable and loyal
person. A third shared her joy in being alive by saying, "It s an exciting way
to live! Even if 1 didn't believe in afterlife, it s a better way to live." Other
Stage Five ways to frame this motivation are a yearning "to be constantly in
awareness, growing toward Oneness," and "to let the seed of God come to
fullness in me."
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The Stage 5/6 people name their motivation very simply: "a God-Unity
sensibility, and the deepening that comes from each of my own experiences
with the Unconditioned." These have been presented in considerable detail
in the previous section.
It would appear that there is a human determination involved prior to
Awakening, but after that, the ecstatic experiences themselves provide
powerful motivators to stay on the path, regardless of the requirement to
endure suffering, depression, hardship, or detachment. This would indicate
that Motivation to Transcend has come out of the initial Awakening
experience and is a vital part of the Purgative Phase.
4.2.3-4 Choosing i Path

The condition of choosing a path was met by all of those interviewed.
Four of those in or beyond Stage Five are still following the path in which
they were raised. All have seriously wrestled with the particular tenets of
their faith and have made it their own. Subjects #3 and 8 were both raised
as Catholics and have renewed their commitment both after the changes of
Vatican II and after personally opening up to a more mystical, contemplative
Catholicism. Subjects

*4

and 5 were born Protestants and remain such.

Subject #4 wrestled particularly with the problem of evil, learning to
embrace his own shadow as he came into contact with different teachers,
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who later encouraged him to develop his contemplative side. Subject *5 has
supplemented her Protestant Christianity with some beliefs from The Course
in Miracles and with others from her own evolution. From these four, it can
be inferred that the choice of a path is not related to the shift from Stage
Five to Six. It seems far more significant a marker for the shift from Stage
Three to Stage Four. In terms of the Mystic Way, for these people,
Awakening followed the choice of a path, with many years elapsing between
committing to their path and their Awakening.
The other three subjects appear to have chosen their paths as adults.
Subjects *12, 9, and 2 made their choices shortly after college, following a
combination of study and ecstatic spiritual experiences in the new path.
One commonality that exists in the Stage Five and Five/Six transitional
people seems to be the discovery of a new part of themselves on their
previously chosen path. Subject *4, for instance, discovered his
contemplative nature, Subjects *3 and 8 their administrative talents, Subject
*5 the universality of the connection between all people who are by nature
• manifestations of God." Subjects *9, 2, 12, and 5 all spoke of being
increasingly aware of inner confirmation of their path by their guides or
ever-deepening practice. The condition of choosing a path then appears to
be a prerequisite for the transition from Stage Five to Six, but even
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discovering new facets about that path did not seem to be enough to
facilitate a shift into Stage Six. In Underhill's terms, it appears that the
Awakening may occur either before or after choosing a path, depending on
the age and circumstances in which the path is chosen.
4.2.3.5 Choosing a Teacher

Unlike choosing a path, not every interviewee has worked with an
external spiritual teacher. In fact, not even all those at Stage Five have had
such experience. All, however, have made the shift from external to internal
teacher by Stage Five.
One Stage Five subject never worked with any external teacher. She
has had very strong inner guidance ever since the beginning of her spiritual
path, when she was literally "transported" across the river in which she had
planned to commit suicide. All of the others have worked with several
different spiritual teachers over the course of their journey. The four
Christians at Stage Five spoke of having gone to their ministers, priests, or
spiritual directors. They all also rely strongly on their own inner direction,
from their own "God-place." One woman finds spiritual direction particularly
helpful in times of transition. Another spoke of a "consonance of knowing, of
feeling, because we are all manifestations of God."
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Those in transition from Stage Five to Six have worked with external
teachers as well. Both continue to seek out external direction, either on
private retreats or times of other need. Yet they seem to have a stronger
sense of inner guidance. One person mentioned that in the last two years, a
much stronger tie has developed between certain of her guides and herself
in conjunction with her life purpose.
It is interesting to note the trend in the way this condition is met from
Stage Four to Five/Six. (See Appendix F.) Except for those who have never
worked with an external teacher, it appears to develop from a strong
dependence on an external teacher in Stage Four (as long as that teacher fits
the self-chosen system), to an increasing reliance on an inner sense of
guidance at Stage Five and Five/Six. It might be that the transition into
Stage Six could involve a complete shift away from external direction,
toward the inner teacher exclusively. As with the choice of a path, the
choice of an external teacher may occur prior to Awakening. The shift to
inner teacher, however, seems clearly to be a step on the mystical path,
either as a result of Awakening, Purification or Illumination.

4.2.3-6 Books
In the Stage Five and above interviews, books have been significant.
Some name books as an important part of their spiritual disciplines, while
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others have differentiated between books used as part of a regular practice
and those used for general spiritual information, as external teachers Some
stay within the limits of their chosen path, while others read voraciously
from a variety of spiritual viewpoints. The Bible was mentioned by all four
Christians, The Course in Miracles by Subject *12, and Buddhist writings by
Subject #9. Subject #9 also spends some reading time on the discourses of
his external teacher.
Reading materials of a variety of spiritual orientations then can be
helpful in bringing one to Awakening, through Purification and/or to
Illumination. However, even though everyone in this sample mentioned the
importance of books in general, this particular conditions may be a "false
positive." This sample was well-educated, interested in growing spiritually.
In our society, books are a common and well-used way to get information.
This condition of books, therefore, can be subsumed under the choice of
external teacher and will not be separated out in the final conclusions.
4.2.3.7 Practice of Spiritual Disciplines
At Stage Five and beyond, the practice of spiritual disciplines seems to
always include solitude for prayer and meditation. The amount of time
needed for such disciplines varies tremendously, depending on the person
One busy school administrator is able to salvage her two hours of commuting
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to work as her special meditative time. "1 know that this is guaranteed time
that I can be free. So 1 take off!" She describes meditation as "leaving my
body - looking down" and finds those two hours of driving time as "one of
the best places to do that. In addition to this practice, she also reads the
Course in Miracles every day, the workbook in the morning and the text in
the evening. She differentiates between prayer and meditation. "Prayer to
me is focused." She asks for and receives specific guidance in prayer. In
meditation, she just is. She describes the importance of these practices in
these words:
They’re important to set the tone for starting the day and
ending the day - or starting the night! They're important as a
centering, to cut the chatter. 1 reserve the time. I reserve the
right to do that with myself and my God.
In addition, she finds herself spontaneously meditating five or six times
a day, times when she consciously changes perceptions and opens herself to
hear her inner voices. She described several specific guides who accompany
her on her spiritual journey, each of whom has a certain function in her life.
Yet "they don’t figure very prominently in my spiritual life. The meditation
and the prayer is what is the daily, hourly, moment-by-moment practice is."
Another woman at Stage Five experiences her whole life as "a life of
prayer." Privately, she gets up earlier than her family to seek out a quiet
space to read the Bible, devotional booklets, and simply pray. "It’s just a
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daily thing 1 do— It s kind of like feeding myself spiritually." She does
not differentiate between prayer and meditation. She listens to "a still small
voice" in anything that God sends her way, from an interviewer to an
administrator. Publicly, she has been asked why she sits through tense
meeting times with her eyes closed and her response is always, "1 was
praying!” She discussed attending church, revival meetings, visiting the sick
and imprisoned all as parts of her public disciplines.
As presented above in the biographical sketches, spiritual disciplines
include centering prayer for Subjects *3, 4, and 8. All three mentioned the
need to have large chunks of time available, while one was comfortable even
when he did not make it part of every single day. Retreats and solitude
were important to both some of those in Stage Five and both of those in
Stage Five/Six. Journaling, dream interpretation and Liturgy are vital parts
of the spiritual disciplines of others at these stages. One of those in Stage
Five/Six benefits from including healers and channels in her spiritual
practice.
The practice of spiritual disciplines as described here seems clearly
associated with Underhill s stage of Purification. Though this practice may
lead to an Awakening, as in the case of Sri Aurobindo and Subject #9, in
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others they follow Awakening. Some of these practices may be continued
throughout the mystical journey.
4.2.3-S Practice of Detachment
The practice of detachment appears to be an important part of the
spiritual journeys of many of those at or above Stage Five. Even so, they
responded quite differently to the question of the significance of "letting go"
or detachment in their lives. One Stage Five person deliberately goes
through a letting go period about every three years. "1 literally throw
myself to the winds and say, Now what?’... Uprooting myself, literally
stripping all of my identities was another one of those give-up things—
1m not saying I go through these periods with great calm!" Yet they are
crucial to her in her continuing spiritual evolution.
Another Stage Five person said, "All my life I have let go of things." She
described her experience of letting go of her mother, then her home, then
her connections to people in one mission assignment after another, finally a
very central relationship which turned her life around. Since then, she still
has had to practice letting go, always of distractions in her practice of
spiritual disciplines, most recently of material possessions no longer needed.
Another view of "letting go" involves releasing world views that are no
longer making sense, moving from dualism to a more unitive perspective,
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turning aside from "my most cherished reflections on what my life is all
about." This man also spoke of the need to detach from a static self-image
and be open to the dynamics of a Higher Self-image, in response to the
Spirit s moving in his life.
Another Stage Five person said that letting go of material possessions
has never been part of her experience "because things never mattered.
They're just here for our use_I believe that God wants us to be
prosperous_It’s an attitude of prosperity that manifests our Spirit." On
the other hand, she is very conscious of the need to let go of her children, to
allow them the freedom to "express fully who they are." She also
acknowledged the need to let go of the "busyness of my life." She often finds
herself feeling that she has the responsibility to touch everyone for God and
she is cultivating the art of letting go of that, in her saying, "God's got some
other people to touch people!" Another Stage Five woman spoke of the need
not to become possessive of her mystical experiences. She also emphasized
her need to let go of control of her spiritual evolution. She too acknowledged
the importance of letting go of those who precede us in death.
One person at the transitional stage Five/Six mentioned control as a
key struggle for her in this area: control in her too busy life and control in
relationships. She has had to let go of some very significant relationships,
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and she constantly works to release the world view of a materialistic society,
concretized at every turning. The other Five/Six person lives a life of
non-attachment; in fact others sometimes get upset with him because they
don't feel as special as they want to be to him. His whole attitude is
non-clinging, whether to relationships, schedules, experiences he has had, or
anything else.
Detachment could easily be seen as the work of Purification, and indeed
was so defined by Underhill. Fowler likewise points to the need for
decentration prior to Stage Six. Painful as these experiences have been for
the interviewees, they must be differentiated from the letting go or
surrender that characterizes the Dark Night just prior to entering the Unitive
Life.
4.2.3.9 Solitude
At Stage Five and Five/Six, solitude seemed to be a universal need. One
of the Stage Five people reported getting up earlier than her household in
order to practice her spiritual disciplines. Two others live alone and find
space in their daily schedule for their spiritual disciplines, one in her
commuting time, as mentioned above, the other in her quiet evenings. Two
others mentioned retreats as particularly valuable to them, since they prefer
large chunks of time for their spiritual disciplines. One of the Five/Six
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subjects mentioned his practice of going on retreats of 2-3 months each year
The other person at Stage Five/Six did not mention going away on retreats or
getting up earlier than her family. Since she always has been a private
person, however, and since she needs the alone time in the woods when
facing significant decisions, it is safe to assume that she creates solitude
whenever and wherever she needs it. Solitude appears to be associated with
the Purgative Way and continues into the Illuminative Phase.
4.2.3.10 Dark Night of the Soul
As described by Underhill, the Dark Night of the Soul has three
components: a deep sense of abandonment by God, an emotional lassitude,
and a sense of intellectual and volitional impotence (1961, pp. 389-392). It
could be interpreted as a psychological reaction to the strenuous "period of
sustained mystical activity" of the Illuminative Stage (p. 382), but Underhill
sees the above three components as a closer description to what mystics
have historically reported.
Using her three criteria, none of the subjects of this research appear to
have experienced a Dark Night. Admittedly, they were only given two hours
to share their stories and the questions of the interviewer provided a certain
structure to that time. Yet the fact remains that Subjects *3, 4, 8,9, and 12
named some of their experiences as "Dark Nights." Puzzled by this paradox,
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the researcher searched for other interpretations of Dark Night experiences
Groeschel (1986) offered an explanation that seemed to honor the
experiences as described by the subjects and fit in well with Underhill's
Mystic Way. Groeschel described two separate Dark Night experiences, one
between Purgation and Illumination and the other divided into the "Dark
Night of the Senses" and the "Dark Night of the Spirit," both falling within the
Unitive Life itself. (His second set of experiences follows in the tradition of
the Dark Night as described by St. John of the Cross, a perspective which was
not presented in this paper.)
It is the first Dark Night, however, between Purgation and Illumination
that offers an explanation for what five of the seven Stage Five or Five/Six
subjects reported in this study. Three aspects of Groeschel's presentation are
important to review here: the description, the purpose, and the end of this
Dark Night. He begins by pointing to psychological darkness, then indicates
how it becomes spiritual darkness or a Dark Night.
Spiritual darkness is a psychological state of great discomfort,
precipitated either by external causes like a painful loss or
trauma or by inner conflicts leading to depression and a feeling
of profound alienation. It can come from without like the
death of a loved one or the failure of a cause; it may be from
within, in which case it is really a breakdown of our defense
pattern or a burnout, a kind of emotional and psychological
exhaustion. It can be caused by sickness or imprisonment—
Any trying circumstance offering the opportunity to trust and
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confide in God is properly called a •'darkness" The experience
becomes a spiritual one because the virtues of faith, hope, and
love are exercised.... lA) young mother may turn to the
plaster statue of a saint in her little kitchen in a crowded
industrial neighborhood and accept the death of her child with
painful but loving trust. This will be a Dark Night and many
contemplatives have been formed in just this way. (Groeschel
1986,pp. 131-132)
Groeschel points out that there are two lessons to be learned in this
Dark Night: "the sovereignty of God" and "the realization of our absolute
insufficiency" (1986, p. 133). He emphasizes that this darkness holds the
potential for an authentic humility. Finally he points out that, The most
important experience of the Dark Night, however, is the rescuing by God,
which marks the end of the darkness" (1986, p. 134). Within his framework,
all of these people could be said to have experienced the first Dark Night.
One Stage Five person reported many personal crises and depression, much
suffering and disillusionment; he also shared several experiences of
Illumination. Another described deep emotional pain over a prolonged
period that was finally released in an ecstatic experience of worship. She too
has had other Illuminative experiences since then. A third reported a time
of intense stress during a combination of illness and family crisis, and has
also had many mystical experiences typical of Illumination. Even those two
subjects who hesitated to name their suffering as Dark Night would fit this
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description, especially when their subsequent mystical experiences are
considered.
My conclusion then is that the condition of the Dark Night as described
by Groeschel facilitated a shift from Purgation into Illumination for all of the
subjects in this study. Some deep suffering seems to be a necessity prior to
entering the Illuminative Phase, whether it be named the Purgation of
Underhill or the Dark Night of Groeschel and the subjects of this research.
4.2.3.11 Humility

Among these Stage Five interviewees, there seem to be varying levels
of humility. Most of the interviewees tend to think of their mystical
experiences as gifts, as something that they have been given, not earned.
They each see the need to continually grow in their spiritual practice, to
become more loving, more attuned to the Spirit in their daily lives. All seem
fully aware of their own "warts and blind spots" and yearn to both embrace
and transcend them.
One subject described his Buddhist perspective by saying, There is no
self" at the level of Enlightenment. He acknowledged that his sense of self
has changed considerably over the years of practicing Vipassana. He
certainly is not attached to any image of himself, either as author or teacher.
Rather he is "process-oriented," is very aware of the ever-changing nature of
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life, of the personality patterns, of the sense of self. His conclusion, "There's
no strong sense of being somebody," seems to point to the "death or selfhood"
described by Underhill (1961, p. 221).
The humility of all of the other interviewees seemed to enable them to
acknowledge both their strengths and weaknesses with equanimity. They
are able to embrace the paradox of their Unitive experiences with their own
separateness as persons. One woman described this paradox in these words:
[My goal is] to be constantly in awareness that 1 am simply and
grandiosely one and the same with every other living thing.
With every other thing.... I have that cognitive level of
awareness sometimes, but by no means is it constant. And 1 am
by no means at that level.
She recognizes that she is being given the gift to see Oneness quite
often, but she also recognizes that she is not "living there."
The humility experienced by these subjects seems to fit the description
of humility that emerges from the work of mortification in Purgation, a
gentle humbleness of spirit and moving away from "selfhood," a humility
that profoundly affects all of the individual s life.
4.2.3.12 Social Activism
The social activism that was being investigated was the divine
fecundity" of those in the Unitive Life, when those living in Union are
continually acting as "ambassadors to the Absolute (Underhill, 1961, p. 414).
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It is characterized by "an incessant production of good works," "a fresh
outbirth of spiritual vitality into the world; the helpmate of the
Transcendent Order, the mother of a spiritual progeny" (pp. 429, 431).
Simultaneously co-existing with this great outworking of the spiritual
vitality is a continuing "inner knowledge of his [sic] mystical sonship ...
which is for him the guarantee of absolute life" (p. 433).
Since it has already been determined that none of the subjects have
entered the Unitive Life, their commitment to social activism shows only half
of this Unitive definition; the "production of good works." There is among
them indeed a plethora of those good works. This was a sample of people
who are deeply concerned for the world, its environment and its people.
They respond differently, depending on their perception of their own life
tasks.
These Stage Five people handle their consciousness of social injustice
with ambivalence. They are all very aware of the problems, but seem to
vary in their responses. One suggested that she is a bit of a Social
Democrat," wanting to equalize the resources according to need. Yet she
herself does not feel called to go out and do anything about social injustice.
Much as she admires those who take a stand on "nuclear arms or Nicaragua,
she acknowledges that she herself "couldn’t do it."
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Similarly, another Stage Five person expressed great admiration for
those who march for peace, but is finally comfortable with his own calling to
contemplation, rather than social action. A third person at this level
expressed a deep understanding of why Jesse Jackson remained in the
Presidential race so long, affirming his commitment to "a bigger purpose
than the individual situation, even if it involves danger." She lives a life of
prayer wherever she goes, so her commitment to "the bigger purpose"
prevails. In sharing her story, she did not include the many ways known to
the researcher that she has worked for many different social issues. Yet
another Stage Five person sees herself as spiritual guide in her role as school
administrator. She sees herself affecting the world of suffering and injustice.
I believe that when we stagnate either in fear or distrust or
overwhelmed feelings of helplessness, we do nothing but add
more energy to that suffering. I believe that every waking and
sleeping moment of my life 1 am making a positive contribution
that will combat the suffering. I must function. We must
function. Positive energy on this planet must function. We
cannot become enmeshed and immersed in the dilemmas and
the horror of the suffering.
Another Stage Five woman offers programs that help people stretch
beyond themselves in their reaching for God, she confidently offers topics
that would have been banned before Vatican 11. She accompanies these
programs with the sense that each of her retreatants is unique, is on a
unique journey, and has no need to “keep up with the Jones ’ in any way,
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shape or form. Her strong sense of Earth consciousness touches the grounds
of her retreat: she stated that opening up the back yard to gardens for the
elderly and the front yard for the neighborhood children to play in were
both part of her sense of stewardship for the land they are using so lovingly.
The Five/Six interviewees seem to have a very strong view of their own
life task, including their role in affecting the social issues of the day. One is
clearly taking up her task to create an interface between spirituality and
education. That is the arena in which she will have a pronounced impact on
the social consciousness of her students. The other Stage Five/Six person
expressed deep concern for the environment and the world at large, but he
recognized that his call is to teach meditation, to work with people around
the issue of their own enlightenment. This in no way lessens his concern for
the world, but he has a commitment to keep within his own Buddha-nature,
to be true to his call to teach and write about how to come to the "end of all
suffering."
In conclusion then, though all the interviewees have a concern for the
social issues of the day, none seemed to meet Underhill s dual criteria of
living in full awareness of inner union and unceasing action in the world.
They are perhaps motivated to alleviate suffering, offer love, and to work for
peace by a combination of humanitarian and mystical ideals. Their social
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activism could be the result of the process of mortification, where mystics
seek out experiences of suffering to bring about the "death of selfhood"
(Underhill, 1961, p. 221).
4-2.3.13 Anything Else Named Bv the Interviewees

The most frequently mentioned "other" concerning their spiritual path
was "gift." All of the subjects at this stage embrace the unknown, celebrating
the "mystery" of the hidden. Those most firmly equilibrated at Stage Five
seem to envision a dance between human effort and divine gift. They seem
to believe that there is a spark of God in all of us awaiting to ignite, either
spontaneously or by a combination of human effort and divine gift. One
Stage Five person noted that mystical experiences "happen when they're
supposed to happen. In other words, when you're ready to go a certain place
or to be shown a certain something, then you're taken." Those in transition
seem rather to regard human effort as a prerequisite, but they have let go of
the need to "produce" anything. Instead, they continue to cultivate the open
and receptive attitude, practicing their spiritual disciplines in an attitude of
expectancy without any sense of legalistic exchange. This belief was
revealed by a Five/Six interviewee who said, "Spirit comes when they re
ready and you're ready." Her sense was that the most significant condition is
an inner attitude of quiet openness and willingness to let it happen. Neither
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have any of these subjects become utterly passive, awaiting a ' sudden
rending of the veil." They know beyond a shadow of a doubt that when they
are ready and when their God is ready, what is supposed to happen will
happen.
The frequency of this type of response leads the researcher to conclude
with Evelyn Underhill that there is indeed a quality of "given-ness" in being
on a mystical journey. Indeed there are certain conditions to be met, some
of which are precursors to the Awakening, some of which accompany
progress through Purgation, Illumination, Dark Night, and the Unitive Life.
But from this researcher s point of view, there is something beyond human
effort at work all along the way.
4.3 Summary
There remain several questions to be answered about the importance of
the hypothesized conditions which have been examined in the lives of the
interviewees. Do these conditions interact in any way with each other or do
they function in isolation, independently of each other? Which are necessary
and/or sufficient to facilitate movement along the Mystic Way? After a brief
summary section, these questions will be addressed. At the close of the
chapter, an idealized and obviously over-simplified picture of a transition
will be painted.
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As a concise way to summarize the data gathered and analyzed in this
project, Table 4.5 has been prepared. It can be read vertically to see how
many of the conditions have been found in a given subject or it can be read
horizontally to see how many of the subjects met that condition. Symbols
used include ’Y' for "yes" and "N" for "no."

Table 4.5 Results of Contemporary Research

Subject Numbers: 2

3

4

5

8

9

12

Hardy s "Triggers"

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Openness to
Spiritual Experiencing

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Motivation to Transcend

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Choice of a Path

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

External Teacher on that Path

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Internal Teacher

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Spiritual Disciplines

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

A Sense of Detachment

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Solitude

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Dark Night of the Soul

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Humility

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Social Activism

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Anything Else (Gift, Grace, etc.)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Conditions
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As can be seen in the above table, all interviewees at Stage Five and
above have had the experience of at least one "trigger" experience. An
openness to spiritual experiencing was evidenced by how these Stage Five
and Five/Six people welcomed signs from the Divine, recognizing them in
many diverse forms without alarm or rejection. They likewise had all
chosen a path with a commitment similar to the Absoluteness of the
Particular described by Fowler. Each interviewee at these stages is working
with an internal spiritual teacher, most with an external teacher as well.
Similarly, all interviewees had a strong motivation to transcend. They
believed it was possible to live a transcendent life, a unitive life, and they
were consciously "courting the divine" (Holmes, 1938). A practice of
spiritual disciplines was also universally present. These practices varied
somewhat, according to the path chosen by the interviewee. All seemed at
ease with meditative practices, some calling it prayer, some contemplation,
some simply listening. In terms of detachment, some spoke of letting go of
relationships or material possessions; this appeared to be the preliminary
stages of letting go. Another step was to let go of past experiences, rather
than returning to those memories repeatedly. The final step in detachment
seems to be to let go of control itself, being willing for mystical experiences
to happen or not, rather than struggling with their spiritual disciplines,
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retreats, or anything else. Solitude was a component clearly present in the
lives of all of those at and above Stage Five. Some were able to find solitude
within their own homes and around their daily schedules. Others chose to
plan longer times in solitude, spending up to three months in retreat.
The Dark Night of the Soul presented a special conundrum. Though
many spoke of their suffering times as "Dark Nights," none described the
sense of abandonment by God, the emotional lassitude, or intellectual or
volitional impotence that Underhill gives as criteria. They spoke often of
personal, psychological, and spiritual crises which brought them deep and
intense suffering, often prolonged. If Groeschel’s description of Spiritual
Passages is correct, then these interviewees could very well have been
describing the Dark Night that comes between Purgation and Illumination,
rather than the Dark Night that will later come between Illumination and the
Unitive Life.
Likewise, though great humility was present in all of these
interviewees, it appeared to be primarily an attitude of awe about the
creativity of the Universal accompanied by an overall sense of personal
giftedness. There was none of the self-deprecating mode of thinking often
mistakenly called humility. There were hints of the "death of selfhood" that
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Underhill describes as emerging from Purgation, but there was none of the
"self-naughting" that she described after the Dark Night.
Social activism was the other condition which none of the interviewees
appeared to meet, at least as defined by Underhill. Granted, each
interviewee gave a perspective on social issues and showed varying levels of
commitment to right social wrongs. Yet none of them has entered Stage Six,
the Unitive Life, so their present activism is more likely emerging from an
altruistic desire to help the suffering, or as part of the process of
mortification in the Purgative Way, rather than as only part of the Unitive
Life in which the sense of Oneness with the Divine bears fruit in "incessant
good works."
Various interviewees named an assortment of other factors in their
lives prior to their first unitive experience; the only consensus among them
was the clear sense that their transcendent experiences were "gifts" that
they considered beyond human explanation. This was often named by the
interviewees as "mystery," "grace," gift," or the "unknowable." There appears
to be an indescribable factor at work in the transition and that factor can be
variously defined as God, the Universe, or opening to the Unconditioned.
These conditions were not randomly chosen for the study. They were
the result of a careful review of the literature and a study of the lives of five
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mystics. The conditions were pulled out like threads from a fabric in order
to determine the warp and woof. Now it is time to recreate the cloth, for
these conditions do not function in isolation. Some common groupings
include the choice of a path with the choice of a teacher, the practice of
spiritual disciplines with the need for solitude, the Dark Night of the Soul
with humility. A "trigger" may lead to the choice of the path, choice of the
teacher, shift to an inner teacher, or to the Dark Night itself. A long-term
motivation to transcend may come out of a transcendent experience, while
short-term motivation may come out of a personal commitment to a path, a
teacher, or a discipline. Detachment is most often the fruit of a practice of
spiritual disciplines. Openness to spiritual experiencing, however, seems to
be the dominant thread, standing apart in each the stories of those who have
reached Stage Five.
From the pattern of "Yes es" in Table 4.5 (page 300), a case can be made
for the necessity of all of these conditions for facilitating movement along
the Mystic Way. Because none has yet experienced the Dark Night, the
highest stage on the mystic way represented here is illumination All of
those at Stage Five and Five/Six have had at least one Illuminative
experience, some have had many. So this analysis will consider the necessity
and sufficiency of the conditions only up to Illumination. It would appear
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that a trigger and openness to spiritual experiencing are necessary before
Awakening. Yet without a response of saying Yes'' to God, further progress
will be stopped right there, so those conditions alone are not sufficient to
ensure an Awakening.
The choice of a path is not necessary before Awakening, for Subjects #2,
8, and 12 had their Awakening experiences before selecting their paths. It
does appear to be necessary before Purification, however, for it is in that
stage that mystics use spiritual teachers on their path, follow certain
spiritual disciplines, including the practice of detachment and solitude. Out
of the Awakening experience comes a motivation to transcend which seems
then to be necessary to enable one to stay with the work of Purgation. That
motivation alone is not sufficient to bring about Illumination is clear by the
years that elapsed in the lives of the historical mystics between Awakening
and Illumination, as well as in most of these subjects. Illumination must
then be preceded by a disciplined season of walking the path, including the
practice of spiritual disciplines, detachment, and some solitude. Even with
all of these in place, however, the subjects interviewed for this research and
the historical mystics all pointed beyond themselves for the source of their
experience, naming it variously as "grace" or "gift" from however they define
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God. Table 4.6 below summarizes these conclusions about the necessity and
sufficiency of these conditions in relation to the Mystic Way.

Table 4.6 Necessity and Sufficiency of Conditions

Conditions

Before
Awakening

Before
Purgation

During
Purgation

Before
Illumination

Nec. Suff.

Nec. surr.

Nec. surr.

Nec. Suff.

Trigger

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Openness

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Motivation

no

-

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Path

no

-

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Ext. Teacher

no

-

no

-

no

-

no

-

lnt. Teacher

no

-

no

-

yes

no

yes

no

Spir. Disc.

no

-

no

-

yes

no

yes

no

Detachment

no

-

no

-

yes

no

yes

no

Solitude

no

-

no

“

yes

no

yes

no

By way of comparison, Table 4.7 (page 307) presents the patterns of
these same condition in the lives of the subjects who were in Stages 3/4, 4,
and 4/3. This data reveals that the Mystic Way can indeed be entered
before Stage Five. Appendix F presents this data in a more complete form.
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Symbols used for this table include Y" for Yes, "N" for No, and M?" if it was
unclear from the interview.

Table 4.7 Results of Research with Stages 3/4, 4, 4/5

Conditions

Subjects
6(3/4)

7(4)

11(4)

1(4/5)

10(4/5)

Trigger

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Openness

?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Choice of Path

?

Y

Y

Y

Y

External Teacher

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Internal Teacher

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Motivation

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Spiritual Disc.

?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Detachment

N

Y

Y

?

Y

Solitude

N

?

Y

Y

?

Dark Night

N

N

N

N

N

Humility

N

N

N

N

N

Social Activism

N

N

N

N

N

Anything else

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

□early Subject #6 has not yet met the conditions for Awakening and his
story bears out that he is not yet on the Mystic Way. Subject *7 has had
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many experiences of both Purgation and Illumination. She could easily find
solitude, even in her community, practicing her spiritual disciplines in
silence. Subject

*

11 likewise has had many experiences of both Purgation

and Illumination and has met all the conditions for full Illumination. Subject
#1 has had many Illuminative experiences, even though he did not relate
any struggle with detachment. Subject #10 similarly has had many
experiences in Purgation and occasional glimpses beyond into Illumination,
even though she spends little time in solitude. So it appears that these
conditions are indeed necessary with the qualifications of detachment and
solitude in the cases of Subjects # 1 and 10. It is also possible that the
researcher's assessment of their place along the Mystic Way is mistaken,
since that assessment was not the original focus of the research questions.
Now let us imagine several hypothetical seekers standing at the cusp of
transition from Stage Five to Six and trace their spiritual journey from
Awakening to the Unitive Life.
First, let us describe these people in terms of Fowler s seven
components of faith. They have learned to balance the paradoxes
of their lives, both in their logical thinking, in their relationships,
their sense of moral judgment and authority. They are now
struggling with how to transcend these paradoxes and move to
the Unitive Life. They are beginning to take the perspective of
Being itself, rather than with any single grouping or tradition.
Their primary loyalty is shifting to that Being, even in preference
to a prior-to-society self. They have opened their boundaries to
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the world and can identify with anyone from the perspective or
Being. Their sense of authority is shifting from the ambiguities of
Stage Five to an internal assurance with a transcendent point of
reference drawn from their own experiences. They are becoming
aware that they are One with each other, with all others, with the
Universe itself, indeed that their true nature is divine. And
finally they are coming to value rituals, symbols, myths, and
metaphor as "the doorways into a transcendent realm" (Moseley,
Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986, p. 196). How is it that they are moving
to these new places?
First, this particular group had each committed to a path at a
point considerably before the transition to Stage Six, whether it
was Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism, or some
aggregate of their own creation. This may have been the
reworking of the faith of their family of origin or it may have
been a commitment to a path unknown in their previous
community. It may have been the result of some "trigger", which
led them to an Awakening experience. Then they began to spend
some time with a teacher, perhaps on a private retreat, seeking
spiritual direction, then applying it in solitude, reporting back to
the spiritual director and finding new direction. Or perhaps the
teacher was available for individual counseling at a mutually
agreed upon place. Or perhaps the teaching came through
voracious reading of books of the spiritual giants, accompanied by
journaling to examine their own lives in comparison to those
being studied. Or then again, perhaps all the teaching was
internal from the very beginning. Their spiritual hunger was
drawing them deeper into Purgation.
At some point, they each began a practice of spiritual disciplines,
including their unique blend of prayer, meditation, chanting,
walking, drumming and perhaps some devotional reading. As
they continued on the path, they became increasingly aware of
the need to detach from material possessions, from bondage to
relationships, from anything that would spread their energies too
thinly so that they would not be able to devote their time to their
spiritual journey. They simultaneously embarked on a program
of purification, one that necessarily would bring them suffering,
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but would ultimately free them from their bondage to their
senses and cravings. They learn to quiet their minds, let go of one
illusion after another as they recognize it as illusory. As their
practice deepened, they felt the need for more solitude and found
ways to be alone to listen and to discern. They began to let go of
their books, of their external teacher and to listen in solitude for
that "still small voice." Out of these dark times, they eventually
came again to the Light. After a particularly deep meditation,
they discovered that they had been given a transcendent
experience, perhaps their first Illuminative experience. What
confirmation that they were indeed on the trail! Their motivation
to transcend increased 300%, for now they knew what bliss was
available. At the same time, however, they realized that
whatever had happened was not something they had created.
They recognized that they had been obeying spiritual law in
cultivating the Divine Presence, but whatever had happened was
not necessarily something they could reproduce at will. The roots
of true humility began to send up shoots. They recognized a
change in their perceptions, were increasingly open to spiritual
experiences sent from God, however they defined God. They
begin to experience unitive moments, perhaps accompanied by
visions, voices, and/or inspired writing, perhaps an intensified
awareness of the Presence of God, perhaps a sense that "every
living creature was veritably and actually a theophany or
appearance of God‘..." (Underhill, 1961, p. 260). These are times
of great ecstasy. Though there may be hard times still, these
people now have an unshakable faith that what they have been
given is part of their approach to a unitive life. This then became
their choice of where to live from then on. Not that they
dispensed quickly and easily of their "warts and blind spots."
They still had to wrestle with bringing their whole lives into
congruence with who they truly were and this involved many
more years of spiritual disciplines, letting go of one thing after
another, lessons in humility, and a continual openness to inner
teaching.
[This hypothetical case extends beyond the data of the research,
but it is drawn from Underhill s perceptions of the Dark Night and
the Unitive Life, rather than from the research data I
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Continuing on their seemingly endless path to Union, they began
to encounter deeply difficult times, some related to loss of a
relationship, some to disillusionment about a vital part of their
path, some to devastation caused by external events. Gradually it
seemed as if all the ecstasy that they had been experiencing
previously was being withdrawn from them. They entered into a
time of intense spiritual pain, a Dark Night of the Soul,
accompanied by an inability to reconnect with God at all. As they
persevered on their path, continued with their spiritual practices,
perhaps reconnected with an external teacher temporarily, they
began to let go of the need to know why this was happening to
them. They shifted their perspective to one of acceptance, letting
go of the need to control every aspect of their spiritual and
physical lives. Out of this most intense crucible emerged a
humility previously unknown to them, a self-naughting, an "utter
surrender to the great movement of the Absolute Life” (Underhill,
1961, p. 400).
Finally they came to the realization that they were already there,
living in Union with All! Their perspective shifted without their
awareness or effort from a dualistic framework to a more unitive
perception of Reality. Perhaps it came through a meditative
vision, an out-of-body experience, a review of past lives. Perhaps
it came through religious worship, through music, visual art,
creative work. At any rate, they knew at once beyond the
shadow of a doubt that they were standing on holy ground! They
were not, indeed never had been, separated from their Source or
from each other. They had been duped by believing the illusions
of the physical world. They recognized that all that they had
been doing all these years on their spiritual path had indeed kept
them separated from their true identities as One with the Divine.
Paradoxically enough, while their spiritual practices had kept
them separated, they also enabled the Ultimate Realization. What
a grand cosmic joke! What ecstasy!
Out of this wondrous place of endless Oneness emerged a divine
fecundity" that issued in "incessant good works (Underhill, 1961,
p. 429-433). Some devoted their lives to feeding the hungry and
tending the dying; others built convents and monasteries, still

others devoted their energies to writing and speaking, with the
purpose being to share this divine Love everywhere. "Are not all
these examples of the state in which the self, at last fully
conscious, knowing Reality because she is wholly real, pays her
debt? Unable to rest entirely either in work or in fruition, she
seizes on this twofold expression of the superabundant life by
which she is possessed: and, on the double wings of eagerness
and effort, takes flight towards her Home" (Underhill, 1961, pp.
436-437).

In conclusion, this chapter has presented the methodology and the
results of the contemporary research. Biographical sketches enabled the
reader to follow the actual spiritual development of five of those
interviewed. Then each condition was examined in isolation to see how it
manifested in the lives of the subjects. The conditions were then grouped
and evaluated as to how they contributed to transition in terms of the Mystic
Way, in terms of necessity and/or sufficiency. A hypothetical case was
created to illustrate how such a transition might occur. In the next chapter,
implications and conclusions about the research will follow the final
summation.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Introduction
This chapter will begin with a summary and conclusions of the entire
research project, then address some of its limitations. Next some of the
implications of the findings will be considered, for Research, for Education
and Training, and for Spiritual Direction and Psychospiritual Counseling.
Finally, conclusions will be drawn about the significance of such a study from
the personal perspective of the researcher.
5.2 Summary
This research project literally began as a dream. The night before the
researcher was scheduled to present her comprehensive papers, she
dreamed about how to move from Stage Five to Six. After much consultation
with her committee, the design emerged, at first dimly, then with greater
clarity and commitment.
The question came out of a seeming incompleteness in Fowler s theory
of raith development. Though he has presented a clear and thorough picture
of the evolution of meaning-making from infancy to the maturity of the
Stage Five faith developmental level, he admits to some mystery
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surrounding the shift to Stage Six. Indeed he suggests that relatively few
people in the history of civilization have completed that transition and lived
at Stage Six. The question that was formulated became, "What conditions
might be necessary and/or sufficient to facilitate a transition from Stage Five
to Stage Six?"
In order to establish a solid background for the study, the literature
review first addressed the faith developmental theory of James Fowler,
focusing especially on Stages Five and Six. A summary chart was included to
give an overview of Stages One to Four, but they were given scant attention
inasmuch as the intent of the study was to examine the interface between
Stages Five and Six.
Because Fowler suggests that there is a mystical component to Stage Six,
the literature review then presented two different views of mysticism.
Evelyn Underhill, author of the classic work, Mysticism (1961), was the
source of the Western view of mysticism. Her description includes the five
steps of Awakening, Purification, Illumination, Dark Night or the Soul, and
the Unitive Life, from which the title of this dissertation was derived. The
second view of mysticism that was reviewed came from the East. Following
brief reference to its Vedantic origins, Zen Buddhism's ten seasons of
enlightenment were described, using the metaphor of oi-herding Then
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these two views were compared and contrasted, drawing from Otto's
comparative analysis of Meister Eckhart and Sankara to supplement the
researcher's perspective.
The views of Ken Wilber were next presented because they incorporate
elements from both Western and Eastern models of thinking about human
consciousness. As his models were presented, comparisons were drawn
between Fowler's Stage Five Conjunctive Faith and Wilber's "centaur" level of
consciousness, between Fowler's Stage Six Universalizing Faith and Wilber's
"Transpersonal Bands." The basic difference that emerged was that Fowler s
endpoint was Wilber s entry into the continued evolution toward the unitive
experience. Wilber described the Low Subtle, High Subtle, Low Causal, High
Causal stages as all preceding the Ultimate state of Oneness. Wilber's
conceptualization of the spectrum of consciousness thus seems to give the
information essential to building a bridge between structural faith
development and mystical spiritual development. Clearly all three views,
Western and Eastern mysticism and Wilber's spectrum, all refer to the same
journey of spiritual development, though their different terminology and
perspectives gave each view its uniqueness. Because of the researcher's
more thorough knowledge of Western mysticism, Underhill's was the model
chosen to refer back to as the research proceeded. Finally the literature
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review identified five hypothesized conditions, a sense of detachment.
motivation to transcend, choice of a path, teacher on that path, and walking
the path. At the end of the literature review, Wilber s conviction was
presented: that the real shift to Universal Mind was contingent upon
exchanging a dualistic world view for a non-dualistic sense of the entire
universe. Rather than looking to enter the Unitive Life "over there
somewhere, sometime," Wilber reminded us that it is already here and the
key to recognizing it lies in the shift from duality to non-duality.
The research itself began with a historical section in which the lives of
five mystics were examined to determine the validity of the hypothesized
conditions. Those chosen included Teresa of Avila, Bahi’u’llih, Thomas
Merton, Mother Teresa, and Sri Aurobindo. Teresa of Avila, a 16th century
Roman Catholic nun, met all the conditions and it was from her story that
two others were added: humility and social activism. Though books and
solitude were significant for her, they were identified at this point as part of
her normal spiritual disciplines, so were not added to the list. Bah^’u’Uih,
co-founder of the BahA’i faith and recognized by them as the Divine
Manifestation, clearly met all the conditions, as veil as the newly added
condition of humility. His story highlighted the importance of solitude as a
separate condition. In addition, the experience of two years in the Kurdistan
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Caves seemed to parallel Underhill's description of a Dark Night, so solitude
and a Dark Night were added to possible conditions at that point. Thomas
Merton's life as a Trappist monk was presented next to give another
perspective on entering the Unitive Life. Again, the five originally
hypothesized conditions were met. In addition, solitude, the Dark Night,
humility and social activism were also met. Books were of tremendous
importance in his life, so this was added to the list. Mother Teresa's
continuing service in India was the focus of the next biography. Again, all of
the original conditions were met, as were also four of those that had
emerged from the three preceding biographies: books, solitude, humility and
social activism. She does not appear to have experienced a Dark Night or
vision of hell per se, but perhaps her work among the "poorest of the poor'
could be interpreted to be continually giving her a vision of hell. In the
story of Sri Aurobindo, the five originally hypothesized conditions were
again met. In addition, he read extensively in the sacred writings of
Hinduism and solitude was an absolute imperative. He did not seem to
experience what Underhill calls a Dark Night of the Soul or even to have the
experiencing of a hell on earth, though his year in the Alipore jail might
possibly qualify for such an experience. His social activism was done
primarily from Pondicherry, where he focused in solitude for 40 years on
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Supramental Yoga. Many of his writings seem somewhat tinged with a
subtle and sometimes not so subtle arrogance, so this researcher did not feel
that humility was a condition that he met. The most significant condition he
contributed to the study was an openness to spiritual experiences. He
demonstrated an amazing willingness to totally restructure his life once he
committed his life to following his inner teacher.
When the time came for contemporary research, the condition of
"walking the path" was redefined. In the historical research, "walking the
path" had been an all-inclusive umbrella for the practice of spiritual
disciplines, the use of books, solitude, action in the world to combat social
injustice, and the Dark Night. Each of these was subsequently isolated in
order to determine their importance in the lives of each contemporary
spiritual leader. In addition, Hardy s "trigger experiences" were added to the
list to ascertain if they were truly necessary in the journey toward Union.
And because of the unknown factors that might emerge from interviews
with contemporary spiritual leaders, an open category was added. At the
beginning of the contemporary research then, the thirteen conditions were
sequenced for analysis in the order in which they appeared to be important
in the lives of those interviewed. They are presented as reordered in Table
5.1 on page 319.
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Table 5.1 Summary of Conditions

1. Hardy's "Triggers ’or Catalysts
2. Openness to Spiritual Experiencing
3. Motivation to Transcend
4. Choosing a Path
5. Choosing a Teacher
6. Books
7. Practice of Spiritual Disciplines
8. Practice of Detachment
9. Solitude
10. Dark Night of the Soul
11. Humility
12. Social Activism
13. Anything Else Named by the Interviewees

The methodology for the contemporary research was qualitative,
consisting of in-depth interviews of about two hours in length with a sample
of twelve who were thought to be spiritual leaders in their fields. They were
initially contacted by telephone, when they responded to four questions
designed to help the researcher determine whether or not this person fit the
study. All of those contacted were subsequently interviewed. The interview
consisted of two parts: the Fowler Faith Development Interview and the
researcher s questions concerning the hypothesized conditions. After
transcription, the interviews were coded for the Fowler faith stage, then they
were analyzed for the presence, absence, and significance of each of the
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conditions in the lives of the interviewees as given so briefly in the
interview. Seven of the twelve were found to be in Fowler s Stage Five, so
theirs were the interviews from which the data was most relevant to this
study. Because there were no subjects in Stage Six, however, a slight change
in data analysis had to be made. The conditions were examined in relation
to the subjects' approximate position along the Mystic Way, with necessity
and/or sufficiency being considered in relation to Awakening, Purgation, and
Illumination, the only phases able to be documented for these subjects.
Five of these interviewees' biographical sketches were presented in
detail, with information from the other two Stage Five subjects included in
the analysis of each condition in Chapter Four.
The analysis was presented with the conditions arranged in the
sequence in which they seemed to be important in the interviewees lives.
Each condition was examined, first, for its presence and significance for the
subject, the for the relationship between this condition and the Mystic Way.
Tentative conclusions were drawn about which conditions seemed to be
necessary for moving into Awakening, Purgation, and Illumination. It was
concluded that a trigger and openness to spiritual experiencing, were
conditions to be met prior to Awakening, that motivation to transcend, choice
of a oath, and i-hnice of a teacher either external or internal or both were
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conditions to be met prior to entering the Purgative Way, that the practice of
spiritual disciplines, detachment, and solitude were met during Purgation,
and that the shift to an inner teacher was usually made before the
Illuminative Phase. Virtually all of those interviewed mentioned the
"givenness" of their experiences, whether they used the term "gift," grace,"
"mystery," or "the unknown." Then the interviewees from Stages 3/4, 4, and
4/3 were presented in a Table showing how they too had met the conditions.
In conclusion, it appears that spiritual pilgrims may enter the Mystic
Way prior to their transition to Fowler’s Stage Five. Awakening could
conceivably be experienced as early as Stage Two or Three. If it were
received with openness and followed by a shift into Purgation, it would have
significant implications for how such a person experienced the stages before
Stage Five. Purification, with its emphasis on detachment and mortification,
would be particularly traumatic for a person in Stage Three, with the typical
need for affiliation and mutuality in all relationships. Illuminative
experiences might present a problem for those in Stage Four, with their
desire for individual autonomy. Since some of these subjects have indeed
experienced Awakening, Purgation and Illumination prior to Stage Five, it
clearly can be done. They seem to be doing exceptionally well balancing
their faith developmental level with their progress on the Mystic Way. From
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the perspective of this researcher, it looks as though a shift into the Dark
Night does not occur until well past a Stage Five equilibration, perhaps not
until considerably after the transitional stage of Five/Six. That would
corroborate Fowler s labeling Stage Six as the Universalizing Faith, the stage
at which the Unitive Life is experienced.
5.3 Limitations
As stated in Chapter Four, there were a number of limitations inherent
in the design of the study. To review briefly, the size of the sample was
small, actually including only twelve, most of whom were well-educated,
middle class, white Americans. Though the research was aimed at
interviewing only those in Stage Five or above, five were discovered to be in
stages lower than Five. Consequently, the number of subjects from whom
data could be used about the transition from Stage Five to Six was even
further reduced to seven. On the other hand, because there were five
subjects at lower stages, data was gathered unexpectedly about the
functioning of the hypothesized conditions at those stages. Because the
paper itself was Tocused on Stage Five-Six transition, however, most or that
information was put into Appendix F.
A further limitation emerged in the data analysis when it was
discovered that no subject was at Stage Six. The researcher then transferred
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the analysis of "necessity and/or sufficiency" to progress on the Mystic Way,
although questions had not been designed to enable a clear understanding of
when the various phases began in the life of each subject. Consequently, the
conclusions are based on tentative assessments of the subjects' present place
along the way from Awakening to the Illuminative Life.
The coders for the analysis of the Fowler interviews were self-taught,
learning the process by following the directions in the Manual (Moseley,
Jarvis, and Fowler, 1986). Some of the interviews were sent to Fowler for
review of the accuracy of the interviewing and coding procedures. His
comments were helpful and gratifying, as the coding results were very close.
He also pointed out a certain introspective bias in the interviewer's style.
Further limitations were revealed in the process of conducting the
interviews and analyzing the data. Because the project was proposed and
the interviews designed before completing the historical research, many of
the conditions which came out of the historical research were not directly
included in the proposed interview. The questions as proposed were the
direct result of the literature review and included the first five conditions,
i.e„ choice of a path, choice of a teacher, motivation to transcend, the practice
of spiritual disciplines, and the practice of detachment. It was not until the
historical research was completed that the additional conditions of solitude,
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books, humility, social consciousness, Dark Night, and openness to spiritual
experiencing emerged. Though trigger experiences had been discovered in
the literature review, they were dismissed as mere catalysts, so a question
was not designed to elicit that information. At the point of analysis, it was
decided to consider it as a condition, so the available information was
extracted from the interviews as given. Clearly, the interview protocol
should have been revised after completing the historical research.
Unfortunately, the interviews themselves were all completed before
feedback on Chapter Three was received by the researcher. Consequently, it
was too late to revise the proposed questions. Because of the quality of the
Fowler interview and the openness with which the subjects responded to the
researcher’s questions, much more data was generated than had been
expected. It is entirely likely, however, that more data would have emerged,
had direct questions been asked. For instance, it would have been helpful to
have had interviewees describe their spiritual experiences in terms of
trigger experiences. Some were provided, but the relationships between
these catalysts and mystical experiences could have become clearer had the
question been posed in the interview. Fowler s interview contained a
question about intense suffering, from which material about a Dark Night
was drawn. This method, however, permitted the interviewee to describe
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psychological suffering without reference to the spiritual emptiness that may
or may not have accompanied it. More probing questions could have been
used after this question in the interview to discover the depth of the
spiritual suffering to distinguish between Groeschel's (1986) Dark Night
leading from Purgation to Illumination and Underhill s (1961) transition
from Illumination to the Unitive Life.
When preparing the biographical sketches, it became clear to the
researcher that a major flaw in the research design was the decision to not
include Fowler s Life Tapestry eiercise. This exercise would have provided
the researcher with information about the person s own perspective on his
or her life in terms of geographic and socioeconomic information, key
relationships, self-understanding in terms of vocation and avocation, and
turning points, such as moves, marriages, divorces, births and deaths. In
addition, the relationship between significant historical events and the
person s life would have been revealed, possibly adding to the information
about trigger events. The subjects would then have had the opportunity to
review their own evolving image of God, shifts in values, and attitudes
toward authorities throughout the whole lifespan to date. Such information
would have clarified considerably the stage transitions each person had
already negotiated and would have corroborated the stage assignments
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made on the basis of the information obtained in the single two hour
interview. Several of the interviewees included a historical context for their
faith development, but more information would certainly have enabled the
researcher to understand the process of transition more completely.
One final limitation of the research is in the ability of a Stage Four/Five
researcher to understand the stories of those in transition from Stage Five to
Six. It was relatively simple to comprehend the connections made in the
lives of the Stage Five people. Those in transition, however, presented
information that was literally beyond the researcher s comprehension and
left her baffled and unable to present it as thoroughly and clearly as might
have been done by a researcher closer to their stage transition. It was
exactly this limitation that posed a unresolvable scoring difficulty on one
interview in particular. It was this that prevented more probing questions
about key items in these interviews in particular, since these people seemed
to be speaking from an inner transcendent authority unbeknownst to the
researcher. It felt rude and presumptuous to keep asking probing questions,
because those being interviewed had none of her ambiguity about the
absoluteness of their Truth.
In conclusion, there were some serious limitations to the research, both
in its data gathering and analysis. Because the sample size was so small and
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the analysis for “necessity and/or sufficiency" shifted from focusing on
Fowler s stages to the Mystic Way as described by Underhill, the conclusions
must be held lightly. They were drawn from a very select group of
interviewees and were analyzed in a different context than had been
originally planned. Therefore, it is important not to make generalizations
about these conclusions without further research adjusted to fit the exact
analysis to be completed. Nonetheless, tentative as these conclusions are,
they have some exciting implications for the disciplines of Education and
Training, Spiritual Direction and Psychospiritual Counseling.
5.4 Implications
In the sections which follow, the implications for Research, for Education
and Training, and for Spiritual Direction and Psychospiritual Counseling will
be considered separately. The subsection on Research will address how to
rectify some of the limitations cited above, as well as other directions to go
with further research in this area. The subsection on Education and Training
will consider how these conditions might be presented in an educational
environment, how people could be given information about spiritual
development in an academically respectable way. The subsection on
Spiritual Direction and Psychospiritual Counseling will present the
roadblocks to meeting these conditions and will offer suggestions to Spiritual
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Counselors, whether they are in the context of an established tradition or
working with faith development more informally.

5-4.1 Implications for Further Research
Out of the limitations cited above have emerged several possible
directions for future research. First, to broaden the data base, a much larger
sample needs to be interviewed. This larger sample ideally would include
greater diversity in terms of ethnic origin, socioeconomic class, educational
level, religious backgrounds and present spiritual orientations. The sample
need not be limited to those in Stage Five because valuable data could be
gleaned about the significance of each condition at Stages Two, Three, Four,
and the transitions surrounding these stages. A much more complete picture
then could be painted to differentiate between transition at various levels in
terms of these conditions.
Second, Fowler offers workshops and seminars periodically to train
those who plan to use his instrument. It would be highly beneficial to future
researchers if they were to take advantage of this training. Interviewers
then could master the art of probing to clarify the interviewee s
interpretations of various responses not thoroughly understood by the
researcher. Then too, they would be far more sure of their own ability to
code with accuracy.
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Third, the interview could be preceded by the Life Tapestry exercise in
order to broaden the knowledge of the faith development of each person.
This would also benefit the participants even more than the single interview
because it would lead to considerable introspection about the spiritual
journey and could help them find a new focus for deepening their spiritual
life.
Furthermore, it might be helpful to establish study groups where people
would meet monthly to learn about a given condition, then let that
information seep down to an experiential level until the next session. At
that next session, ample time would be needed to process what has emerged
for each person as they wrestled with the meaning of that particular
condition. These could become "training groups" in the tradition of
Kohlberg's "moral education," or "control groups," in the tradition of
quantitative research. This will be further elaborated below in Section 5 4.2.
Finally, much more research needs to be done from other perspectives.
For instance, Ken Wilber's conceptualizations of spiritual stages go well
beyond those of James Fowler. It would be helpful to ferret out possible
conditions from all of his analyses of spiritual evolution and rework the
hypotheses used in this study in Wilber s framework. Similarly, it would
further the knowledge about transition to study it from other points of view
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as well, i.e., Swedenborg (1984), Steiner (1981), Tart (1975, 1987), and
White (1972, 1984), to name just a few of the many who have studied this.
Obviously, much remains to be done in the field of spiritual
development before any definitive conditions are taught as either necessary
and/or sufficient for any given transition.
5.4.2 Implications for Education and Training
As introduced above, these conditions could provide the basis for
training groups or classes where development of the whole person is a
legitimate study. Admittedly there are certain boundaries to such studies.
Some institutions insist on such "separation between church and state" that
inclusion of the spiritual development may not be endorsed. Where there is
sufficient academic freedom, however, classes could be organized around
various approaches to spiritual development, i.e., Fowler's, Wilber s,
Swedenborg s, etc., as well as those of well-established traditions, i.e.,
Buddhist, Catholic, Integral Yoga, etc. Integrated into these classes would be
a study of the conditions that would seem to precede stage transition in each
framework. Many of the works cited in this dissertation's bibliography
would be helpful in such classes. Such classes could be offered in a College of
Religion, Psychology, or Education. A rationale could be built for the
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particular course of study in conjunction with the needs of the students at
the institution and the present gaps in courses designed to meet those needs
Another way these conditions might be presented could be in small
study groups organized in communities of learning, whether in churches,
retreat centers, local institutes, and/or holistic health centers. A study group
might begin with a Life Tapestry exercise, where people would review their
own spiritual development in connection with their total development. They
might then begin to study some of the books found in this research to be
springboards to spiritual experiencing. Or the group might prefer to begin
with the practice of spiritual disciplines and work together on different ways
of meditation, centering or contemplative prayer. Each time the group met,
time first would need to be given to process what has transpired in the lives
of the participants since the last meeting. They first could become sensitized
to the possibility of trigger events in their lives. At some point, obviously,
they would need to discuss and study the need to choose a path. If the
study group is within a religious context, the path might have already been
chosen, but then again, there must remain an openness to supplement that
path with new learnings from other paths. The leader of the group may
function as "teacher" of the group, but may not necessarily be the spiritual
teacher for the group members. They should be encouraged to seek out a
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spiritual guide who can facilitate their personal connection with the God
within.
The most significant aspect to any educational or training enterprises
will be the openness to new spiritual experiences on the part of the group
participants. Such openness cannot be taught. It can be modeled. It can be
encouraged. But in the final analysis, it must emerge from an inner attitude
of readiness to participate in the Universal Oneness that is available to all.
It is also crucial to recognize that "teaching" any of the conditions,
whether or not they are considered necessary, can be problematic. No two
people in a group may be at the same spiritual developmental level. They
will have different levels of readiness for spiritual practices and experiences.
The most the teacher can do is to teach that these conditions have been
important in some people s lives and then remain available to help
individuals clarify what their own responses will be. The role of a teacher of
spiritual development is to be responsive to the learners, rather than to be
directive about beginning any particular practice. To use Kegan's (1982)
terminology, the teacher must provide ample confirmation of wherever the
learner is, at the same time as gentle contradiction is offered in an
environment of continuity. Any teacher must remember that great spiritual
development cannot be accomplished in a semester, that spiritual
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development is a lifelong practice. If it took the "spiritual giants" studied in
the historical section between ten and forty years to reach the Unitive Life, it
would be unrealistic to set Unitive Experiences" as a goal of a time-limited
class or study group.

5.4.3 Implications for Spiritual Direction and Psychospiritual
Counseling
If indeed these conditions are necessary for a stage shift from Five to
Six, failure to meet them could explain why there are so few people at Stage
Six. Understanding the roadblocks to meeting these conditions could help
those in the fields of Spiritual Direction and Psychospiritual Counseling,
although they too need to be wary of setting a timetable for their clients
and/or spiritual directees that is out of harmony with their own personal
development. Such roadblocks will now be considered, condition by
condition.
Spiritual travelers will encounter many unexpected events along the
way. Some of them may look like certain of Hardy s triggers, others like
catalysts of another description. It is important to acknowledge the potential
learning from a trigger. It can be a door opening wide to a new spiritual
consciousness, even though this may not be recognized in the moment.
Perhaps the main point is not to struggle to recover from the reeling impact
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so much as to stay with the unknowing and ache until the work has come to
fruition.
Openness to spiritual experiencing may pose a problem for those who
tend to accept anything new unquestioningly. Those traveling along the
Mystic Way need to exercise discernment. The spiritual director could help
them recognize the differences between experiences in terms of the results
in their lives, i.e., is there more peace, joy, calmness or agitation, fear, and
tension? Guidelines can be offered to the spiritual travelers so that they can
approach Spirit with caution, asking to be given only what would be for their
highest good.
The choice of a path itself may prevent some from going beyond the
general commitment of Stage Five. To commit absolutely to a particular path
is not done lightly. Yet such a commitment seems essential. The particular
path is of much less importance than the degree of commitment, a
formidable obstacle to those who have just become comfortable with
ambiguity and paradox. The spiritual facilitator will need to model this
commitment, rather than to urge people to increase their commitment.
Similarly, choosing a teacher could be another stumbling block. There
are two possible pitfalls connected with using a spiritual teacher. The first is
to be willing to shift to an inner teacher as soon as the channels of
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communication are open. Though it seems obvious that the inner teacher
can offer superior teaching, that the spiritual director is only a facilitator of
this connection, fear often blocks the transfer of mentorship from an
external teacher to the inner guide. The spiritual director or external
teacher must be clear with those who come for counsel that s/he is simply
there to facilitate the directees contacting his/her own inner teacher.
The second potential problem with this condition of choosing a teacher
is that working with an external spiritual teacher might become the place for
a seeker to avoid doing deep spiritual work. Psychological issues will come
up and they are entirely appropriate. Yet each issue must be defined in
terms of its impact on the spiritual development. If there is unfinished
business around intimacy, it very likely will interfere with intimacy with
God and this needs to be included in the psychospiritual therapy. Work on
individuation is another psychological issue that is directly related to
spiritual development. Ego transcendence must be preceded by a high
degree of ego development, which comes through individuation. The
invitation to transcendence as issued by a spiritual teacher, however, will be
a call to let go of ego, a step beyond the development of its strengths and
revelling in its paradoxes.
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The third condition, Motivation to Transcend, may not be met at ail if
the Stage Five person has no conception of the Unitive Life. It is perfectly
possible to be a full Stage Five person, yet to have no vision of
transcendence, no yearning for Union, indeed not even a belief that such
Union is "scriptural," whatever that may mean in the chosen path. It is here
that the spiritual teacher can offer books like Peck s The Road Less Travelled
(1978) or Cohen and Phipps' The Common Experience (1979).
Spiritual disciplines are often an integral part of the spiritual life at
Stage Five. They may offer a "diving board" into the divine. Or they may
become the primary focus of concern for the seeker. If the practices are too
diligently followed, they themselves may prevent the person from letting go
of the disciplines to find the meaning behind them. Rituals may become
"cold and sterile" habits, bringing no spark to a relationship that is meant to
be warm and dynamic. Here the spiritual director will have to be sensitive
to helping the person develop techniques that will help establish contact
with the Higher Self or God, yet simultaneously be aware of helping the same
person let go of any given technique.
Detachment or letting go can present a number of obstacles. The Stage
Five person is a "fully functioning," "self-actualizing" individual. As such,
there are key relationships, a way of life, perhaps material prosperity, and
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an inner assurance about how that life is being managed. The willingness to
let the Divine Relationship come first may cause some very human problems.
Priorities may need to be shifted in order to allow for greater solitude Other
people may not understand and may voice objections. It is here that the
motivation to transcend will be tested, for this can become a major turning
point. The willingness to let go of control over what happens or does not
happen in a spiritual experience may in itself be problematic for the Stage
Five person with an internal locus of authority held in delicate tension with
its sense of the Transcendent.
Books and solitude can both become roadblocks by their misuse.
Though books can be helpful sources of information and/or inspiration, the
seeker must be willing to let go of this anchor to a cognitive domain and
move into the experiential realm. Solitude may offer the very opportunity
needed to do that. Or solitude may simply become an opportunity to find
relief from external tasks and contacts. The seeker will need to be present
in the solitude, letting go of plans for reading, completing chores, or any
other form of keeping the mind occupied. The condition of solitude to be
met involves being in the emptiness, in the "Cloud of Unknowing.
The Dark Night of the Soul can become a stumbling block in two ways.
Psychological depressions, normal grievings and responses to traumatic life
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crises may not be part of the Dark Night of the Soul, as defined by Underhill
(1961), but they may indeed be a Dark Night, as defined by Groeschel
(1986). Spiritual travelers need comfort and support at these times, but it
would be unhelpful to label the suffering for them. They may already have
a strong sense of where they are in relation to the Dark Night of the Soul.
Then again, they may deny that they are anywhere near a spiritual Dark
Night, because they have not experienced any of the Illuminations that
Evelyn Underhill described as part of the preceding stage. Either way, they
are struggling to retain control of the definition of the Dark Night of the Soul
and may forfeit the opportunity to meet God in the darkness.
Finally, there can be a serious roadblock in the whole notion of
’ mystery" or "gift" or "grace." It is altogether too easy to say, "Well, when
God wants me to be there, He’ll send me an experience to take me there.
Until then, 1 will just keep on with my spiritual disciplines." There is a very
fine line between passively waiting for God to celebrate the spiritual
marriage and preparing for the ceremony in as many ways as are known to
be helpful.
In conclusion, let us return to one of the biographees of Chapter 3,
Mother Teresa, who firmly believes that her sisters may expect to
experience God’s continual presence and gentle love with these conditions:
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... if they prepare themselves for this gift and open
themselves to God s grace. Their following of Jesus in true
evangelical poverty, in total abandon and trust in God, in
cheerfulness, leads to it, prepares them for this gift_How far
the religious will enjoy this contemplation of God will depend on
the abundance of divine grace she receives, and on her response
to it. (Lejoly, 1985, pp. 254-255)
So too, how complete the transition to Stage Six will be will depend on
the combination of the unique response to the abundance of grace.
5.5 Personal Conclusions
In order to fully develop this section, the researcher feels the need to
switch to the first person singular inasmuch as the process of gathering and
analyzing data was intensely personal and filled with implications for her
own spiritual development.
When this study was first conceived at the conclusion of my
comprehensives, 1 was totally captivated by the whole process of spiritual
development. Through my studies, 1 found a description of my own spiritual
chaos that gave me hope that I would not always be at this place. I could
see where 1 had come from and I had an inkling of where I might be going,
but 1 surely didn’t know how I would ever get there. The Unitive Life held a
strong appeal, yet at the same time, it held considerable apprehension for
me. Analyzing this fear from my informal assessment of my own spiritual
development, 1 realized I was so recently out of Fowler s Stage Three, that
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any threat to my fragile autonomy of Stage Four was considerably
fear-inducing. So 1 used the strengths of Stage Four to create this research
project. I would discover exactly how the transition from Stage Five (which
itself still was distant on the horizon) to Stage Six would occur, so that I
would be prepared for it to happen, perhaps even make it happen! As 1
progressed in my studies, however, 1 ran into some major stumbling blocks,
almost all the result of my Stage Foumess!
In the process, however, 1 discovered that the research had as great an
impact on me as on the field of spiritual development. The impact was
two-pronged. First I found that the whole process of doing this particular
dissertation has triggered my own spiritual development. And secondly, I
discovered within myself some very significant blocks that, if not overcome,
would prevent my eventual moving from Stage Five to Stage Six.
As I began to search for a focus for my studies, I ran into my first
roadblock: the characteristic of Stage Four Logic named "Dichotomous
Thinking." 1 originally proposed to do research to discover what the
conditions were that would facilitate a shift from Stage Five to Six. In the
back of my head, of course, was the absolute belief that either a given
condition would or would not be present. What could be simpler? My
committee asked me to qualify that a bit; if I wanted to look at conditions,
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could 1 possibly ask whether they might be necessary and/or sufficient,
rather than simply present or absent? In my embeddedness in dichotomy, 1
interpreted that to mean that these conditions would either be necessary or
unnecessary, sufficient or insufficient. As I listened to the interviewees and
analyzed their transcripts, I struggled hard with this dichotomy. 1
discovered that sometimes a given condition proved necessary, and at other
times it did not. How could this be? Working on the analyses of the Dark
Night, however, helped me move from the position that "whatever the
subjects said was right" to "whatever the subjects said was right for them
and there are other ways to perceive their experiences as well," a both/and
statement! Even in my conclusions, lam still struggling with this kind of
thinking! But the creation of this dissertation propelled me on my way
toward this characteristic of Stage Five.
Another roadblock emerged out of my inability to take the perspective
of another without hearing it in my own framework. As 1 began the process
of interviewing 1 had to work extremely hard not to judge what was being
said from my perspective. I had to become sensitive to how much I was
projecting my own beliefs and values onto their responses. When I realized
how this was interfering with data-gathering, 1 took some baby steps toward
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recognizing that another person s interiority might well be quite different
from mine and it was still legitimate, though perhaps non-traditional.
Similarly, my Form of Moral judgment was severely shaken as I lived
through this project. My clear conceptualizations of right and wrong, good
and bad, even love and hate, were becoming more and more ambiguous,
much to my dismay and frustration. Most of my interviewees said clearly
that moral conduct was much more relative than 1 wanted it to be. If 1 were
to present their stories fairly, I would have to be able to step into their shoes
to give their perspective and I neither could nor would do that. A personal
crisis then erupted which first drove me right back to the heart of my own
conventionality. It took a full year for me to get to the place of at least
admitting that there could be multiple perspectives on a moral dilemma.
This struggle is not over yet, but 1 can say that I am beginning to tolerate
more ambiguity in my moral judgment.
Another roadblock "popped up" as I was asked to write up the stories of
Bah&’u’llih and Aurobindo in the historical research section. Neither one of
these fit within my schema. Their views were "ideologically incompatible
with mine and I did not want to study them at all. Because 1 still attributed
a great deal of authority to the system of a doctoral committe, however, I
acquiesced. What this did for me was to move my "Bounds of Social
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Awareness" ever so slightly. To use a phrase from Fowler's Manual. 1 can
admit to "being willing to include persons and groups that are different or
unusual in [my] social awareness," though I can not yet say that 1 seek out
such contact. There is room for a lot of change in this aspect of my faith
development and the selection of some of my interviewees enabled me to
broaden a bit more gracefully.
In terms of Locus of Authority, I believe that this process has forced me
to internalize a great deal more authority than previously, but I still hold a
basic respect for the authority of the institution to which I am committed. I
also am aware of a healthy tension within myself about just how much
authority 1 will yield to a fallible external teacher. Clearly my Stage
Four-ness is yielding to an early Stage Fiveness here!
Even this dissertation has not yet moved me to Stage Five in terms of
Form of World Coherence. As 1 was writing, 1 was aware or my need to come
to closure on each condition, my need to identify each subject in terms of
their separate paths, rather than their common stage. 1 am still looking for a
clear explanation of exactly why they are where they are, rather than
simply accepting the data with an intuitive understanding. 1 acknowledge
that this aspect is lagging behind, with both feet firmly planted in Stage Four
still.
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Finally in terms of Symbolic Functioning, 1 recognize less of a
reductiveness than was characteristic two years ago, when I fled from a
church service when I realized Communion was going to be served. 1 realize
now that the symbol of Communion is far greater than the Stage Four
Christianity 1 had been living. Though 1 still don't know exactly what 1
believe about the Lord's Supper, I can participate in it and let it become
whatever I need at the moment from God.
This dissertation then has had a pronounced effect on my own faith
development. The second major impact of this research has been the
discovery of how 1 block my own growth. As 1 began to ferret out the
possible conditions, 1 spent much energy in introspection, trying to ascertain
just where 1 was with each condition. As the months went by, I discovered
just how deeply I already was committed to my path. There 's one condition
I can meet - maybe this Unitive Life is for me after all! I began to let go of
the need to define it. It simply was. I began to let the symbols and rituals
take on a life of their own, began to be open to metaphor in a way that had
been utterly foreign to me.
As 1 read about the need for a spiritual teacher, 1 wondered whether I
dared go for spiritual direction. If I were to listen to anyone, that person
would have to be from within my own tradition. Yet as 1 interviewed people
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from several different paths, 1 found myself being drawn to them, hearing
often the answers to some of my only half-formed questions, wondering if 1
couldn’t find something from their paths to supplement my own.
1 joined a study group, working on Scott Peck’s book, The Road Less
Traveled (1978). 1 found myself both drawn to and wary of his notion that
"God wants us to become Himself (or Herself or Itself)"(p. 269). He stated
that such Union was impossible unless one began with this belief. OK, I can
buy this, but surely be means that God wants us to become as God - not God
in essence - that would be blasphemous. My motivation to transcend was
somewhat shaky because I did not truly believe that it was possible. 1 found
myself explaining the Unitive Life from Peck's perspective in the group
through my cognitive capacity, but I didn't even convince myself!
When I was working on the practice of spiritual disciplines, I began to
wonder whether this meant 1 had to go back to my old style of daily
devotions. Rejecting this notion out of hand, I began going to a meditation
group instead, to try out a new discipline. This doesn t do anything for me.
It's aii my imagination running out of control I guess I'll quit. I tried out
the Course in Miracles, attending a study group in which we read the
workbook and discussed its meaning. This is too much like what I knew as
a fundamentalist. This is not to be my practice. I can see that. 1 began
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going to workshops and retreats addressing psychospiritual issues, including
one led by Peck, one by Fowler, and one by Progoff. That seemed to fit, at
least for a while. 1 found myself using Progoffs Intensive Journaling
techniques and applying the Myers-Briggs Personality Types to myself and
to others around me. Though I was drawn to workshops on music and
imagery, midlife, and movement, I carefully avoided anything that might
involve me because 1 really only wanted to know about it cognitively!
Detachment for me was a real problem. I had only begun to trust my
attachments to certain people; would 1 now have to let go of each one?
Detachment in terms of possessions was not an issue; people and control
were the two stumbling blocks, for I was unwilling to relinquish either one.
Yet as time passes, 1 find that I have less choice than I thought. My control
is minimal anyway, who am I trying to fool? key people do move out of my
life - and others move in. Following God would ultimately have to be my
choice. But not yet, please, God! I still need her/him. 1 must do this in tills
way at this lime.
Obviously the most significant block is fear of opening to new spiritual
experiences. As long as I am unwilling to let God speak to me in unknown
ways, to take me to unknown places, 1 will have to live in the silence.
Letting go of control is a major condition for entering the Unitive Life. As
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long as 1 hold on to my separateness, to my right to control my own life, 1
will not be able to become One. Indeed I am not even willing.
1 discovered personal roadblocks in terms of several other of the
conditions as well. Books, for example, can keep my attention focused away
from God. 1 can get so caught up in the cognitive information that 1 totally
neglect the spiritual exercises and applications of the material. Similarly, 1
can misuse spiritual teaching, spending the time on psychological issues,
skirting the real issue of intimacy with God. Thank you, God! I am beginning
to Jet the Christ within heal the inner child! Solitude is too often simply a
time for me to do my own thing, forgetting that this is God s time, choosing
instead to spend it for myself. WiU I always be caught up in my do-er, never
allowing myself to experience my beingness?
Finally I recognize that 1 can easily fall into the passive stance that
gives God all the credit for entering the Unitive Life. If, after all this
research, I do not move into a serious practice of spiritual disciplines,
including letting go of my Stage Four autonomy, all the waiting in the world
will not produce Union. 1 must be willing to apply what I have learned
about the balance between "practicing the presence of God" and accepting
the “givenness" of spiritual experiencing.
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In conclusion, because this dissertation had such a profound impact on
my own life, 1 believe that such research is of double value. The customary
beneficiary of research is the academic community, but in a field such as
spiritual development, the benefits seem to be reflected back to the
researcher at least as much, if not more, than to the academic community.
This type of research then needs to be given far more widespread support
by colleges and universities whose avowed goal is the greatest possible
development of the whole person. In all my years of study, I have
encountered no field of study that has had as profound an effect on me as
this topic of spiritual development.
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APPENDIX A
Information Sheet

Name-

Date of Birth

Address_

Home phone

-

Occupation _

W ork Address_

W ork phone

Educational background
( )B.S./B.A.

() Master's

( )C.A.G.S.

() Doctorate

() Other_

How would you describe the present spiritual path that you follow?

What has been your experience with spiritual teachers (directors, guides, etc.)?

What is your present experience with spiritual disciplines, i.e., meditation, prayer,
fasting, yoga, reading, etc?

Describe briefly a recent significant turning point for your own spiritual journey.
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APPENDIX B
Letter of Confirmation

5& North East St . B 3/4
Amherst. MA 01002
Dear__

As we discussed on_I am presently writing a dissertation on Spiritual
Development, the evolving relationship between an individual and the Ultimate
Reality. My personal interest in this topic has drawn me to investigate the conditions
that might lead one beyond the more typical spiritual development of our culture into
"mystical" experiences. The data for this research will come from those who have been
drawn to mysticism in their unique spiritual journeys.
As we discussed, 1 am looking for people who would be willing to be interviewed about
how their spiritual path was chosen and is being followed. The single interview will
take between one and two hours. Personal information will remain confidential, both
in the dissertation and in any subsequent publications. All references to potentially
identifiable people, places or events will be deleted or disguised in any written
analyses.
The interview will provide you with an opportunity to share with the academic world
your sense of spiritual development. Many of my colleagues in the doctoral program
are searching for guidance on their own spiritual journeys. 1 believe that your story
could help. In addition, an interview such as this may well supply a new framework
for understanding your own spiritual developmental and its turning points.
Ultimately, sharing your story may be valuable to spiritual leaders, to psychotherapists,
to teachers, to any who are committed to facilitate the development of the whole person.
Thank you very much for agreeing to participate. 1 am looking forward to meeting
With you on_at-Please review the
attached consent form; we will discuss and sign it together when we meet.
Sincerely.

Betsy Howlett
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APPENDIX C
Consent Form

1-a8ree to participate in an interview as part of the research project
on spiritual development being conducted by Betsy Howlett of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. This interview has been designed to identify conditions
which lead to levels of spiritual development higher than those typical in our society
I understand that in the interview, we will discuss my own spiritual journey in order to
identify conditions that helped precipitate significant turning points in my life In
particular, we will talk about mystical or transcendent experiences I have had.
In addition. I have been apprised of the following information:
1. Personal information will be handled with complete confidentiality. No data will be
shared with anyone either orally or in writing until all identifying information has
been deleted or disguised. If I choose to withdraw from this research study at any time
for any reason, all record of any conversations to date (i.e., notes, tapes, questionnaire)
will be returned or destroyed. Some of the information from this research project may
ultimately be published. If such is the case, no names will be given of any participants,
nor will any quotations be identifiable. 1 will have the opportunity to receive the
results of this research project and any published articles that may result.
2. The interview questions may elicit a variety of emotional reactions as I share my
story. The researcher will make every attempt to hear exactly what I am saying, to
respect the integrity of my journey and to be sensitive to whatever I choose to share
with her.
3. The researcher is always willing to answer any questions about this study and/or the
methodology being used.
I have read the letter of confirmation and the consent statement and discussed them to
my satisfaction with Betsy Howlett. 1 agree to participate in this study by participating
as an interviewee.
Date_

Signature of interviewee --—

1 have discussed the purpose and the nature of this research project with —--and agree to respect the unique integrity of the journey about to be shared with me. 1
will follow the guidelines set forth in the consent form and in the letter of
confirmation in conducting the interview and in analyzing the data.
Date_

Signature of researcher---
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APPENDIX D

Interview Questions

Fowler Faith Development Interview (1986. pp. 26-35)
RELATIONSHIPS
1. How do you think of or remember your parents at present? What stands out
to you now about your father? your mother? Can you describe them for me? Have
there been any changes in your perceptions of your parents over the years?
When? (Aspects B.D)
2. Are there currently any relationships that seem important to you. either
with persons or groups? Why do you think that these are important? (Aspects
B.D.E)
3. Do you recaU any changes in relationships that have had a significant
impact on your life or your way of thinking about things? (Aspects B.DX)
PRESENT VALUES AND COMMITMENTS
1. Do you feel that your life has meaning at present? What makes life
meaningful to you? (Aspects F.A.BX.D)
2. Are there any beliefs, values or commitments that seem important to your
life right now? (Aspects F.D.A)
3. When you think of the future, how does it make you feel? Why? (Aspects
FJE.D)
4. Do you think that actions can be right or wrong? If so. what makes an action
right in your opinion? Are there certain actions or types of actions that are always
right under any circumstances? Are there certain moral opinions that you think
everyone should agree on? (Aspects C.B.DX)
5 If you have a question which you cannot decide or a very difficult problem to
solve, to whom or what would you look for guidance? (Aspects DX)
6. When you have an important decision to make, how do you generally go
about making it? Can you give me an example? (Aspects C.BX.D.A)
7. How about moral decisions? Are they the same, or is there a difference
What makes a decision a "moral decision"? (Aspects CJX)
6 Do you think that people change significantly as they get older, or do they
remain pretty much the same? Why? (Aspects F.A)
Do you think that human life has a purpose? If so, what do you think it is? Is
there a plan for our lives, or are we affected by a power or powers beyond our
C0°2. What does death mean to you? What happens to us when we die7 (Aspects

^ G 3.^ Do you consider yourself a religious person? What does this mean to you7
(AspectsF.GA)
symbols or rituals that are important to you. or
have been Important to you? If so. what are these and why are they important?
(AT£youApray. meditate, or perform any other spiritual1^ GA)
6 Do you think there is such a thing as sin or evil? (Aspects G.Af E)
7 if people disagree about a religious issue, how can such conflicts be resol
(Aspects E.BX.D.C)
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CRISES AND PEAI EXPERIENCES
1 Have you ever had moments of intense joy or breakthrough experiences that
have affirmed or changed your sense of life's meaning?
2. Have you experienced times of crisis or suffering in your life, or times vhen
you felt profound disillusionment, or that life had no meaning? What happened to
you at these times? How have these experiences affected you?
3. Do you feel that you are currently growing or changing in any areas of your
life? If so. where do you feel most in need or most open to change? What is your
“growing edge" at this point?

Questions to Highlight Researcher’s Hypothesized Conditions
1. What sort of spiritual disciplines are you presently practicing? When did you
begin [each one]? What is your experience of [each one]?
2. When did you choose this spiritual path? What factors were significant in

making this choice? What was it about this path that attracted you? Was there any
ritual around the final decision? (Additional probing questions may focus on
difficulties and challenges experienced, on feelings about "back-sliding" or doubts
or any desire to leave that path.)
3. What keeps you on this path. fuUy aware that it may (again) involve
suffering?
4. In the information sheet, you mentioned your spiritual directors/teachers/
guides; how did you come in contact with them? How often do you work with them?
What attitude do you hold toward their counsel? How has your relationship with
them changed or evolved?

3. If you were to tell me just who you are. what would you say? Where does your
sense of identity originate? What would you say is the source of your present value
system? Has the concept of detachment or "letting go" been part of your spiritual
journey? If so. how has it been involved? What have you had to "let go of’ ? What
are you presently being asked "to let go of'?
6. What is your spiritual ideal or goal? Where are you in relationship to it?
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APPENDIX E
Glossary of Specialized Terms

Ananda: Hindu term for bliss, spiritual ecstasy, "Something greater than peace or joy
something that, like Truth and Light, is the very nature of the supramental
Divine" (Pandit, 1973, p. 7).
Automatic writing: writing without conscious knowledge of what is being written;
often with a sense of inner dictation
Avatar: Hindu term meaning “one in whom the Divine Consciousness has descended
into human birth for a great world-work; the Incarnation... "(Pandit, 1973, p
Bah&'i: member of a religious group that is dedicated to the spiritual unity of all peoples
Contemplation: "a concentration on spiritual things as a form of private devotion [or] a
state of mystical awareness of God's being" (Webster's Ninth New Collegiate
Dictionary. 1984, p283)
Dervish: member of any Moslem religious order dedicated to a life of poverty and
celibacy
Honoris cause: Latin term meaning "with honor"
Imaginative vision : "spontaneous mental pictures at which the self looks, but in the
action of which it does not participate" (Underhill. 1961. p. 283)
Inspired writing: same as Automatic writing (see above)
Integral Yoga: a form of Yoga that believes in the "integral possibilities of man (sic)..
achieving an integral knowledge and therefore an integral life" (Salprcm, 1984,
p. 101) (Superseded in Aurobindo's framework by Supramental Yoga)
Intellectual vision: an acute awareness of God's Presence
"Living Letters": "the first 18 disciples of the Mb"(Esslemont, 1970, p. 14)
Locutions: inner voices heard by some mystics, distinguished from hallucinations by
the sense of certitude, joy and peace which accompanies them
Monstrance , clear shrine-like container in a Catholic Eucharistic service in which the
consecrated Host is offered to the worshippers
Narayana: a Hindu god
Nirvana: where all suffering is transcended; paradise; liberation
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Novitiate the probationary period of becoming a monk or nun
Overmind: "the rarely attained summit of human consciousness It is a cosmic
consciousness, but with no loss of the individual.... The overmind is the world of
the gods, the source of inspiration of the great founders of religion This is vhere
all the religions we know were born; all religions derive from an overmenial
experience, in one of its countless aspects" (Satprem. 1984. p 218)
Postulant: those just entering a monastery or convent, in the time immediately prior to
being accepted as a novice
Pranayama: spiritual exercises, focusing on breathing to control the flow of vital
energy currents in the body (Pandit, 1973, p 191)
Sadhaka: yogic seeker
Sadhana: spiritual path of a yogic seeker
Sri Krishna: a Hindu god, believed to be an incarnation of Vishnu: “the Lord of the
Divine Love and Ananda" (Pandit. 1973, p. 143).
Supermind: sometimes used interchangeably with Supramind, but technically'an
eternal reality of the divine Being and the divine Nature" (Pandit, 1973, p 254).
Supramental: "the direct self-existent Truth-Consciousness and the direct self-effective
Truth Power" (Pandit. 1973. p. 257).
Transport: a sense of being taken to another place while in meditation
Trappist: a Catholic order best known for its austere form of life and perpetual silence,
though novice masters do speak with students, spiritual directors with directees,
and occasional conferences are held with outside speakers
Vasudeva: a Hindu god
Veda: Hindu scriptures
Vivekananda. spiritual teacher whose work in India preceded Aurobindo's (1868-1902)
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APPENDIX F
Analysis of the Conditions in Subjects Below Stage 5

Hardy’s "Triggers"
With the people at Stages 3/4.4, and 4/5, only one of Hardy's triggers was
important. A crisis in personal relationships precipitated Subject*10 s mistrust of her
inner voice, but when she acted on it. she found the end of her ten years of searching
through her time of spiritual darkness. This appeared to be her Awakening, though it
is somewhat unclear from the information shared in the interview. She did describe
much of the suffering more characteristic of Purgation.
Different catalysts seemed important in the lives of others. Vatican II seemed to
be the catalyst out of the Roman Catholic Church for Subject911. A radio talk show was
her catalyst into the spiritual fields, as she heard an invitation to an evening seminar
with a group she joined and followed for about eight years. One seeming coincidence
or catalyst after another led her to follow different paths throughout the next few
years, until she finally came to the Course in Miracles and Krishnamurti. She clearly
described experiences of Awakening. Purgation and Illumination in her interview
Subject *7 “happened" to be at a Peace Vigil when "this monk appeared over the
horizon beating this drum." She was deeply moved by him. by the instant inner
connection she felt with him. and as she met him repeatedly at other Peace Events, she
was drawn to her path. It is unclear just when her Awakening occurred, but she gave
considerable evidence of being in the Purgative Stage, with the accompanying joy of
Illuminative experiences.
Subject91 responded to various stimuli along his path, making choices and new
discoveries as he went. Because he wanted a draft deferment at the time of the Vietnam
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War. he entered Cantorial School, where he learned the importance of chanting the
Hebrew prayers. Because of a back injury, he later took chiropractic training and now
has a vision of "work on a national and world scene in health care and health care
education, particularly in the realm of chiropractic ." Later work with spiritual
teachers precipitated his progress along the Mystic Vay, to the Illuminative Stage
where he now clearly is.
Only one person, the Stage Three /Four man. reported no trigger experiences,
indeed he does not yet seem to have a mystical Awakening as yet.

Openness to Spiritual Experiencing
Interestingly enough, all of the interviewees reported being "open." What
differentiated between the stages was the meaning of that openness to the person
describing it. The Stage Three/Four person, for example, began his interview by
saying. "I think I'm probably more influenced by other religions than most of my
family ." To him, openness meant a willingness to examine other formal traditions and
allowing some of the ideas to influence his thinking. That he was not describing an

openness to spiritual experiencing became clear when he added, "I'm deeply religious
in the general sense of the word. 1 don't indulge in too much ritual." This corroborates
the researcher s sense that he has yet to experience Awakening.
One of the Stage Four women indicated that her "commitment is to my spiritual
life 100% right now. I'm willing to go where it takes me. I'm really trying not to
beUeve in anything so that I can be open to accept - let's say more open to it - spiritual
wisdom, trying not to get boxed into any one particular belief." Her openness has both
a positive and a negative quality to it. She is wilUng to go with her experiences, but she
is not willing to commit to the "Absoluteness of the Particular." which as Fowler points
out is an integral part of the Stage Six faith development. On the other hand, she spoXe
persuasively of the message of all the spiritual teachers who have so profoundly
affected her life. "It would be to "Open up and listen!" It would be just to listen to what's
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coming to you spiritually - listen to your guides if you believe in that - you know. it s
just to open up and listen. It s Awaken! It s a sort of message to awaken to what the
truth is. That's what the message is." For her the puzzle still remains: "1 don't know
where it's coming from." At this point it might seem that she is struggling to balance
the paradoxes inherent in her system. But then she returns to her more comfortable
dichotomous way of thinking by saying. "Anything that 1 ever say would only be what
1 think it is and not necessarily what it is."
The other Stage Four person described opening quite differently when she was
discussing prayer. She began by saying that prayer was "too big and too mysterious" to
describe, but then she explained that it was "opening up ... in oneself ." She summed
up her feeling about prayer in these words: "When you can give your whole heart and
mind to the prayer, it feels like you are really connecting with the world, very deeply,
and with all the people in the world." In a sense, her transcendent experiences which
come through prayer result from her being open to that which is "too big and too
mysterious" to describe. This is her description of an Illuminative experience.
The Stage Four/Five woman described opening up to Love. Given her belief
system that God is Love and that God is revealed in loving one another, her conception
of openness naturally begins with being open to love others. She does not limit who
she can love; she feels that Christianity has no corner on Truth.
I chose Christianity for me.... But there are going to be Buddhists and
Hindus and people who do nothing whatsoever whose souls will be full of
beauty, from what source 1 don't know. 1 don't want to negate that. I
guess I really feel there's a spirit - the Holy Spirit on the earth - and it
isn't limited to people who happen to go to church every Sunday.
Though she mentions three different groups who have beauty, she uses them
only as examples. She is willing to love whoever crosses her path, believing that God
means for them to encounter each other in love. Because she described no further
mystical experiences, it appears that her expression of Christianity through love is
part of her Purification. However, she could be experiencing Illumination in the same
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way that Brother Lawrence did. through the ongoing sense of the Loving Presence of
God always being central in her life.
The Stage Four/Five man shows great openness to a variety of spiritual
experiences. He began with psychedelic drugs, moved to Transcendental Meditation,
then to two different teachers over a period of 13 years before coming to rely solely on
his inner guides. He described a number of experiences which "blew my doors wide
open!"

Motivation to Transcend
The 3/4 person has no particular spiritual goals, no lifetime goals toward Union
He spoke briefly of his effort to get "a feeling of being one with God" when in prayer.

Admitting that "for some people, the goal is to have union," he says that he is not that
religious." Instead of a personal motivation to transcend, he says somewhat vaguely. "1
don t particularly do that. It's a part of my living and personal character ."
The two Stage Four participants have totally different perspectives on their goal
and motivation in their spiritual journey. One believes very strongly that the
motivation comes from your innermost heart, the spiritual desire that you have It s
joy. it's liberation, but the suffering is there definitely and must be gone through to
bring joy and liberation." She sees the ultimate goal of enlightenment as a group
attainment. "We re all in this together and are should work to help everybody and
ourselves. The ultimate thing is not only our own enlightenment, but I that] all
suffering Ibel transcended." The other Stage Four was much more pragmatic: "I'm still
here, so 1 must have more to do on Planet Earth " She also said that she has found adeep
personal value in reading Ihe Course in Miracles and meditating twice daily because
she has the clear expectation that this will someday bring her to the point of ' touching
unity, touching God.”
The transitional Four/Five Christian s path is inextricably intertwined with
loving service to people, so for

her. she feels she is "one in the Spirit" with others as
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she loves them freely, without possessing them. Her ideal is "to live like Jesus Christ."
and for her this means living the intangible, unselfish love known as agape, "which
is beyond self."
The Jewish Four/Five s motivation is the result of his world view, in which he sees
a long evolution of spiritual development before he no longer has to reincarnate. He
wants above all else "to get off the wheel." to reach the Soul Realms. In UnderhiHs
terms, he seems to be speaking of Purgation with many IHuminative experiences

Choosing a Pith
Although aU those interviewed had chosen a path, the subjects presented below
seem to have stopped short of making it fuUy their own, even the ambiguities. The
Stage 3/4 person does not seem to have moved too far beyond tacit endorsement of his
Hinduism. Indeed he stated that he does not ask questions about supernatural things
his religion tells him. The Christian Stage 4/3 interviewee wrestled with the problem
of evil, but then basically chose to accept it and close the door to further questions.
This occurred at the same time as her Awakening experience as she discovered her call
to love.
The Jewish Stage 4/3 person has a rootedness in his Judaism, particularly within
the teachings of the Kabbalah. However, his path as an adult has shifted to include
several other non-traditional paths at different times.
Of those who made their choice of a path in adulthood, there were two quite
different stories. One Stage 4 woman made her choice in early adulthood. foUowing
deep disillusionment with the religion of her family of origin. Her interest in social
justice drew her to a Peace Vigil, where she met the man who was to become her
spiritual teacher for many years to come. Her Awakening and her choice of a path
seems to coincide.
The other Stage 4 woman was in midlife, facing the psychological crisis of
finding a new identity, following the loss of key relationships. It took her several
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years of struggling with the new identity before she addressed her ideology, a
combination connected with the shift from Fowler s Stage Three to Four, and much
more common among young adults. Her awakening came long before the choice of her
present path, but it was part of the path she chose at that time

Choosing a Teacher
The Stage 3/4 person attended discourses as an adolescent, but has had no further
teaching. He stated that such attendance by adolescents was basically a cultural
phenomenon. By contrast, the two Stage 4 people have worked very closely with at
least one teacher. Subject #7 continues to work with the teacher who most influenced
her decision to choose her present path. She feels very privileged, because she realizes
that many on her path have to journey "solo" and that is not her way. She has a
reliance on her own inner authority, but it seems to be very closely aligned with
Fowler s description of the strong internal locus of authority at Stage 4, and it seems to
point toward the shift to inner teacher. Subject*11 has worked with many different
teachers in sequence, as she aligned herself first with one movement, then another
until she discovered her present path of Course in Miracles. She now states. Jesus is
my guide,” though she still deeply values the teachings of the Course and of
Krishnamurti. Both of these subjects have found teachers that have helped them
define their self-chosen system of spirituality.
The transitional 4/3 Christian has never worked personally with her ministers.
but has had many informal chats with them and with friends about spirituality She
has often prayed with others, both professionally and personally. She relies very
strongly on her inner sense of God s guidance. On the other hand, the Stage Four/Five
man has has a strong reliance on external teachers for many years. Wort with on
particular teacher led him to internal guidance, on which he solely depends at this
time.
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Boots
Boots seemed important in the spiritual journeys of all of those interviewed, with
one exception. The Hindu referred to the Bhagavad Gita, but admitted that he only reads
it "once in a while." He does tnow parts of it from memory As he said, "1 have the
boot, but I don't particularly sit down and read it. Maybe someday 1 might!"
The Stage Four people persuasively spote of the power of their preferred boots.
One brought her favorite to the interview and shared several tey passages from it in
answer to the researcher s questions. The other gave the researcher a copy of her
favorite author. Neither mentioned reading any boots that were outside the
framewort of their self-chosen system.
The Four/Five person mentioned two Christian authors who have been helpful to
her . Thomas Merton and Henry Nouwen. She is open to reading spiritual literature
from other religious traditions for information, but draws her inspiration Largely from
within her own tradition. The other Stage Four/Five person spoke with deep respect
for the discourses of his former teacher. He has read extensively about spiritual
development from a variety of perspectives.

Practice of Spiritual Disciplines
Spiritual disciplines take on differing significance in the different stages,
depending on one's own journey. The Stage Three/Four person interviewed for this
study described participating in certain ceremonies, such as offering flowers to God.
accompanied by "mental concentration for a few minutes." He also mentioned
occasionally "lighting a lamp in a wick, offering rice" or other things like that. He
deferred to his wife for the observance of most of the spiritual disciplines in their
present life, though he seemed to be longing for more connection in prayer when he
said. "We invoke the presence of a favorite deity and concentrate our attention and try
* get a feeling to be one with God." He did concede that. "It's more a thought than
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indulging in traditional ritualism.” 'When he talked about choosing a favorite deity, he
also described that Hindus belive in "zillions" of gods and goddesses, but "We don't
particularly ask historical questions_For us. those are beliefs, and we don't question
them.” Clearly his practice of spiritual disciplines emerges from a tacit, largely
unexamined faith.
Both of the Stage Four interviewees have a personally chosen fairly strict
practice of spiritual disciplines. One recalled that as a child, she had prayed and read
the Bible twice daily, whereas she now meditates and reads the Course in Miracles twice
daily. She was emphatic, however, that there is a vast difference: ”1 am now doing
these twice a day because 1 want to. I've found value in it and 1 do it." Meditation
brings her to a place of “having no sense of body,” where she knows that "everything
is exactly as it should be." She finds her most intense experiences of peace and
happiness through her meditative practice.
The Buddhist woman practices her spiritual disciplines everywhere she goes. As
we met for the interview, she stopped to chant and to drum before she entered the
room. As she left, she repeated the process. She is "zealously committed to this total
prayer and commitment and focus on the realization of peace in this world." The chant
is "the veneration of the Buddha nature, divine nature in each person." She fasts and
prays for 14 hours a day once a month, for a week at least once a year. Walking is
another part of her meditative practice, though she feels that she is not doing enough
of that at this moment. She interprets her disciplines as -positively choosing to take on
something which is more like suffering because we believe that good comes from it
This sounds remarkably close to Underhill's definition of mortification, part of the
Purgative Way.
The Stage Four/Five woman, on the other hand, does not see her calling as ascetic.
She described a practice of reading the Bible, spiritual books, and devotional guides, in
addition to daily prayer. Much of this she does with her closest friends, because she is
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so people-oriented. As a member of the clergy, she also leads worship services, for
which she prepares with personal prayer and spiritual readings Although she began
these practices in college, reading and praying nightly with her friends, she
acknowledged that at that time her "religion was very much based on works .“ At the
present time, she has a different perspective:
Along with coming to feel a God within has come a feeling of Martin
Luther s "Here 1 stand." It's a faith, no matter how many works 1 do. I'm
saved by grace and not by a zillion good works.... Along with this
finding the simplicity of God came the feeling of grace more than works
And 1 very much rest in that now.
Her sense of spiritual discipline is integrally connected with her sense of the
grace of God. with her own inner humility, with the choice of books she reads as part of
her spiritual journey, sharing it all with other people in the name of a God of love.
The Stage Four/Five man likewise has a strong practice of spiritual disciplines
He has a daily time for tone chanting, when he chants the tone originally given to him
by his external teacher. He consciously listens to his inner guides while at work as a
chiropractor. He also continues to chant for occasional Jewish services.

Practice of Detachment
Although the Stage 3/4 person spoke of "detached attachment." his conception of
detachment seemed accompanied by negative overtones. He spoke of those who
practiced detachment as "people who completely gave up everything and they indulged
in God and Allah. Buddha." He feels this is an abrogation of the responsibility to bring
up children so that they "in turn contribute to the society constructively ." He believes
firmly in the need to form attachments, to make commitments to family, to work, to
community, but to keep a sense of balance in aU of these. "Once again it goes back to
the *ha»avadGita You have a responsibility

and you do things the way you should

and the outcome of this is nevertheless not in your hands.'
One Stage Four person noted her focus on "the practice of detachment and the
practice on non-clinging to things." in accordance with Buddhist teachings. She
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spoke eloquently of the need to let go of personal likes end dislikes, especially in the
area of food and clothing. She felt, however, that the most important kind of
detachment has to do with "things in our mind, things to do with the ego. and our
opinions." The community lifestyle in a Buddhist community helps the purification
process, because it forces the community members to face "a lot of the hidden stuff
inside one s mind." She recognizes the central importance of letting the "mind become
quiet." and values her kind of life for its ability to foster that through the practice of
their particular spiritual disciplines. In her own words, her practice of detachment is
part of the Purification phase of the Mystic Way.
The other Stage Four person spoke of painful detachments she has had to make
from significant relationships and jobs. But to her. there was an equal need to let go of
any single person s spiritual authority over her. When she left the Catholic Church
after the life-changing decisions of Vatican II. she began a pattern of substituting one
authority after another in its place, until she finally recognized the pattern and chose
to follow only Jesus. She still listens to teachers on her path, but has detached from
their ultimate control over her way of making meaning in life, a strong indicator of
her shift from Stage Three to Four.
The Stage Four/Five person frames her spiritual journey in a fabric of
relationships and spoke of detachment in terms of allowing freedom to the other
persons in relationship with her. She has had to learn to let the other person help
define the relationship, to give up executions of receiving in return as deep a love as
she has offered. She has had to let go of being first in some of their lives. Death is
another area where she sees letting go as important. She spoke of praying with a man
on his deathbed, helping him to let go of life, as she herself struggled to let go of him in

death. She feels that "God ukes away from us one by one things in our old age:"
memory, full control of the body and the mind. aU in preparation for the ultimate
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letting go of life. Finally, she spoke of the need to let go of insoluble problems for
which there are no answers.
Detachment or letting go was not a strong theme in the Stage Four/Five man's
story. He spoke tenderly of his father s death, sharing how he assisted him to let go of
life. He spoke of the need to let go of the notion of "our souls as separate and distinct.“
He believes that “they're just little particles of the Godhead and they come down and
they incarnate and they evolve and they yearn to go home." Detachment has not had
the painful connotations in this man's stories as it has in many others.

Solitude
At the earlier stages, solitude does not appear to be a need. The Stage Three/Four
person made no mention whatsoever of it. and from his own description of his spiritual
disciplines, he does not appear to value solitude particularly for spiritual purposes.
One Stage Four woman lives alone and can easily find all the solitude she needs for her
twice daily practice of reading and meditation. The other Stage Four woman lives in a
community where hours of fasting, prayer, chanting, and walking are done
individually in the group. She did mention her need to go up a mountain just before
she was ordained in order to become absolutely sure that she was called to ordination
The Stage Four/Five woman is admittedly a people-person. She prefers to be with
people for her daily devotions, her Bible reading and prayer. She does, however, use
solitude for study when she needs to prepare to lead worship services. The Stage
Four/Five man uses the solitude of his home in the early morning hours to practice his
spiritual disciplines. He spote of no need to go away on retreat for more solitude
n.rir Night of the Soul
This type of experience appeared to be utterly foreign to the Stage Three/four
person. He described his life as relaUvely smooth, since no "bad things" bad happened
u, him. He described neither profound joy nor devastation.
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The two Stage Four women described "Dark Night" experiences quite differently
One described all of life as suffering, as Buddhism teaches, and the purpose of that
suffering is to bring joy and enlightenment. She herself reported feeling long dry
spells where she felt weak and tired, but she never described it as feeling separated
from her Buddha nature. At such times, she just hangs in there and keeps trying. She
described her breakthrough moments as coming when she is in prayer, “this
incredible warmth towards - well, to God or Buddha and to everyone - just intense love
and joy to everyone and everything." She explains quite clearly that it comes by grace,
not by anything that she herself has done. Clearly this fits Groeschel's description of
the Dark Night between Purgation and Illumination.
The other Stage Four woman's experience of Dark Night or times of intense
suffering has come around work and relationships. When she was unfairly and
unexpectedly demoted, she was totally devastated. Although it was before she was really
on her spiritual path, she found the answer.
1 remember sitting there and this little voice said to me. "A pinhole is as
a manhole." You know, sometimes something comes to you and it s either
some great thing you've read somewhere or heard, but I've neve*\r^
this expression, it totally came from somewhere inside of me. And then
1 started to think about this event. It had no meaning. In comparison to
a manhole, it was nothing. It took me awhile to adjust to that. Iknow
that was a deep message for me.
She has had many experiences of ecstasy, of being out of body. At one spiritual
meeting she attended, she reported these feelings and sensations.
There was an intense feeling of joy - Im not
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opening up.
Her other Darit Night experience centered around the death of her mother. This
loss was ameliorated over a period of time through dreams, where her mother would
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appear to her with messages that she did not need to "rely on anyone anymore" She
feels that these dreams brought her to a new sense of her own autonomy Both of these
experiences seem to fit with Groeschel's devinition of the Dark Night between
Purgation and Illumination.
The Four /Five woman described her Dark Night experience as lasting about 10
years. Though she had chosen to major in religion, she found it excruciating to have to
face questions that she had never been confronted with before, especially concerning
the presence of evil in the world if God was all-powerful and all-loving. She wrestled
the question for the next ten years, all the while forming new relationships and
discussing religion with them. At a summer seminar, she met a person to whom she
was instantly drawn.
One night 1 went to bed. and I felt the Lord calling me. I've always felt
real personal messages from Him now and again, or drawings to Him. and
something said. "You are going to love this person." And 1 thought that
was a foolish thing to do ... but I knew I had to teU her that.
[After 1 told her] we went our ways, but later on. we came together for
supper. 1 came in one door and she came in the other and to this day. 1H
not forget the light in her eyes that 1 had not seen before. And I went to
bed that night and the ten years or whatever of questioning all fell into
place with the background of these three friends. God is Love. 1 cannot
ask a million, zillion questions.... 1 am not capable of taking it in^ but I
can see that God is love and he who dwells in love dwells in God and God
in Him. 1 saw it on that lady’s faced after 1 approached her with love....
And that's the path I ve been on ever since.
Clearly her Dark Night ended with the realization that her joy lay in loving
people, loving God in them, loving them in God. This is » clear description of the deep
spiritual darkness, followed by a "rescue by God." which Groeschel would put firmly
between Purgation and Illumination.
The Stage Four/Five man did not describe any deep suffering. The only reference
that could indicate such a time was when he spoke of his disillusionment with his
external teacher s indiscretions in the world He stayed with the teacher for a number
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of years after that because he was being led to Illuminative experiences through his
inner work with this man.

Humility
Although few would admit to being humble, humility is nonetheless an important
part of the lives of all of those interviewed, beginning with these earlier stages The
man at Stage Three/Four said there was nothing special to describe him other than
what he does and what he is. Yet in the world, he has earned considerable fame for
precisely what he has done in his field. Yet his humility did not seem to carry with it a
sense of spiritual giftedness that was so characteristic of those in Stage Five and
Five/Six. Instead, it simply seemed the way to live with his fame.
The two in Stage Four both seem to be grappling with the discrepancy between
their ideal and their ability to fully realize it. One's goal is Enlightenment and she
described her prayer as coming from her Buddha nature at the same time as she
described her struggle with letting go of personal likes and dislikes. She sighed and
concluded that she is "just struggling along on my path ” The other person s struggle is
between seeing herself as a perfect spiritual being, yet an imperfect human being.
Although she is cognizant of her spiritual perfection, she had to acknowledge that she
"would like to awaken to that: For both of them, their humility is genuine, yet tinged
with a certain wryness. because their embeddedness in their own system of thinking.
These comments reflect their presence in Purgation, though combined with fairly
frequent Illuminative experiences.
The Stage Four/Five woman speaks of herself as a servant and admits that too
often she has taken that role to extremes. However, "way down at rock bottom. I think 1
feel of worth -1 don't think I'd get trod on!" She feels a great deal of respect from her
family and community, "but I'm not eager to be very offensive about aU of that. I d just
as soon be of value in a sort of servant role." She would rather be the accompanist than
the prima donna.
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The Stage Four/Five man seems to be balancing a healthy sense of who he is and
how gifted he has been with his equally strong belief in the need "to continually
improve and to grow and evolve." This level of humility is as authentic and genuine as
all of those cited above, but none reflects "the death of selfhood" described by Underhill
as what emerges from Purgation <1961. p. Z21).

Social Activism
There is a kind of social consciousnesss apparent in all of Fowler's stages, but its
manifestations vary with the particular foci of the stage itself. In the Stage 3/4 person,
there was a feeling that the next generation will be affected by this generation s use of
the environment or world policies. He basically felt, however, that most of what
happens are things "over which we don't have control and 1 believe that one should
certainly act on these things in a way that is proper, but [not to the extent] of being
worried about it." His definition of "proper" centered on how certain policies would
affect his children and the whole next generation.
The Stage Four people seemed worlds apart. One has worked for social change for
over 20 years. She was very active in anti-racism and anti-war movements in her
early adulthood. She has often participated in Peace Vigils, ever since the very special
one when she first encountered the man who was to become her spiritual teacher. Part
of her spiritual discipline includes walking for peace, bringing prayer through her
chanting and drumming wherever she goes. She consciously goes to places that are
potentially violent in order to bring prayer for non-violence. She would welcome the
opportunity to go to Ireland, beating her drum with the prayer for peace. She clearly
is doing the work of mortification, described by Underhill as part of Purgation (1961. P

221).
The other Stage Four subject, by contrast, discussed her concern for the future
only in terms of her own

financial security as a single woman. Her 'Bounds of Social

Awareness." to use Fowler s term, were

limited to those with whom she still has some
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psychological issues to resolve, namely her family, and those with whom she is
ideologically compatible.
The transitional Four/Five woman is concerned about the environment, about
world issues, in fact feels somewhat overwhelmed by them. She does her part,
conserving paper, recycling bottles and the like, but she feels that “Prayer is my
railing_l

can't go out and save the world and be a good wife and mother and friend

like 1 am." She draws on her faith as an anchor in the midst of the world chaos and
potential disasters that she easily can see. She is confident that "anybody who. if He did
make it rain for 40 days and did take care of people, can also take care of the future "
Her part is to "back it up by putting my arms around somebody in love." a vital way she
defines the outworking of her faith. The Four/Five man worked for peace through the
1%0's and early 1970 s. He is presently more focused on realizing his vision for health
care and health care education around the world. Again, none of these
conceptualizations of social activism meet Underhill s criteria for the good works that
wiU emerge in the Unitive Life.

anything Klae Named *»y thg Interviewees
The one other possible explanation for spiritual development that was most
frequently mentioned by interviewees was a sense of mystery, the quality of being
gifted or graced. The Stage Four/Five woman acknowledged that her ability to love is a
gift. And there's nothing I could do to earn if She later spoke of her desire to
continue to “grow in faith and grace." qualifying it with the words. “1 don't mean to
say working hard like 1 could accomplish it." She is beginning to balance the
paradoxes more typical of Stage Five, in her description of the interface between her
works and God s grace in her particular life situation. The Stage Four/Five man
likewise seemed to be balancing the paradoxes well, describing his Awakening
experience at age 12 in these words: "IMaybe 1 was awakened ] Maybe 1 awakened
myself to what was already there.”
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The Buddhist Stage Four person likewise was struggling with the origin or her
mystical experiences. On the one hand, she said. "You have to really try. you have to
make great effort." And then in the next response, she countered that with. "It s not so
much we have to bring it about, but that you give up yourself, its giving over
yourself, trying to get away from all the attachments to ease and comfort and pleasure,
and giving over to the spirit and that takes effort.... When you do that, it's so clear
that all there is is this grace and magnificence."
The other Stage Four person clearly sees her dreams as gifts that were given to
her, not simply to help her resolve her psychological issues with her parents and
friends, but to give her the assurance that there is nothing to fear. She described her
whole evolution from one spiritual movement to another as "led." It seems fairly
obvious that she would not attribute Unitive experiences to the mere fulfillment of
prior conditions.
The Stage Three/Four person did not seem to have any experiential context for
mystical experiences. Though he said that in prayer, he strove for the feeling of
Oneness, he later concluded that while concrete figures of Buddha and the Christ are
important symbols for many. "It s somebody's imagination and that imagination has
captured the minds of people and they go with that." He was wrestling with the
difficulty of concentrating the attention on something so abstract as God. and
concluded that even the concrete figures are inadequate. For him. breakthrough
experiences come in the context of "normal things." He cited "enchanting music, or
you do very well in your work and profession or you come across a good book or your
children, wife, friends [do wonderfully] - so there are moments of joy and sometimes
intense moments of joy ."
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